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A Paleographical and Repertorial Study of the Manuscript
Trento, Castello del Buonconsiglio, 91 (1378)
ABSTRACT
This dissertation is an anaiysis of Trent 91, one of the series
of fifteenth-century musical manuscripts known collectively as the
Trent Codices.

Trent 91 contains a large repertory of sacred music,

most of it anonymously and uniquely preserved.

The foliowing study

defines, for the first time, that repertory's pivotal place in the
larser context of musical developments during the Renaissance.
The first chapter, which centers on an extended account of
Trent 91's ohysical formation, challenges seme widely accepted
hypotheses concerning the genesis of Trent 91.

While for many

years schoiars have viewed the later portions of the Trent collection
as th6 work of a single scribe, Johannes Wiser, active in Trento
itself from about 145= to 1465, both the configuration and the
contents of these manuscripts, including Trent 91, can be more
coherently explained by analyzing them as the joint creations of a
number of scribes working somewhat later (through most of the
1470s) and with ready access to a flourishing musical life at the
Imperial COurt at Wiener Neustadt, near Vienna.
this theory, set

forw~rd

Spec:fic support for

in Chapter Two, is to be found in the

anonymous plainchant paraphrase compositions in Trent 91.
Isaac's Choralis Constantinus
pieces

u~~

Like

from several decades later, these

chant melodies and liturgical orders appropriate for the

Diocese of Passau, and so may be from the Imperial Chapel at Wiener
Neustadt, which lay within that Diocese's jurisdiction.

v
Chapter Three next turns to the repertory contained in the
first four fascicles of the manuscript

A close examination of the

relations between Trent 91's readings of some of these works and
their concordances in other manuscripts

suggest~,

physical features of the copies themselves,

~hat

together with
this first portion

of Trent 91 may have entered the collection through the agency,
direct or indirect, of the Flemish composer Johannes Martini, whose

Missa Cucu heads this portion of the manuscript.

The remaining two

chapters cover a series of Mass Ordinary cycles previously
considered LU be, like the repertory of the first four fascicles,
imported from Franco-Flemish circles.

Both argue instead that

these Masses, which represent two distinctive traditions of Mass
composition, come instead from the circle of composers resident at
the Imperial Court in Wiener Neustadt - chief among them Johannes
Touront, whose

WQiK

from Imperial territory.

is known almost exclusively in manuscripts
A concluding section assesses the possible

impact of these Mass genres on Martini, who may have spent several
years in or near the Imperial Court circle.
activities in Ferrara,

Through Martini's later

these developments in supposedly provincial

Austria may have come to influence a new generation of composers,
such as Obrecht and Josquin, working in France and Italy.
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PART I: TEXT

1

Chapter One
Introduct1on:

On the Creation of Trent 91

The manuscript Trento, Museo Provinciale d'Arte, Castello del
th~

Buonconsiglio, Ms. 91 belongs to
cellectively as the Trent Codices.
Codices are all

series of seven volumes

know~

Numbered 87 through 93, the

of paper, with bindings (modern replacements of the

originals) of leather over wood; all measure approximately 8 1/2 "
by 12 1/2- and comprise several hundred folios each. 1 With about

1900 items, mostly sacred and all in white mensural notation, they
form together tha largest single musical collection to have survived,
in one location, from the middle decades of the fifteenth century.
As a preliminary to
Cc..dex

Trent 91,

the

detailed

physjc~1

analysis of the

the subject of the present study, a few

remarks

about earlier literature on the Codices in general may help to define

-

.

seme of the issues that affect understandina of any one of them.
a sense, such an exercise seems redundant:
and their role in musicological writings

In

their outward history

since their rediscovery,

which occurred just over a century ago, have been 3killfully
summarized recently by several other investigators ef individual
mam.:scripts. 2

But to a greater extent than usually recognized,

~ The manuscripts have been assigned the shelf numbers 1374 through 1379. retaining the;!"
original order. at the Museo ProvinciaJe (formerly the Museo nazionaJe) in Trento, where they have
been Kept since ths:r return to the TrJntino in 1934. Because studies and publications made
before that date used their old shelf rorriJers from the Cathedral Chapter Ubrary. so these have
generally been reta:ned in subsequent literature.
Trent 88,89. and 90 are mal'i'iii".oth volumes. with respective!y 422,425, and 465 folios; Trent
93 has 382 folios; Trent 87, 92, and 91 are smaller. with respectively 265.262. and 259 folios.
2 The following recent dissertations Or! the Trem Codices an contain summaries of the
intemationalliterature about them: Gary Richard Spl!sted."The Paleography and Musical
Repertory of CoGex Tridentioos 93-, Ph.D. dissiJrtation, Harvard University1982. which

2
events of the outward history have affected scholariy assessments
of the Codices themselves, with the result that, over the years,
theories about the origins and purposes of the

manuscripts have

been framed in terms that may have impeded understanding of their
full significance.

The following discussion will focus specifically

on these problems.

Background:

An Appraisal of Trent Scholarship to Date

In 1885, the Trent Codices, orought out of long and peacefui
obscurity in the Cathedral Chapter Library of Trento, Italy, were
introduced to modern scholarship.

No documents survive to date

their passage into the Cathedral's collectioii, but they had certainly
been there at least since 1746, when the first catalogue of
Cathedra. archives was

dr~wn

up ; in a second cataloQue. made in

1848, the first six of them were listed individually, and given the

incorporates an earfl8r article, '"Toward the Genesis of the Trent Codices: New Directions arod
Findings-, UnivBrsity of W8Stem Ontario Studies in Music 1 (1981),55-70; Suparmi Elizabeth
Saunders, '"The Dating of the Trent Codices from their Watermarks, with a Study of the Local
Liturgy of Trent in the Fifteenth Century, Ph.D. disseration, King's College, University of
London, 1982, which incorporates an earner article, "La datazione del codici musicali Trentini,
Trento 87 e 92-, Studi rrentini di Sdenze Storiche 60 (1981), 29-44; Rebecca Gerber, '1"he
Manuscript Trento, Museo Provinciale d'Me, MS.88: a Study of Fifteenth-Century Trar.smissicn
and Repertory-, Ph.D. dissertation, University of California at Santa Bamara, 1984; and Peter
Wright, '"The Related Parts of Trent, Museo P~vinciale d'Arte, MSS.87 (1374) and 92 (1379): a
Paieographical and Text-eritical Stud)'- (Ph.D. cflSSertation, University of Nottingham, 1986),
which incorporates th~e ear1ie~ articles, "The Compilation of Tr 87-1 and Tr 92-11-, EMH 2
musicali Trentini al centi
(1983),237-72; "The Tr~nt-Aosta Relationship Reconside~, in I
anni del Ioro riscoperto: Atti del Convegno Laurence Fein;nger.... ed. Nino Pirrotta and Danilo
Curti (Provincia Autonoma di Trento. 1986), pp. 138-157; 2nd -On the Origins of Trent 87-1 and
92-lr, EMH 6 (1986), 245-270. All of these works have been of great help in the completion of
the present study.
For special coverage of literature C~ the Codices in Trentino publications, the following
discussion is also mJCh indebted to Antonio cartini and Danilo Curti, '1 Ouattroeento e i codici
ITlJsicali-, in Dalla polifonia aJ cIassicismo: if Trentino nella musica (Trel1o: centro di Cultura
Antonio Rosmini, 1981), pp.7-48.

ecce;

3

numbers they still bear today.3

(The seventh codex, separated from

the others at some point between the cataloguing operations,
reappeared in the Chapter Librar/ during World War I, and was then
assigned the signature Trent 93*.4)

The agent of their rediscovery

was the pioneering musicologist Franz Xavier Haberl, who in the
early 1880s had written to

libraries across Europe in the course of

his search for previously unknown fifteenth-century manuscript
material to be cited in his biography of the composer Guillaume
Dufay.S

..

When Haberl explained to the Cathedral Chapter authorities

the great importance of the manuscripts they had brought forward in
response to his inquiry, they initially offered to sell these to him;
following his refusal, they next approached ths British Museum, and
finally

arranged to sell the books to the Austrian government, then

3 The eat1ias: list of the cathedral Chapte(s holdings (both its books and its doaJmems) is the
ma.,,·e,.ript Repertcrium omnium doct.Jmenl.a.".1m qr.1ae in Cathedralis Eccl([;Siat; r,;';t;iitiilii6 D,~,;j
Vigili custodientia observantur. This exists in three copies, one dated 1746 (in the Archivio
Ca~itolare, unoombered), one 17S2 (in the BibflOteca Capitolare, unoombered), and 1758 (in the
Bil:flOteca Co!'1'Yl'lJI".aJe, MS 1055). AU were corml"'"oUal~1 updated until a new list (under the same
title, and kept today, Urnlrroered, in the Archivio Capitolare) was made by the libraria." Stefenelli
in 1848.
In the earty Rspertooom, the Codices had only the comrTlJnaJ signature "6L'I, su~lemented
by a note "Lber rTlJSlCUS MS. am consimiles". Stefenelli relisted them, in his entry no. 156, as
"Musica 'KJlumir.a sex ::hartacea • MS notata ad v.87, 88, 89, SO, 91, 92"; on a leaf appended to
his ~.aJogue, a later hand gave these oombers bracketed with a note, "Ubri di musica venduti daJ
capitola n811901". As Spilsted has noted, these later entries show tJ'1ai the seventh manuscript,
which bears only the earty signature "BL", had been separated from the main group in the interim
betweer. :nvantories.
4 This Codex was found by Oskar Ulm, a Trentiro musician and scholar, iii iSi .., Uu( was first
described p'.Jblicly by the musicologist Rudolf von FICker in 1924. (See Rudolf Bockholdt,
-Notizier. zur HS Trient 93 und zu Dufays When Messensatzen", AcM 33 ~1961), pp.40-41. Von
FICk$r gave the maooscript the oomber 93 to place it in serles with the first six; an asterisk is used
to distinguish it from the BibflOteca Capitolare volume which already bof'6 that oomb6r.
5 Habert's monograph on Oufay appeared as the first I)f three volumes in his Bausteine fUr
Musi<geschichte (leipzig, ~885-88) and also as an extended article ("WiIheJm Du Fay:
monographische Studie Qber deSSSi. Leben und Werke", VjMw 1 [1885], pp.397-530; this
includ~ the initial announcement concerning the Codices' reappearance.
Haberi evidently sert something Ike a form letter to ",.any small ibraries like Trento's; Spilsted
reports that Father laurence Feininger once examined a copy of such a letter. (See "Codex
Tridentinus 93", p.29.)
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still in control of the city of Trento.

Thus, in 1891,

the Codices

arrived at the Musicological Institute of the University of Vienna .6
Once in Vienna, the Codices were turned over to another
musicological piuneer, Guido Adler, and to his assistant, Oswald
Koller, for

~ystematic

study and transcription, with the

aim of

publishing as much as possible of their contents in the series
Denkmiiler der Tonkunst in Oste"eich. 7

The inaugural volume,

which appeared in 1900, included Adler's and Koller's extended
introductory essay on the complex as a whole, a work wr.lch remains
the cornerstone of all subsequent Trent iiterature.
In this essay, the two scholars first established a
chronological ordering for the six Codices then known to them,
mainly on the basis of repertory found in each which could be dated
precisely from internal textual references. 8

This orderi~g has

6 For full accounts of the transactions, see Maria Bona di Bonetti, "La Cappella del duomo di
Trento dalle origini aI secoIo XVI," Civis5-7 (1978-79), tlP.96-131 and 69-83 (esp. p.116), and
Ca.1ini and Curti, "Ii OuattrocentoOO, pp. 22-~4. The Austrian Kaiseriiches und Konigliches
~inisterilm fUr Kultus urad Unterricht conckJded the purchase.
7The series De~er der Tonkunst in Osterreich published excerpts from the Trent Codices as
follows:
JabrgapQ VII volumes 14-15 (190m' Introduction (an extended essay on the origins and makeup
of the Codices) by Guido Adler and Oswald Koller; thematic index for the entire collection
(excluding Trent 93}, selected compositions
Jabrgang XI-I. volyme 22 (1904); corrections to th~ Index; secular music; three Masses on 0 rcsa
bel/a
Jahrgaoo XIX-I, yolume 38 (jS12t Mass Ordinary cycles by Dufay, Ockeghem, and others
Jahrgang XXVII-I. volume 53 (1920): U~bert Plenary Mass; selected smaUerwor1<.s (sacred and
secular)
Jahrgang XXXI votJme 61 (]924)' Thematic Index for Trent 93; Masses and Mass sections
Jahrgang XL volyme 76 (1933): Motets
yg!ymo 120 (] 970): Mass Ordinary cycles by Martini and cthers
8 Adler and Koller cited the three motets near the opening of Trent 91 as evidence for its
co~letion in the 14705, as follows. In hydraulis, because it names (in its texted concordance,
that is) Char1es of Burgundy WCount of Charolais- rather than as Duke of BurguncJy, rTlJSt predate
his accession as DuKe in June of 1467. (See Paula Higgins, Win hydraulis Revisited,· JAMS 39
(1986), pp. 36-86; Higgins also determines that the work roost have been written alter April 13,
rf
'd ......A...
A hjc,
nlUm oonorum piena, because it ment'IOns n.
VI.!.ay
as r'
.Mng, ..mt__.
joI"'''''''C;_
••- ~Mk
- - - - . :'"
",
1465.J' Om"
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since been refined, but has never been challenged in its essentials.
It places Trent 87 and 92 as the oldest manuscripts, completed by
1440; Trent 88, 89, and 90 follow as a middle group, assembled
some time after 1465, while Trent 91, focus of the present study,
figures as a postscript from around 1470, with some later additions.
(Trent 93*, once discovered, was placed with the second group.)
Next, Adler and Koller argued that the collection had not
mereiy been preserved in Trento's library, but had very likely been
assembled in Trento as well, back in the fifteenth century.

In

support of this thesis, they adduced a group of compositions whose
texts referred to rulers of Trento,

or to its patron saint, Vigilius. 9

Then, using a colophon found in Codex 90, they identified one
1474; Perfunde caeli rare refers to the maniaga of Duke EI't:OIe oMEsia of Ferrara in the summer of

1473.
Adler's and Koller's placemert of Trant 89 at around 1465 (and. with it, the main body of their
second group of maooscripts) was ~ primarily on its inclusion of a poem celebrating the
Tridentine Prince-Bishop Jor.annes Hinderbach's election in that year; they believed. though,
that t~a collection w;;...a oniy partiy finished when the poem was added there, and was completed
and bound some time later. (see 'ntroduction-, p.xix.) However, subsequent writers (see, e.g.,
Spilsted, -Genesis-, p. 61) have seen the same poem as an addition to the already bound Codex,
pushing back Adler's and Koiier's date range substantially. This point wiD be disalssed further
below.
9 The following compositions have "local- referents:
!.Trent 90, f. 464r (No.1142) Virtute euius presideat, in honor of 51. V:ogilius, as a contrafaet to the
anonymous song, He/las man cueur.
Trent 89, ff.141v-42r (No.S94) Gaudio summo ce/ebrare, as a second text honoring St. Vigilius,
given with a setting of Ut queant /axis.
Trent 90, f.376v.(No.1090) A simiiaJiy tjt\'lbie-texted Ut queant /axis, attributed to Christofferus
Anthony.
II.Trent 90, f.463v (No.1141) A contrafaet /mperitante Octaviano to the anonymous song Pour
ramour qui est en vaus. honoring Prince-Bishop Georg II Hack von Themeswald (r.1 444-65).
Trent 88, ff.25Ov-S1 r (No.394) An anonymous second text modifying the original words of a
hymn, Advenisti desiderabi/is , weicoming an unnamed Prince-Bishop to the city. probably again
Georg II, who had fled the city during the civil diSturbances of 1463 (not 1448, as Spilsted has it)
and unde:-:ook to return there in 1465 (but died en route).
Trent 88. ff. 336v-37r (Nc.452), An anonymous doubJe- taxted hymn, Advenisti
desiderabi!is/Laudas Sion, honoring Georg lion, presumably, the same occasiol"l.
III.Trent 89. f. 199r (No.642) Clerus istius venerand:Js urbis, an anOiiyiTlOUS poem (not set to any
music) welcoming Johannes Hinderbach upon his arrival in ~rento as Prince-Bishop (September
21, 1466).
See Adler and Koller, -Introduction-, pp. xvi-xvii. For trar&::iptions and translations of the texts,
see Gary Spilsted, -Genesis-, pp.68-70.

6
Johannes Wiser as the most important contributing scribe in the
manuscripts Trent 88 through 91, and provided some initial
documentation of this man's career as a priest and bureaucrat
resident in Trento. 10 But the six volumes, they concluded, had
actually baen created at the behest of the wealthy humanist and
bibliophile Johannes Hinderbach, who became Provost at the
Cathedral of Trento in 1455, and ten years later, through an Imperial
appointment as Prince-Bishop, both the ecclesiastical and the
secular ruler of the Trentino;

-Es ist kaum anzunehmen,- they

argued, -daB dieses groBartige Werk der privaten Thatigkttit eines
obscuren Prie:ters zu danken ist.. .Als Propst hatte Hinderbach Zeit,
Mittel, und Gelegenheit, das Werk in Angriff zu nehmen, das wahrend
seiner bischoflichen Regierung zu Ende gefQhrt worden ist.- 11
Two further volumes of Trent music appeared in the DTQ series
before the outbreak of World War I, which effectively interrupted
the publication project.

Adler's and Koller's researches

then played

a substantial although unintended part in what happened next.
Following the Allied victory, Italy took over from defeated
Austria the whole territory of the Alto Adige, including the city and
province of Trento.

In accordance with the treaty of St. Germain,

10 Adler and Koller (-Introduction-. pp.xvi and xix) found Johannes Wiser's colophon on the last
page of Codex 90, and connected the name with Bonellrs already pub!ished mention of a
Johannes Wiser present in Trento for a translation of relics on August 27, 1472. See B. Bonelli,
Monumenta EccJlJSiae Trid8ntinae, Notizie istorico-critiche della Chie=a di Trento, '101.4 (Trento,
1765) p.148.
11 Adler and Koller, 'ntrodudion-, p.xx. The most extended study of Hinderbach's life to date
remains that o! Vlaor von Hofman-Weiienhof, "Leben und Schriften des Doi\1or Johannes
Hinderbach, Bischofs von Trient (146.."-86): Zeitschrift des Ferdinandeums fiir TJI'OI und
Vorarfberg 37, Folge 3 (innsbruck, 1893), pp. 203-62. Armando Costa, in I vescow di Trento:
Notizie-Profili (Tremo: EcflZione Diocesane, 1977), provides a useful chapter devoted to
Hinderbach.

7

various city archives from the region, transported by the

Austrian~

during a century of do.llination to their own administrative centers
in Innsbrucl( and Vienna, were then returned to their places of origin.
As part of this reorganization, an international tribunal determined
- in part because of Adler's and Koller's writings - that the Trent
Codices were important archival documents belonging to the city Of
Trento, and shuuld be returned there along with other such
documents, despite their separate (and legally valid) sale to Austria
three decades earlier.

Giuseppe Gerola, the newly appointed

Superintendent of Fine Arts in Trento, heiped to argue this case by
showing, for the first time, that some watermarks in the Codices
had analogues in Trento archives. 12
In order to avoid a premature termination of the Denkmaler
series, though, Italian authorities consented to have the Codices
remain in Vienna until further pUblications, including a study of the
newly rediscovered

Trent 93* (which had also been sent to

Vienna 13 ), could be completed. All seven books were then, in 1934,
taken back to Trento.

Trent 93*, as part of the Chapter U.,rary,

went to the Cathedra! Archives there;

the others were placed, as

national treasures, in the lioiary of the Museo Nazionale (now the
Museo Provinciale d'Arte) at the Castello del Buonconsiglio, the
former residence of the Prince-Bishop, where they remain today.
12 Gercla's original study of the Trent watermarks is evidently lost, but 46 of his sketches were
reproduced by Renato Lunelli rl codici ITUsicaJi de! '400,- Trentino 10 (1934), pp.163-69, and
later reprinted in AJdo Chemelli and Clemente Lunelli, Filigrane Trentine, Patrimonio storico ad
artistico del Trentino 4 (Assesorato aIle attivita culturali della Provincia Autonoma di Trento. n.d.j.
See also Suparmi 8izabeth Saunders, "La datazione-, p. 30. Bonetti, -La Cappella del duomo di
Trento-, p.117, descri)es Garola's role at the Tribunal.
13 See Bockholdt, -Notizier.-, p.41.

8

Trois dramatic postwai -repatriation- of the Codices quickiy
put them in a class by themselves among fifteenth-century sources,
as objects not just of scholarly debate, but of political contention.
When the Tribunal's decision was handed down, some Austrian
scholars were unhappy at the prospect of the Codices' dep.ir:ure
from Vienna for a small

ItaH~~

town, where experts' access to them

would be more difficult; the general climate of strained relations
between Austria and ltaiy,
mollify their sentiments.

so recently at war, did nothing to

Rudolf Wolkan, in 1921, spoke for a

number of them with an article which, although it appeared in a
professional journal, was unmistakably a partisan polemic. 14 To
make his point, Wolkar: essentially carried Adler's and Koiler's
conclusions as to the origin of the Codices one step further:

he

agreed with them that Prince-Bishop Hinderbach had guided the
compilation of the collection, but he went on to assert that
Hlndarbach had done this not in Trento itseif,

but in Vienna,

nominally the Imperial capital, during his long residence there as a
student at the University and as a protege of the Imperial Chancellor
Aeneas Silvius Piccolomini.

Attar his elevation as ruler of Trento,

Wolkan argued, Hinderbach had brought the finished Codices there and, with them, their Viennese scribe Johannes Wiser, who was
subsequently rewarded for his work with the Trentino benefice
already cited as his by Adler and Koller.
Wolkan adduced no specific documentary or oaleographic
evidence to support his claims.

Rather, he argued that a ccnection

14 Rudolf Woll<an, -Die Heimat dar Trienter Musikhand&chriften: StMw 8 (1921), pp.5-8.

9

of such magnitude would obviously have been easier to assemble in
Vienna, where a variety of establishments at cathedrals, cloisters,
and schools, as well as the nearby Imper!al Court and the University,
participated in a rich, internationally connected musical life, than in
..
+,

~lnall

Italian market town like Trento -, which, he did not hesitate

ooint out,

could scarcely have mustered the resources either to

u::.e or to assemble the music of the Codices without the
"itEllrvention of its Austrian rulers.

His conclusion, of course, was

that the manuscripts should remain in Vienna, because they had, in
truth, been created there.

"Sie sind niederosterreichischen

Ursprungs und haben mit der Pflege der Kirchenmusik in Trient nJr
wenig zu tun," he wrote, in a peroration which reflected the
Germanophilic discourse soon to be epidemic in so many fields. "Das
ist vielleicht auch der Grund, dass sie hier durch aile Jahrhunderte
nur wenig beachtet blieben u:1d zu neuem Leben erst dann erweckt
wurden, als sie in ihre alte Heimat zuruckkehren konnten."lS
The possessors of the newly "repatriated" Codices were not
slow in retaliating with their own brand of nationalistically fuelled
rhetoric - which, in fact,

they had been developing for some years

already, in a more generalized context.
The imposition of italian leadership on the Alto Adige region
was - and still is, more than most oJtsiders realize - a source of
great bitterness to its inhabitants, many of whom spoke German and

15 Wolkan. -Die Heimat: p.8. Wolkan specifICally exefll)ted Trent 87 and Trent 92. from his
theory (PS). agreeing with Adler and Koller on a oorth-ltaJian origin for these books. but a oots
from the joumars editor (p.8) claimed them as -German- too. on the basis of notational practic,~.
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considered themseives culturally much closer to the Austrians than
to the Italians. 16

Even in the Italian-speaking town and province of

Trento, the new government was greeted at best with indifference;
its inhabitants, poised on the border between the two cultures, had
tended historically to consider themselves -Trentini- first of all.
The dominant political faction there, however, was convinced that
the region's future lay with Italy, and during the interwar years
made a highly

self-conscio~s

effort to instill into the Trentini a

sense of participation in Italian history and cultural achievement.
Perhaps the most dramatic manifestation of this trend - which
reached its peak, naturally enough,

during the ultra-nationalist era

of Fascist rule - was the attempt to establish Cesare Battisti, an
Italian partisan captured and
War I, as a local hero.
rest'lna ol!:.lce and
_

•

~

execut~d

by the Austrians during World

Battisti's remains were removed from tneir
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Emmanuel monument on a knoll overlooking the town, while the
Museo del Risorgimento was created on the site of his -martyrdom"
at the Castello del Buonconsiglio. The Trentini remained
unimpressed; they had, after all, turned out in force to see him
hanged just a few years earner - they themselves, for the most
part, having fought on the Austrian side. 17
16 Even today agitation for a seccession of the Tyrol from Italy continues, marked by sporadic
outbreaks of violence such as the recent (OCtober 1988) bombing of the anciern church at Eppan
(a gesture attrb.rted to Italian partisans resisting the threat of separation). For a history of the
problem, see Antony Evelyn Alcock, Geschichte der SUdtirolfrace: SUdtirol58it dem Paket 19701980 (Vienna: Wilhelm Braumuller, 1982).
17 For different views of the Battisti saga, see Giovanni Lorenzoni, Cesare Battisti and the
Trentino (New York: Italian Bureau of Public Information, 1919); and Claus Gutterer, Unterseinem
GaJgen stand Dsterreich: Cesare Battisti - Portrat eines 'Hochvemfters' (Vaenna-Fralidurt-Zurich:
Europa, 1967).
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In a somewhat more tasteful vein, the reclamation of Trento's
Codices was a similar cause celebre for the new government. The
manuscripts constituted an impressive ·proof· that Trento had
participat\. d in the glol"las of Italian auattrocento culture; they had
been taken 'J..vay, like so many other monuments to that culture,

by

10 straniero; they were shortly to be returned and displayed, in a
new museum, as objects of special civic pride.

A plethora of

articles in the local press sounded variations on this general theme
throughout the early decades of this century, scorning any
possibility of Austrian cultural claims upon the Codice~.l 8
The definitive scholarly response to Wolkan's article, though,
was provided by Renato Lunelli, a native Trentino historian with an
impressive knowledge of the city and Cathedral archives. 19 His
study, still the most thorough of its kind, presented material from
those archives to sUpQ."rt and extend Ad!er's and Koller's origina!
conclusion that the Codices had in fact originated in Trento.
First, Lunelli found

docu~ents

to show that the scribe

Johannes Wiser, the chief contributor to Wolkan's

propo~~d

Viennese

group, the Codices 88 through 91, hCid lived in Trento, and not in
Vienna,

between 1459 (at latest) and 1465, serving in the post of

magister seolarum

at the Cathedral School and, Lunelli believed,

copying the materia: now in the Codices; he also assembled further
18 For an exceDent summary of this literature - one fully aware of the polemics involved, although
understandably somewhat biased on the Italian side • see Carlini and Curti, ,; Ou::tnrocento-, pp.
29-;J6. The i~ra! artic~ in the lta;ian campaign appeared as early as 1910 (Francesco
Menestrina, -I codici musicali Trentini del s~1o XV-, Alto Adige 22123 [1910J): subsequently,
Renata Lunellrs publications in such local organs os Nuovo Trentino, Trentino, and Adige were
most influential.
19 Renata Lunelli, "La patria dei codici rrusicali Trentini-, Note cfarchivio 4 (1927), pp. 116-28.
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notices that :mplied Wiser's continued presence in the Trentino, in
various bureaucratic and clerical capacities, until his death
sometime in the 1490s.

He then further tightened Trento's links to

the Codices througrl his provisional identification of another leading
figure, possibly also active as a scribe,

in the Codices' history.

This was the priest Johannes Lupi, who held a position as organist at
the Cathedral, and left a holograph will listing, besides a nUf'!"ber of
musical instruments, ·six volumes of figured music· among his
possessions , which, Lunelli hypothesized, were actually six of the
surviving Ccdices. 20
Armed with these new documentary discoveries, Lunel!i then
countered the ·Austrian· argument, in his own highly polemical
concluding passage, by crediting the entire formation of the Trent
manuscripts to the private initiative of these two Trento residents,
and denying

the Austrian Prince-Bishop Hinderbach any role

whatever in the process:
raccolta· .21

·'0 Hinderbach non [hal messe mane in tale

They became, in accordance with the nationalist

perspective just outlined, creations by and for th& musicians

20 Peter Wright rediscovered this will (which had been misplaced, in Lunellr$ day, within the
Cathedrars archives) and identified its script securely with that of the major contributor to Codex
87; on this basis, he has vindicated Lunelli's scggestion, identifying lupi as the owner of the
earlier Codices 87 and 92. For the full story of the tne will, together with a transcription, see "The
R61ated Parts of Trent 87 and 92", p. 85ft. lunellrs suggestion that the -sex libn" mentioned in
Lupj's will were identical with six of the seven surviving Codices has, however, proven ifT1)OSSibie
to uphold in its original fOim.
See aJso Suparmi Elizabeth saunders, "The Dating of Trent 93 and Trent 90,- in I codici I1Lsicali
Trentini...Atti del Conveg~ Laurence Feininger...• ed. Nino Pirrotta and Danilo Curti (Provin:ia
Autonoma di Tremo, 1986), pp. 65-67; Saunders provides a photo of the document, together
with summary biographies of persons mentioned in it.
21 Lunelli, "La patria-, p. 128.
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resident in Trento -

and evidence, above all, that a rich, ltalianate

Renaissance culture had flourished there. 22

In the '1lore than sixty years since Wolkan and Lunelli published
their studies, discussion of the Codices has, to a surprising extent,
continued to reflect the nationalistically oriented theories they so
starkly laid down.

Two main lypotheses concerning the formation of

the collection have evolved from their pcsitions.

To these

w~

will

now turn, calling the one "Austrian", the other "Itaiian", in
recognition of their origins.
The "Austrian" position first t;;merged in the works of the
German historian Hans Joachim Moser, who lent his considerable
prestige, during the 1930s, to a position based primarily on Wolkan's
arguments.

Moser considered the Trent Codices to be, Quite simo/v.

the repertory of the Imperial Court at Wiener Neustadt; several
other German writers of the period followed his lead. 23

Helmut

Federhofer, writing f'Jr Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart a
few decades later, was clearly tempted in the same direction, but
modified Moser's claims by accepting Adler's and Koller's arguments
22 Although Lunelli discovered that Johannes Wiser, the main SCtibe of the iater Codices, was a
native of the Diocese of Freising, and thus ethnically German, his documents revealed that Lupi
was from Bolzano or Bozen, a town just north of Trento; this gave Lupi an added importance, as a
kind of native son, to the Italian side of the exchange.
23 See especiaHy Moser's Paul Hofhaimer (Stuttgart, 1929; rpt. Hildesheim, Olms, 1966), p.10.
also, e.g., Hennann Zenck, -Die Musk in Deut.schland von 1450 bis 15SV",in HZ': Numerus
und Affektus, Studien zur Musilcgeschichte, ed. Waller Gerstenberg (Kassel. BArenreiter, 1959),
pp. 19-36 and 37-54.
Moser's position is echoed, in somewhat surprising form, by Richard SChaal, Martin Picker, and
Barton Hudson, ~absburg", The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musiciar.s (1980), who
state, 'The Trent ma~s were corJl)iJed primarily for the usa of [Emperor] Frederick's chapel
at the instigation of Johannes Hinderbach. imperial secretary, later Bist.op of Trer.t.-

see
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for tile Codices' Trentino provenance, insofar as these rested on
texts with local referents. 24

At the same time, though, he explicitly

rejected Lunelli's conclusions as to Trento's autonomy in the
project, in favor of Adler's and Koller's original contention that
Prince-Bishop Hinderbach had been the moving force behind the
collection, and the employer, in some sense, of the scribe Johannes
Wiser. (Lunelli's scribe-organist Lupi, he reasoned somewhat
speciously, could hardly have been involved with a collection that
contains nc tablatures.)

Federhofer's reliance upon

Koller's arguments, mixed

Adler's and

with some tactful and cautious

references to Wolkan's extension of these, has come to define the
"Austrian" position typical of German-language publications on Trent
even today - such as, for instance, Gernot Gruber's essay on Austrian
musical development in the fifteenth century, with its conclusion
"daB die Codices offenkundig in einem engen Zusa.mmenhang mit
Trient stenen, w*scheiniich auch hier und deshalb wohl auf den
Wunsch Hinderbachs hin entstanden sind."2s
Meanwhile, Lunelli and a few followers defined a rival "Italian"
(or, more properly, "irentino") hypothesis.

Central to this was

Lunel!i's discovery that Wiser for several years held a post as
magister seo/arum

in Trento: because, Lunelli reasoned,

Trento's

Cathedral School afforded, like others of its kind, some sort of
24 Helhrut Federhofer, -rrieni.;,r Codices-, Die Musil< in Geschichte und Gegenwart (1966); see
esp. eels. 668 and 670-71.

25 Gernot Gruber, "Beginn der Neuzeit-, in Die Musikgeschichte C>sterreichs. ed. Rudolf
Flotz~~cr ~",j Garnot Gruber, (GrazNiennalCologne, 1917), vol.1. p. 185.
Reinhard Strohm has explored most profoundly, to date, some if11)lications of the -Austrianhypothesis, although he does not strictly subscribe to this as a theory of the Codices' origins.
See especially his -Native and Foreign Poiyphony in Medieval Austria-, MD 38 (1984), pp. 20559.
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musical instruction, Wiser must have collected the repertory
preserved in the Codicl3s for use in pedagogical exercises there. As a
specific alternative to the W
Austrian Wpicture of Hinderbach as
collector, this suggestion gained ground rapidly.26

Lunelli's theories

went on, in fact, to win favor in several among the new generation
of Trent dissertations, whose English and American authors had no
inherited nationalistic axes to grind:

his ideas rest, to a greater
degree than do those of the W
Austrian Wside, on work with Trento's
archives, and moreover are compellir.gly oxpressed.

In many recent

discussions of the Codices, they have thus come to outweigh the
WAustrian Warguments in importance. 27
This may, however, have bsen on the whole an undesirable
development, for the Wltalian Wpicture of Wiser as schoolmastercollector rests on far from solid historicai evidence.

In effect, it

26 Especially for Trernino historians whose implicit purpose was the promotior- of local cultural
achievements. Lunelli's sunnise has metamorphosed into fact: some such writers. today. will
confidently adduce the poiypi1onj.~11y proficient Cathedral SChool as the clinching evidence for
the Codices' Trentino origins. see. for instance. Bonetti. "La Cappella de! duomo di Trento-,
~.1 06 and 112.
2 Spilsted was originally responsible for bringing the -Italian- hypothesis. in Lunellrs writings, to
wider international attention, and supported them wholeheartedly; see -Genesis-, pp.62-63. For
Saunders's views. see. for instance. ~he Dating of Trent 93 and Trent 90, p. 66. Gerber, whose
study of Trent 88 laid great stress on the large amount of previousiy unt scognized ·German·
music there, might have had the best occasion to reconsider th& -Austrian· point of view as to the
manuscripts' origin. Even she. though. stops far short cf th~; although she acco:ds Hinderbach
at least an indirect role in co"l>iling some portions of the collection. she refers on several
occasions to WISer'~ duties as schoolmaster as the principal motivation for his work. (See, e.g.•
~ransmission and Repertory'. p. 6.) By contrast. Lou:s Gottlieb, in his repertorial study of Codex
89 ("The Cyclic Masses of Trent 89-, Ph.D. dissertation, University of California at Los Angeles,
1958) was exceptional among English-speaking authors in his preference for Wolkan's model,
which he favored in part because so many of the Masses he stucfled in Trent 89 il1l)ressed him as
-German- in style and provenance.
Wrigtt. whose studies as yet have not directly concerned the later Codices, has not expressed
explicit opinions about their compilation. He has. however. uncovered the earUest known
documentation of Wase(s duties at the Cathedral School (Trento, Archivio Capitolare. Instrumenta
Capitularia IX, 1. 284f, dated 1455). This notice. which names WISer as suonatore scolaris, is the
only known reference to Waser as a roosician of any kind. Wright does not, however. connect his
discovery directly with Lunelli's arguments. (see "The Related Parts of Trent 87 and gr, p.100.)
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attempts to elevate Trento's Cathedral School into a maitrise on the
Cambrai model, where young boys sang the virtuoso works of
Ockeghem and DUfay.

Yet the mid-fifteenth-century archives from

the Cathedral, although they are reasonably complete, do not suggest
the presence of any such establ!shment. 28 The Cathedral did indeed
have an organist - sometimes even more than one - but

,10

references

to hired or specially designated singers are to be found in rav-ords
contemporaneous with the Codices. 29 If any regular choir was
present, it must have been small, and more or less amateur in
status. (Wiser himself, whose copies (eveal him as a musician of
only modest capacities, provides the best testimony on this last
point. 30 )

Little more could be expected. in view of the histories of

comparable establishments so far studied on the Italian peninsula;
the -Italian- hypothesis anticipates by several decades the
widespread cultivation of polyphonic church music there. 31
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28 The archives of the Cathedral of Brixen, a city further north on the Brenner Pass where a
famous choir school did in fact flourish throughout the Middle Ages. provide a model for the
documentation of such a case. There, from the earty fourteenth century on, exprlCit references
can be found to the selection and funcfJng of choirboys a~ their training in specifically polyphonic
practice. See Johann Rosbichler, "Oas Ins:itut der ChorXnaben zu Brlxen-, 5amrrier fUr
Gesch_=hte und S~tistik yom Tirol, Vol. 3 (Innsbruck, 1806), pp.172-92. and Leo 5antifaller. Das
Brix.'7er Domkapitel ifJ seiner personlichen ZUsammensetzung im MittBlalter, vol. 1 (Innsbruck.
1924).
29 Spilsted, di Bonetti and Carlini/Curti all provide ::~ta!!ed accounts o~ organists in Trentc's
Cathedral of St. Vigilius. See -Codex Tricientinus S3", pp.187-a3; -La \:;appe::a de~ dlJomo di
Trento-, pp.112-115; -ll Ouattrocento-, pp.12-13.
30 Margaret Bent has determined that in his initial wor1< as a copyist. Trent 90 (in which. as she has
shown, he re~uced Trent 93) Waserwas extremely cautious and closely dependent upon his
exemplars, reproducing, for instance, both their errors and the corrections of these; he also made
many errors himself, particularly with regard to pitch register. His copyirtQ style, in other words,
does not seem to reflect a professional degree of IT'~icaI attainment. see Margaret Bent, -rrent
93 and Trent 90: Johannes WISer at WorX-, I CtXiici fTXJSicali TrentinLAtti dBI convegno Laurence
Feininger, ad. Nino Pirrotta and Danillo Curti (Trento, 1986), pp. 84-111.
31 Giulio Cattin, -Ctllrch Patronage of Music in Fifteenth-Century Italy-, Music in Medieval and
Early Modem Europe, ed. lain Fenlon (Cambridge, 1981), pp.21-36, argues that the fifteenth
century saw a marked expansion of choir-schools at the cathedrals eX northem Italy, but shows
these as functioning at a fairly primitive level, as rega~ polyphony, untU well towards 1500.
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used material now in the Codices, as Lunelli claimed they did, those
forces cannot reasonably be used to explain, in and of themselves,
the collection's existence or configuration.

They were, in the mid-

fifteenth century, simply not advanced enough to have made serious
inroads upon much of its contents.

The preoccupation with their

history enjoined by the -Italian" hypothesis constitutes, in short, a
red herring in any discussion of the Codices' origins and
significance.3 2
The -Italian- hypothesis, further, involves a wide range of
preconceptions and assumptions about the physical nature of the
Codices themselves.
with chronology.

Among these, perhaps the most basic has to do

lunelli, guid&d by a vision of a function for the

Codices in Trento's daily civic life, made a suggestion that Wiser's
work on them proceeded strictly in connection with his civic duties
as a schoolmaster.
it set of t.:umini

But this suggestion, once accepted, brings with

for Wiser's activity which seem, on any other

grounds, extraordinarily restrictive: since Wiser was installed as

rector seo/arum sometime in the late 1450s, and had retired from
the post by June of 1465 (when another man was recorded as holding
it)33, lunelli's argument entails a conclusion that almost the
entirety of his work on the Codices was completed during this
32 see also Suparmi Elizabeth saunders, "The liturgies of Trent ane Brixen in the Fifteenth
Century", MD 39 (1985), pp.173-93. By showing that no pecuraarities of local Trent liturgy are
reflected in the repertory of the Codices, saunders eftectio"ely discounts theories as to their use
for Pl'blic wo•.ihip in the Cathedral.
33 Wlight'S 1455 document, cited above, is the earliest mention of Wiser in Trento. and places
him at the Cathedral School. Trento, Archivio capituJaria, Instnunenta CapituJaria XI, f. 69v, dated
June 8, 1465, mentions one "Dominus Petrus" as rector scolarum. Since ft.65r-v in the same
volume, dated April 17, 'i465, mentions Wiser as still holding the post, his retirement from it rrust
have ocamed that same sering.
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relatively short period of time, pushing back by several years the
chronology offered by Adler and Koller. 34 Given the enormous s:zc
and complexity of Trent's repertory, it seems doubtful that such
rigid a priori c""nstraints, set up without any consideration of the
music itself, can contribute much to meaningful discussion of the
stylistic trends embodied there.

Consistently, in fact, writers who

do not share Lunelli's beliefs have dated Trent music (particularly
that in Trent 89) later than those who do;3S their objections have yet
to be met with any convincing stylistic arguments on the part of
writers favoring the 1465 terminus.

And, perhaps even more

disturbingly, a too-confident acceptance of Lunelli's model seems to
have exerted, up to now, an undue influence on attempts to gather

34 Lunelli further contended. in a passage recapitulated by Spilsted. that the Codices were
entirely finished. if not already forgotten, before 1475 at latest, since otilerwjsg they would have
included rrusic reflecting the St. Simon alit. whlch sprang up in Trento during that year. See
"Toward the Genesis of the Trent Codices-, p. 61, and -Codex Tridentinus 93-, p. 174; see also
Lunelli, -La patria dei codici musical! Treiitini", p.127. (Lunelli's assurrexion. of course, was that
Trento had its own resident composers to provide such rrusic· one since s:'lOwn to be highly
questionable.)
Adler and Koller, while conced'ng that ~ greater part" of the rnate:ial in ~ later Codices
might have been copied by around 1465. had put the completion and ;;,inding of Trent 91,
particularly, as late as 1480. (see -Introduction-, p.xx.)
35 For instance, Gottlieb. who favored Wolkan's model, placed rruch of the music from Trent 89 in
the mid-1460s; see "The Cyclic Masses of Trent 89-, pp. 194-98. Specifically, he dated both
Touronrs Missa Monyel and his Missa Sine Nomine. Nos. 516-19. to as late as1475. on the basis
of their style.
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the physical evidence - specifically, watermarks - which must, in
the end, either confirm that model or disprove it. 36
Also significant is the view imposed by the "Italian"
hypothesis of Wiser's typical

prOC'3U~ieS,

or "style", as a collector.

In Lunelli's view, Wiser assembled most of his music during that
period of his life when he was most closely bound to Trento itself.
He would have been, therefore, largely a passive recipient of music:
he would have had to obtain much of his material from musicians
travelling across the Brenner Pass between Italy and northern
Europe, depending on whatever personal connections he himself, or
his close associates, might be able to

form.

Certainly he could

haidly have been better situated for this purpose, living as he did on
one of the busiest overland trade routes in Europe;

musicians in

those days were constantly travelling between the courts and
ecclesiastical establishments that employed them, and the welldocumented Drang nach SOden, which brought such enormous
numbers of Flemish musicians to Italy for the better part of two
centuries, must have been funneled !argely through Trento.

But still,

his acquisition of material would most often have been determined

36To date, Saunders's unpublished dissertatio,., ("The Dating of the Trent Codices from their
Watermar1<sj represents the 0~1y attempt to correlate watermar1<s in the later Trent Codices with
dated archival equivalents. In their current form, her assertions concemin~ the exact dates of
papers in these collections are unsupported by any full citation of or comment upon the archival
equivalents she claims to have found; neither does she provide photographic evidence bearing
either on the Tram marks or on their proposed equivalents. The forthcoming published version of
her work may fill some of these lacunae. In the meantime, ~r extremely earty termini ante quem
tor xth Trent 88 and Trant 89 (respectively ca. 1462 and ca.1466), may be taken partly as
reflections of her strong belief in lunellrs hypothesis of YtlSer as rrosic teacner, and
consequently treated as somewhat flexible. The followi~ study 'I.ill call into questior., particularty,
her dating of Trent 89, and will show that some of her conclusions regarding the watermarks of
Trent 91, although they afford a much later date for the completion of that collection, are open to
similar doubts.
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by its momentary availability.

The "Italian" hypothesis, then, all but

postulates a view of the Codices as minimally organized
manuscripts, assembled very rapidly (within the few years of
Wiser's Cathedral School tenure) under circumstances which
effectively prohibited any kind of repertorial choice or planr'!lng,
instead inviting random juxtapositions of unrelated mus i c.3 7 And
this view has tended to discourage, in advance, the identification of
overall stylistic, repertorial, or notational trends within the Trent
repertory.
The "Italian" hypcthesis has, further, confused discussion of
the Codices' physical origins through frequent and emph0.tic
repetition of formulations such as,
for

Trertto. "3S

"The Codices were copied in and

Such statements, for the sake of rhetorical impact,

conflate two issues which should remain separate.

Petei 'tv'iight has now shown conciusiveiy that the two oldest
manuscripts, Trent 87 and 92, were brought into the collection from
outside Trento, in near-complete or even bound

torm.

39

These

volumes ended up, then, being "for" Trentc, in that their owners and
users I:ved there,

without having been created "in" that city.

The

37 Gerber, for example, concludes tl1at WISer did try to impose liturgical plans en ~~rt stretches.
at least, of Trent 88, but that these broke down in the the execution, ,taking] second place to
c!1ance arrivals of fascicte-manuscrlpt sources· ("Transmission and Repertory·, p.45ff.).
38 See, e.g., Bonetti, "La CappGlla roosicale di Trento·, p.120, or Saunders, "The Liturgies of
Trent and Brixen; p. 173.The Census-Catalogue of Musical Manuscripts (American Institute of
Musicology, 1985-88), pp.224-29, reflects the fixity of this conclusion eve:l in the international
literature with tM si~ statement for each of the later manuscripts, ·Copied in Trento·.
39 See Wright, ·A Source-Critical Study", p.9S ft. and 252; compare, however, Bent's conclusion
that Trent 93 may have been aeated in close proximity to WISer, during a period (the mid-1450s)
when he seems already to have been settled in Trento. (see Wright's document, cited in note 24,
and also ·Johannes WISer at Wor1<", p.97.) See also Richard James Wright, "The Battre Section of
Trent Codex sr, Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1975.
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same situation, obviously, could just as easily obtain for parts, at
least, of the younger Codices: fascicles or groups of fascicles
ultimately destined "for" Wiser's collection in Trento could have
been copied,

b~

him or by further scribes, "in" a number of other

cities - just as, conceivably, others could have been copied "in"
Trento "for" use somewhere else.

Instead of testing such scenarios

empirically, though, recent inquiries into the physical formation of
the younger Codies have fallen back, at an early stage, on certain
assumptions posited by the "Italian" hypothesis.
In the "Italian" view, the key

proof of the manuscripts'

physical origins in Trento (initially developed by Garola for the
"repatriation" proceedings) has always been the correlation of
watermarks in the paper they contain with those found on documents
drawn up in Trento itself, now in the city's archives.

Many

gatherings do show such correlations, and so were probably prepared
for copying, at least, ir Trento as well.

Yet a fair number merely

approximate marks known in Trento; others (inclUding some, as we
will see, in Trent 91) fall short even of this.

Strictly speaking,

then, evidence about the origins of these marks is as yet missing,
and they are "Trentino" by association oniy.

But thus far, no effort

has been made to identify them more closely within the framework
of an "Austrian" hypothesis, so complete has been the acceptance of
the "Italian" generalization. 40
40 SaunQers ('"The Dating of the Trent Codicesj lists a total of 37 watermarks in the Codices 90,
88,89. and 91. Of these, she identifies only two as ·equivalents· to rr.arXs found on documents
actualy in Trento. The majority of her citations rely instead Oii Gerhard Piccard's published and
unpublished catalogues of watermarks, with many examples correlating specifICally to documents
from Lower Austr.a. (See, for instance, the -oxhead" discussed below in fascicles 1-4,5, and 7 of
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Another physical feature potentially relevant to the question
of the manuscripts' origin is rastration; this has received, up to
now, no systematic investigation.

Most fascicles in the iater Trent

Codices (88-91) do show evidence of ruling with just one rastrum, a
single-staff mode! about sixteen milimeters high, which marks its
products with a characteristically narrow second space (from the
top or the bottom, depending on which way the scribe held it).

These

fascicles, probably, were prepared in a single location where the
rastrum was kept, which might very likely have been Trento itself.
But exceptions do exist: fasicles 19 and 20 in Trent 91, as well as a
group of fascicles in Trent 89, were clearly ruled with other rastra,
and so might have been prepared elsewhere.41
In any event, it is obvious that even secure proof as to the site
of a given fascicle's assembly and preparation does not necessarily
indicate the site of its use.

Scribes could easily have carried

prepared fascicles with them, and taken their copies at whatever
places they visited.

Chapter Three will adduce one case, in Trent 89,

where this may have happened: Wiser copied a Credo there directly
from its concordance in a fascicle now part of Munich 3154 and,

Trent 91.) saunders does not, however, diSQJss the implicatio~.s of this circumstance for the
provenance of the manuscripts.
Most of the Codices' marks are at least similar to those known in Trento archives. Even here.
though, there are exceptions: one is the "oxhead" design of Trent 91's fa..ccicJe 20, to be
discussed further below.
41 The "Trent rastrum" gives spaces measuring 4mm, 3.75 mm, 4mm.. and a "wide" 4mm., for a
total span of just cver 16 mm (slig~ less in Trent 88 and 90). In fascicles 19 and 20 of Trent 91,
both central spaces measure about 3.5 mm, so that the overall span is closer to 15 mm. In Trent
89, fascicles 3, 4, 21, 27, and 35 (all on paper with a "mountain" watermark. and ruled without
sid6lines in brown ink) show a narrow top space. These differsnces, while small (when compared
to those visible, for instance, in Munich 3154) remain quite constant throughout fascicles and
even fascide-groups, so that they may well reflect the use of different rastra similar in design, not
just the same tool fitted with d'lfferent pens.
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when Wiser saw it, probably already in Innsbruck; the following
chapter will argue, on somewhat different grounds, that substantial
pC'rtions of Wiser's wurk on Trent 91 (as well as that by other
scribes)

were done outside of Trento itseif.

These portions of the

collection, and others (inclUding several contributions by scribes
other than Wiser) for which similar demonstrations may eventually
be possible, couid still have been destined "for" Trento, despite not
having been copied "in" the town itself.
The "Italian" hypothesis has also led to an unduly simplistic
evaluation of the many scribal hands present in the later Codices.
Lunelli, as we have seen, focused on Johannes Wiser, the most
frequent contributor there, as an autonomous collector gathering
repertory in connection with his pedagogical duties at Trent's
Cattiedral School.

For a writer who accepts tt·,is view, it is naturai

to conclude that the scribes whose hands appear alongside Wiser's
were his assistants, if not his pupils; Gerber, for instance, offers
such an interpretation of Trent 88, where she identified (in some
cases rather tenuously) thirteen contributors apart from Wiser. 42
But while Gerber was able to show that Wiser edited, in some sense,
the work of many of these scribes,43 a number of further
contributors to Trent 89 and (especially) to Trent 91 were
any such supervision.

free of

One of them, in fact, even challenges Wiser's

traditional status as the chief scribe of Trent 89 since. as will be
42 See '"Transmission and Repertory-, Chapter 2, for complete accounts of Trent 88's scribes.
Gerber's Scribe IV is actually Johannes WISer writing in his later style, which is found throughout
Trent 91.
43 Gerber ('"Transmission and Repertory-, pp.19-2S) presents evidence of WISer'S editing activity
in the work of her SCribes II, Ill, and VI, and cites his addition of texts to rTlJSic copied by other
scribes as weD.
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shown below, about half of that manuscript (text as well as music)
is in his hand; this scribe, further, himself acted as editor for at
least one piece in Trent 91.

Further, other secondary hands,

particularly in Trent 91, show up in connection with undocumented
paper types, in independent fascicles - a configuration suggesting
origins outside Trento altogether. A number of Trent contributors, in
short, merit more serious investigation, as potential peers of
Wiser's, than has yet been accorded them by the -Italian- hypothesis,
Wi-lich has seen them merely as his amanuenses in an oversimplified historical view.
Wiser's own career, so far the best-documented of any Trent
contributor's, also takes on a distorted shape under the -Italianhypothesis.

Since he is thought to have prepared the Codices for the

Cathedral School, the portion of his career preceding his retirement
as rector sea/arum, the putative end of his work as a copyist, has
always excited more interest than have his activities afterwards.
Once the assumeo connection between the School and the Codices has
been broken, though, that picture changes. And much remains to be
investigated, for after 1465 Wiser may well have spent much of his
time outside Trento.
.:ap~city

of

w~tnt:ss)

Table 1.1 lists his appearances (mostly in the

in the Acta Capitu/aria

of St. '!lgl!1:;s, the

Cathedral of Trento, during the period 1465-1480 - years when an
-Austrian- hypothesis could have him still actively copying. 44 These
records show a recurrent pattern, alternating stretches (from two
44 Lune/li apparently took no special note of these entries, sines by merely listing WISer as a
witness they provide no particular documentary evidence about his career. (Those cited in "La
patria dei Codici Trentinr were mar1<ed in blue pencil, either by Lunelli himself or by Vigirio
zano6ni, the Chapter Archivist with whom he fr8C'!uently consulted.)
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to three months to a year in duration) or fairly intense participation
in Cathedral affairs with gaps of increasing :ength, which may mark
Wiser's journeys outside Trento on business connected, possibly,
with his emplcyment by Hinderbach.

Such journeys could only have

expanded his opportunities to encounter and to collect new music.
The attempt to reconstruct them, though, has yet to be made.
The -Italian- hypothesis, then, has served in large part to
complicate the study of the Codices with incautious assumptions.

It

rosts on an unrealistic historical reconstruction of the:r
compilation and first use; it has imposed unduly tight chronological
restrictions on their creation; it has postulated a fundamental lack
of order and selectivity in their contents, and it has oversimplified
the questions bearing on their physical formation.

Sut meanwhile,

proponents of the -Austrian- hypothesis, ever the years since it was
first introduced by Adler and Koller and then pc!emicized by Wolkan,
have done almost nothing to counteract the -ltaliCiI"!- claims with
new documentary research, or with systematic historical
investigation.
than~s

This situation has now begun to change, though,

to the insightful re;cent work of Peter Wright.

While Wright

does not address the -Al!stiian- theory of the Codices' formation as
such, his findings provide a new framework in which that theory may
be modified and developed, with potentially fruitful results.
Two aspects of Wright's dissertation studY, which focuses on
the earliest Codices, Trent 87 and 92. are fundamental here.

His

investigation of the holograph will of the priest Johannes Lupi
h im
erabled
-

firc:t , .to

conf:,.m
....
..;
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was the scribe chiefly responsible for the related portions of the
two manuscripts, which once formed a single collection. 4S But
unlike Lunelli, he did not locate Lupi's activities in Trento itself.
Instead, he showed that the bulk of Lupi's collection probably
originated during the priest's documented period of residence· at the
imperial Court, in the late 1430s and early 1440s.46 Wright's
discovery of direct copying relationships between Lupi's
manuscripts and those portions of the Aosta Codex most closely tied
to the Imperial Chapel support this conclusion; similaily, his
identification of Lupi's hand in a fragment from a large choirbook,
now preserved at Zwettl but likely prepared for the Imperial Chapel,
may be evidence that Lupi served as a music copyist for the Court
itself. 47

Wright's ~indings, in short, prove something very close to

Wolkan's case - but only for the two Codices Wolkan specifically
exempted from his theory.
Wright's further investigations into Lupi's holograph will
suggest, though, that his conclusions may have some relevance for
the later Codices as well.

Most of the will concerns the disposition

of Lupi's large collection of musical intruments among a group

o~

clerics, some of whom are designated only !:>y their Christian names.
Wright, taking up an idea originally

Off6i6d

by Lunelli, proposed that

these men were, like Lupi, musical amateurs.

Again, though, he

45 Wright's demonstration may be fOJ.md in -A Source-Critical Study-, pp.89ff.(see also note 20
above.)
46 Wrighfs disco~'ery that Lupi served as chaplain to the young Duke Sigisroond of the Tyrol
during this period permits the conclusion that he lived at least part of the time at the Imperial Court.
where the orphan3d Duke spent his minority (1439-1446) in semi-captivity. See -A SourceCritical Study", p. 96.
47 See "A Source-Critical Study-, p.96. Wright has found lupi's hand in a fragment at the Zwettl
Bibliothek des Zisterzienemittes { MS. s.n.}, wr.ic.~, he suggests, came frcm the Il'T1)6riaJ ChapeL
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differed from Lunelli in his evaluation of the significance of their
activity: some of them, he suggested, were co-contributors with
Lupi to the early portions of the Trent collection. 48
This idea of an amateur circle of contributors applies very
readily to the later Codices as welL

To an even greater extent than

Trent 87 and 92, the later Codices (especially 89 and 91) are, as
remarked above, the creations of many hands.

It is easy to picture

them, by analogy with Wright's theory, as the joint works of a whole
group of scribe-musicians - indeed, of the

S~:lme

group concerned

with Lupi's manuscripts, its membership modified over time.
Johannes Wiser, who likely knew Lupi, would have been at the center
of this later group, as Lupi was at the center of the earlier one.
The theory of an amateur group also works well to explain
several otherwis6 puzzling aspects of the Codices' physical makeup,
quite apart from their composite nature.

!t has sometimes beer.

suggested that they could never have been used fer actual
performance, on two main grounds 49 : for one thing, they are quite
small - by no means large enough for any kind of a choir to read
from; for another, scribal corrections have been made to them very

48 Among the most important and best-documented individuals mentioned in Luprs will are
Johannes Sulzbach,a Canon of the Cathedral of S1. VigilitJs. a~d Johannes Freudental, a
Mansionarius at the same institution. A cleric named only as -Dam. Arrbrosius- is probably
Ambrosius S1aspek, a canon at the cathedral who also served for a time as a chaplain to Friedrich
III, a position which probably entaUed residency at the l~riaI Court.
49 For instance, Martin Staehelin, in "Trienter Codices u:lC1 Humanisrrus-, I Codici Mwicali
Trentini...Atti del Convegno Laurence Fei:')inger, ed. Nino Pirrotta and Danilo Curti (Trente,
1986), pp.158·169, expresses grave doubts as to the Codices' practical usefulness. In this he
follows Char1es Hamm, who sees them entirely as "large repositories never meant for
performance.- (See -'nterrelationships between Manuscript and Printed Sources in the Early
Sixteenth Century: an Overview", Que/lenstudien zur MusiJc der Renaissance, ed. Ludwig
Finscher (WiesbadenlWolfenbuette!, ~983), pp.1-13.)
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unevenly, with some pieces being heavily marked while others are
scarcely performable as they stand. so While these features do tend
to argue against regular use by any formalized group, they are not
necessarily drawbacks from the point of '!:ew of a small amateur
circle.

The surviving fascicles could have sufficed for three or four

singers (one on a part) to read from, and clear signs of wear on some
of them suggest that they were indeed used in this way

Sl;

amateurs,

toe, might have been somewhat unsystematic about entering
corrections in their copies, possibly simply abandoning the attempt
to perform any they found too seriously flawed.
But the group model, in combination with Wright's discoveries
about Lupi's background, is most helpful in that it provides both a
new basis and a new motivation for further research into the
-Austrian- hypothesis.

The Trento clerics belonging to

Wiser's

hypothetical circle were. like him, essent:ally bur-eaucrats in the
ser.ice of an Imperial dependency.

Some. including Wiser later in

his career, may have travelled outside Trento; others may have had
ethnic ties to regions elsewhere in the Empire. or even outside of it.
Working together, they could have accumulated a wide range of
50Bent, ·Johannes WISer at wone, pp.95-96, citss a number of corrections in Trent 90 whicn
·could be accounted for by the subsequar:t application of musical commonsense or of
perlormance testing of the pieces.- An exa~1e of ::In -'J"!>erlormable- COpy, on the other hand,
would be the sequence Lauda Sion salvatofem in Trent 91, ff .164v-66r, which garbles and omits
long stretches of the contratenor. (A number of the Mass Propers in the same sedion of Trent 91
are, to some degree, simiJarty afflicted.) Pieces like this might, of course, have served as models
for larger copies, which would have absorbed any necessary corrections.
51 Gerber has zrgued this point very strongly for certain fascides in Trent 88 (-rransmission and
Repertory-, pp.6-7). Also relevant, perhaps, is the sma:1 ~ograph published as a fronte~e
to the second volume of the Glogauer Liederbuch, in its -old edItion-: this shows a fifteenthcentury wooden carving, part of the Brockendorl Altar former1y at the Church of 51. Elizabeth in
Breslau, of three angels singing from a book uncannily li<e one of the Trent Codices. (see Das
Glogauef LiedertxJc;J, ed. ~eribert Ringmann and Joseph Klapper. Das E."be :)eutscher Musil< 8
[Kassel, 1936J, p. ix.)
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musical contacts in cities other than Trento, obtaining material
there for later inclusion in the collection - or, possibly, making the
personal arrangements that permitted copying in Trento itself out of
the holdings of foreign musicians passing through the town.

Given

their political situation, though, these men would have been bound
above all to the Imperial Court at Wiener Neustadt, and to the
musical life proceeding there, just as Lupi had been in his day.

Thus,

in place of the somewhat simplistic picture offered by the
traditional -Austrian- hypothesis, with Hinderbach as collector and
Wiser as scribe, Wright's group model can otTer a richer view of the
Codies as the joint creations of a number of autonomous (and
potentially traceable) individuals - all the while maintaining,
though, the central tenet of the -Austrian- theory, that the Codices
reflect primarily the musical life of Vienna and of the nearby Court.
The group model further suggests a specific formulation of the
role traditionally assigned, in the -Austrian- hypothesis, to PrinceBishop Hinderbach.

This aspect of the -Austrian- theory has always

occasioned difficulty, for nothing about the Codices suggests that
Hinderbach himseif owned them, or participated in their copying.
Lunelli and Spilsted were both doubtless right to point out that their
bindings are far less elegant than those of the other volumes
surviving from his collection, and that they bear no trace of his
hand s2 ; certainly contemporar/ testimon~es to his stature as a
humanist and a bibliophile inciude no specific mention of musical
interests.

Yet it is hard to imagine that a man of Hinderbach's

52 Spilsted, -Genesis-, pp.62-63.

~o

erudition would have remained indifferent to the furor of collecting
activity proceeding on his very doorstep; his choice of Wiser as his
personal chaplain suggests. rather. that he might have maintained
some substantial degree of contact with the amateur circle. S3
It seems just possible. in fact. that the circle could have
served Hinderbach as a kind of private cappella. The

i~;titution

of a

household chapel for the Prince-Blshop had apparently already been
formalized for some time when the Council of Trent began its
meetings in 1546. and the then Prince-Bishop (also a Cardinal)
Madruzzo volunteered his own establishment. which probably
numbered about six singers.
Council's worship services. 54

to provide music for some of the
Hindel'oach. then. could reasonably

have begun to retain a group of similar size

- recruiting soma of its

members. as did his successors. from among the cleiic-musicians
53 WISer partic:..!!a.'1y !'!"..:st ha':e had a CCiiSiderable degfe8 oj personai comaa with Hind~rb2ch.
Spiisiao"s aiterJ1)t to piace him in Vienna during his student days, identifying him with one
Johannes organista who matriculated at the University there on Noverrtler 2. 1454, suggests a
kind of varia."!t of Wo!<an's sce:-.a.":.c, since the young Hinderbach too may hav$ been livirl{; in
VI8Ma for at least part of that same year, and the two could conceivably have come to know one
a"lOtt,er. (See -Codex Tridentir..ss 93-,p.173, and also Wright's comments, -A Source Critical
Study", p.101. see, too, von Hofrnann-Wcllenhof, -Hinderbach-, p.219.) More to the point, for
the purposes of the later Codices, is WlSef's documented appointment as Hinderbach's personal
chaplain around 1470; see the document cited in note 10 above. C;ince atter ;~inderbach's death
WISer took up a post as Tridentine Chancellor, which represented the peak cf his offICial career
aM ~uir~ "'is presence at the Imperial Court, it further seems reasonable that connections he
had iormaci there, either through Hinderbach or during time spent as Hinderbach's agent, may
have helped him to attain it.
54 Conciiiar records include a payment to -Giovanii Contini, maestro di cappella del
Reverendissirnc CCirdincilg di Trento [etJ compagni cantori-; see G. Calenzio, Documenti inediti e
nuovi lavori letteratisul Conc,'!.io di Trento [Rome, 1874J, p. 8 (quoted in Bonetti, "La Cappella
rT1.JSicaIe del Duomo Oi i.e!il\>-, p.i3). Romano Vettori, -La rTlJSica neJ Rinascimento, in Dalla
Pclifonia aI Classicismo, pp.49-86, points out that while some scholars have maintained, on the
basis of this payment record. that the Cardinars singers provided the Council with aD of its rTlJSic
for its entire initiaJ year, it is more probable that the task was rot~ed among singing giVUps brought
(and paid) by the various Legates present there.
The small size of these groups, including the Prince-Bishop's. may be inferred from that of the
professional chorus sent from Rome to replace them during the Councirs second year, which
presumably wolJid not have represented any redudion in rrlJSical forces: :: rlJmbered only six
singers. or one voice on a part for most polyphony 01 thzt day.
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resident at the Cathedral ss - towards the end of the previous
century, although no documents have yet been located to furnish
evidence that he did.

If this were so, the Codices would have been

assembled not just for the entertainment of the musicians who
contributed to them, but as accompaniment for the private devotions
of Trento's cultured Austrian ruler. 56

As we will see, certain

liturgical aspects of Trent 91, particularly, fit quite well into such
a theory.
The Trent Codices, then, have not been well served by the
"Italian" hypothesis regarding their origins, which sprang less from
a desire to understand them objectively than from a need to claim
them as cultural property.

But the rival "Austrian" hypothesis, in

the new and modified form presented here, has the potential to
explain effectively and fully the actual
we find it.

na~~re

of the collection as

With this proposition in mind, let us now turn to the

specific questions posed by Trent 91 itself.

The Physical Formation of Trent 91

The need for a nE.W and detailed study of Trent 9 1
sense, surprisinr:,.

s~ems.

in a

In the century since their rediscovery, the Trent

Codices have figured prominently in countless studies of

fifteent~-

55 Vettori argues that forces of the Cardinars househok1 chapel may have overlapped, at least to
some degree, with those employed by the Cathedral rRinascimento·, p,.77), Which had by this
time achieved a higher professional level than in WISer'S day.
56 The rrosic used by a private cappella of irregular status couk1 have remained the property of
the singers who used it, rather than passing into the Prince-Bishop's own library. Thus
Hinderbach's clerics couk1 eventually havs left their holdings (the CocfICeS) to the Cathedral
Chaj::ter's library.
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century music, and must be counted among the most famous
manuscripts from that era.

Yet because writers have consistently

regarded the whole vast complex together as a quarry for studies of
particular genres or readings of particular pieces, rather than
differentiating the manuscripts as individual sources requiring
separate analyses,

the only substantial study along codicological

lines remained, until very recently, the Introduction written by
Guido Adler and Oswald Koller for the first publication of Trent
material in 1900.

That situation has begun to change, thanks to

recent studies by Peter Wright of Trent 87 and 92, by Tom R. Ward on
the second half of Trent 92, by Margaret Bent and

Gary Spilsted of

Trent 93, by Rebecca Gerber of Trent 88, and by Suparmi Saunders of
watermarks found in all of the Codices. 57

Understanding of the

individual natures of the manuscripts has been, through each of
these studies,

greatly advanced.

But meanwhile, Adler's and

Kollei's original assessment of Trent 9; as an appendix to the great
collection, overlaid with random additions and in general less
interesting than its fellows,

has been left unchallenged.

Such assessment has, moreover, ied to something like a tacit
negative judgment of Trent 91's repertory itself.

The other Codices

transmit a respectable number of works by the best-known
composers of the earlier fifteenth century, identifiable, even where
attributions from the the Trent scribes themselves are lacking,
through a broad field of concordances.

But Trent 91, as it happens,

contains mostly anonymous unica. Some of these are Mass Ordinary
57 Wws article is !he Structure of the Maroscript Tr 92·1-, MD 35 (1981): 127-47. The other
wc:1<s are dad abc'w'a iii nota 2.
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cycles; the majority, though, belong to the less glamorous chant
paraphrase genres such as hymns, Magnificats, and Mass Propers,
forming part of the vast seCl of anonymous fifteenth-century
repertory based on chant.

For the purposes of the original DTO

series, which was geared explicitly towards the publication of
large-scale works (or songs) by "great" composers, this part of the
Trent collection was thus doomed to neQlect from the start.

And

even today, very little music from it has been pubiished; it remains
the least known, and the least frequently cited, of all of the Trent
manuscripts.

The present dissertation, as the first extended study

of Trent la1, aims to rectify that situation, through a new evaluatiorl
of its repertory's place in the larger context of fifteenth-century
developments.

The manuscript Trent 91 is in folio format, measuring 33 cm
long by 22 cm wide on the outside.

Its leaves average 30.4 cm by

20.5 cm, with little variation; all of paper, they have been trimmed
at least Orlee.

Seven bookmarks on the covers and flyleaves reflect

the volume's passage from the Trento Chapter Library to Vienna and
back. 58

The binding is of untooled, coffee-eolored leather over

bOards, with two simple metal closures; it reproduces an older
binding, which was discarded (along with those from the other

58 The most recent label records the Castello del Buonconsiglio's recent change of status from a
Museo nazionale to the Museo provinciale of the Autonomous Province of Trento; two labels.
inside and outside. show the manuscript's official shelf rornber there, 1378. The inside front
cove!' bea.rs the s+.amp ot~.e .A;.;~~~ M:.....st!y at O..!!t'..!re aoo Edt_LCat!c~; aMtt-~r ~~I ~r,? in
German and patently the oldest. is p."Obab1y from the the Trento Chapter Library. Finally, two ex
libris markers for the City of Trento show its patron saint. Vigilius. on the frort and back inside

covers.
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manuscripts} during a restoration carried out in 1975-76, possibly
because the restorers did not believe it was the original. 59 No
information was recoioed concerning this discarded binding;
apparently, the restorers turned up no discernible traces of a
previous, different binding order. 60 Later in this discussion, though,
we will see that such traces may quite possibly have been there:

the

manuscript's present shape may be in some respects different from
that in which its original owners left it.
Trent 91 is composed of 22 fascicles, now center-stitched
with modern thread through original holes.

All but three are

sexternions, displaying an orderly pattern of conjugate leaves, with
watermarks visible on one leaf of each bifolium; in one f)f the
exceptions, fascicle 19, the last of twelve folia was excised, while
the other two, fascicles 7 and 20. have apparently always been
quinions.

There are no inserted leaves. Arabic folio numbers 1

through 259 appear in the upper right-hand corners of recto sides;
aii are modern, added in Vienna.

No original page numbers, gathering

signatures, indices, or other numbering systems survive in this
manuscript.

59 Wright reports. as information he received orally from the Castello's librarians. that only the
endpapers enclosed in the discarded bindings were from the fifteenth century (see -A SourceCritical Study-, p.6); the bindings themselves were probably from &'le sixteenth.
60 A fuR report on the restoration of the rnatlJSCripts at the Monastery of santa Maria di Rosana in
Pontassieve was submitted to the Castello U:nry; Gerber gives it in full. (See "Transmission and
Repertory-. p.17.) The records of the Fabrica of the D'.Jomo, the first place one might look for
dooJrnA"';I"! ~vitj~oce a~I_,! e!!he!" the c!ig!~ or !he e==:"'j b:~:~, aP"a ftagii-oii:ary at
best for the pre-Conciliar period. and havd so far offered no help. The few, largely i!legible
remnants of original gathering siV:-.atures and paginations in the CocfIC8S 88-93- wiD be disc ISSed
below.
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Trent 91 contains no fewer than seven scribal hands beside
that of Johannes Wiser, the main scribe within the later Codices.
Differentiation of these contributors is,

in fact,

the first step

toward a proper understandlng of the manuscript: their scripts
interrelate with other features of the manuscript - namelY paper
type, paper p:-eparation method, and repertorial organization - to
r~~ea!

internal repertorial groupings which were, to a substantial

extent, revised when the book's component fascicles were bound
together in their present form.

In other words, Trent 91 is not an

originally continuous manuscript confused by later interpolations,
as most accounts of it (including Adler's and Koller's) have implied.
It is, rather, a post facto

compendium of several smaller,

repertorially separate collections, many of them in hands found
r.owhere else in the Codices.

These ·sub-manuscripts" must be

evaluated essentially as self-contained units, created independently
from one another - and, in severa! cases, from the Trent collection
in general.

The following discussion will describe each of them in

turn, in the order imposed upon them by the binding; as will be seen,
though, this bound order does not necessarily reflect either their
disparate origins or their relative chronological ages.

Fascicles 1 through 4, 5,

and 7, jUdging by their identical

layout, were prepared for the copying process essentially at the
same time.
group".

They will be referred to here as a single "preparation

The following discussion of the methods used to prepare
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them also applies. allowing for minor differences.

to the

manuscript's other ·preparation groups·.
All six
of

fascicles in this first group use paper with twin forms

an ·oxhead· watermark unique to this mam'script. shown in

Illustratior. 1.1.

This mark resembles closely Piccard's Ochsenkopf

no. xii/901. for which he cites examples datable between 1468 and
1473 ; it also approximates that on a Trento document of the mid1470s. 61
The six fascicles were pricked - after folding. to jUdge by the
uniform size. appearance. and location of the holes throughout each
fascicle - at all four corners. and nine times along the right edge at
:r.tervals of about 3 cm. leaving generous margins (now about 5 cm)
at bottom and top.62

Margin lines were added with a drypoint stylus

on both the right and left sides of each fol1o: up to

th~

center of the

fascicle. the impressions can be seen on the recto side. but
thereafter shift to the verso, implying that that sheets were
unfolded, separated. and spread flat during this operation. 63 Staves
61 Saunders ("The Dating of the Trent Codices", p.103) cites this same published example in
connection with the later of the two dating ranges Piccard offers for it, 1470-73. The Trent
watermark is not actually identX:aJ in its measuramarts , as she claims, to either of Picca!'d's
examples (e.g. it is 139 rTm. high, while his desigr.s are between 107 and 115 mm.), but it is close
enough to them to permit dating to the early 1470s. See Gerhard Piccard, Die
Wasserzeic.'7enkartei im HauplStadtarchiv Stuttgart (Stuttgart, 1961 ft.), Vol. 2, no. xiV901;
Piccard's examples come from Ansbach, Augsburg, Hochstadt, Unz, Neuenstadt, and
Wallerstein.; a similar mark on a Treiito document of the early 14705 seconds the proposed
dating, though, and suggests that the mark was known in Tranto as well as in Lower Austria. see
Chemelli and LuneID, Filigrane Trentine, pp.1So-S2.
62 The proGedura of pricking after folding SHms to have been standard in the assembty of the
iater Codices. Probably it was done with a fine-pained, very sharp awl. The equivalent of a
modem ruler rTlJst have been used to place holes with the neat uniformity evident in most
fascides. See Leslie W. Jones, "Picking Manuscripts: the Instruments and their Significance-,
Sfecu'um 21 (1946), pp.389-403.
63 Rufing wfth light ink, as seen in other preparation groups. was a more usual techniqua in the
Trent Codices, as in the fifteenth century generally. The Trent scribes' variations in procedure
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were apparently added as soon as the side ruling had been finished.
The fascicles were not sewn together until their principal contents,
at least, were complete, as soveral accidental blots between
conjugate leaves, made when these contacted one anothei bafon:: the
ink on fresh copies had dried properly, demonstrate. 64

The neat fit

of consecutive marginal holas, however, implies that whatever
configuration of sheets occurred in the pricking and ruling phase
was more or less retained.
Nine staves were ruled in, their top lines oriented to the
marginal guide holes, in grey ink. 65

The uniformity of measurements

between lines of individual staves (4 mm, 4 mm, 3.5 mm. and 4 mm,
top to bottom,

indicates that a rastrum approximately 16mm wide

was used to make all of the staves, but the disparity of distances
between them (from 12 to 15 mm) shows that it drew only one staff
at a time. 66

Considering the inherent awkwardness of the procedure,

the results in this first group of fascicles, especially, were very
tidy.

constitute, though, the most easily visible index to different "preparation groups·, See T.S.
Pattie, "The Ruling as a Clue to the Makeup of a M~ieval Manuscript·, The British Library Journal
1 (19;5}, pp. 15-21.
64 See, for instance that between 197v and 186v in Trent 91.
55 The ·grey· ink, faded (largely during restoration) from its original black, was probably a mixture
of carbon and ~m arabic. The inks we now see as various shades of brown, elsewhere in the
rnarlJSCript, were black also when they first dried; they were probably made from iron filings mixed
...i::-; ~ak gall, plus additions (Logwood, indigo, or Prussian blue) which caused them to change
color differentty over the years. This second ink is very acid. and has burned completely through
many forlCl in Trent 91. (Other factors, such as the weight of the paper, being equal, the degree of
such damage is a good clue to the use of the same ink in diverse locations,) See Martin Cunha,
"The Care of Books and Documents·, Ccdicologica 5 (1981), pp.59-78.
66 This ·preparation group· seems to be a product of the "Trent rastrum·, discussed above, with
its characteristc narrow space.
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Fascicles 1-4, then,

form the first ·sub-manuscript· within

Trent 91, co nce"trated, as Chapter Three will show, on FrancoBurgundian Mass Ordinaries, together with two motets. (See Diagram
1.1.)

The first layer set down there is in grey ink which perfactly

matches that used for the staves, suggesting that the entire batch of
·oxhead· paper (including fascicle 5 and 7, that is) was prepared for
copying at the time the collection in that first layer became
available.
The initial copyist involved was not, as Adler and Koller first
noted, the Trer.t cleric Johannes Wiser. 67 Scribe A, who made his
single contribution to the Trent collection in these fascicles, writes
a small, fine, and facile hand. (See Table 1.2.) A few features are
distinctive: C clefs are a small pair of joined boxes, with a slight
extension of the downward stroke that joins them; F clefs have
small, neat flourishes and go, like the C clefs, well in on the staves;
the term "bassus· appears consist6ntly over the second contra rart. 68
What makes SCiibe A unique among Trent contributors, though, is his
use of humanistic cursive for text; Chapter Three will evaluate more
fully this script and its implications for the origins both of Scribe A
himself and of his musical exemplars.

67 A...40:" and Koller suppliEld a facsimile of SCroe A's work on Trent 91, f. 34v (OTO \/01. 14,
facsimile no. VIII), but offered no specific comments about him.
68 Since WISer probably copied the part designations he found in his exemplars, his tenninology
is fairly varied. But the term "bassus- never appears alone (without -contra- or "tenor" as prefix, as
in SCrbe A's work) in his copies, nor in those of his regular assistants. This is potentially an
indication of Scribe A's sophisticated background. since at the time these copies were made
(ca.1473), the "bassus- designation was just coming into cornnor. use, as the compositional
concept and practice behind it (that of a contra operating entirely below the tenor) gained ground.
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I., the remaining pages of fascicle 4, left blank by Scribe A,
two further scribes make their debuts, with the anonymous
additions also discussed in Chapter Three.

The first of these, Scribe

B in the presant account, is actually Johannes Wiser, the principai
contributor to the later Trent Codices.
Ad!er and Koller, evaluating Wiser's work across the Codices
88 through 91, spoke of a ·cramping" of his hand supposedly visible
in Trent 91, as evidence of its later production. 69

But actually the

opposite seems to have occurred: idiosyncrasies occasionally visible
in Wiser's earlier script emerge, in Trent 91, with a new
flamboyance. (See Tabies 1.3a and 1.3b.) Some of these, which may
reflect a change to a broader-nibbed pen, can also be traced in
secondary layers of Trent 88 and 89:

the script in general is larger,

and shapes with terminal flourishes, such as F-clefs and custodes,
tend toward exaggeration.

Wiser's most reliable characteristic,

though, remains the narrow C- clef common to the earlier
manuscripts, hastily drawn just outside the left staff edge, with the
right stroke longer than the left and connected to it by two pairs of
accurately horizontal bars. Large mensuration signs, as in Trent 89,
go well out in the margin. Wiser's music script as a whole has a
slightly leftward ductus; his text script is, as always, a nearvertical, markedly polynorphic bastarda cursiva.

The same pattern

69 Adler and Koller assessed the script ira Trant 91 as -enger. gr~mncher, kritzflger; or in short
more indicative of advanced age in the copyist, than that of Trent 88 and Trent 89. This was a
major fador in the chronology they advanced for these thr86 maruscripts. A similar opinion about
Trent 90 - since shown to be be, instead, the hesitant work of a beginner - led them to misplace it
in the sequence. after rather than before Trent 88 and 89. ,-Introduction-, p.xvi.) As will be
remarked below, WISer'S copy of the motet Perfunde caeli rore, datable to about 1474, helps to
date precisely this -late- script style.
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of initial design for part designations seen in Trent 88 and 89
and t::' or ~

or -£

--~

for Contra and Tenor respectively - marks his

contributions throughout the manuscript.
As a last addition to fascicle 4, Scribe C copied a Credo
setting.

Next to this was bound, as fascicle 5, his copy of yet

another full Ordinary cycle.

Shorter pieces in the same gathering,

including a pair of antiphons which iink the two fascicles directly,
were added by Wiser, as Diagram 1.2 shows.

For both his Mass and

the Credo, Scribe C used a new, greyish-brown shade of ink; he must
thus have worked apart from, and probably later than,
usacl

Scribe A, who

a pure grey shade.
Scribe C's hand (see Table 1.4) lacks the fluidity of Scribe A's,

or even of Wiser's.

He tends to demarcate the beginning of each part

by placing the initial clef slightly inward on tile staff.

His script

for both text and music is widely spaced, with semibravas and
minim heads carefuliy diamond-shaped.
the staff.

Mensural signs are inside

When Scribe C makes an error, he scrapes away the

offending passage before making the correction, rather than simply
overwriting as Wiser and Scribe A do.

He never writes part

designations, although hf/ does write his own texts in a piuiTlp

bastarda cursiva.

The small cues he provides instead, in the far left

margin, are one of his signature characteristics.
Scribe C shares many of these attributes with another Trent
copyist.

This man was responsible for long stretches of Trent 88,
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where he figures as

Gerber's Scribe 111 70 , and for about half of Trent

89. (See Table1.4a.)

Both his music and his text hands are extremely

similar to Wiser's, and for this reason his contributions to the later
Codicss havs long gone unrecognized. 71 In many instances, in

tact,

his text hand is almost impossible to differentiate from Wiser's,
particularly since he adopted the same style in part designations.
Yet

certa:~!y

hs deserves a status, among the Trent copyists, second

only to Wiser's own, particularly in that part of the collection now
bound as Trent 89, for which he may have also helped to gather or
locate exemplars. 72 Scribe C's hand was probably modelled on that
of Scribe III (to borrow Gerber's designation); this helps to define a
place for him within the regular (possibly resident) community of
Trent scribes, although he contributed only to Trent 91.
The final member of the initial, grey-ruled preparation group
is Fascicle 7.

Like the first four gatherings. it contains the work of

an "outsider", whose hand appears nowhere else in the Codices. (See
Table 1.5 and Diagram 1.2.) Scribe D used a dark rust-brewn ink

see

70
'"Transmission and Repertory-, [Ch.2}. Samples of -SCribe lII's- work may be seen in Trent
88,1. 73 ff., and Trent 89, ff.1v ff.
71 The features that differentiate this hand from WISer's are fairly subtle. Among the rrosical
syrrtlols, e-clefs are most visible: the horizontal strokes are wider apart than WIS6i'S and slant
sharply upward. -Indentation- is visible at the the start of parts (especially d~s and altus),
custodes are relatively regular in formation, and square shapes have sharp bottom comers. Letter
forms opposed to WISer'S inckJde capital S,C,D, G, and 0, small b, h, I, n, and x. The two text
hands are, however, so close that many cases prove il'Tl)OSSible to differentiate reliably; the
possibility that WIS3r texted some (or even most) of Scribe II/'s copies rrost remain open.
Scribe Ill's work will be more extensively discussed in a forthcoming separate essay.
72 As Reinhard Strohm has shown, the Trent collection includes two separate and differing
transmissions of the Missa Caput. One of these, with its five movements in various locations
within Trent 90 (as a copy of Trent 93*) and Trent 88, is Wiser's 'NOrk; the other, coftl)lete within
Trent 89, is SCribe Ill's. While Strohm himself did not draw a cflStinction between the two hands,
his analysis of the substantial differences between the two readings suggests that Scribe III may,
on occasion, have obtained repertory for the Trent collection through channels quite separate
from WISer'S.
-Ouellenkritisd1e UntersuctlJngen an der Missa 'Caput', WolfenbUttJer
Forschungen 26 (WolfenbOttel, 1984,), pp.153-176.

see
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(implying that his work, like Scribe C's, postdates Scribe A's)

to

copy, self-contained in one gathering, a fifth Mass Ordinary cycle,
Vincenefs Missa 0 gloriosa regina mundi. 73

Striking features of D's

script include the absence of em:1-iines, sharply upward-slanting Cclefs placed well in on the staves (F-clefs are not called for in

t~is

piece), short minim stems, and custodes like small check-marks.
Scribe D originally entered only text incipits in the tenor and lower
contra parts, and it was Wiser who texted these lines fully
throughout the Gloria and Credo movements, using a darker brown
shade of ink.

Since elsewhere Wiser almost invariably left lower

parts untexted, his efforts here might reflect his perception of some
special feature (or perhaps the mere presence) of the lower-voice
texting in his exemplar.
Editing activity involving text also forms a significant link
between fascicle 7 and fascicle 10, the latter of which belongs to an
entirely different preparation group.

On the first fct,;r openings of

fascicle 10, Wiser copied a polyphonic Genealogy setting, with text
taken from the Gospel according to Matthew. Scribe D then made
additions and readjustments of text in both discantus and tenor,
using the rame rusty shade of ink here as he did for the Vincenet
cycle.

When Wiser added, in D's ink, the Et cum spirito tuo formula

on the back verso of the Mass fascicle, and headed it with a rubric
directing its use with the Liber generationum, he was obviOUsly
planning for some physical link between the two fascicles. In fact,
73 The Touront song-motet on which the cycle is based also appears in Trent 91. as an addition
(probably made atter binding) at the end of fascicle 15. immediately p:'et"..eding Vincenet's other
Mass in Trent 91; see Diagram 1.5 below. Chapter FIVe wil! COrTlTlent further on this QraJrnstance.
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a close repertorial connaction is very likely; Chapter Five will
return to this question at greater length.

II.

Fascicles 6, 8, 9, and 10 comprise a second preparation group
within Trent 91.

Among these, 6, 8, and 9 use paper with twin forms

of a -scale- watermark (henceforth -scale-1-; see Illustration 1.2),
while 10 is a composite of two paper types, the only one

:n

Trent 91:

its outermost :::>ifolio has a -mountain- watermark, similar but not
identical to that found in Trent 89, while the remaining folios show
the scale-1 mark of fascicles 6, 8, and 9.7 4

{See Illustration 1.3; the

chronological implications of the stray -mountain" bifolio will be
considered below.} All four fascicles were pricked and ruled by the
same method as 1-5 and 7 (though less neatly); the staves were
made with the same type of rastrum, this time using dark brown ink.
Unfortunately, neither of the the watermarks in this group can as
yet be dated with full confidence. 7S
Fascicle 6, as a self-contained copy by Wiser of an Ordinary
cycle in five movements, was bound with the initial -sub74 This account of fascicle 10's structure differs from that given by Saunders. who states that a
sinr,le -s.-..G~- sheot there encJoses five -mountain- sheets.
7S Saunesrs cites Piccard, Wasserzeichenkartei. VoI.S. Abteilung 5, no. 344 as an -archival
equivalent- to the Trent mark; as with Piccard's Ochsenkopf reference, the two designs are
similar, but not identical. (E.g., chain Jines are 75 mm. apart in Piccard's example, and 70 mm. apart
in Trent 91.) As the following discussion wm show, toe, 1468 may be too early an estimate for the
date of these fascicles. Compare also similar rnarY.s in Tranto documents of the earty 14705.
given in CherneJli and LuneUi, Filigrane rrentine. pp.148-49.
The -mountain- mark is more difflCUl to date, since it is of a type ubiquitous in midcentury
papers in Trento. as elsewhere. (See Cheme16 and LuneUi. Filigrane rrentine, p.222.) Among
published references, possibly the cIosast is Briquet. Les FiI'!1ranes, vol. 3, no. 11761, cited from
Innsbruck. Staathaltereiarchiv (TIroler Landesregien.mgarchiv) Codex no. 110 (-Registratur von
SigisrTlJndj which is dated 1466. (This can be contrasted with Briquefs no. 11760. also from
Innsbruck but dated 1455, which is not a good match.)
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manuscript- comprising fascicles 1-5 and 7, whose primary layers,
at least, all center on such repertory.

(See, again, Diagram 1.2.) On

its final leaves, ff.70v-73r, Wiser added a Latin contrafact of a song
by Busnois, and then two Sequences and a Communion for feasts of
the Apostles; these works, because they bridge the endleavesof
fascicles 6 and 7, provide evidence that Wiser himself joined these
together, despite their origins in different preparation groups.

As

Chapter Five will show, his decision may reflect upon the origins of
the two Masses ccpied there.
Fascicles 8 and 9, by contrast, inaugurate what appears to be
the second -sub-manuscript- in Trent 91 with an assortment of
Marian Office music.

(See Diagram 1.3.) The largest pieces there

are settings of the Antiphons associated with Compline in postTridentine liturgy 76: one of Alma redemptoris mater, two of Salve
regina, and two of Regina caeli laetare.
WSiS

The two paired settings

most likely intended as "twin" works; the first Salve regina

has its cantus firmus in the tenor, the second in the discantus, while
the Regina caeli laetare set reverses that pattern.

Fascicle 8 also

contains a series of Marian Antiphons, with texts from the Song of
Solomon.

This Office collection is prefaced, though, with the Marian

Communions Ecce virgo concipiet and Ave regina caelorum - a
circumstance which will occasion further comment in a moment.
Wiser ended the Marian coileetion with the second Regina
caeli, copieri

"fit!)

the first opening of fascicle 9 but thematically

76 In the fifteenth century, these pieces were not necessarily associated with Compline service,
tendi~ to appe~r. '"Cre often, as MagnifICat antiphons at Vespers, sometimes repeated for the

Nunc dimittis at Compline.
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connected to its counterpart in fascicle 8.

He then used first of the

empty folios left in fascicle 9 to add three pieces for the Easter Day
Mass: the Kyrie Lux et origo, the Gradual· Haec dies, and the
processional hymn Saive festa dies. At some later point, the
presence of these works must have justified his insertions of the
Antiphon trope Aile dei filius on the last verso of fascicle 8, and of
anot~ler

Easter Kyrie on fascicle 9's first recto, intv the surrounding

Marian Office material.
The remaining material in fascicle 9 continues this same shift
towards Mass repertory.

On ff.99v-103r, Wiser set down two

paraphrases of Gloria chants; next, on tf.1 03v-1 06r, he copied a set
of paraphrased Kyries and another Gloria, with rubrics specifying
their use for Sunday Mass (Dominicale).

Apparently, he then turned

to fascicle 10 to accommodate more of the same large influx of
Ordinary repertory; on the empty folios following his Genealogy
setting - which, as noted above, tormec the gathering's initial
contents - he added a Credo, and then two Sanctus settings. The
addition of this material must have induced him to dissolve the
physical link he had once planned between fascicle 7, with its
Vincenet Mass, and the Genealogy (fascicle 7, as noted above, has the
introductory formula for the Genealogy on its back verso), for
between fascicles 9 and 10 he added a furth9r Sanctus setting,
drawing their contents together into a kind of extended plainsong
cycle.
When the manuscript was bound in its present order, tne
presence of this Mass Ordinary materiai seems to have determined
the placement of fascicles 9 and 10:

they constitute a suppiement
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to the ·sub-manuscript· of Mass Ordinary cycles in fascicles
through 7. (Fascicle 8, which actually interrupts the Ordinary

succession, presumably owes its place to its tight connections with
fascicle 9, through the paired Regina casH settings and the
clustered Easter repertory.)

The final appearance of the manuscript,

though, fails to provide any real guarantee that Wiser (or any of his
colleagues) decided upon or approved this bound oider.

Wiser's

addition between fascicles 9 and 10 confirms his approval of their
pairing (in contradiction of his original intention); similarly, the
repertorial coherence of his additions to the final leaves of fascicle
8 with entries near the start of fascicle 9 shows that he probably
But the items on the outer leaves of

placed these together as well.

the three-fascicle unit (the first folio of fascicle 8 and the last of
fascicie 10) de not blend nearly so inevitably with their
surroundings.
,,,\,,1,,
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must now proceed to the ·sub-manuscript· made up of fasicles 11
through 15.

These gatherings belong to a third preparation group,

which differs from the earlier two in its use of inked rather than
dry-ruled side-lines; it also shows marked signs of hastier, more
careless preparation procedure.

As Diagram 1.4 indicates, this

collection contains a series of paraphrased Mass Proper chants
interspersed with some items for the Office:

most focus on the

Christmas and the Easter seasons, but full cycles for the

Dedicati~n

of a Church and for the feast of Saints Peter and Paul are also
present, together with a number of Marian pieces.
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In Diagram 1.5, though, we can see that the order of these
fascicles may once have differed substantially, and that they were
quite possibly

meant to be joined, in some earlier plan for the

collection, with fascicles 8. 9, and 10.
tuum deprecabuntur,

The Marian Introit Vultum

foilowing the Sequentiary in fasicle 15 (itself

overlaid on the fascicle's original contents, a pair of contrafact
settings 77 ) could have introduced the Marian items now in fascicle
11; the two Marian Offertories ending fascicle 11 would then have
led, in tum, to the Communions (noted above) which open fascicle 8;
Marian Office music, continuing into fascicle 9, would then have
followed up the Mass collection.
Very like!y this entire large paraphrase assembly - which, as
the following chapter will show, makes up a single, liturgically
unified repertory - was copied at a single stretch; an original layer
in all seven fascicles, perfectly uniform in script style and ink
color, is easily distinguished from the

~ew

later additions. 78 The

initial group of Easter items (all in a slightly darker shade of ink)
were then entered as a small secondary layer, following the Marian
Office music; finally, Wiser added another extended series, this time
for the Ordinary, and to accommodate this took over fascicle 10.
As both Diagrams 1.4 anc 1.5 demonstrate, Wiser's additions to
the outer leaves of the seven fascicles involved in the paraphrase
collection provide no absolute assurance that he himself approved
77 These contrafaets were recently identifIed by David Fallows as portions of Martinrs Missa

Coda
di Pavon. see his "Songs In the Trent Codices: An Optimistic Handlisf', in I CodICi Musicali
Trentini.
78 Most items are copied in dark bmwn ink on slightly lighter brown staves. Th~ later additions Da
pacem domine (f .118v, endIng fascicle 10) and 0 gJariosa regina (f. 178v, endIng fascicle 15) are
easy to distinguish by ink color; elsewhere, subtler differences o~ script style (including part
designations) mark later additions (e.g., Missus ab arce, ending fascicle 11).
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their reorganizat!on from the logical order just discussed above into
the somewhat confused order in the manuscript's present-day
binding.

The only kind of addition that can provs such supervision is,

as we have just seen, one that links the outer leaves of adjacent
bound fascicles,

a:-Z\) ;-;0

such fcdcicle-bridg!ng entries occur in this

collection except within the group 12-15, which presumably
retained their original configuration.

Arguably, Wiser's single-leaf

additions to fascicle 11 (0 sapientia and Missus ab arcs ) make
more liturgical sense in terms cf the present-day order than of the
proposed original order:

both apparently relate to the group of

Christmas items found in what is now fCiScicii1

j

2.

On their

evidence, it seems most likely that Wiser (or one of his fellow
collectors) did indeed decide upon the present-day bound order of
Trent 91.

But the placement, at least, of fascicles 8, 9, and 10 as

members of the Mass Ordinary sequence begun in 1-7 could instead
have been effected by the same iater custodians of the collection
(perhaps Chapter Librarians of the sixteenth century) who disca"ded
the original bindings, trimmed the leaves of the manuscript, and
added the new bindings which were, in turn,
restoration of 1975-76.

dis~arded

in the

Even the possibility of such an event can,

obviously, put the whole question of manuscript order in the Trent
collection into a new and potentially disturbing light.
In the meantime, the links between fascicles 11-15 and the
group 8-10 must guide the discussion of the dating of both paper
types.

Fascicles 11-15 show twin forms of a second "scale"

watermark (henceforth "sca!e-2"), which has no published
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analogues. 79

(See Illustration 1.4.) Saunders dates this mark as late

as 1480-83, while placing the scale-1 mark in fasicles 6 and 8-10
back in 1468. In view of the contemporaneous use of both groups
demonstrated here, though, her estimates seem unworkable, unless
the paper in fascicles 8-10 lay unused fer almost two decades.
Spilsted, on the other t.and, found a close parallel to scale-2 in a
Trento document dated 1476, and cites a number of analogues to
scale-1 in other documents from the mid-1470s. 80

His findings,

then, encourage the placement of composition and copying dates for
the extended paraphrase collection, on both its papers, at ca.1475 an estimate which, as Chapter Two will show, accords well with its
stylistic

~haracteristics.

III.
A fourth preparation group, made up of fascicles 16, 17, and
, 8, reintroduces the -mountain" watermark first found in the outer
bifolium of fascicle 10.

(See Diagram 1.6.) These pages are ruled in

dark brown, with ink sidelines, and music and text in the same
shade.
Each gathering was initially self-contained:

Wiser seems to

have obtained several small groups of pieces and copied them in the

v, AbteiJung VI, nos 91-99, which date from
1475 into the earty 15005.
A related mark also appears, tantalizingly enough, in portions of the Codex Specialnik, a source
whose usual dating after 1500 stands on somewhat flimsy ground. see the reproductions given
in Dobroslav Orel, "Der Mensural<odex SpeciAlnik: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte dar Mensuralrnusik
und Notenschrift in BOhmen bis 1540-, Ph.D. cflSSertatior., University of Vienna, 1914, p.13.
80 For Saunders's views on scale-1 (and objections to them) see note 75 above. Her proposed
archival equivalent for scaJe-2 is Trento, Archivio di stato, Archivio vescoviJe, sezione latina, Capsa
vii, no. 54. Spilsted's document is from the same archive, Capsa xxvi, no. 32. See -Dating of the
Trent Codices-, pp.104 and 204, and -Codex Tridentinus 93-, pp.119f.
79 Compare Piccard, Wasserzeichenkartei, Vol.
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liturgically mixed orders of the original transmissions, using, at
first, a fresh fascicle for each installment.

Fascicle 16 began as a

copy of an Ordinary cycle, without the Agnus, attributed by Wiser to
Vincenet (f.179r), while fascicie 17 opened with a group of
paraphrased hymns from the Sanctorala, and fascicle 18 with the
Easter Sequence Mundi renovatio. 81
Apparently lacking further Sequences, though, Wiser continued
fascicle 18 with another group of paraphrased hymns and a
Magnificat.

He also extended the Vespers collection already begun in

fascicle 17 with a series of Marian antiphons and two further
Magnificats.

Vespers items (a fourth Magnificat and two hymns)

also entered the final pages of fascicle 16, although this at first had
been reserved for Mass ordinary Items; it was the presence of these
last pieces, doubtless, which prompted the binding (by Wiser or by
his successors) of fascicle 16 with the Office music of 17 and 18,
although its initial Mass Ordinary contents might have entitled it to
a position nearer the ·sub-manuscr:pt· of

fascicles 1-7.

Two features differentiate this paraphrase coliection, with its
concentration on Office items, from the larger group of pieces for
Mass

~l1d

Office in fascicles 8-15.

Following the initial entries in

all three fascicles, ink colors and script styles vary as if to reflect
sporadic additions of single items or of small groups of pieces over
a consioeraoie period of time, perhaps years. (Diagram 1.6 notes
81 As win be shown in Chapter Two, the sequence is actually part of the paraphrase repertory in
fascicles 8-15. Like the Genealogy in fascicle 10, which also be!ongs in that repertory, it seems to
have come into WISer's hands some time befaie he copied the other paraphrases (ca.1475).
Fascicle 18, then, would have been used last among the -mountain- fascicles, perhaps
concurrently with fascicle 10, which incorporates a single sheet of -mountain- paper along wi:h

the scale-1 type.
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these differences in detail.)

This contrasts markedly with the large

sweeps of uniformity in the first collection, and suggests that while
these pieces were available to Wiser in some unified format reflecting, as Chapter Two will show, their origins in a single
~ 6-18

compositional center - the repertory in fascicles

came into

his hands, instead, in small increments, perhaps even from different
sources.

Many of the pieces in these gatherings also contrast with

the other paraphrases, which all use normal white notation, through
their use of east-European Lorraine neumes (often but incorrectly
equated with German Hufnagel 82) for cantus firmi.

As Chapter Two

will show, this notation accords with other evidence to show that
the pieces themselves are likely of east-European provenance.
The second hymn added to fascicle 16, a setting of Ad cenam
agni providi, is by Scribe E. (See Table 1.6.) His music hand

markedly resembles Wiser's, both in the formation and placement of
the C-elefs and in the shapes of most of the notes, but the wide,
tentative spacing of the musical text and the erratic ductus, as we!!
as the different text hand obvious from the textual incipits and the
part designations, set it apart.

(See Table 1.6.)

While Scribe E's

contribution to Trent 91 is modest, it provides a remarkable proof of
continuity in the Trent collecting tradition:

Peter Wright was able

to identify his hand in the final layer of Trent 87, earliest of the

Tieiit maiiU5c,ipts and the product, as we have seen, of Lupi's

82 See Solange Corbin, "Neumatic Notations, III: Central Europe-, in The New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians (1980), esp. Figure 11. Corbin shows that central and eastern European
neumatic script, derived from Lorraine rather than 51. GaD prototypes, never took on the snarply
pointed extremities characteristic of the true German Gothic style known as Hufnagel.
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circle. S3

On the same basis, though, E's presence indicates that

fascicle 16 (and, because of their common paper type, 17 and 18 as
well) are aiiicng the c!der components of Trent 91.

IV.
Fascicles 19 and 20 are both independent copies of Ordinary
cycles similar to fascicle 7; both were, like fascicle 7, contributed
by scribes who 00 not appear elsewhere in the Trent corpus.

But

these scribes, in contrast to the other ·outsiders· A and 0, did not
work on paper that Wiser and his assistants were also using: each of
their fascicles bears its own elaborate ·oxhead· design.
Illustrations 1.5 and 1.6, and Diagram 1.7.)

(See

The measurements of the

two different rastra used to rule these fascicles also disagree, as
noted above, with those of Wiser's usual rastrum traceable in most
of Trent 91.

All of these circumstances suggest that fascicles 19

and 20 were not only copied but also prepared outside cf Trento:
they might, in other words, have been exemplars for Wiser, rather
than parts of his collection, if some special circumstance had not
given him possession of the originals.
Neither watermark in these two fascicles has been precisely
dated.

But the ·oxhead· mark of fascicle 19 resembles that in some

83 See -A Source-CriticaJ Study-, pp.78-79. Wright also cites SCribe E's contributions to Trent 88
(ff.384v-386r: Gerber, however, sees this as WISer'S work) and Trent 89 (ff.57v-58r; numerous
other contributions could have been adduced from the same manuscript). WriQht dates the Trent
87 specinen as only slightly later than the main layer of the maroscript. This would if1"4)t)' that
SCribe E was involved in the colledior: for nearly as long as WISer; while no attempt has yet been
made (by Wright or in the present stud),) to work out a chronological ordering of his contriJutions.
such an exercise would. like the analysis of changes in WISer's hand, offer an important index to
the relative ages of parts of the collec:tion.
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Trento documents dated to the early or mid-1460s; it may, then, be
among the older watermarks in Trent 91. 84
The present fascicle 19 seems to have beE'tl

~sse'11bled,

from the unused portions of another, older gathering.

in

P~.~,

An initial

repertorial layer entered into that gathering must have included the
near-obliterated music on the present fascicle's front recto
(f.215r), apparently copied by the same scribe who later entered the
main contents of the present fascicle. 8S

(The facing leaf, which

might have contained the discantus part of the same composition,
was cut away and discarded.)

The second bifolium of the present

fascicle contains, on its back verso, a setting of the hymn Urbs
beata lerusalem, which, since it also appears in Trent 90 86, helps to
confirm an early date for the paper and the original entries in
fascicle 19. Scribe G, who copied the hymn in Trent 91, may in fact
have contril--uted some other items to Trent 90.

(See Table 1.8 and

accompanying Example.)
The principal contents of the present gathering is the
anonymous Missa Sig saId und heil, prefaced by an Introit Salve
sancta parens

set with the same clefs and finals, which brings the

cycle into the special Marian genre known as the Missa de Salve.
Scribe F (see Table 1.7) set it down almost

87

calligraphically; his

84 Chemeiii and Lunelli, Filigrane Trentine, p. 150 cites similar marks in the Innsbruck section of
the Trento Archivio vescovile principato (sezione latina) from the 1460s.
8S See Chapter Five's discussion of this piece, which David Fallows has identified as a work by
Touront.
86 The concordance is Trent 90, f. 330r (110.1041); see the discussion in Chapter FIVe.
87 Missae de Salve have been doaJmerted at major cathedrals of the Low Countries (Cambrai,
Tournai, Bruges) and were probably in use elsewhere as weD. Strohm indicates that Masses used
for this purpose at Bruges were cof1'1)iled from individual movements until close to the century's
end; Trent 91's, then, might be among the ear1iest fully cydic examples of the type. See Reinhard
Strohm, Music in Late Medieval Bruges (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985), p.23.
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script is strongly similar to D's equally professional in its
flourishes.
The watermark of fascicle 20 bears little resemblance to any
listed by Piccard, but its basic motif - an oxhead surmounted by an
elaborate crown - seems, on the evidence of his catalogue, to have
attained its Maximum popularity in the 1480s; probably, then, this
fascicle should be considered as one of the later portions of Trent
91. 88

Its watermark may, in fact, resemble one of the designs found

in the Glogauer Liederbuch, a source also dated, usually, ca.1480.
The Liederbuch, a Silesian source, also contains clear parallels to
Scribe H's text hand (see Table 1.9), which shows the extreme
proclivity toward looped fQimS characteristic of east-European
bastarda script89 ;

Chapter Four will show how the music Scribe H

copied, a Mass cycle, may further the idea of an east-European origin
for this fascicie.

H left his work somewhat incomplete, so that

Scribe Iii, who here served as editor, had to fill in some part
designations and text.

On several openings, notably that fer the

88 PIccard, Wasserzeichenkarterei, Vol. IL'3, Abteilung xv; see, for instance, no. 188, ca. 1481.
89 The Glogauer Liederbuch's watermarks have not yet been photographed, since the
manuscript has only recently been recovered from its wartime storage, but Heribert Ringmann, its
first editor, published descriptions of these which pttrmit some comparison. (See his -Das
Glogauer Uederbuch (urn 1480r, ZfMw 15 (1932),49-60. Ringmann was unable to find a parallel
for this design (fourth in his list of watermarks) in Briquefs catalcgue; Trent 91's mark has none
there either.
SCribe H's fonnation of h, b, d, and 9, shaNing a constant tendency to tum ascenders and
descenders into right- and left-sweeping ornaments respectively, finds dear parallels among
surviving examples of -Bohemian- script from midcentury. For co~rison with the Glogauer
li~rbuch, see .!~-sie Ann Owens, ed., Krakow, Biblioteka Jagie:lonska. Glogauer U6derbuch,
Renaissance Music in Facsimile, vol. 6 (New YorkILondon: Garland Publishing, 1986); almost any
folio exeo.rted by the main saibe shows some of these features. For a basic definition of the
~ type, see Joachim Kirchner,SCriptura Gothica Ubraria (Munich, 1966), Tabula 64a, bastarda
currens. Bohemia ca. 1469-75.
The two modem editions of the Glogauer Uederbuch are Herbert Ringmann and Josef
Klapper, ads., Das Glogauer Li8derbuch, Das Erbe Deutscher Musil< Vols. 4 and 8 (Kassel:
B~renreiter. 1936 f.), and Christian V~erlein. Das Gloga.uer Uederbud':, Das Erne Deutscher
Musil< Vols. 85 and 86 (Kassel: B~enreiter, 1981). (EDM 4- Deutsche Liederund Spielstiicke;
a- Ausgewahlte lateinis::he 5aae : 85-86- [remainder of the Latin-texted pieces].)
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initial Kyrie, Scribe H seems, specifically, to have left out his own
calligraphic initials in anticipation of others more elaborate still.
This might suggest that the Trent collectors obtained the fascicle,
possibly as a discard of some kind, from a collection far more
pretentious in its presentation than most of Trent 91.

v.
The linked fascicles 21-22 comprise a final subgroup within
the manuscript, again with Wiser as copyist.

(See Diagram 1.8.)

While they use the same type of paper, with a "mountain" watermark,
as fascicles 16-18, their margin lines are much less heavily inked
in, and the ink used for both these and the staves is a lighter fUStbrown than in fascicles 16-18.

These last two fascicles, then, must

have been prepared on a separate occasion.
Music and text in the main repertorial layer of both gatherings
match the staves exactly, implying a quick and orderiy copying of
the three Mass cycles there.

Two songs. copied on the manuscript's

final pages, are easily recognizable as additions by Scribe E, who
used here the same grey ink as for his contribution to fascicle 16.
Scribe E's presence works, as in fascicle 16, to push the
copying date of these Masses back towards the mid-1460s, even in
the absence of good 'Natermark data.
here recall hls work in
that same period:

p':'r'!!(1!"'5

Also, Wiser's script and layout

of Tr&nt 88 and 89

prcb~~!y

from

his F-clef flourishes, for example, are stm

modest in comparison to those of the mid-1470s paraphrase
collection, and his mensuration signs are placed within the staff, as
in his earlier work.

His conjunction of Mass cycles in a series,
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linking successive fascicles, is, too, a pattern familiai from Trent
90 and 88.

And as subsequent chapters will show, the repertory

copied both here and in fasc!cles 16-18, which use the same paper,
fits comfortably with a composition data in the mid-1460s;
particUlarly some Vespers pieces in fascicle 17 show traits
suggesting even earlier origins, such as fauxbourdon-like centra
lines, parallel cadences, and a general absence of imitative
technique.
Assembling all the information now at hand - tentative
documentation of watermarks, script analysis, reconstructions of
repertorial groupings, and preliminary stylistic observations - we
can now put forward the following chrono!ogical summary for the
various components of Trent 91.
A, Fascicle 19 (single Mass Ordinary cvcle)

The paper itself may date from the 1460s, and an older layer of
repertory in the fascicle includes a concordance with Trent 90, a
manusciipt apparently completed ca.1460.

The fascicie's main

contents were apparently added somewhat later, but it can still be
considered as one of the oldest parts of Trent 91.

8. Fascicles 20-21 (three Mass Ordinary cycles) and 16-18 (Vespers
"sub-many script")
While the "mountain" watermark design found in both these
preparation groups has yet to be dated precisely, similar marks are
most frequent in Trent archives during the mid-1460s; another
"mountain" design in Trent 89 has been dated by Saunders to
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ca.1466. 90

·:J:.:;ar's script,

e~pecially

in fascicles 21-22, matches

samples datable to approximately that same period.

The presence of

additions, in both collections, by Scribe E, who was already active
ca. 1440,

arguesag.~nst

any much later date, as do stylistic features

of the repertory itself, particularly in the Vespers collection.
However, fascicle 18, which begins with a Sequence simiiar to
those in the later paraphrase collection of fascicles 8-15, may have
been used some time after the others within this group, perhaps
concurrently with fascicle 10, which contains a single sheet of
"mountain" paper and also records paraphrase repertory congruent
with that in the later collection.

C, Fascicles 1-5 and 7 (Mass Ordinary settings)

As shown earlier, the two firmly datable pieces in Trent 91 are
copied into these fascicles.

One, Busnois's In hydraulis, sets a

terminus post quem fer them at 1468, and the appearance, as a iater
addition by Wiser, of Perfunde caeli rore, composed in 1473,
suggests that year as an approximate later limit for the first layer
of entries by Scribe A.

Preliminary evaluation of watermarks

suggests the same span between 1468 and the mid-1470s; as the
following chapter will show, watermarks in the concordance for In
hydraulis

in Munich 3154

(a reading closely re:ated to its Trent

counterpart) confirms this estiiiiate.

90 See Saunders, "The Dating of the Trent Codices-, p.91.
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p, Fascicles 6 (Mass Ordinary) and 8-15 (cham paraphrases)
Saunders identifies the scale-1 mark in fascicles 6 and 8-10 with a
Piccard example dated ca. 1468, while relating the scale-2 design in
fascicles 11-15 to a Trento document dated 1480,

Given the

repertorial continuity between the two groups, however, Spilsted's
archival dating of the scale-2 mark to ca,1475 represents a more
reasonable average fOi both groups.

Wiser's script

throughou~

the

eight fascicles displays the exaggerated flourishes and other
mannerisms identifiable with his style after ca.1473 91 , and
characteristics of the repertory itself, such as the fluent use of
imitation in the paraphrase items, accord well with an idea of both
compositional and copying dates ca. 1475.

Support for the order of components presented thus far may be
drawn from the inclusion of a single sheet of the -mountain- paper in
fascicle 10, which othel".'\fise uses the scale-1 paper type:
would have used

u~

the last

remalni~g

a scribe

sheet of an old paper supply

as he prepared fascicles otherwise of new paper, rather than taking
up a new type of paper while still preparing fascicles frcm an older
supply,

E. Fascicle 20 (single Mass Ordinary cycle)
The basic design oj the watermark in tnls gathering became most
popular in the 1480s, and it may one of the youngest in Trent 91,
dating from ca.1475 or later.

Its resemblance to a mark in the

91 An approximate date for WISer'S late style. as remarked above. may be inferred from his work
on Perfunde cael; rare.

S9
Silesian Glogauer Liederbuch, from ca.1480, may also prove
significant, since both the scribe's hand and the music he copied (to
be discussed in Chapter Four) have associations with the eastern
reaches of the Empire.

The boul'.u u,dar of Trent 91, then, does not at all reflect the
relative ages of its components.
C and 0 above,

The younger material, in divisions

was placed first, while the older material, in

divisions A and 8, followed, divided by what is possibly the
manuscript's youngest materia! in division E.

Such marked disparity

between the bound order and the chronological ages of the
manuscript's components implies that some deliberate ordering
process determined their final arrangement.

The following section

will take up this Question. examining its significance not only for
Trent 91, but for the Trent collection as a whole.

Repertoria! Order in the Tient Codices
As we have already seen, two mutually opposed trends of
opinion about the origins of the Codices have given rise. in scholarly
writings. to two different scenarios of their creation.

According to

the "Italian" model, the collection was compiled primarily by one
man, the priest Johannes Wiser, who was motivated by his needs as
a music teacher at the Cathedral School in Trento.

Wiser is thought

to have done this work within a very short period of time, a decade
or less, within Trento itself; he is also thought to have acquired his
exemplars largely on his own initiative. capitalizing on the wide
variety of sources that became available to him as the result of his

residence on a busy European trade route.
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The "Austrian" scenario

instead puts this same priest, Wiser, in the employ of the PrinceBishop Hinderbach, ruler of Trento.

In this view, the collection may

be seen as accumulating more gradually, over much of the two to
three decades in which Wiser could have worked for Hinderbach, and
as deriving primarily from the musical establishments in Vienna and
Wiener Neustadt, wr,ere Hinderbach (and, through him, Wiser
himself) had connections at the Imperial Court.
The present study advances what amounts to a revised version
of the "Austrian" hypothesis.

This theory, relying on the recent wJrk

of Peter Wright, lays new stress on the large number of Trent
contributors other than Wiser, who may be, to some extent,
identifiable with a circle of musical amateurs in Trento.

While

conceding that some of Wiser's work on the collection was
completed before 1465, during his tenure at the Cathedral School,
the revised theory goes beyond even the traditional version of the
"Austrian" modei in assigning more importance to Wiser;s activities
after 1465 - when he may, along with some of his fellowcontributors to the collection, have had opportunities to accumulate
repertory while travelling in the service of the Prince-Bishop.

With

the information just gathered concerning Trent 91, we can now
proceed to test the valid;ty of the revised "Austrian" hypothesis.

In

two fundamental respects, it proves to explain quite efficiently tht:
characteristics just uncovered in this single manuscript -

and to

apply, potentially, to much of the rest of the Trent collection as
well.

First, it seems clear, even through the approximate and
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provisional chronological information offered in the preceding
section, that parts of Trent 91 are considerably later than even the
most generous estimates for the completion date of the Codices
allowed by the -Italian- hypothesis. That theory, as explained above,
sees the bulk of the collection as having been completed by 1465,
with the supposedly

la~9st

additions (such as In hydraulis, in

Scribe A's collection) in place by ca.1470, or at any rate before
1475.

Apparently, though, the collection that became Trent 91 was

scarcely begun in 1465, and was still growing well into the mid1470s, if not even later.

Thus it could have had little to do with

Wiser's activities at the Cathedral School, which according to the
-Italian- hypothesis provided his main motivation to copy music.
Given this new evidence, and bearing iii i:iiiid the other weaknesses
of the -schoolmaster- contention (already discussed in the chapter's
first section), we should now be asking just how much 'Nisei's

duties as magister scolarum could have had to do, in fact, with any
of his copying activity.

The revised -Austrian- hypothesis, here, can

provide a more realistic motivation (membership in an amateur
performing circle - one doubiing, perhaps, as the Prince-Bishop's
private cappella ) as well as a more appropriate chronological
framework for Wiser's involvement with the collection.
The concept of an amateur circle of scribes and contributors
also accords well with the present account of Trent 91 as a post

facto

assembly of diverse compor.ents, gathered over a considerable

span of time, and bound without respect to the chronolCf of their

copying.

This new fOFmuiaiion, too, questions certain IOilg-standin{;
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assumptions about the Codices.
Much writing or. the later Trent Codices rests upon a belief
that the four large volumes we now have represent, in some sense,
the goal of the collection activity:

Wiser (as the single leader of the

enterprise) is assumed to have envisioned his work, from the start,
more or less in its present format.

To this end, he is said to have

collected, in each instance, ·enough material for a codex· ,92 and then
to have bound it more or less in the same order in which he had
copied it.
This concept is workable enough with regard to certain parts
of the collection.

A large part of Trent 90, for instance, was (as

Bent has shown) copied continuously in its present bound order, from
the single exemplar Tfent 93*.93

Gerber has demonstrated, too, that

substantial portions of Trent 88 were most likely copied as they
presently stand. 94

But for other portions of these manuscripts, and

for the whole of Trent 89, which is made up almost entirely of
independent fascicles,9S the idea of continuous copying is much more
difficult to defend.
work at ail:

And for Trent 91

J

as we have seen, it fails to

when its older portions were copied, their binding with

92 See Spilsted. -Codex Tridentinus 93-; ~.1 08- 117 . ~ntj C'-.erber, "Transmission and
Repertory-, p.40.

93 Bent discusses the contiooity of WISer'S procedure ~~ T:,c~~: iii ....VIS&f' at Work-, p.93.
94 Gerber (Iransmission and Repertoryj provides good evidence that the initial and central
portions of Trent 88 were copied essentially as they stand. She makes this. however, a principle
for the formation of the Codex as a whole, and so does not fully follow up the i"l)flCations of
fascicles such as no.9, which clearly belongs to a preparation group seen again only rTlJCh ~er"
in the rnanusaipt, in fascicles 15-21 .
95 In Trent 89, approximately h:--If the fascicles are independent copies of Mass Ordinary cycles,
with front recto a."'ld back verso either left void or filled in with obviously later additions.

its later portions, which are at least a decade younger, could hardly
have been foreseen.
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Trent S1 must have remained for some time, in

other words, in an unbound state - a state equally easy to envision
for the other portions of the Trent Codices which do not fit the
continuous-copying model.
If the Trent Codices were in fact compiled by a group of
collectors working together, as the revised wAiJstrian W hypothesis
suggests,

this is just the situation to be expected. The

n~hJral

of their collection, gained piecemeal and at a leisurely pace,

state

would

have coincided with the units just delineated within Trent 91: either
individual fascicles, or small groups of fascicles linked in wsubmanuscripts· (the latter possibly copied in long stretches from preexistent larger collections, in the Trent 93*·90 pattern).

Both

these formats (particularly the independent fascicles) might,
further, have proven convenient for performance by three or four
singers within the group.
During the relatively protracted process of assembly, these
units could have been organized by Wstacking Wthem together, or
otherwise joining them in some provisional fashion.

Organizational

control over the whole could then have derived, in large part, from a
good memory on the part of just one person (Wiser),

or perhaps

accumulated - and the music in them had, after a period of use, lost
some of its novelty • the collectors would have found this
provisional system awkward.
their holdings,

They would have seen a need to store

in effect, by binding them together into a book.

If

they in fact performed this operation every few years, they would
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have ended up with just what we now have: a set of volumes whose
paper types and musical contents fall into an approximate but still
clearly discernible chronological sequence. Some sections - copied
not too far apart in time - would be on similar paper; some overlap
of these papers would, further,

occur between volumes, for the

storage operation might take place while a certain type of paper was
still in active use, leaving unbound some of the fascicles most
recently copied. 96

post facto

The finished books would remain, though, only a

compilation of copies that saw their main period of use

in quite another state. (The fragments surviving in the collecti?n
Trent 1947 1-6 are a reminder, too, that there may have been even
more music available, but not chosen,

for binding - partic'Jlarly on

the secular side of the repertorial spectrum. 97 )
The revised -Austrian" hypothesis, then, appears to hold some
promise as a means of explaining the configuration of Trent 91, and

oi clluch oi th6 Trent coiiection in generaL

in the foiiowing

chapters, we will see if it can gain further support from the
Codices' repertory itself.

Before turning to that project, however,

let us consider further another issue profoundly connected with any

96 Overlap of this type ocaJrs between Trent 90 and Trent 88, and between Trent 88 and 89,
constituting a key factor in the chronology now accepted for them. It was first nctad fr" Masukata
Kanazawa. "Music for Vespers in the Fifteenth Century-, Ph.D. dissenation. Harvard University,
1966.
97 Trent 19471-6 consists of six small units of music: 1947-1 is part of a liturgically mixed
plainchant cor.ection (whose exact provenance has not yet been detenninecf),1947-2 has organ
tablatures. 1947-3 is a fragmentary printed discantus partbook. 1947-4 has various French and
German secular items. a'ld 1947-5 and 6 are again fragmentary prints. The whole is USlOaIy dated
(because of the prints) somewhat later than the Coaices, ca. 1480-1 !12t'. but the ~ c-f tM
fourth fragment is possbly identical to Gerber's SCribe II, who added a single item to Trent &3.
ff.7Ov-i1~. (See "Transmission and Repertory-, p.25.)

discussion of the manuscripts' origins: that of repertorial order in
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the finished Codices.
The Trent collection has many times been described in
unflattering terms as regards repertorial order - ·miscellany· being
perhaps the most tactful expression applied to it. 98 To a great
extent, this evaluation rests upon the widespread assumption just
addressed above: that the Codices are continuously copied, in the
format and order we now see.

Sometimes, such assumptions result

in evaluations of individual Trent volumes as the inferior
counterparts of other surviving sources of fifteenth-century sacred
music demonstrably planned and executed in their piesent form - of
the Gaffurius Codices, for instance, or of the Modena choirbooks. 99
These comparisons prove unprcdiJctive because they are
fundmentally unjust.

Most other surviving sources of sacred music

from the period were designed for professional singers working in
formal establishments, and consequently maintain a fairly high
standard of orderliness, arranging music by geiiie, accoiding to iis
liturgical use, or even by composer.

Since the Trent manuscripts

were never associated with any truly professional performing group,
they cannot be expected to resemble the cources such groups left us,
in terms of consistent applications of ordering

procedu~es.

98 See, for instance, Bonettfs citation of Dr. Clemente Lunelli's corrvnent, which she uses to
open her discussion of the Codices: ·Sono un vero pasticcio: (-La cappella del Duomo di
Tremo·, p. 116.) Hamm's evaluation (in ·Interrelationships between MatlJSCripts and Printed
Sourcesj is also representative: ·Coherent, overall organization of contents is foreign to them"
99 See, for instance, Charles Hamm, -Manuscript Structure in the Dufay Era·, AcM 34 (1962),
160-184, where the earlier Trent Codices 87 and 92 represent a class of randomly compiled
sources, reflecting onfy ,he availability of fascicle-manuscripts·, versus other sources which
group their contents delibGrat61y.
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More often, though, an assumption that the Codices were
copied as they stand today leads writers on an opposite tack:

the

volumE1S are seen as completely unplanned entities, divorced from
any idea of practical use, and instead copied start-to-finish, as
music became available for inclusion, with little or no editorial
selectivity exercised in the process. IOO This idea; too, is
unproductive, for it is contrary to common sense.

Far from

comparing the Trent collectors with professional musicians, it
relies, instead on a notion that they were guided by some special,
presumably -medieval- or -humanistic- mentality whereby sheer
possession of copied music was a goal in itself.l 0l For if the
scribes, having once gone to the trouble to copy pieces, planned on
finding these and using them, in any practical sense at all, at some
future point. it seems unlikely that they would have wanted to
maintain the copied order of their work in binding, even assuming
they could have reproduced this: five thousand pages of cantus

collateralis ordered on no other basis would surely have been as
much of a nightmare for them as for us.

Thus, while the finished

Codices may not have been the goal of the Trent collectors' activity,
in the same sense that the Milan or Modena choirbooks were the
intentional creations of their compilers, any idea of their use for
practical music-making implies that at least a minimal degree of
editorial selectivity and ordering went into their assembij.
100 See, e.g., Bertran E. Davis, ad., The Collected Worlcs of Vincenet. Recent Researches in
the Music of the Middle Ages a"!d Early Renaissance, vo!s. 9 and 10 (Madison, Wi.: A.R. Editions,
1978), Preface, p.xii; Davis places the Vincenet Missa Sine nomine in a -newer layer" of Trent 91
than the Missa 0 gloriosa becaJse it happens to appear farther back i!'1 the manuscript
101 See especially Staehelin's interpretation of the Codices (in "Trienter Codices und
HurnanislT1Jsj as lein] Ausdruck eines spezifisch ~rnanistischen Sammeleifers-.
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In three of the four later Codices, in fact, an intentional
o·v'erall organization along liturgical lines is quite readily
apparent. 102 Trent 91 and the earlier Trent 88 use a governing
scheme shown in Table 1.10. Sorting out original layers of

repertory

from later additions, and applying a bit of generalization, we can see
that both manuscripts begin with cycles and individual items for the
Mass Ordinary continue with Mass Proper cycles and Vespers pieces,
and then close with a supplement of Ordinary cycles, mostly copied
into single fascicles.

(In both manuscripts, inter-fascicle additions

confirm that these schemes were created at least in part by the
original scribes themselves, although later rebinding, as we have
seen in Trent 91, may have distorted them to some extent.)
first manuscript, Trent 90, is similarly ordered:

Wiser's

its first fascicles

present Mass cycles in the old-fashioned format of its exemplar
Trent 93 (a formally structured collection probably produced outside
the Trent amateur circle), with movements in separate sections, and
five gatherings' worth of miscellaneous Office material then lead,
on the Trent 88 model, to a further series of Mass cycles.

Even the

exceptional fourth case, Trent 89, tends toward a similar plan in
that it keeps its non-Mass items together, bunched into three groups
of three fascicles each, amidst its prevailing sequence of Mass
cycles in separate gatherings.
But thasa liturgical outlines, while unmistakably present, are
very general, so that many aspects of order in the Codices

r~uire

102 Johannes Lupi's probable holdings, Trent 87 aoo 92, rrost be considered as a separate
problem, since they underwent at least one rebinding proceSS at some earty point in their history.
and have lost all but the most approximate outlines of generic or liturgical organization. .

further explanation.

Something other than liturgical considerations
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must have dictated, for instance, that the first fascicles of Trent 89
should be where we find them, rather than in the last third of Trent
88, which uses interchangeable paper;

similar kinds of reasoning

must have led to the creation of Mass ·appendices· for both Trent 88
and Trent 91, rather the inclusion of all their Masses together
within the front portion of each manuscript.
or generic considerations

Since simple liturgical

do not entirely explain the clearly

intentional orderings we find, then, it seems necessary to
hypothesize that the Trent collectors considered something like the
origins or the stylistic affiliations of the pieces within their
independent fascicles and ·sub-manuscripts·, as they ordered these
for placement within a permanent binding.
Certainly some such postulate is Gssential in any

a~tempt

to

make sense of the layers of later additions to the manuscripts, by
any account one of the most striking and perplexing features of the
collection.

In the fourth fascicle of Trent 91, for instance, a Te

deum and a Credo stand beside a Latin-texted secular motet and a
song contrafact; in the sixth, a song contrafact, two Sequences. and
a Communion follow a Mass cycle; in the last fascicle, two secular
songs set down without text form a postscript to three Mass cycles.
The generic confusion of passages like these must make us wonder,
at times, what the Trent scribes could have thought they were doing.
It is probable. of course, that many additions were made
simply because space was available for them in manuscripts already

bound.I 03 This seems to have been the

~se,
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for instance, with the

chant paraphrase items (including the Sequences and the Communion
mentioned above) sprinkled through the first fascicles of Trent 91;
these, as Chapter Two will show, are adjuncts to the larger
pararhrase repertory copied into fascicles 8-15 of the same
collection, although they seem to have come to Wiser's attention too
late for inclusion theie.

To keep track of additions of this type, the

coll6Cturs could have ielied on something like a tabula for each

finished manuscript.

Such a list in fact survives for one of Lupi's

volumes, Trent 92, because it was bound in with the music; others
like it, governing Wiser's portions of the collection, could have
remained unbound, and so perished in the course of time.

These lists

would have been geared to page numbers or gathering signatures
subsequently trimmed away in the rebinding process that evidently
took place between the fifteenth and the eighteenth centuries.I 04
A tabula system would, however, have proven cumbersome in
certain respects.

it wouid, for one thing have required constant

updating, since additions to the collection were apparently quite
frequent; the list governing Trent 92, in fact, fails to reflect the

103 Completely ef11)ty fascicles (made from a single kind of paper, not used elsewhere in either
codex) bound into both Trent 87 and Trent 92 even suggest provision, at the time of binding, for
entries to be made later, since very few blank leaves remained elsewhere for that purpose. see
Wright, -A Source-CriticG: St~y-, jjp.S2-~
104 see Ward, ~Trent 92-1-, p.xxx, and Wright, -A Source-CriticaJ Study-, pp.65-67. The index in
question replac3d a precursor (also bco..:nd into the volume) which governed Trent 92-1 alone:
comparison of the two shows how additions accuroolated.
Gathering signatures do exist in Trent 92-1 and in parts of Trert 87: these are disaJssed by
Ward and Wrigtt. (Wright also cites an old folio f1Jmber partially visible in Trent 92-11, '.144-; see
-A Source-eritical Study-, p.7.) Spilsted rCodex Tridentinus 93-, p.1 '5) cla!ms!hat some were
legible in Trent 88 (and refleded the bound order of the manuscript) when he saw it, although
either mildew or restoration has now reduced these to blurs: Gerber, who worked with the
restored manuscript, mentions no signatures.
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final layer of additions there.

But more importantly, it would have

been difficult to apply to the collection in its unbound state - and at
least some of the secondary and tertiary layers in the manuscripts
surely predate their bindings.

It seems natural, then, to presume

that the collectors often entered new music - particularly when
they had a range of unbound and still partially empty fascicles to
choo~e

from - according to the same principles tha! eventually

guided them in combining their fascicles and sub-manuscripts into
books:

pieces related in origin or in stylistic characteristics

belonged toether.

With this kind of system, one or two good

memories could have continued to exert organizational control over
the collection. despite the frequency of additions there.
The following study. then, will begin with a proposition that
repertorial order in the Codices. as they stand today, reflects to
some extent their creators' perception of its significance.

(As noted

above, though, the preservation of the original fifteenth-century
order shouid be confirmed by fascicle-bridging entries, given the
possibility of its disturbance in later rebindings.)
-Italian- hypothesis,

w~iic~,

For unlike the

tends to view the Codices as hastily

assembled in an unlikely place. the modified -Austrian- hypothesis
advanced here encourages their evaluation as the work of real
connoisseurs with some musical skill and taste,

and with the

opportunities, moreover, to obtain music in several eminent centers
of production and performance.

In this analysis, the arrangement

these collectors finally chose for their vast holdings can amount to
a kind of mapping of the musical world they knew - to a point. at
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least, where it merits far more serious consideration than it has yet
been given.

A Plan for the Study of the Trent Codices
The following four chapters will turn from the general
discussion of Trent 91 's origins to a closer study of the repertory
the manuscript contains.

This repertory will b9 approached, to some

extent, in terms of the ·sub-manuscripts· delineated above on
paleographical grounds, but considerations of genre will also play an
important role in its analysis.
In the following chapter, we will first turn to the large
paraphrase repertory preserved principally in fascicles 8-15 of
Trent 91

This repertory, as will become evident, provides specific

support for the ·Austiian· hypothesis of the COdices' iormation, for
the chants on which it is based were those used, in all probability,
at the Imperial Court.

By demonstrating that the Court

wa~

in fact a

center of sophisticated poiyphonic composition, as well as
polyphonic practice, the paraphrase repertory lends new credence to
the •Austrian· idea that it was also the center of musical life for
the Trent collectors, inclUding Wiser, who may have journeyed there
in connection w1th his employment by

Ui ... ~ ... ,....... ,..h
......... '11;;1..,0."'11.

The third chapter will then take up Scribe A's collection in
fascicles 1-4, which will be shown to reflect, by contrast. the
musical culture of northern France and Burgundy.

This repertory

reveals special ties to the work of Johannes Martini, a Flemish
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composer who may have spent some time within the creative circle
at the Imperial Court.

The fourth and fifth chapters will then

address Trent 91's collection of unique, anonymous Mass Ordinary
compositions.

All of these, as will be shown, are traceable with

some certa:!'lty tC'

t~e

same Imperial Court composers responsible

for the paraphrase repertory covered in Chapter Two, reflecting
their distinctive applications of compositional techniques derived
trom the larger world of Franco-Burgundian music.
discussions, Martini's name will emerge once again:

In both of these
as we will see,

he may have participated in the particular traditions of Mass
Ordinary composition embodied in Trent 91, and may, further, have
carried something of these traditions. through his own work, back
into the mainstreaM of musical development in Itaiy and western
Europe.
In summary, this study aims to show that the "Austrian"
hypothesis of the Codices' origin is not only valid, but is necessary
to the proper appreciation of their significance.

Trent 91

particularly, in this view, proves to be no mere miscellany of the
century's overall trends, but rather a specific and carefully ordered
record of the chief musical developments at the Imperial Court
during the later 1460s and early 1470s.

And those developments in

themselves, as the following discussions will demonstrate, played a
far more significant role in the development of the whole of western
music during the fifteenth century than has yet been recognized.
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Chapter Two:
Plainchant Paraphrase Compositions in Trent 91:
Trent, Passau, and the Imperial Court
Most of the pieces prec;erved in Trent 91 are not, in the
strictest sense of the term, original compositions.

Thay are,

instead, arrangements, or paraphrases, of ecclesiastical chants,
designed for use in the Ordinary and Proper portions of the Mass, and
in the Offices of Vespers and Matins.

The purpose of this chapter

will be to examine these works closely for the first time, to
determine their stylistic characteristics, and, principally, to
establish for them a new and somewhat surprising historical
relevance.
Paraphrase te-chnique is one of two major approaches to the
use of preexistent chant material in the fifteenth century,1 the other

tt-.an

1 The practlca of aj'i'angiilg compieie chants in polyphonic settings (rather
just portions of
chants, as in organa! practice) began more or less with the century, and princ:ipaIIy in England.
The earliest exarT1)les are to be found in fragmentary English maooscripts of the late fourteenth
and ea.1., fifteenth centuries (e.g., LoBM MS Sloane 1210, with a single hymn setting). The
hymns of the Apt rnaroscript, ca. 1400, QI'6 the earliest continental examples, but failed to start
any widespread trends there. The Old HaJJ rnaru;cript (with repertory ca.141 0 or eatfl8r, copied
ca. 1420) has a sizeable paraphrase coUection, consisting of Ordinary chants set in conductus-like
fashion with the caf\tl.JS firrros as middle part. Other English sources (e.g., the Fountains
Fragment) then add to this repertory, expanding its range of chant subjects and paraphrasing
techniques to the point where midcentury collections (the Egerton, Pepys, and Ritson MSS)
consist largely of paraphrase compositions in aliliturgic:aJ genres; in general, interest in these
persisted longer in England than on the western continent. (See Margaret Bent, "Sources of the
Old Hall Music", PRMA 94{1967-68], 19-35, and Andrew H~hes and Margaret Bent, "The Old
Hall MS: A Reappraisal and an Inventory", MD 21 ('967),97-148, and Ann Besser Scott,
"Coherence and Calculated Chaos: the English Co~rs of Modena, Biblioteca Estense
A.x.11 (lat. 471 )," Ph.D. diSS9f1;:rtw,n. I.!,,!v~rs!!y ~~ Ch:cagc, ~g~; CCmpGi6 also ~dgdf S.
Sparks, Cantus Firrros in Mass and Motet [los Angeles: University of California Press, 1963],
Chapters One and Two.)
Paraphrase technique reintroduced on thf:t continent about 1420, QUic:kly reached a vigorous
maturity in the earty works of Oufay, Binchois, Uebert, Janue, and others of the same generation.
These composers replaced the conductus-style approach favored in ear1y English practice with
free melodic elaboration of the chant in the discanttJs iiOG; their rTlJSic is preserved in sui;h
sources as BL, ModS, Aosta, and the earlier portions of the Trent collection itself. (see Sparks,
Cantus FirTrllS, Chapter Three, and David Fallows, Dufay [London: Oent, 1982], Chapter 11, the
best discussion of this paraphrase type presently available.
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being cantus firmus technique.

A cantus firmus composition, such

as a Mass or a motet, uses its preexisting material as scaffolding
for an extended essay in free composition.

The borrowed material -

which often comprises only an excerpt from a chant, as in the case,
for instance, of the Caput

melisma - is usually placed in the tenor;

there, it acts as the organizational basis for the newly composed
voices, which dominate the actual sounding result.
composition has a contrasting aim:

Paraphrase

like the four-part chorale in a

later age, it merely presents traditional service material in a
modestly ornamented polyphonic format.

To this end, the whole

chant is placed in a texturally prominent position (usually in the
discantus, but sometimes in the tenor 2), . with melodic additions
(cadence formulae, for example) and alterations (such as the
excision of very long melismas) applied to bring it into line with
fifteenth-century melodic style and syntax, while two or three
(occasionally four) newly composed parts supply ....' hat amounts to a
harmonization.

Then as now, such compositions were evidently

considered modest, utilitarian affairs, and were seldom signed with
their composers' names.

All of those in Trent 91 are, as a result,

anonymous.
As Chapter One showed, the chant paraphrase compositions in
Trent 91 are concentrated in fascicles 8 through 18 of the

2 Early English chant settings favored a central- or Iower-part placement of the preexisting
melody. with minimal omamentation. while sflghtly later Burgundian settings tended to use it in the
di~ntus, with the ""Ore generous melodic omaments which, strictly speaking, constitute
paraphrase. The Trent 91 repertory is. in general of this second type; tenor placement of the
chant is less usual. However, later German paraphrases. such as those in the choirbooks Jena 35
and Weimar A, often revert to si~, low-voice presentations resembling tl"'.e English type.
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distinguished by paper type, by style of compilation, and by
repertorial emphasis.

Fascicles 8 through 15 use paper with two

-scale- watermark designs, dating probably from the mid-1470s, and
were filled, for the most part, rapidly and contnuously; Diagram 1.5
shows how, in their original ordering, music for the Mass Proper in
fascicles 12 through 15 led to a Marian collection in fascicles 11, 8,
and 9, which was later overlaid with Mass Ordinary settings (copied
in a second round of activity) which extended into fascicle 10.
Fascicles 16 through 18, made with the -mountain--marked paper
probably from the later 1460s, are by contrast a Vespers collection,
copied (as shown in Diagram 1.6) in several small increments.
This chapter will focus exclusively on the first and larger of
these paraphrase collections, that in fascicles 8 through 15.

It will

be concerned chiefly with the exploration of a new discovery
concerning these works, a discovery which binds them together into
a single laige iepertory:

the chants arranged in paraphrase there all

belong to the rite of the Diocese of Passau, which in the fifteenth
century comprised most of present-day Austria.

With a high degree

of probability, then, the paraphrase compositions themselves are of
Austrian origin.
Claims of this type for an exact match between a given chant
rite and a given body of paraphrase compositions are usually
piOblematic for two main reasons.

First, it is diffiCUlt to define

precisely the melodic content of a particular local chant tradition;
second, paraphrase technique - which is, after all, a form of
stylistic translation - has a strong tendency to disguise a chant
prototype through melodic ornamentation.

In the present case,
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though, both of these difficulties are moderated by special
circumstances, making possible a clear line of argument.
Musical definition of the Passau rite, on the one hand, is
greatly aided by the existence of two prints from the early sixteenth
century: a Gradua/s (1511) and an Antiphona/s (1519).3 Despite the
sizeable chrono!ogical distance between these sources and the Trent
collection (a problem to be addressed in a moment), they provide a
more useful basis for paraphrase analysis than might most
manuscripts.

They amount,

in effect, to an intentional and

formal

definition of the Passau rite's melodic content, issued with the
sanction of the Diocese's highest authorities;4 manuscripts, usually
complied for the use of individual institutions, do not as a rule
profess this kind of explicit authority with regard to an entire
regional rite.
The problem of ornamentation in paraphrase, on the other hand,
is largely sidestepped iii the particuiar variant of the technique
by the Trent 91 works.

USed

Often called contrapunctus tractus, 5 this

styie relies upon a simple presentation of the chant melody,
3 Both prints are now available in magnificent facsimile editions. See Christian Vaterlein, ed.,
G,aduaJe PatavierJS6 (Wl8n, 1511): FaksimiJe and Antiphonale Pataviense (W~'7, 1519):
FaksimiJe, Das Erbe Deutscher Musik, vots. 87 and 88 (KasseVBaselllondon: Barenreiter, 1985
and 1987). These facsimiles were made from prints preserved respectively in the Austrian
National Ubrary (S.A.79.A.4) and the Bavarian State Library at Munich (Res. 20 Uturg. 11e). Both
were printed by Johannes Winterburger of Vienna.
4 See the verso of the title page to the Graduale, where the printer (Winterburger) specifies the
p!'~ject's a1m ct =et:: ::~ ~~ iag-.. laf,zii.w ~assau uSc ij-lioughoui ihe geographicaiiy iarge
diocese.
5 The term derives from German theorists of the sixteenth century; see, for instance. Gallus
Dresslerus, Praecepta MusicaB Poeticae, 15631641, p. Sf.. DisaJssions of the style may be found
(to select few examples) in Hermann Zenck, -Grundformen deutseher Musi<anschauung- and
-Die Musik in Deutschland von 1450 bis 1550-, both in his HZ': Numerus und AHektus (pp.19-36
and 37-54); in Martin Staehelin, De' GrOne Kodex de, V'tadrina: Ene wenig beac";t~t~ Vue/Ie zur
Musik des $pAten 15. und frOhen 16. JahrhundBrts in Deutschland (MainzlWl8sbaden: Stainer.
1971), passim.; and in Martin Staeheiin, Die Messen Heinrich Isaacs BemlStuttgart: Paul Haupt,
1977), vol. 3, pp.l9-20. and in Vatertein, Das Glogaue,UedBrbuch, p.344.
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consistently using longer values than those in the accompanying
parts.

Sizable stretches of breves and longs in the chant-bearing

voice result.

These can be readily compared to the melodies

presented in the two Passau prints - and found, in the majoriLY of
cases, to match nearly perfectly.

Illustrations 2.1 a and 2.1 b, which

juxtapose a sample chant-baaiing line (from the antiphon 0 (Iorens
rosa ) with its proposed prototype in the Passau Antiphonale , show
how even the ligation patterns used in the chant reappear in the
polyphony:

such shared configurations strongly suggest that both

the paraphrase composer and the printmaker, although they worked
some forty years apart, drew upon closely related sources.

Table 2.1

shows the Trent 91 paraphrase pieces aligned with their proposed
sources in the Passau rite, and indicates the degree of congrlJerlce
found in each case.
Before leaving Trent 91 's second paraphrase repertory - which
will not be discussed further in this chapter - it is worth observing
that a preliminary evaluation of car.tus firmi in the hymns copied
there supports the thesis just advanced for the pieces in the first
paraphrase collection, in fascicles 8-15:
appears to be of lower-Austrian origin. 6

the Vespers collection too
Since the melodies upon

which its hymns are based are not included in either of the Passau
prints (although the Antiphonale

gives incipits for their texts 7 ),

6 Two meiodies, the Marian Antiphon Salve regina and the Dedication hymn Urbs beata
ierusalem, are set in both collections. (see appropriate Diagrams.) In both cases, the Vespers
collection uses neumatic notation for the cantus firTnJs, while the larger collection has normal
white notation. No substantial melodic variants, however, exist in either case, further supporting
the idea of closely related, though not identical • origins for the two collections.
7 The AntiphonaJe gives incipits, for instance, for bullet celum Iaudibus at First and Second
"aspers in the Common of Apostles (Ii .245r, 249v). or for Urbs beata lerusalem at the same
points in the Dedication observance (ff.239r, 244v).
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arguments concerning them cannot proceed in quite the same
fashion.

However, Table 2.2 shows that the majority of their

melodies, as we!! as their texts, can be correlated with the
fourteenth-century Klosterneuburg Hymnary, a manuscript published
by Bruno Stablein as a representative of Austrian practice, and
traced by him to Klosterneuburg itself - a city just east of Vienna,
and similarly part of the Diocese of Passau. 8

On this evidence, most

of Trent 91's hymns could have been used in the Passau rite, along
with the pieces in the larger collection; certainly all of their texts
appear in manuscript and print presentations of the Passau Breviary
from the early fifteerth century on. 9
The potential significance of a Passau prove:1ance for Trent
91's paraphrase collection is readily apparent.

At the end of the

fifteenth century, the huge Diocese of Passau included the
heartlands of the Holy Roman Empire - the city of Vienra itself, as
well as the nearby fO:1ress-pa!ace of Wiener Neustadt, a

~~!!1clpa!

seat of the Hapsburg Emperors prior to about 1480. 10 Hence, as
Gerhard-Rudolf Patzig established over thirty years ago, it was
8 See Bruno 5tablein, Hymnen, Vol. I of Mo"urnenta Monodica Medii Aevi (KasseVBasel:
Barenreiter, 1956), pp.209-247 (edition) and 565-578 (discussion of the source's provenance).
The Table also locates some of Trent 91's hymn melodies in the last portion of the Codex
Specialnl'k, and in a Psalter from Pressburg, near the Austro-Hunganan border; these may be
consulted in B. Rajecky, MelodiatUm Hungariae Medii Aevi (Budapest,1956).
Table 2.2 is based, with some modifICations, on the camus finnus identifICations given in Tom
R. Ward, The Polyphonic Off1C6 Hymn, 1400-1520: A Descriptive Catalogue (Rome: American
Institute of Musicology, 1980), which incorporates Ward's earl:er dissertation study, "The
Polyphonic Office H)mn from the Late Fourteenth Century Until the Early Sixteenth Century-,
Ph. u. oissertatlOn, university ot Pittsburgh, 1969.
9 See the Tables of Off;ce orders given in Georg-Hubertus Karnowka. Breviarium Passaviense:
Das Passaue, Brevier irn MittelaJte' und die Breviere de, aJtbZyerischen Kirchenprovinz,
MQnchener Theologische 5tudien 44 (Erzabtei 51. Ottilien: Eos. 1983), pp. 318-326.
10 The city of VI8Ma was made a nominally separate diocese in 1469, but this seems to have had
little. if any, effect upon its liturgical practice; see VaterJein. GraduaJe Pataviense, Preface, p.v.
Wiener Neustadt remained part of Passau until 1784.
For a disaJssion of the lrJl)erial Court's residence at Wiener Neustadt c1Jri.'1g the 14605 and
14705, see Heinrich FJChtenau, De' junge Maximilian (Munich: Oldenbourge. 1959).
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Passau's rite that furnished Heinrich Isaac, greatest of the
composers retained by the Emperor Maximilian I, with the

basis for

much of his monumental Choralis Constantinus, a cycle of
paraphrases covering the entire church year. 11

Th~

chant

paraphrases in all of the Trent Codices have long been cited, in a
general sense, as antecedents to Isaac's work. 12 Now, though, the
establishment of Passau's rite as tn.e cource of a well-defined group
of pieces there - the first paraphrase collection within Trent 91 makes possible a newly precise historical reconstruction.

Wiser

evidently preserved, in these central fascicles of his last
manuscript, a paraphrase tradition already flourishing in the chapel
of Maximilian's father and predecessor, the Emperor Friedrich III (r.
1439-1493) - a tradition which Isaac, a generation later, was to
carry to its highest level of artistic fulfillment in the Choralis
Constantinus.
The nsmainder of this chapter wiii be divided into three
sections.

The first section will undertake a thorough stylistic

11 See Gerhard-Rudolf Patzig. "Uturgische Grundlagen und handschriftliche Uberlieferung von
Heinrich Isaacs 'Choralis Constantinus", Ph.D. dissertation, University of Tubingen, 1956.
Excerpts from this work were published as ....einrich Isaacs 'ChoraJis Constantinus· - eine
posthume Werksammlung-, in 8ericht aber den Intemationalen rnusikwissenscchaftlichen
Kongress der Gesellschaft fOr Musikforschung. Kasse/1962 (KasseVBasel: ~renmiter, 1963).
pp.114-116.
While Patzig's conclusions hav~ won wide acceptance. subsequent studies have uncovered
numerous minor variants. not addressed by his study, between the rassuu prints anc:l their
settings by Isaac and his successor at the IfllIerial Court. Ludwig Senfl. As Vaferlein (Graduale
PataviIJrtSIJ. Preface, p.v) poi!'"!!! out: !he!e '.!a!'!a~~ rr':ay ~~!y th: ~th C=~iS·"c~.wd ~iCiii a
special GradJaJ used exclusively by the lfTl)8rial Court, which differed in certain small details from
the Passau rite to which, on the whole, it adhered. Some of the minor differences between the
Trent 91 paraphrases and their models in the Passau prints may prove exprlCable along the same
lines, as ITlJCh as through the chronological gap between the sources.
.
12 See, for instance. Walter Upphardt, Die Geschichte des mehrstimmigen Proprium Missae
(Heidelberg: Kerle. 1950), pp.32f. Lipphardt cites comments to the same effect by both Haberl
(in his announcement of the Codices' discovery; see Chapter One, note 5) and Wolfgang
~tephan (in Die ButgUrldi&-;'';6-Niedarl:rtdische Motette zur Zeit OCkeghems [Kassel:
BMenreiter, 1937].)
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examination of Trent 91's Passau paraphrases, in order to establish
their consistency and uniformity as a repertory.

It will show,

further, how this repertory links up with another body of
paraphrases drawn from the same chant rite and preserved in a
source roughly contemporary with Trent 91, the Glogauer Liederbuch.
A second section will then assemble arguments supporting the
identification of this extended Passau repertory with the vanished
choirbooks of the Imperial Chapel from ca. 1470.

It will focus first

on liturgical evidence - on establishing, that is, a unique link
between the paraphrases and the Passau rite, as distinct from the
rites of other Dioceses nearby - and, subsequently, on the evidence
for a large-scale musical establishment capable of producing the
paraphrases at Friedrich's court of the 1460s and 1470s; it will be
shown that composers :n the imperial Chapel had already founded a
paraphrase tradition years before the Trent 91 pieces were written.
Finally, the chapter's conclusion wiii evaluate the potentiai
historical importance of the

par~phrase

collection in Trent 91:

evidence of a thriving practice of polyphonic composition at the
Imperial Court, carried on independently by composers resident
there, it makes possible an entirely new evaluation of the
manuscript's other contents.

as
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The Paraphrase Repertory Based on the Passau Rite
Trent 91 's is not the oniy paraphrase repertory to show
affiliations with the rite of Passau.

A still more extensive

selection of such pieces is to be found in a source best known as the
Glogauer Liederbuch. 13
The

G~Jgauer

Liederbuch (actually comprising three paper

partbooks) has yet to be sUbjected to thorough paleographical
scrutiny.

Following the assembly of a partial edition in the 1930s,

it was, like many of the Prussian State Library's other manuscript

treasures, hidden for safety during World War II, and believed lost
afterwards; a new edition, mads from a microfilm, was already
complete when the source once again turned Up.14 Clearly, though,
this collection is roughly contemporaneous with much of Trent 91.
It is also similar to the Trent sources in general in that it was
compiled for private or amateur use in a sma!! cit'! (in this case
probably Glogau, in Silesia) on the edge of the Imperial Court's
cultural orbit. 15
The Glogauer Liederbuch (hereafter called Glo) contains a
sizeable repertory of secular music, including polyphonic songs of
both German and foreign origin, as well as textless instrumental
pieces.

This repertory has, from the time of Glo's discovery,

attracted most of the scholarly attention directed toward the source
13 Forf••111 citations of the published presentations of this source. which include two partial editions
and a facsimile reproduction, see Chapter One, note 89.
14 VAtertein. who prepared the new edition of the Uederbuch, was able to consult the original
maroscript only for corrections to his transcriptions; see Das Glogauer Liederbuch, Vorwort
(Nachtrag), p.vii.
15 For the arguments concerning the source's provenance, see VAtertein, Das Glogauer
Liederbuch. pp.347-348.
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(as its "Liederbuch" sobriquet attests).

Glo's Latin-texted

paraphrases, however, make up the bulk of its contents:

it was

designed, like the Trent Codices, as a predominantly sacred source.
Glo's ties to Trent 91 in this sacred repertory have long been
recognized.

The many concordances linking them (see, again, Table

2.1) are even sufficiently close in their readings to have elicited
theories whereby one source could have been copied directly from
the other, despite their survival hundreds of miles apart; a common
parent source for the two is now acknowledged as the more likely
explanation. 16

But this idea takes on its full significance only with

a realization of the striking stylistic consistency between the
entirety of Trent 91's paraphrase repertory and those other pieces in
Glo whose cantus firmi are also traceable in the Passau rite - a
category comprising many, though not all, of the Latin-texted items
there. 17 (See Table 2.3.) Concordances, in other words, make up only
one category of links between these collections.
Several stylistic factors operate to bind the two repertories
together from a musical standpoint.

16 Heribert Ringmann, who prepared Glo's first modem edition, believed that some kind of
acquaintance between Bishop Rudolph of Breslau and Johannes Hinderbach, Prince-Bishop of
Trent, led to a direct copying of one source into the other; since he subscribed to Wolkan's theory
regarding the Trent Codices, he placed this contact in Vienna. (One factor Ringmann found
particularly persuasive was a number of successions of items common to the two sources; see
Tables 2. i and 2.3.j Vcli~ri~in. whiie he ciies this idea. does not endorse it. pointing out tnat
closer inspection of the readings debars any possibirrty of a direct filiation between them; he
argues instead for a common parent source. (See Ringmann, EDM 4. p. 101, and V~er1ein.
p.346.)
17 VAter1ein traced cantus firmi not found in the Passau prints in three principal manuscript
sources: the CasJau Antiphonaie. the Kutterb~rg Gradual, and the Neumarkt CantionaJe. all
fifteenth~ntury sources apparently created in the Bohemian cities whose names they bear.
Some further items were traced to th6 Breslau Agenda. a 1496 print. (see Das GJogauer

LiedtllUuch. p.346.)
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1.The treatment of cantus firmi
Like the Trent 91 paraphrases, those in Glo present their
Passau-derived chants largely as straight successions of breves,
with occasional longs, rests. and modest syncopation patterns; if
the chant is placed in the discantus part, it will also acquire a·
modicum of cadential crnamentation, but tenor chant lines are
usually not modified even to this extent. 18 As with the Trent 91
paraphrases, this simplicity of approach renders the chant
prototypes of Glo's paraphrases relatively easy to reconstruct.

To a

substantial degree, though, those pieces in Glo whose melodies and
texts are not present in the Passau prints favor a more active,
ornamentally oriented melodic line, suggesting that they do not
share the common origin proposed here for the Trent 91-Glo Passau
repertory.

Examples 2.1 a, b, and c show some chant-derived lines

for comparison.

2.Rhythmic language
The preference for cantus firmus in straight, unornamented
breves leads to a predominance of imperfect time, signed either ~
or C2, among the Passau settings of both Trent 91 and Glo.

Perfect

time does provide some variety, though, in alternate verses of most
Sequence settings; perfect time in diminution (signed
tho
.,:
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18 For ready iIIustartions of the differences between discantus and tenor cantus firmus treatment,
see any of the sequences in either Trent 91 or Glo, which use the two textures alternately in
successive verses.
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popular in Gio's non-Passau repertory.19

In both perfect-time

contexts, the paraphrase line includes more passing tones and other
ornaments than appear in imperfect time.
Accompanying voices, in this repertory, move faster

tha~

the

part bearing the chant, generally in semibreves against its breves.
Dotted semibreve-minim patters are frequent, and ma:1Y involve a
dissonant cambiata or echappee on the minim, resolved by skip.
Semiminims occur mostly where the minims in such patterns
subdivide.

On the whole, the rhythmic language is strongly metric,

as the accompanying parts reinforce the steady tread o. the chant.
with

OnlY

occasional and transitory efforts at syncopation.

Cadences, without exception. fall on the downbeats of tempora.
(Transcriptions Nos. 8-13 may be compared here with Examples 2.2a
and 2.2b from Glo.)

3.Vocai texture
As Table 2.4 shows, the vocal textures of the Passau wor'r(s in
Trent 91 and in Glo present a surprisingly unified picture.

Three-

part writing, the only kind eligible for preservation in Glo, is also
the norm in Trent 91.

The relations of the three parts to one another

are, further, highly predictable. suggesting something like a
coherent policy for the creation of accompaniments in both
repertories.
Tenor lines, as is evident in the Table, are usually cleffed
either a fifth or a seventh below the discantus. depending upon
19 See, for instance, Glo Nos. 104 (the Antiphon Pax aetema, from tha 8raS:~ ,A";8i.d<:). most
perfect-time items in GJo are hymns not traceable to the Passau rite but also not necessa."i~1
excluded from it.
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whether the discantus itself, normally the chant-bearing part, is
authentic or plagal.

To put this another way, the tenor, in these

paraphrases, always occupies an authentic range between the
discantus (chant) final and the transposition of that same tone an
octave down (the tenor's own position in cadences on the final).
distinctive sounding textures result:

Two

if the chant-b6aiing discantus

is itself authentic, it will move against the tenor mostly in sixths,
octaves, and tenths, isolating the melody from its accompaniment to
some degree; if, on the other hand, it is plagal, it will tend to create
with the tenor a denser texture of thirds, fifths, and sixths.

This

kind of predictable difference in the handling of authentic and plagal
chants, traceable in both repertories, does much to argue for their
common origin.
The contratenor, meanwhile, is cleffed consistently a third
be!ow the tenor, in both authentic and plagal paraphrases from both
iepertories.

it has a considerabiy wider range than the other two

parts, though, because it combines the functions of a contratenor
bassus with those of an old-fashioned middle-part contra:
frequently, it runs in fauxbourdon-like parallel fourths with the
discantus, although it also executes octave leaps at final cadences.
In Trent 91 's few instances of four-part paraphrases (see
Transcriptions Nos. 10 and 12) the contra bassus retains this same
position and nature, so that the presence of a second contra,
coextensive with the tenor line, results in a sometimes
impenetrable texture.

Occasional duos, though, provide variety in

both three- and four-part writing.

Examples 2.2a and b, aga!r!,

illustrate these characteristics in pieces from Glo; they may be

compared to the three-voice items in Transcription Nos. S, 9, 11, and
13 from Trent 91.

4.lmitation
Imitation makes a distinctive contribution to the Passau
paraphrases in both Trent 91 and Glo, especially in pieces where the
chant is carried by the discantus.
often called -preimitation-:

It appears principally in the form

in the interludes between phrases of the

chant, the accompanying tenor (and often the contra as well) sounds
the initial intervals of the cantus firmus either a fifth or an octave
below its actual point of entry, usually in rhythmic diminution.

Two

or three such rounds or preimitation may turn up in the course of a
setting, while the chant's other phrases appear without introduction.
Examples 2.3a and b show this procedure in pieces from both Glo and
Trent 91.

Apart from these specific points of musical style - paraphrase
procedure, rhythmic vocabuiary, vocal texture, and the use of
imitation - two further musical factors operate to bind the Trent 91
and Glo paraphrases of Passau chants into a single repertory.
One of these is the phenomenon of -twin- paraphrases, or
settings of the same chants seemingly designed to be used in pairs:
one places the melody in the discantus, the other in the tenor.

Near-

identical versions of the chant, as well as strikingly similar
contrapuntal frameworks for it, strongly suggest a compositional
rather than a post facto

pairing; in fact Bruges archives, at least,

specifically record the preparation of such paraphrase sets, which
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were doubtless useful in liturgical situations such as processions. 20
Table 2.5 lists pairs of this kind in Trent 91 and G!o.

As is evident,

two pairs are unique to Trent 91, while two others share one
member with Glo.

One pair, however, bridges the two sources:

Trent

91 has the tenor setting of the Antiphon 0 sapientia. while Glo has
the discantus setting.
85.)

(The Glo work is pUblished as No. 30, in EDM

The chant lines in these two works are identical, down to their

ligation patterns and to the fermatas both place on the c (c') near
the close of the melody; clearly they are as much a unit as any of the
piiars whose members both appear in Trent 91.

Repertorial overlap

of this kind argues, even more powerfully than yet another
concordance might do, that the two collections drew upon the same,
much larger paraphrase assembly as source.
A similar bond may be deduced from pieces such as the three
Readings from the Prophet Isaiah, used at Christmas Day Matins.
(See

Table~

2.1 and 2'3 fer the specific locations of these works.)

Trent 91 and Glo present separate settings of the three texts,21 but
these can be seen to elaborate their common chant basis, a Reading
Tone,22

in strikingly parallel ways:

their application of cadential

tones and other ornaments is roughly similar; Trent changes to
perfect time in passages where Glo employs syncopation; brief

20 See Strohm's comments on a set of polyphonic processional antiphons copied in Bruges
during 1380-81, in Music in Bruges. p.16.
21 The texts themselves also vary between the two pari:; of settings. This is not necessarily a bar,
though, to their derivation from the same rite: Kamowka (Das Breviarium Passaviense, p.328,
note 1562) states that while the beginnings of the three Christmas Readings were aJways
uniformly placed (at Isaiah 9:1, 40:1. and 52:1, as seen in both sets here), t~ir exact length and
makeup varied from SOl.Jrce to source.
22 On the -Germanic- Reading Tone underlying all six pieces, see Theodor GQllner, Die
mehrstimmigen J;turgischenLesungen, MOnchener Veroffentlichungen zur Musikgeschicht9
(Tutzing: Schneider, 1969), Chapter 1.
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passages of imitative writing, in much the same style, crop up at
the same textual points.

In short. while no explicit common

material (apart from the Tone itself) links

~he

two works, they show

a similarity of approach sufficiently marked to imply that one might
be a kind of recomposition of the other, created within the same
circle of paraphrase practitioners.

The same relation obtaiiis

bdtween the settings of Sequence melodies represented in both
collections.

It makes practical sense that such chants, needed for a

variety of liturgical purposes, should have been available in more
than one polyphonic format for the use of a single establishment;
perhaps. too, a natural preference for novelty led to the periodic
production of fresh settings, although the techniques of
paraphrasing involved remained as constant as the chants
themselves.
An assembly of the Trent 91 and Glo paraphrases also shows
that, togethei, they display a iiturgicai unity and coherence greater
than that in either collection taken on its own.

As Tables 2.1 and 2,3

show, settings tend to cluster around the same feasts, with the two
groups less often duplicating than supplementing one another in
provision for those feasts.

At Chrismas, for instance, Glo provides a

responsory for First Vespers, Trent has one for the first Nocturn of
Matins. and both provide Verbum carD factum est for both Matins
and Seccnd Vespers, together with the Matins Readings from Isaiah;
for Christmas Day Mass, Trent 91 provides an Alleluia, and Glo a
Sequence.

At Easter.

;:;~ch

cc!'eetion includes three items for the

;>rocession before Mass, and another for the Vespers procession;
Trent 91 also has five items for Mass, one of which (the Sequence
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Victimae paschali laudes ) has a parallel in Glo. As the

cha~ter's

next section will show, too, the collections make together a nearcomplete provision for the Commons of the Blessed Virgin, in a
unique Passau formulation.
With these liturgical, repertorial, and stylistic factors
working to bind them together, thGn, :t makGs sense to consider
Trent 91's paraphrases on Passau chants together with those related
to the same rite in the Glogauer Liederbuch as the remnarats 01 a
single large paraphrase repertory emanating from a single
compositionai center.

It seems, too, that other manuscripts of the

same age and general provenance as these two may bear further
witness to the existence of such a repertory.

The Strahov Codex, for

instance, contains several settings of an Easter Sanctus melody
known in monophonic form almost exclusively from the Passau
rite;23 the Codex Specialnilc. contains a Marian Votive Mass, closely
matched in style to the Trent 91/Glo repertory, and based on chants
prescribed in the Passau Graduale for this liturgical occasion 24 ;
even the earlier Trent Codex 88 (ff.94v-95r) contains a G!oria, added
23 Of Strahov's fIVe Sanctus settings, three are based on this melody. Snow, who knew only of its
unique marlJscript reading in the Bohemian Kuttenberg Gradual. interpreted its presence in
Strahovas evidence of that ccllcetJcn's Bchem~n o!' S!!es!ar! I)r!gin It ic; ~Iso set. though. in Trent
91. on ff.114v-115r, where it certainly figures as part of the uniform paraphrase repertory in
fascicles 8-15.
Snow characterizes two of the Strahov settings as simple. even crude, but the third (No.15) he
rates highly, suggesting that it may be the work 0: Johannes Touront. See Robert J. Snow. "The
Manuscript Strahov, D.G.lV.4T. Ph.D. dissertation, University of Illinois. 1968, p.78.
24 The Codex Speci3lnik has, on p.327 ff.• a Marian Mass including almost all of the items
specifl8d by the Passau rite for Marian Votive Masses in Advent: the Introit Rorate cae/i. the
GradJal A summa CBelo, the Alleluia Propheti sanai, and the 5equence Mittet ad virginem.
(see the GraduaJe, f.170r; the Offertory Ave Maria and the Comm.mion Eccs virgo concipiet
appear, with another setting of the Sequence, in Trent 91, as Table 2.1 shows.) Both a Kyrie and
a Sanctus from Passau's Marian Ordinary repertory are also present in the Specialnik cycle.
Stylistically, the Marian cycle is very close to the Trent 91/GIo repertory. Although SpeciAlnik is
usually dated later than both these sources (ca.1500), then, the possbiity that it includes a spart
of the same repertory should remain open. See Orel, -Dar MensuraJkodex Specialnik-.
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in Wiser's -late- hand, which uses the Gloria Paschale melody of the
Passau rite and fits precisely with the stylistic profile of the Trent
91/Glo repertory.
The common denominator among all of these sources is, of
course, their creation within Imperial territory, by musicians with
cultural and political ties to the Holy Roman Emperor and to his
capital

~~

\A!!ener Neustadt.

The most logical location for that single

large, Passau-based paraphrase repertory upon which all of them
evidently drew is, then, the Imperial Court Chapel itself. In the next
section of the chapter, we will now consider the liturgical and
historical background for this assertion.

The Imperial Court as the Source of the Paraphrase
Repertory
In order to establish a convincing link between the paraphrase
repertory of Trent 91 and Glo (which is shared to a lesser extent, as
we have seen, by other manuscripts from various parts of the
Empire) and the Imperial Chapel of Friedrich III, we must answer
twO principal questions.

First, is it possible to show that the

paraphrases could have come only from the rite of the Diocese of
Passau, which was (in all essential respects) that of the Court
itself? If their Passau provenance is certain, then their assignment
to the Court Chapel seems fairly secure, since no other musical
establishments of comparable sophistication seem to have existed
within the Diocese of Passau during the later 1460s and early
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1470s, when they were

composed. 25

If, on the other hand, their

affiliation with Passau is ambiguous, the possibility remains open
that they came, instead, from one of the larger musical centers
flourishing in nearby dioceses - with that of Duke Sigismund of the
Tyrol, at nearby Innsbruck, as a leading candidate. As a second
question, is there in fact evidence to support an idea of a genuinely
·sophisticated· musical establishment - one capable of independent
polyphonic composition in a fully modern style, as opposed to a mere
performing force for polyphony - at the court of Friedrich III?
Completely satisfying answers to both of these questions must
rest on a far broader base of research than is presently available.
With regard to the first, the systematic study of German chant
dialects - and,

especially, of the relevance of such dialects to late

fifteenth-century polyphony - has scarcely begun.
to the second question, a long-standing tendency,

And with regard
in historical

writing about the fifteenth century, to view Germany and Austria as
a culturally backward region, dependent upon imported polyphony,
has substantiaiiy discouraged attempts to study such
establishments as did exist, so that archival investigations into the
Imperial Court and its neighboring institutions within the city of

25 Strohm, "Naiive and Foreign Poiyphony·, and Gruber, ·Beginn dar Neuzait· sumrroanze the
available evidence on th:s issue. (Both draw upor. the fundamental earty study of J. Mantuani,
Geschichte der Musil< in Wien (Vienna. 1904],2 vols.) Although several establishments in the
city of Vienna itself probably produced some polyphony, the music (and particuJarly the chant
arrangements) most likely connected with them tended to be simpler in style than the Trent
91/GIo paraphrases. often relying on black notation. Some of the paraphrases in Trent 91's
fascicles 16-18 may in fad come from such Viennese institutions, with the Cathedral of St.
Stephan as one leading possibility. A forthcoming extended study will explore this question
more fully.
See also Ian Rumbold, "The Compilation and Ownership of the 'St. Emmeram' Codex (MuSS
Clm 14274t. EMH 2 (1982), 161-236, and Reinhard Strohm, ·Zur Datierung des Codex St.
Emmerams", in Wolfenbiittler ForschJngen 26 (Wiesbaden, 1983), pp.229-238.
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Vienna have remained confined, at least for the purposes of musical
history, to a fairly superficial level.

The present discussion, then,

can make no attempt to hide its preliminary and inconclusive nature;
it can merely assemble some of the information now available, and
point out potentially fruitful areas for future research.

Let us first turn to the problem of Passau's chant melodies and
of their relation to the Trent 91/G!0 paraphrases.

Illustration 2.2

shows the group of five dioceses known collectively as the Bavarian
Church Province (bayerische Kirchenprovinz). Passau, as can be
seen, is geographically the largest of these; it is also probably the
oldest, with Christian traditions reaching back into late Roman
times. 26 The structure of the Kirchenprovinz dates from 798, when
an edict of Charlemagne established SalztJurg as an Archbishopric,
with Passau, Regensburg, Freising, and Saber'! (soon afterwards
replaced by Brixen) as its Suffragans.

This hierarchy still obtained,

at the time the Trent Codices were created, as the ecclesiastical
substructure of the Holy Roman Empire, with the hereditary
Habsburg lands themselves lying (as the start of the chapter
observed) largely within the Diocese of Passau.
Passau's chant rite evolved from an importation of Roman
tradition via the ancient see of Metz, farther west; this process was
completed before 750, roughly contemporaneously with the
imposition of Roman use in Frankish territories.

The Passau rite

then began to establish its independence from western traditions
26 The following accourt of the Diocese's h:story draws largely upon Karncwka. Das BreviariJm
Passavien5e, pp.1-10.
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duriilg the twelfth century.

By 1470, when a synod was held at

Passau under Bishop Ulrich von NOssdorf, it had become a welldefined liturgy with distinctive repertorial characteristics; a chief
aim of the synod, in fact, was to establish regulations {backed up
with penalties} ensuring uniform use of the rite throughout the
diocasa. 27

Essentially in this form, the Passau rite was then

formalized and preserved in a series of prints {including tha Gradual
and the Antiphoner used in this study} which continued to appear
periodically until the diocese adopted Post-Tridentine Roman use in
1608.

Such pronounced stabilization, at around the time that the

Trent91/Glo paraphrases were composed, makes feasible the
comparison of these works to the prints prepared several decades
later. 2a
The rite of Passau stood apart, to a substantial extent, not
only from that of Rome, but from that of its four companion dioceses
within the Archbishopric of Salzburg, largely because resident
monastic orders exercised greater influence, politically and
liturgically,

in the other sees than in Passau. 29

Still, Passau's

historical status as one of five closely knit ecclesiastical
territories has obvious consequences for the assignment of specific
provenance to the Trent 91/Glo paraphrase repertory.

The

27 Cofl1)are Saunders's account of similar procee<jings, a few years earlier, in the neighboring
diocese of Brixen ("The Uturgies of Trent and Brixen-, p.182).
28 Karnowka, Das BreviariJm Passaviense, pp.6-7, cites a first edition of the printed Passau
Breviary in 1481. A few changes were made in two editions appearing in 1490, which thereafter
served as models for subsequent prints up until 1608. Other printed litt!!'gical books for the
Passau rite included thr6e Agendas (1498, 1500, and 15i4), a Directorium (1518), a diurnale
(1520), a Missal (rrultiple editions after 1494), and a Psalter (1490). For bibliographical details,
see David Crawford and James Borders, Renaissance Liturgical Irrprints: A
data base,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan). I thank Professors Crawford and Borders for
allowing Me to consult the Census in its present preliminary fonn.
29 See Kamowka, Das Breviarium Passaviense, pp.8-9 and 401-402.

census (
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paraphrases use chants found in the Passau rite, as this is defined
by its early-sixteenth-century appearance in print:
clear.

this much is

However, the Passau rite shares many, even most of its texts

with neighboring dioceses, as surviving non-noted sources
(Breviaries and Missals, principally) from these other rites show.
And while comparison of melodic traditons is difficult, since the
rites of Salzburg, Freising, Regensburg, and Brixen never defined
their melodies in print as did Passau, it seems extremely likely that
the five traditions shared melodies as well, or at least used very
similar versions of the same melodies.
question that began this discussion:

Thus we confront the

could a paraphrased melody

apparently fitting into the Passau rite also fit into that of a
neighboring Diocese - and thus prove traceable, as a composition, to
a center other than the Imperial Court in Passau?
Until the extant manuscript sour:es for melodies from all five
Dioceses have been systematically evaluated and compared - a major
undertaking, not attempted in the present study - any answers to
this question will have to remain at least partly in the realm of
surmise.

A few preliminary comparisons, though, bear out an idea

that Passau's melodic repertory will prove distinctive enough to
establish its status, some day, as the definitive progenitor of the
Trent 91/Glo paraphrases.

Example 2.4, for instance, shows

readings of the short Marian Antiphon Sicut lilium inter spinas from
both the Passau and the Salzburg traditions; as is evident, the
paraphrase (Example 2.4c) clearly favors the Passau version.
Similarly, comparisons of non-noted sources from Passau's
neighboring Dioceses to the Graduale and Antiphonale

from Passau
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itself suggest that future research will confirm an assignment of
the paraphrases to Passau alone, and thereby to the Court Chapel.

In

some cases, texts set within the paraphrase repertory simply do not
show up in rites other than Passau's.

Brixen, for instance, does not

specify the use of the Sequence Mundi renovatio, nor of the
processional Antiphons Cum rex gloriae and Sedit angelus ad
sepu!chru!n, in the course of its Easter liturgy:

this would tend to

disqualify it as the source of Trent 91 's settings of those texts. 30
In other instances, the paraphrases include texts which, while
not unique to the Passau rite, are only there grouped into the kinds
of important and unified liturgical configurations which most
clearly invite musical elaboration.

The most significant among

these configurations is Passau's Commons for the BlessGd Virgin
Mary.

These were especially important in the Passau rite, since

every Saturday they displaced the normal Office observances of the
day.31

Table 2.6 shows, in its left-hand columns, the Office items

dictated by the Passau Antipnoner for use in Commons services.

As

the asterisks indicate. musical settings survive in the Trent 91/Glo
repertory to match nearly all of these items. 32

Only through the

Passau liturgy, though, can they be marshalled into such an orderly
30 Paraphrases for certain Saints' days are also found in the Passau rite. but net in the
neighbonng traditions. For instance. the feast of 51. James (July 25) is celebrated, in the Passcu
rite. with a Second Vespers. which includes the MagnifICat Antiphon Adrnirans Chri.sti. set 0;:) GJo
No. 129. In the neighboring traditions. this item most often fails to appear. since the Second
Vespers of 51. James is replaced by the First Vespers of 51. Anne. See Kamowka. Da.~ Breviarium
Passaviense. p. 35.
3~ See Kamowka, Das Breviarium Passaviense, p.9.
32 VAterlein (Das Glogauer Liederbuch, p.364) identifl8d the group of five Antiphons used at
First Vespers in Passau's Marian Commons through their appearance earlier in the AntiphonaJe as
Matins Antiphons for the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin. (In the Commons. only their textual incipits
ale given.j Const:\:juentiy. iie uif:W no particular connection between :liese wor'1\S and t~rt: otiiei
Antiphons concordant between Trent 91 and GIo, which are designated for second Vespers of
the Commons.
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pattern:

the rightw2rd columns on the Table show that even where

Passau's neighbors use some of these texts (a different selection in
each case) in their own Marian Commons, they fail to present them
in the unified series evident in Passau.

Elsewhere in Europe, Maiian

devotions on Saturdays were important occasions for polyphonk:
performance. 33

Since the Passau rite, then, can unify a majority of

the Marian paraphrases in Trent 91 and Gio into a single coherent,
even continuous performance series, it seems to be the correct
prototype.

Further inquiry into the sources is now needed to support

this conclusion.

Our second question concerning the Passau paraphrase
repertory - the question as to the artistic status of Friedrich Ill's
chapel - is somewhat easier to answer comprehensively and
positively.

On the whole, Friedrich's musical establishment has

fared poorly in the lottery of historical preservation; the short

accounts by Hans Joachim Moser and Hellmut Federhofer remain the
only first-hand studies of documents bearing on his chapel partly
because - as both these early researchers reported - so few such
documents survived. 34

Still, sufficient material does remain to

substantiate an idea that polyphony was indeed practiced at
Friedrich's court well before the marriage (1477) of his son, the

33 See Strohm, Music in 8ft/gas, p.86. for comments on this point.
34 Mose(s study of the Illl)erial Court establishment is part of his biography Paul Hofhaimer: Ein
Lied- unrl Orgelmeister des deutschen Humanismus (2nd ed. Stuttgart, 1929: rpt. Hildesheim:
OIms. 1966), 00.10-11 and c. 170. note 16. See also Hellmut Federhofer. -Oie Niedertander an
den HapsbUrgerhofen in OSterreich-, Anzeiger der Oste"eichischen Akadem;e der
WlSSenschaffen, Jg. 1956, no. 7, pp.102-120. Both these studies are summarized by Gruber,
(-Beginn der Neuzeit-, pp. 183-190), who also refers to more recent (rod still largely unpublished)
archival worK by Or. Roland ScMffer of Gtaz.
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future Maximilian I, to Mary, daughter of and heir to Charles the
Bold, brought about closer ties to Burgundy and to its musical
chapel. 35
Who were the musicians of Friedrich Ill's Chapel?

Both Moser

and Federhofer were concerned to show that some of them were men
born and trained in France or the Netherlands, since in the historical
framework to which both men subscribed (and which, on the whole,
still prevails), this was a necessary preliminary to any claim that
polyphonic music had a significant place in the Chap'3l at all. Moser,
the first to undertake a study of Friedrich's establishment,36 drew
on Geschaftsbriefe

(miscellaneous official correspondence)

preserved in the Styrian State Archives from Graz and Wiener
Neustadt.

He assembled a small number of references to singers and

other musicians dating from about 1465 to 1470, some of whom as
he noted, had Flemish-sounding names: Arnold von Fleron and Arnold
Pikart (1466), Egidien Garin and Hansen Bubay (1467), and Nicolas
Mayoul (1468; this musician is documented at the Burgundian court
as well).

Federhofer, building on Moser's findings, then sought to

show that the Franco-Netherlandish component of the Imperial
Chapel actually antedated Friedrich's reign.

As evidence, he cited

the anonymous mourning motet 0 Romanorum rex for Friedrich's
predecessor, Albrecht II (r.1437-39), which names as participants

35 Strong emphasis is nonetheless placed on Burgundian influence in Louise Cuyler. The
Emperor Maximilian f and Music (london: Oxford University Press, 1973). (This work remains the
most extensive study in English of Austro-German roosic up to ca.1520. although it presents no
new archival data of its own, for Friedrich's reign relying instead upon Moser and Federhofer.)
See, tor instance, Cuyler's reference (p.9) to a -general agreement- that compositions by
composers resident in the EfT1)ire during the mid-fifteenth century -are generally archaic in style-.
36 As Moser points ou"t. Mantuanrs study Musii< in Wl8n, deals almost entirely with the city of
Vienna itself. providing no specifIC account of forces at WISner Neustadt.
I
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(and presumably Chapel m3mbers) five singers with apparently
Flemish names; he also adduced a letter written by Friedrich very
early in his reign (1443) to the Bishop of Liege, Johannes Loos,
which requests special arrrangements concerning benefice payments
to several Liege singers then in Imperial employ.

A leading figure in

both motet text and letter is ths Fleming Johannes Brassart
(ca.1370-ca.1445) who, as Keith Mixter's researches have
subsequentiy shown, had actually entered Imperial service even
earlier, under Albrecht's predecessor Sigismund, in 1434.37 A
Franco-Nether!andish presence, then, was well established at the
Imperial Court by the time the paraphrases in Trent 91 were written
in the early 1470s.
At the same time, though, Moser's work uncovered a
substantial number of apparently German names among the court
musicians in this same period.

The court organist in 1465, for

instance, was one Anton Kcharfreyt; Peter Stuppan (1466),
Matthesen Siesier (a Silesian?), Hansen Hoflinger, Caspar Tretzler,
and Hansen Wustensteiner (all 1467) are mentioned as singers.
Moser's

conl~lusion

that German and Franco-Flemish forces

constituted separate forces within the Chapel is, however, probably
unfounded;38 more likely Germans and foreigners worked side by
side, so that any list of possible contributors to a Court repertory,
such as the Trent 91/Glo paraphrases, would have to include both.
Since no names recognizable as those of composers appear in
the tiny sampling now available of records from Friedrich's
37 Keith Mixter, -Johannes Brassart: A Biographical and Bibliographical Study-, MD 18 (1964) and
19 (19bS), 37-62 and 99-108.
38 See Moser, Hofhaimer, p. 10.
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establishment of the 1460s and 1470s, the making of such a list
must be largely a matter of conjecture.

On the Franco-Flemish side,

four names suggest themselves:
Johannes Touront.

Touront was first suggested as a member of

the Imperial Chapel by Guillaume de Van, who identified him
with a -Tirion- named ln the funeral motet for Albrecht 11. 39
This would place Touront in the Chapel as early as 1439, but if
he was at that time still fairly young (in his mid-twenties) he
could still have had a hand in producing a paraphrase repertory
there

SOrT,S

thirty years later.

At least one piece firmly

attributed to him does bear some resemblance to that
repertory:

the troped Offertory Recordare virgo mater (Trent

89, ff.137v-139r, with concordances in Glo, Strahov, and
Specialnik, sources already suggested as joint repositories,
with Trent, of Imperial Chapel repertory).40

One cf Strahov's

settings of the special Passau Easter Sanctus (discussed
above) has also been put forward by Robert Snow as Touront's
work.
Touront, to jUdge both by his name and by the style of his
known works, was most likely born and trained in the west,
possibly within the same northern French circle as Ockegherr.
and Busnois. 41

Given his utter obscurity in western sources,

though, his strong showing in central- and eastern-European
39 See Guillaume de Van, -A Newly Discovered Source of Early Flfteenth-century 5acred

Polyphony-, MD 2 (1948),5-74, esp. pp. 14-15. Federhofer cited and approved the suggestion
in -Die N:ederl~nder", pp. 102·103, note 1.
40 Touront's setting of the Offertory uses the trope Ab hac familia. included in the Passau
GraduaJe (f.172r).
41 His name might even suggest family connectior::~ with the city of Tours, roN known to have
been important in the careers of both Busnois and OCkeghem.
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sources seems most readily understandable if he is placed,
from a relatively early point in his career, either at the
Imperial Court or (perhaps later) at some other eastern center,
such as the court of Matthias Corvinus in Budapest. 42
Subsequent chapters of this study will show that his
contributions to the Trent Co(jjces, particularly, place him
among the most influential composers of his era anywhere in
Europe.

Barbjngan t ,

A few of Barbingant's works appear in western

sources,43 and he is also described in two commentaries from
the early sixteenth century as a member of Ockeghem's circle,
active in or near Paris. 44 At the same time, though, no
documents at present tie him to any western institution,
Since he is credited with an instrumental work in the Glogauer
Liederbuch - Der Pfoben Schwanz (-The Peacock's Tail-) , one of
a group of similarly titled dance-like pieces in that source,

42 CorJ1)are the similar conclusions reached by Eileen Southern, -Foreign Music in German
ManuSCiiiJiS oi iiltt Fiiieenih Century~, JAMS 21 (1968), 258-285, through a study of Touront's
seaJlar music i n Germanic sources,

Touront has also been associated with -Bohemia-, through a reference in the text to his cantio
Chorus iste pie Christe, preserved in the Strahov Codex. (See Peter GUlke, ~ouront-, in MGG
[1966].) Given the fluidity of ,associations between texts and musical works in Touront's output
generally, though {see Cnaptor FIVe), this kind of evidence is less than solid: Chorus iste may be
a contrafaet,
43 Barbingant's Missa Terriblement suis fortune appears in both SP B 80 and Verona 759, and a
Mass attributed to him by Char1es Harrm (see the discussion following in Chapter Four) is in SP B
80 as well as in Trent 89; the French-texted songs attrituted to him are included in such important
chansonnlers as Dijon, Mellon, and NivelJe-de-la-ehaussee, see Charles Warren Fox, -Barbireau
and Barbingant: A RevieW', JAMS 13 (1960), 79-101,
44 Barbingant's name appears in two sources connected with Paris and the circle of OCkeghem
there: in Guillaume Cretin's lament on the death of OCkeghem (1497) and in EJoy ~Amerval's
Livre de/a deablerie (1508), where it is modified to rhyme with Ockeghem'~. (See Christopher
Reynolds's discussion of Barbingant in "The Origins of sa" Pietro B 80 and the Development of a
Roman

saaed Repertory-, EMH 1 (1981). 257-304.)
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some

Of

them most likely of German provenance

4S -

an.';; since,

as Chapter Four of this study wlli argue, his Mass in Trent 89
belongs to a particular sub-genre of Ordinary cycles most
likely created at the Imperial Court, he could have spent some
part of the period ca.1460-75 in residence there, perhaps
afterwards returning to Paris and its environs. 46

Yincenet.

Vincenet spent his final and only docl'mented decade

in Naples, dying there in about 1478; presumably he belonged,
like Barbingant and Touront, to Ockeghem's generation, born
about 1420.

His works appear alongside Touronrs in a number

of eastern European sources, including Trent 91, which
preserves his Missa 0 gloriosa regina (on a Touront model).
Chapters Four and Five will present some arguments - drawn
from from h:s works rather than, as yet, from documents - for
placing him, during the 1460s, among the musicians of the
Imperia! Chapel.

Johannes Martini.

Reinhard Strohm has already suggested that

Martini composed a number of works for the court of Duke
Sigismund of the Tyrol, at Innsbruck, before his employment at
4S In GIo, see also No. 13, Der Katzen Rote: No. 113, Der Ratten Schwanz : No.122, Der Fuchs
Schwanz, and No. 137, Der Kranich SchnaDel. However, some pieces given titles of this type
are actually textless presentations of Franco-Flemish songs: in G1o, No.8, Der SeycJen SChwanz,
is Caron's Helas. que pourra devenir, and No. 24, Der Fuchs SChwanz, is the anonymous Aims
que voukJra.
The attrbJtion of Der Pfoben (or Der Pfauen) SchNdnZ to Barbingant is made not in GIo, but
in t!".e SChadel Liederbuch (f.48v). The piece also appears in Strahov
SpeciaJnik.
46 By an interesting coincidence, the sflghtly later COf1'1X)ser with whom Barbingant has
historicalJy been confused, Jaques Barbireau (d.1491, maitre de chapelle of Notre Dame
Cathedral in Antwerp) is known to have traveDed to eastem Europe in the service of the future
Emperor Maximilian. see Fox, -A Review", p. 79.

,.ld
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Ferrara began in January of 1473; Strohm points to works in
distinctively German veins such as La martinella (a relative
of the instrumental ·Schwanz· pieces discussed above) and the
Missa In Feuers Hitz, on a song known :n both the Glogauer and
Schedel songbooks. 47 While it is certainly possible that
Martini had ties to Innsbruck, it seems at least as likely that
he was known to the Imperial Chapel as well.

Isaac's career, a

few decades latar, testifies to close ties between the Court
and the musical establishment at the Cathedral of the Imperial
city of Constance, where Martini evider:t!y worked in the early
1470s.48

Further, contrafacted excerpts from one of Martini's

two Masses on German models - the Missa Der Pfoben Schwanz,

based on the Barbingant work just discussed - formed an
initial layer in Trent 91 's fascicle 15, shortly afterwards
taken over for Sequences from the Passau paraphrase
repertory.49

This manuscript conjunction suggests Martini's

proximity to the parent paraphrase collection, and even raises
the pcssib!!ty that he personally contributed some
paraphrases; the contrafacted Mass itself also emulates
important stylistic features of Touront and Vincenet, as
Chapter Five will show.

Martini's presence at the Imperial

Court around 1470 would also explain his later friendship with
the great organist Paul Hcfhaimer, who began his boyhood

47 see the diSaJssion following in Chapter FIVe of this cycle and another on Barbingant's De"
Pfoben SChwanz, just discussed above.
48 See the discussion of Martini's career following in Chapter Threa.
49 See Diagram 1.6 and accomparrjing comments.
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training at the Court at about that date. 50

(The relative levels

of the Innsbruck and the Imperial Court establishments
ca.1470 might, in fact, be gauged by the young Hofhaimer's
decision to go to the Imperial Court for his musical education,
rather than to Innsbruck, which was much closer to his
family's home in Ratstadt.)

Moser also put forward two composers as possible AustroGerman contributors to the Imperial Court repertory of the 1460s.
Erasmys Lapicjda.

traditionally, this composer is assigned a

prodigious lifespan (ca.1440-1547), and is said to have
composed (in ever-modernizing style) well into his nineties. 51
Moser pointed out that Lapicida's first biographer cites his
service under Friedrich III; it seems likely that an earlier
Lapicida, active through the 1460s and 1470s, was confused in
that account with a younger composer of the same name who
served Maximilian ! and his successors. 52

Arnold Schlick.

Moser suggested that Schlick (ca.1445-1515),

who is reasonably well documented in Maximilian's service
after 1499, may have begun his career in Imperial service
under Friedrich, to judge from his description in documents as

50 See Moser. Hofhaimer. p. 9. Moser cites a Latin eulogy by the humanist Konrad Celtes (d.
Vienna. 1508). which describes Hofhairner's boyhood instruction in singing and organ playing at
the l~riaJ Court. Hofhairner joined the InnsbIUck establishment only in 1478. as court organist.
1:;1,..
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2 Moser, Hofhaimer, p. 11; COf1l)are Gruber. "Beginn der Neuzeit-. p.188.
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"Imperial composer" from a very eariy point in Maximilian's
reign. 53

Further research may reveal, too, that some of the obscure
attributions in the Trent Codices, often cited as references to "local
composers", may actually relate to otherwise unknown AustroGerman artists in Imperial Court service. 54

The search for traces of Friedrich's musical establishment has
long baan hindered by a strong presupposition that the political
troubles he suffered throughout much of his reign, in combination
with his constant lack of ready money, made advanced cultural life
at his court impossible:

serious Imperial investment in music is

thought to have begun only with the reign of his son Maximilian, who
had benefited by his years of exposure, in Burgundy, to a first-class
musical chapel.

This seems too easy an assumption, however. The

Court's musicians, like the Emperor himself and his family, would
have led a peacefui and comfortable, if not luxurious existence at
Vviener Neustadt, well away from the Emperor's embroilments in the
outside world.

Since, too, music was a highly economical form of

ornament for a Renaissance rUling establishment,55 the modest
degree of material splendor enjoyed by the Court is no bar to its
53 Moser, Hofhaimer, p.11. See also, Hans Joachim Marx, ·Schlick, Arnold", The New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians (1980).
54 See the attrbJtions to such figures Christopherus Anthony, Benigni. Collis, Const~ns,
Andreas Tallafangi Calabriensis (?), Hert.ludoviaJs Krafft, and Tressorier scattered through the
Codices.
55 see the observations on this point in Lockwood, Music at Ferrara. Chapter 17. On life at
Wiener Neustadt it., the period 1460-80, see Josef Mayer, Geschichte von Wiener Neustadt
(Selbstveriag des Magistrats Wl&ner Neustadt. 1926), vol. 1.
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having employed excellent musicians, including westerners particulariy since many of the princely houses of Italy began only
after 1470 to compete seriously, with offers of high salaiies and
generous benefices, for the services of Franco-Netherlanders.

The

little substantial information available about Maximilian's youth
makes clear, moreoever, that he received his musical training early
in life, before his move to Burgundy; his determination to assembie a
first-rate musical Chapel during his own reign reflected, apparently,
no mere acquired taste. 56

A fresh search of archival materials from

Friedrich's era might, then,

pruv~

far more hJitful than many

writers have assumed.
Even in the absence of new archival discoveries, though, it may
well prove possible to construct a history of the Imperial Chapel's
activities through a reassembly of the chant paraphrases created
there.

Keith Mixter laid the foundations for such a study with his

demonstration that eight Introit settings attributed in the Aosta
Codex and in Trent 93*-90 to Johannes Brassart, who was hired by
the Emperor Sigismund in 1434, were most likely composed
sometime within the following decarie. during Brassart's tenure at
the Imperial Chapel. 57

Two further Introits in the same source group

by Johannes del Sarto, named as Brassart's colleague in the funeral

56 Fichtenau, Der jungfl Maximilian, Ch. 2 discusses the information on this point available from
contef1l)Orary or near -contef1l)Orary sources such as the Weiss!<unig woodcuts and Grlinpeck's
Historia: the first of these, especially, implies that the Prince couJcl himself play and sing to some
extent. But Cuyler (Maximilian I and Music. pp.6-9) has influenced subsequent writing by taking
sharp issue with this view, claiming that the political disruptions of the 14605 made such education
if1l)Ossible, and that Maximilian's first exposure to high musical culture took place at the
Burgundian Court.
57 see Mixter, -Johannes Brassarr, and also Keith E. Mixter, ed., Johannis Brassarr Opera
Omnia, Corpus MensurabiJis Musicae 35 (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1965),
Introduction, p. xii.
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motet for Albrecht II, likely have similar origins. 58

And as Strohm

has suggested, the whole vast complex of paraphrased Introits which
includes these ten works, preserved in Trent 93*, in its copy Trent
90, and in the Strahov Codex may have been assembled at the
Imperial Court. 59

These Introits, like the other paraphrases

elsewhere in the Trent 93*-90 and Strahov collections which may be
associated with them, generally use a style of chant presentation
more ornate than that seen in Trent 91, so that the tracing of
prototypes for them among the Passau chants might prove
comparatively difficult.

Still, closer analysis may help to show a

unified overall trend of stylistic development.

The same process

could then be carried chronologically farther with an examination of
the paraphrase repertory of Trent 88, which probably dates from the
later 1450s or earlier.

Although a number of cycles there, designed

specifically for use in Votive Masses, have now been identified with
some security as Dufay's works (from the 1440s)60, a large body of
further paraphrases (some also arranged in cycles) remains to be
traced:

see

possibly DUfay's paraphrases were at some point assembled

58
Mixter, Brassart, Introduction and also •Johannes de Sarto·, The New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians (1980 ed.).
59 Strohm, "Native and Foreign Polyphony·, p.222; see also the stylistic analyses (offered without
SpecifIC historical conclusions) in Frohrrot Dangel-Hofmann, Der mehrstimmige Introitus in
Quellen der 15. Jahrhunderts (TUtzing: Schneider, 1975).
60 The attritxt.ion to Oufay of frve Proper cycles in Trent 88, first proposed by Laurence Feininger
some four decades ago, has been newly substantiated by Alejandro Planchart in a forthcoming
study.
also David FaJJows, ·Oufay and the Mass Proper Cycles of Trent 88" in I Codid fTlJsicaJi
Trentini, pp.46-59.
Gerber ("Transmission and Repertory·, pp.179-181) takes issue with Planchart, viewing the
cycles presented in Trent 88 as probable conflations of separate items, only a few of which can be
securely "nked to Oufay.

see
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together with others, of diverse origins,

at the Imperial Court, and

Wiser's exemplar for Trent 88 was the result. s1
In this historical view, Trent 91's paraphrases would have
been drawn from a new, stylistically unified repertory created as a
whole, around 1470, specifically to replace the diverse collection
gradually accumulated at the Court over the past three decades.
Because its long-note style of cantus firmus presentation and its
systematic use of preimitation relate it so clearly to the
distinctively German polyphonic style aiready evident in secular
music during the same period, and soon to become essential to
sacred music as well, this second paraphrase repertory deserves a
special status for the influence it must have exerted in its own
time.

Its characteristic techniques were, in fact, taken up and

further developed in another Court paraphrase repertory created,
after three more decades, to replace it in turn:

!saac's Choralis

Constantinus.
Table 2.7 shows the texts set in common between the Trent 91
repertory (which contains almost all of the Mass items in the Trent
91/Glo assembly) and the Choralis Constantinus,

considered

together with Isaac's settings of Ordinary chants from the Passau
rite.

Most of the overlaps between Proper items involve, as is

evident, Book II of the Chora/is.

No special affinities need be

61 Fallows, "The Mass Proper Cycles·, p. 50 shows that t/".e ronfiguration of the Proper cycJes in
Trent 88. in a contiroous series linking several fascicJes into a sizeable sub-manuscript, suggests
that WISer and SCribe III, working together. copied them from a large finished source where they
appeared already a5S8nt>1ed in their present order. Fallows rightly points out, though, that
WISer'S similariy continuous copy of Trent 93- in Trent 90 gives no hint as to the ITlJltipie layers of
entries immediately obvious in its source. so that the exemplar for Trent 88 might have been
csimiJca1v confla.ted from may repertoriaJ layers. Only further rTlJSicaI investigation, in other words,
carl e.naa.~ish the integrity of the ·cydes· laid out in Trent 88.
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expected here since (as Patzig showed) Isaac relied in this division
of the work on the local :-ltc iJilied at Constance Cathedral, where the
pieces had been commissioned, rather than on that of the Imperial
Court.

But the few parallels involving Bocks I and III Ci the great

pri:lt, which do draw on Passau material, are more suggestive.
Example 2.5 gives !saac's setting of the Trinity Sunday Introit,
Benedicta sit sancta trinitas,

for comparison with the Trent 91

setting, Transcription No.13.

Despite Isaac's more comprehensive

use of imitative technique to involve all four voices and every
phrase of the cantus firmus, his setting remains remarkably close to
the Trent piece in its formal layout.

Both pieces intone the first

two words in the discantus; both make an initial cadence on c--c'

over a, at trinitas;

both make gestures toward closure with each of

the three words atque indivisa unitas, using similar tonal
constructs; both delay the discantus entry, through preimitation, at
confitebimur ei; and, although the final phrases of the two works
differ greatly, both add a climactic high d- to the chant line near its
conclusion.

Similarities of the same type crop up betvveen almost

all of the parallel settings listed here; Isaac's Ordinary settings,
particularly, reveal his interest in the simple cantus fractus

style

of chant presentation evident in their Trent 91 counterparts. 52 It
seems possible, in short, that Isaac was familiar with the Court's
older paraphrase repertory, including the settings now preserved in
Trent 91, before he replaced these works with his own, and that he

62 See Staehelin's discussion of this point in Die Messen Heinrich Isaacs. pp.15-21.
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made some conscious effort to reformulate the stylistic features of
some examples he found there.

Summary:

The Significance of the Trent 91 Paraphrase

Repertory
This chapter has sought to identify a large group of the chant
paraphrases preserved in Trent 91 as the remnants of a still more
extensive paraphrase repertory composed, around 1470, for use in
the Chapel of Friedrich III, Holy Roman Emperor. The argument began
with the identification of chants from the rite of the Diocese of
Passau, to which the Court Chapel would essentially have adhered,
as the melodic prototypes for the the Trent 91 pieces.

A second

section then proceeded to merge Trent 91 's collection with that of
another manuscript from the opposite corner of Imperia! territory,
the Glogau6i Liederbuch, whose concordance ties with Trent 91 have
long occasioned comment; the two collections together were shown
to contain a liturgically coherent cross-section of what was
probably an even larger repertory of Passau paraphrases, which both
could

have obtained (perhaps indirectly, in the case of Glo) from the

Court itself.

Finally, a third section concluded the chapter with the

description of a continuous paraphrase tradition preserved in
Germanic sources and potentially traceable to the Court Chapel,
starting with Johannes Brassart, ca. 1440. and extending to Heinrich
Isaac. ca. 1500 (both composers whose employment at the Court is
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documented), and comprising Trent 91's paraphrases as an
intermediate stage.
Neither the liturgical nor the documentary evidence needed to
support this theory, in any of its three steps, is as yet complete.
But as a whole, it finds a

preliminary validation in the striking

unity displayed, both in musical style and in manuscript
configuration, in the paraphrases of Trent 91.

It also fits well with

the ideas advanced in Chapter One as to the use of parts, at least of
the Trent collection by a private cappella

in the service of Prince-

Bishop Johannes Hinderbach in Trento: while paraphrases

~f

Passau

chants would have no particular relevance to Trento's public
worship, where the rites of Salzburg, Brixen, Rome, and Aquilea
contended for dominance,53 they would be natural inclusions in the
private devotions of the Prince-Bishop, who might have chosen to
use for such purposes the liturgy of the Imperial Court and of
Vienna, his home city.
The identification of a paraphrase repertory from the Imperial
Court is, potentially, of very great consequence to the understanding
of other repertory preserved in the Codices.

For one thing, the

uniform appearance of Wiser's work in the section of Trent 91 where
it is preserved - which, as Chapter One showed, seems to have been

executed primarily in two or three large installments - constitutes,
in this light, evidence that he copied the pieces from their original
and comprehensive source, namely the choirbooks of the Imperial
Court; his rubrics implying cross-references to other pieces not

63

see Saunders, "The Liturgies of Trent and Srixen-, discussed in Chapter 1, note 36.
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found in Trent 91 suggest further that he took only a small selection
of the pieces available to him there. 64

The paraphrase collection,

then, may provide concrete support to the modified "Austrian"
hypothesis presented in Chapter One, which opens up the possibility
that much material in the Codices was in fact copied outside Trento.
But beyond this, the paraphrases

ar~,

in themselves, highly

attractive works, for all their functional nature, and attest to
considerable skill on the part of their composer or composers.

On

the basis they provide, it is newly possible to consider some of the
lengthier and more sophisticated works, such as Mass cycles, which
survive anonymously in the Codices, as works possibly created by
this same group of Imperial composers.

For while, up to now, any

impulse to make such attributions has been largely checked by the
ac~ance

of documentary proof that Friedrich III retained

polyphonists of particular distinction, the level of proficiency

ar.:~

of musical imagination displayed in the paraphrases positively
invites a reevaluation of his Chapel's accomplishments - and,
specifically, of its role in creating the repertory preserved in the
Trent Codices.
The remainder of the dissertation will take up this challenge
with respect to Trent 91.

64 For instance, WISer provided a reference to the Alleluia for the Nativity of the Virgin with the
ADeuia verse for Corpus Christi (See Table 2.1.) The two Alleluia :nelodies are the same, but no
setting for the Nativity appears in Trent 91.
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Chapter Three
Franco-Flemish Repertory in Trent 91:
The Frontispiece Collection

According to time-honored custom, the fifteenth-century
editor who ordered the components of Trent 91 for binding would
have tried to begin his volume with a work or a group of works
which he considered to be in some sense special.
four fascicles of the

man~scripts

of the manuscript stand apart

from the rest of its contents is, then, no surprise.
distinction is not far to seek:

That the initial

And their

the works they contain are drawn

from the most prestigious musical tradition of fifteenth-century
Europe, that of Cambrai and northern France.!
This chapter must consequently have a focus very different
from that of the essay which preceeds it, on the paraphrase
repertory from the Imperial Court, and from those that follow,
which deal with the Mass Ordinary settings likely from the same
center.

Whereas these other essays are concerned to show that

1 This corrvnent assumes, of course, that the present placement of fascicles 1~ refJects the
original binding order of Trent 91, arrived at by WISer and other compilers, undisturbed by allY
rebinding that may have occurred later. As Diagram 1.1 shows, the authenticity of the present
succession 3.4,5 can be guaranteed by inter-fascicle additions or copies, while 1 ancl2 could
conceivably have been reversed or differently placed in the original binding. But since this would
have constituted such a substantial and seemingly senseless revision of the original manuscript,
the present discussion will assume that 1 and 2 were originally bound as they now stand.
Of the hancful of items from Trert 91 selected for pubfeation in the original DenkmaJer series,
almost all came from these initial fascicles: the Missa CIJaJ in orO volume 120 (1970), pp.17-46,
edited by Rudolf FIotzinger; both Omnium bonorum plena and In hychulis are in Jahrgang VII,
volume 14-15 (1900), pp.105-111 and 11 '-119, acited by Adler and Koller; Accueilly m'a Ia belle
(in contrafaet) is in Jahrgang XI-I, volume 22 (1904), pp.75-76, again edited by Adler and Koller;
Vous marchez au bout du pied appears twice, once in volume 14-15, pp.236-37, and once in
Jahrgang XIV-I, volume 28, p. 116, edited by Johannes Wolf, from its appearance in another
source, Munich 328-31.
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Trent 91 draws primarily on an important tradition based relatively
near Trento itself, in the Chapel of the Imperial Court, this chapter
must instead explain how the manuscript came to include music
imported from the great court and church establishments of
northwestern Europe, the region where most singers and composers
of polyphonic music were still born and trained.
The chapter will fall into three main sections.

The first of

these will examine the relationships between Trent 91's readings, in
its -frontispiece collection-, of four Franco-Netherlandish works,
and the concordances for these elsewhere.

The second section will

then gather the evidence afforded by these comparisons together
with documentary and paleographica! observations to argue that the
frontispiece collection came into Trent 91 through the agency,
direct or indirect, of the composer Johannes Martini, already
mentioned in the previous chapter as a possible Franco-Flemish
member of the Imperial Court circle.

Finally, the third section will

examine the anonymous and unique repertory within the frontispiece
collection, and will show how it may fit into Martini's oeuvre - into
his apprenticeship in the west, his mature years at Ferrara, and,
possibly, into the transitional period which, as this study argues, he
may have spent at or near the Imperial Court.

The chapter will, in

short, offer a specific theory as to how certain Franco-Flemish
repertory came to enter the Trent collection - and will in the
process, show how one Franco-Flemish composer, Martini, could have
functioned as an intermediary between the larger musical world of
western Europe (including Italy) and the more insular creative
community within the German-speaking lands.
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Trent 91 and its Concordances
As was explained in Chapter 1, the frontispiece collection is
principally in the hand of Scribe A, which appears at no other point
in the Trent collection.

Diagram 1.1 shows how this scribe used the

first two fascicles for self-contained copies of
cycles,

Johannes Martini's Missa Cucu

Mass Ordinary

(ft.1 r-12r) and Guillaume

Faugues's Missa La basse danze (ff.13r-24r). He then began a third
gathering with another Mass Ordinary cycle, anonymous and unique to
this manuscript,
(ff.25r-33r).

on the Marian antiphon Regina caeli laetare

Loyset

Compere~s

motet Omnium bonorum plena fitted

into the leftover pages (ff.33v-35r) of the same fascicle, but to
finish his copy of the next piece, Antoine Busnois's In hydrauJis,
Scribe A had to begin a fourth gathering
at 36-37).

(ff.35v-37:-, with the break

On further pages there, he copied a four-part setting a

plainchant Gloria

(ff.37v-39r) and, finally, a group of five

Benedicamus domino

settings in two and three parts (ff.39v-40r).

All of these copies, as Chapter One explained, are identical in ink
color and script style, supporting an idea that Scribe A worked
continuously from a single assembly of exemplars. The remaining
pages of fascicle 4 were, by contrast, taken over for a
miscellaneous and chronologically sporadic series of additions by
Johannes Wiser (Scribe B) and one of his associates, Scribe C.
Two of Scribe A's inclusions argue particularly strongly that
he - or the owner of the exemplars from which he copied - enjoyed
privileged access to at least two of western Europe's most
prestigious compositional centers.

(For the sake of simplicity, the
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following discussion will assume that Scribe A himself was the
owner of the exempiars; the next section of the chapter, however,
will return to this problem.)

One of these works is Compere's

Omnium bonorum plena, tied by both David FallCJws and Gerald
Montagna to large and splendid Marian ce:'emonies held at Cambrai
Cathedral around 1470;2 the other is Busnois's In hydraulis, a
personal homage to OCkeghem composed during Busnois's early days
at the Burgundian Court)

Both are virtuosic showpieces, whose

occasional texts limit their subsequent usefulness:

that only one

example of each survives, apart from Trent 91, implies that both
were copied infrequently even in the centers where they had been
composed.

Scribe A's possession of them thus implies, in turn, a

Speci31 status for him - namely, that of a professional FrancoFlemish musician, trained or employed in the circles surrounding
Dufay at Cambrai and Busnois at the Burgundian Court, where these
rare, highly topical works were k!'!own and first performed.
Examination of the concordances for these and for the other
works in Scribe A's collection provides some evidence to support
this assertion.

2 Fallows (Dufay, p.78) suggests that the motet was written for the forma: veneration of a famous
Marian icon on October 16-17,1468, by the French and Burgundian chapels jointly. Gerald
Montagna instead suggests that it was first perfonned at the even larger ceremony marking the
dedication of Cambrai Cathedral to the Blessed Virgin on July 5,1472; he points out that some of
the musicians mentioned in the text are unknown in Cambrai and Burgundian Court records, and
may have been deJegates from other centers. See his ·Caron, Hayne, Co~re: A Transmission
Reassessment·, EMH 7 (1987),107-57.
3 Higgins dated In hydraulis between April 1465 and June 1467; see nv;,,·:n hydraulis Revisit~,
cited in Chapter One. note 8.
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1. Compere, Omnium bonorum plena
Let us first consider the concordant reading of Omnium

bonorum plena, located in the third fascicle (ff.27v-30r) of the
Roman manuscript San Pietro B 80.

Christopher Reynolds dates this

copy to about 1475; both he and Charles Hamm identify the fascicle
that contains it as part of a ·supplement· to the manuscript,
containing works newer than most of those in the main corpus, and
copied towards the end of the period that saw completion and
binding of the whole, 1474-75. 4
The variants listed in Table 2.1 rule out any possibility of
direct filial relationship between the two readings, even allowing
for their differences in format.

Yet some striking similarities -

such as the erasure on SP B 80's third discantus line, which corrects
an error left untouched in Trent 91 - argue for a common model not
far in the background. (See Ex. 3.1.)

Chapter Four will address this

question further, showing how Scribe A and Nicolas Ausquier, the
Roman scribe, might have come to consult closely related
exemplars. S
In the meantime, though, it seems clear that Scribe
reading is the more authoritative.
a marked

A's

In contrast to Ausquier, he shows

facility with details that might have stemmed from

experience with the piece in actual

performance.

Sigla, for

instance, appear far more consistently in his copy than in
4 Christopher Reynolds. -Sari PIetro S 80·, pp.2S'7-304. qeynok~ datec the manuscript
precisely through archival notices of payments to its copyists. His article (drawn from his Princeton
University dissertation) supplements an earlier study by Charles Hamm, "The Manuscript San
Pietro B 80-, RBdM 14 (1960), pp. 40-53.
5 See "San Pietro B 80·, pp.27S-279. Reyfll.j:ds ide.1tifjalj Nicolas Ausquier as the principal
creator of SP B 80 principally through the discovery of payment receipts signed by him.
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Ausquier's, clarifying the piece's complex distribution of internal
duets. 6

Flat signs, too, are supplied at junctures where Ausquier

gives none, and in several cases act to prevent conflicts otherwise
sure to arise in an initial performance attempt, as Example 3.2
shows. And Scribe A's text underlay is better;7 even within the
cramped space of Trent 91, he provides something close to a
workable text for all four parts, while Ausquier contents h:mself
with incomplete phrases or incipits. 8

As Example 3.3 indicates,

particularly the discantus part in Scribe A's copy suggests a
considered matching of textual syllables to musical phrases quite
exceptional for its time, while

Ausquier's copy hardly surpasses the

casual norm. Finally, Table 3.1 demonstrates Scribe A's accuracy: he
corrects all of the errors found in SP B 80 while himself missing no
more than a pair of rests.
An exemplar directly reflecting a composer's own copy or
parts, used in &etual performance, would probably incorporate all
the advantages that Trent 91

boasts over its Roman concordance.

Scribe A not only possessed such an exemplar, but went to the
trouble to reproduce it minutely; this tends both to further the idea

6 Ludwig Finscher, Loyset Compere (ca. 1450-1518): Life and Wo!1:s. Musicological Studies and
Documents 12 (American Institute of Musicology. 1964), pp.131-39, analyzes this work in full,
~iving formal diagrams.
see Ludwig Finscher, ad. Lorset Compere: Opera omnia, Corpus Mensurabilis Musicae ser.
15 (American Institute of Musicciogy, 1961), vol. 4, Preface, p.iii. Finscher describes Trent 91's
as ·probably the older [reading] and certainly the more dependable one, especially in the
underlaying of text.·
8 Both readings give complete text only in the discantus. Saibe A, though, gives usable tenor
text for both partes, where Ausquier's provision is irregular. SCribe A also comes cJoser to
providing a workable undertay for altus and bassus; although Ausquier provides about twe-thirds
of the same words, his placement of them makes far less sense. versus the discantus. than does
SCribe A's.
Detailed ar..-:l rrou.iically fe&ible text underl~ in aD parts is a rE9J1ar feature of Scribe A's work;
see especially the Missa Regina cae/i, q.v..
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that he was himself a professional musician and to enhance his
status as a collector, suggesting as it does connections with the
central creative musical circle at Cambrai itself.

If the composer

Johannes Martini can, on biographical grounds, claim such
connections, then Trent 91's redaction of Omnium bonorum plana
might constitute, as the following discussion will show, a first hint
that he and Scribe A had something in common.

2. Busnois, In hydraulis - and other concordances with Munich 3154
Busnois's motet In hydrauJis , the only item for which Scribe A
provided an ascription, follows directly upon Omnium bonorum plena
in Trent 91. 9

Like Compere's piece, it has just one surviving

concordance, this time in the manuscript Munich 3154.
A large and heterogeneous compilation

not unlike Trent 91

itself, Munich 3154 is made up of materials copied between about
1466 and 1511 in Innsbruck, the capital city of the Tyrol.

It was

most likely used by the court chapel there, which belonged to
Sigismund, the last Duke of the Tyrol, in Wiser's day, and passed into
the employ of the Emperor Maximilian I not long after.Io:n hydiau;is
is in the seve"th fascicle of Munich 3154, occupying ff.27v-29r.
lhomas Noblitt has dated the paper of these pages, on the basis of

9 The ascription appears in the centei iOp of the copy's first verso, and seems to be in SCribe A's
hand and ink.
10rhe basic works on Munich 3154 are two articles by Thomas Noblitt, "Oas Chorbuch des
Nikolaus leopold (MOnchan, Staatsbibliothek, Mus.Ms.3154): Repertorium-, AfMW 26 (1969),
169-208, and -Die Datierung der Handschrift Mus. Ms. 3154 der Staatsbibliothek MOnchen-, Mf
27 (1974),6-56. Professor Noblitt's edition of the source is to be published soon in Das Erbe
Deutscher Musil<.
A his!ory of the musical chapel at Innsbruck, under both Sigismund and his heir, Emperor
Maximilian I, is to be found in Walter SeM, Musik und Theater am Hof zu Innsbruck (Innsbruck,
1954), Chapters 1 and 2.
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its watermark, to the period 1471-74. 11
One, this is

As was shown in Chapter

roughly the same span indicated by watermarks for

Scribe A's fascicles, so that the two papers are nearly identical in
age.

Further, the two copies were made from the same exemplar -

presumably that in Scribe A's own collection.
In a sense, this is not surprisir'!g, given the geographical
positions of Innsbruck and Trento.

Any musician travelling on the

the Brenner pass would probably have stopped at both places, sharing
material with both groups of local collectors, who must themselves
have had contacts with one another; also, both groups would have
maintair.ed Ii;-.ks with the musical chapel of the Imperial Court, and
with other Austro-German establishments farther north.

Of Munich

3154's numerous concordances with the Trent manuscripts, listed in
Table 3.2, several others (marked with asterisks) in fact show
evidence of similar closely related transmissions.

These form a

background for the particularly significant case of In hydraulis.

a. Trent 89, Credo,

ff.404v-408r.

Johannes Wiser's copy of an anonymous Credo 12 , now in the
35th fascicle of Trent 89, may be not just closely related to its
concordance in Munich 3154, but, may be, instead, a direct copy from
that source.
The evidence for both direction and directness in this
transmission - from Munich to Trent, and not the other way, with no

11 see Noblitt. -Die Datierung-. p.46.
12 Noblitt (-Die Datierung-) eives an attribution to Nicasius de Clibano in connection with a third
concordance for this piece, Cappella Sistina 51, ff.178v-180r, but this has no apparent basis.
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intermediary stages - is furnished by the unconscious habits of
Wiser himself.

As Margaret Bent has shown in her comparison of his

work in Trent 90 with its exemplars in Trent 93, Wiser was an
extraordinarily literalistic copyist.

Not only was he reluctant to

undertake any substantial changes to the musical text of his copy.
but he often went to considerable trouble to reproduce even
insignifica~t

graphic aspects of his originals - down to correction

signs and doodled marginalia.!3

In Illustrations 3.1 and 3.2, we can

see how this tendency may have brought about the strong overall
visuai simiiariiy immediateiy evident between wiser's copy in Trent
89 and its concordance:

Wiser, in this instance, actually suspend9d

many of his normal practices as a copyist in order to induige his
literalistic

proclivities fUlly.

(See also Table 3.3,

accompanying

the Illustrations, which summarizes both evidence and
counterevidence in the present discussion.)

He wrote part

designations which differ in style and placement from his regular
format (compare Table 1.3a and b); he texted

all four parts, rather

than, as usual. just the discantus, replicating quite exactly the
underlay in Munich;

he took over abbreviations

- an for ante, ho for

homo - which elsewhere he never used.. And finally, he reproduced
Munich's errors: for example. in the bassus. at lEt incarnatus est, he
reproduced the ambiguous ligature placement (which the Innsbruck
scribe himself had tried to clarify); again. in the same part. at Et

unum dominum , he followed Munich in omitting the dominum.

13 See

Bent. "WISer at Work-. p.95.
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This demonstration of a direct filial relation between Munich

3154 and Trent 89 has, potentially, great significance for a new
understanding of the Trent collection in general.

Firzt, It suggests

that, on at least one occasion, Wiser copied music for the collection
outside of Trento itself:

while the Innsbruck fascicle could, of

course, have passed through Trento at some point, its physical
connection to the preceding portions of the collection argues agains
this,14

whereas the independent and self-contained fascicle

containing the Credo in Trent 89 would have been easy to carry on a
journey. (That fascicle begins, too, with an entry by a hand
otherwise unknown in the Codices, and so presumably that of a
scribe from outside the regular Trento circle, who may have been
one of the Innsbruck musicians.l S) And if Wiser copied outside of
Trento once, he could have done so on any number of further
occasions; any automatic assumption that material in his
mar.uscripts was copied in Trento itself is, on this evidence, invalid.
Furthermore, Noblitt's watermark dating of the Credo in Munich

3154 to the period 1475-76 shows definitively that the traditional

14A textless piece entered on ff.76v-nr links the eighth fascicle of Munich 3154, which contains
the Credo, to the seventh. See Noblitt, -Oie Oatierung-, Table p.39.
The Credo's cantus firrnus, the ubiquitous Credo I, offers little help in tracing its provenance. In
style, though, the paraph~e rese!'!'!b!es the Credo ! setti~ at the end of fascicle 4- !!"! Trent 91,
which will be tied in a subsequent section of this chapter to an essentially Germanic tradition.
Chapter FIVe, further, will offer comment on the transmission of works such as this from northern
centers, including the Imperial Court an:! Innsbruc:k, to Naples, arguing that its appearance in the
Neapolitan source CS 55 (see note 23 below) is not, by any means, evidence of its origin south of
the Alps. (See, however, the following note.)
15 The work's appearance on six-line staves led BenveRJto Oisertori to evaluate it as an
instrumental composition. (See L.'unica composizione sicuramente stromentale nei Codici
Trentinr, Collecteanea Historiae Musicae 2 [1956], pp.135-45.) It bears an attribution partly in
roosical cipher, which may be construed as -Dom. Andreas TaLAFAgi Calober(zCaJabriensis?) At
least one Innsbruck singer by the name of Andreas is doaJmented (Senn, Musik zu Innsbruck,
p.14), but this man has the wrong surname (Utelmann or Eytelmann). Further researr.h on Trent
scribes may produce a closer identification.
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terminus ante quem for Trent 89 in the mid-1460s is also ill
advised.

The Credo copy there, if it was taken from Munich, must be

almost a decade later, and other additions - if not the main contents
of some fascicles -

could easily date from that same period or

slightly earlier. 16

b.Trent 89, Magnificat, ft. 394v-396r
The anonymous Magnificat copied by Wiser into the present
34th fascicle of Trent 89 shared an exemplar with Munich 3154, ft.
13v-15r. (See lIIustiation 3.3 and 3.4., and Table 3.4.)

The essential

identity of all ligatures, rest patterns, and (for the most part)
details of text underlay
arise

argues for this conclusion.

Difficulties

only with certain changes of format (including one

reassignment of parts), which would have required initiatives
unusual for Wiser,

if he, rather than the !nnsbruck scribe,

undertook them against the exemplar.
One peculiarity of Wiser's copy suggests, though, that he had
an exemplar that resembled Munich - and that he was, in fact,
actively trying to improve upon it.

Tired of ledger lines on the

discantus's first staff, he changed his clef from the c 2 used
throughout Munich to c 1 , but on the fourth staff slipped unwittingly
16 see Noblitt, -Die Datierung-. pp.42-43 and 48. Noblitt (who cites the collaboration of Piccard
in his work on Munich 3154) devoted special attention and discussion to the fascicle in which this
Credo appears. since it corrbines paper of an earlier date (1456-69) with the considerably
younger type used for the Credo.
saunders dates the fascide in Trent 89 contair:~'lQ the Credo to ca. 1466. making that year oor
termioos ante quem for the rnaooscript as a whole. (See Chapter One. note 31.) But the Credo.
which appears as a secondary layer there. is further followed by a Mass cyde (the Missa Deutscher
Lieder. disaJssed in Chapters Four and FIVe) which rTlJSt have been added later still. The Mass
breaks off with its BenediCluS section. suggesting possibie continuation in a further fascicle which 'tNCU1d support an idea that Trent 89's component fasciclGs were not yet bound when both
these secondary layers were copied ca.1475.
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back into c 2 , and ended by having to change his new clef back into
conformity with his 6xemplai.

c. Trent 91, Magnificat, ff.209v-210r
A second Magnificat immediately following this first one in
Munich 3154, on ff.15v-16r there, may stand in a sibling relation to
its concordance in Trent 91,

nOW

part of the eighteenth fascicle.

(See Illustration 3.5 and 3.6., with Table 3.5.)

Here, too, a number of

common errors, together with identical patterns of ligation, rests,
and text underlay, must counterbalance differences of format and, ir.
one verse, of scoring.

But again, a slip in Wiser's copy suggests that

he was experimenting with an exemplar that looked like Munich.
This time, after making a start with the altus part in
to avoid ledger lines slipped into the

c3

c4 -

as before,

on the first staff of the recto page, he

also used by Munich, and had to insert a

corrective clef below a semibreve rest.

Th,;$ chronological relationship of these two pairs of
concordances is not easy to establish.

Noblitt dates the paper on

which both Magnificats appear in Munich 3154 to the period 146669; Saunders places the paper of the Trent 89 copy around 1466, and
the Trent 91 copy, as was shown in Chapter 1, probably dates from
about that same period. I7

But Noblitt also indicates that the scribe

17 Sie -Die Datierung-, p.46, and saunders. -Dating of the Trent Codices·, p.91. senn
documents one instance of contact between the rTlJsicians of Trento and Innsbruck that falls into
a suggestive timespan: in 1466. the InnsbnJck court organist and Kapellrneister Nikolaus
Krorrosdorfer rode to Trento to recruit two choirboys for his chapel. (see Musik zu InnsbrucJ<,
p.16; tnis notice could also. incidentally, serve as evidence that talented children were as a rule
recruited from the Trento Cathedral school, rather than completing their education there.)
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responsible for both pieces in Munich worked sporadically, over
several years, on the fascicles where they appear; there is, then,

no

reason to assume, because the two pieces are adjacent in Munich,
that they arrived either there or in the Trent collection
simultaneously, though this is certainly possible.

They are, in fact,

so disparate in style that in origins, at least, they probably had
little to do with one another.

This could account for their

assignment, as additions to their respective fascicles, to widely
different parts of the Trent collection.

(The second section of the

chapter will examine further the placement of the Trent 89 work,
which relates to its surroundings in a particularly suggestive
manner.)

Bcth concordances testify, though, to an ongoing contact

between the musical establishments in the two cities, a background
against which their common use of a single exemplar for In
~

hydraulis

appears quite natural.

Evidence for this last relationship will now be presented under
three main headings.

(See Illustrations 3.7 and 3.8, with Table 3.6;

see also the edition of In hydraulis cited in note 1.)
First, the two copies share a number of common errors.

Most

significant of these is the mutual miscounting of tenor rests in both
partes. In the prima pars, both manuscripts show

rests identically

patterned, with both lacking the necessary f1nal pair of longae , and
reflecting a common inaccuracy in their models.
pars,

In the secunda

the patterns of rests is again identical, but only as far as the

seventeenth pair.

At this point Munich breaks off, leaving the part

three breves short, while Trent 91 gives two further pairs followed
by a breve rest, thus ending up with three extra longs.

The problem
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here might have been a blot or some other defect in the common
exemplar; ihe !nnsbruck scribe would have stopped copying at the
point of illegibility, while Scribe A, acting perhaps on a better prior
knowledge of the piece, would have proceeded, getting at least the
final breve rest right.

In general, Scribe A is again the more.

accurate of the two copyists, correcting a total of seven errors in
Munich 3154, while making only three fresh errors.

(These slips in

opposite directions suffice, of course, to rule out the possibility
that either source was copied from the other.)
Ligatures and rest patterns are, almost without exception,
identical between the two copies, and constitute a second line of
argument.

The one case where a rest pattern varies, as well as one

of just four cases where ligatures do, can be explained by the
exigencies of line breaks in one copy or the other; the other three
such cases can at least hypothetically be related to line breaks in
the exemplar. IS
striking.

In other respects as well, visual similarities are

The sigla given in altus and bassus to mark the tenor entry

in the prima pars

are not only similarly placed, but similar in form:

the altus is marked with

,r.

,the bassus with 1':'\.1 9

Mensuration

signs are identical and identically placed within the staves; the
single exception here, Trant 91 's C2 versus Munich's ~ for the tenor
of the secunda pars, is clearly a later addition
outside the staff.

(by another hand)

Flat signatures for the secunda pars also vary

18 The rest patterns at the start of the secunda pars bassos vary because Trent starts the part on
a fresh staff: the sem:b.re'Je ligature fg near the end of the third staff in the secunda pars altus
succumbs to a page break in Munich. The other ligature cfJfferences may be simi\arty explicable; for
instance the breve ligature ed near the start of the third bassus staff, secunda pars, in Munich, is
broken in Trent, possibly because it occurred over a line end in the exefl1)lar; the other
differences simi\arty put Munich a little -aheacf of the exe"l)lar.
19 Scrbe A's usuaJ fann is . only, so that his use of r:- here is signiflCal1t.

r·
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somewhat, but here, too, Scribe A's use of supplementary flats in
both discantus and bassus seems to fit with his known tendencies,
while Munich's omission of flats in the bassus part could be due to
simple oversight. 20
A final point concerns the layout of the proposed common
exemplar for In hydraulis. As in the case of Omnium bonorum plena,
striking differences in format divide the two copies: Scribe A adopts
the pattern standard for the Trent Codices - as for almost all lateCEntury manuscripts - with teiior beneath discantus on the left of
each opening, while Munich 3154 presents the tenor ·Iast·, at the
lower right of each opening.

But a common exemplar that looked

very much like Munich 3154 can be reconstructed from Trent 91,
thanks to Scribe A's cancellation in the first staff of the bassus for
the secunda pars. As he copied this pasage, his eye jumped to
another semibreve ligature on g-d, now near the end of his second
bassus staff (compare ligatures 55 g-d); in Munich, these two points
are directly vertically aligned, near the start of the second and third
lines of the bassus part.

(See Illustration 3.Sa.)

Scribe A's absentmindedness here may actually provide another
piece of evidence that he enjoyed extraordinarily privileged access
to central sources of the ·....orks he copied.

hydraulis

The layout chosen tor In

in Munich 3154 , with the tenor given on the lower recto

side of the opening, is just as odd for that manuscript as it would be

20 The provision of abundant accldentals and signature flats is so rTlJCh a part of SCribe A's normal
style that differences in this regard hardly count as stemmatic evidence; he would probably have
been more meticulous than the lnnsbruck scrbe in reproducing his exer11>lar's, and added a few
of his own to boot.
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for Trent 91. 21

It is, however, found several times in another

manuscript, Brussels 5557 - most consistently, in fact, in the
Busnois compositions copied as a secondary layer there. 22 Scribe A's
exemplar for In hydraulis

must thus have resembled the primary

surviving source of fifteenth-century sacred music from the
Burgundian court itself.

Perhaps it is not coincidence that his

spelling of Busnois's name - Busnoys - is the same one used in
Burgundian records.
Two basic

scenario~

can be constructed to explain the use of a

common exemplar for In hydraulis by Trent 91 and Munich 3154.
First, the two copies could have been taken in Innsbruck and in
Trento, respectively, as their common exemplar passed between the
two cities in the hands of a musician journeying down (or up) the
Brenner Pass, presumably on a journey between Italy and the
Imperiai lands north of the Alps.

Or, alternatively, both copies could

have been taken fruro an exemplar fixed in some third location; the
Imperial Chapel comes to mind as on":' point

~f

common reference.

We will take up beth these possibilities further in the next section
of the chapter, which examines the problem of Scribe A's identity.
In the meantime, though the discovery of this concordance
relationship acts to enhance further SCilbe A's status as a collector:
the derivation of both its surviving copies from a single exemplar
21 The other copies made by this Scribe (aJso an •A·. in NcOlitt·s scheme) all use the standard
discantusltenor/altuslb2ssus presentation, though sometimes this is complicated through a
verse-by-verse presentation, as in the MagnifICat concordant with Trent 89.
22 See, in Brussels 5557, the Busnois pieces on ff.48v-50r, ff.69v-70r, f.76v, and ff.83v-90r.
Flynn warmington has assembled evidence supporting Edgar Sparks's theory that these wor1<s
are Busnois autographs. See· 'A Very Fine Troop of Bastards?' Provenance, Date, and
Busnois's Role in Brussels 5557,· paper delivered at the N::tional Meeting o~ the American
Musicological Society, Philadelphia. OCtober 25, 1984.
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confirms the idea that It: fwdr;:{;,'!s was known to a small circle
only, and that ownership of it implied some standing in that circle some degree of direct contact, that is, with either Busnois, the
work's composer, or OCkeghem, its dedicatee.

3. Faugues, Missa La baSS8 danz8
Faugues's Mass has a single but complete concordance in the
Vatican manuscript Cappella Sistina 51 (ff.5Sv-67r), which, as
Adalbert Roth has recently shown, was copied in Naples during the
late 1470s, and subsequently taken to Rome,

for use in the chapel of

Sixtus IV (r. i 471-84), together with another volume in
series of large choirbooks, Capella Sistina 14.23

t~e

same

Faugues is also

represented, in this pair of sources, by his Missa L'homm8 arms
CS 14 (ff.138v-149r).

in

His place in the Neapolitan repertory is thus

fairly prominent, for a composer on the whole so little favored by
the chances of preservation,24 and this may have resulted from the
theorist-composer Johannes Tinctoris's evident knOWledge of and at
least qualified esteem for his work: several citations from his

23 Neapolitan provenance for the two manuscripts CS 51 and CS 14 is demonstrated in Adalberth
Roth, -Studien zum friihen Repertoire der Papstlichen Kapelle unter dern Pontifikat Sixtus IV
(1471-1484): Die ChortJOcher 14 und 51 des Fondo Cappella Sistir.a der Biblioteca Apostolica
Vaticana- (Ph.D. dissertation, Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitat, 1982),
24The only works by Faugues to have survived with attrbrtions are four Mass ordinary cycles.
Besides the Missa La bass8 danze and the Missa L'homme
a Missa J6 suis en fa mer (or en
ramel) survives uniquely in ModO: George SChuetze was also able to identify the Missa Le
serviteur, through a citation by TInc:toris, in its reading !n Trent 88. where it is wrongly attributed to
Ockeghem. (Compare Gottrleb. -I ne Cyclic Masses of Trent 89-. p. 120, linking OCkeghem
instead to an anonymous Mass on the same subject in that ~Ilection.) All four works are purlShed
in George C. SChuetze, ed., Opera Omnia Faugues, CorleCted Works No. 1 (Brooklyn, N.Y.:
Institute of Medieval Music, 1960). See aiso George C. SChuetze, An Introduction to Faugues,
.,..S·lCO.......
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Masses are scattered through both the Counterpoint treatise and the
Proportionate,

though

not ;tlways in the most laudatory contexts. 25

The differences between the Trent 91 version of the Missa La
basse danze and its Neapolitan counterpart are summarized in Table
3.7.

As is readily apparent, these fall for the most part into two

major categories.

Where the Trent copy uses a pattern of dotted

minim plus semiminim, CS 51 prefers minor cotor ; where Trent has
long values, CS 51 tends to present shorter repeated tones.

On the

face of it, nothing much more than scribal piefeftrfJCe seems to be at
stake here.

The identity of most clefs, mensural signatures, and

ligatures, the similarity of manuscript layouts, and the presence of
a few probable common errors suggest, rather, that both copies
stand fairly close to some common parent source.
But a few other differences between the two readings take on
a heightened significance in the light of Faugues's other contribution
to the Neapolitan complex. The Missa L 'homme
14, appears in two other manuscripts.
(ff.112v-123r),

arme, copied into CS

Of these, Verona 761

a late-fifteenth century source possibly also from

Naples, gives essentially the same reading.

But a third source,

the

2S Tinctoris, as a prestigious member of the Neapolitan court chapel, probably aided in
the preparation of CS 14 and 51 and could have approved Faugues's inclusion there. Presumably
he had corne to know Faugues's work not only in Naples, but during that same period of personal
proximity when their names appeared together in Compere's motet; Paula Higgins has recently
documented Faugues's employment. during the 14605, at the Sainte-chapelle in the French c;:y
of Bourges. (see Paula Higgins, -Antoine Busnois and Musical Culture in Late Flfteenth-century
France and Burgundy", Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University, 1987, pp.257-259.j Higgins's
discovery may also justify Schuetze's interpretation of Faugues's mention, in Omnium bonorum
plena, as one among regis omn~ canentibus - all the [French] lOng's singers.
Schuetze reproduces all TI.1Ctoris's mentions of Faugues (Introdudion, pp.2-8) and also
transcribes the notice concerning him in an anonymous Spanish treatise probably of Neapolitan
origin. ca. 1486, a!cngs!de _~!".a!!nes Martini.
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manuscript Modena M .a.1.13, or ModO, takes issue with both of the
others. 26
Major structural differences, realizing fundamentally opposed
plans of internal repetition, render the relation between these two
readings much more complex than that between the Missa La basse
danze concordances. The Missa L'homme arms, in other words, must
have been partially rewritten between the copying of its two
readings, while with the Missa La basse danze only variants of
short-range significance are in question. Yet one analogy does
emerge, involving the notation of the tenor cantus firmus versus the
other three parts.

In the concluding sections of the Gloria, the

Credo, and the Sanetus in the Missa L'homme arme,
the three outer voices is /11.

the signature for

!n 9ach case, CS 14 gives the tenor line

with a signature of €; its values are to be doubled against those of
the other parts.

ModO, on the other hand,

writes out the tenor's

doubled values in these same sections, giving the part a signature jO
to match the others.

As Table 3.7 shows, exactly this relaticnship

obtains between the two readings of the Missa La basse danze: CS
51 gives the tenor line in

J2f.

e,

Trent 91 in Jif, against the other parts in

Here, however, the difference is confined to the first two

movements; after that point, Trent 91 reverts to a signature G for
the tenor, with vaiues coubled against those of the other parts.
Tinctoris himself provided scme certainty that the Neapolitan
manuscripts contain the original readings of these tenors.

In a

26 No speciaJ full-length study of ModD exists as yet. Or. its compilation ca. 1481 , and its relation
to MartiniS oeuvre, see Lewis Lockwood, Music in Re,..aJssa,'1C8 Ferrara, 1400-1505 (Carrbridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1984), pp.222-224 and 233 ft..
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famous passage from Book III, Chapter 3 of the Proportionale, he
condemned the practice of signaling doubled
parts, through

~

va~ues,

versus the other

majo;--prolatlon signature, calling this the error

anglorum in recognition of its early use in English tenor Masses; he
also cited Faugues as one of the "barely literate" composers who
used it. 27

The vehemence of Tinetoris's reaction against the

procedure, which after all had been quite standard for two or three
generations preceding, must indicate that in
rapidly going out of fashion.

~he

1470s it was

No work in ModO, a manuscript

completed about 1480, includes it.
Other differences between the readings of the Missa L'homme

arms

confirm a general trend of notational slmpiification and

stylistic updating in ModO.

For instance, the altus part, which

derives canonically from the tenor, is fully written out there, while
in CS 14 it must be read from the tenor line itself.

Again, the

Ferrarese scribe uses dotted minim-semiminim patterns, in
preference to CS 14's minor color,
common use during the 1470s.28

which was receding from
Further, several sectional cadences

in CS 14 in which the bassus executes an octave leap appear, in
ModO, in a

"V-I" configuration, with bassus joining the tenor on the

lower final; this difference too reflects widespread change in
practice over the 1470s.

(See Example 3.4.)

27 Johannes Tinctoris. Proportions in Music, trans!. Albert 5eay (Colorado Springs: Colorado
College Music Press, 1979), pp. 36-38. As Tinctor'1S notes, lhe l:se of this corroination was part
of the L'horrrne
tradit~n, objectionablfl though it was in his eyes. The original combination
of the Missa La basse danze, with e versus..f1', comes closer to his suggestion for a notationally
proper presentation of the idea, superior to the standard e versus 0 (although, as he admits, the
diminished signature i~lies a'ast tempoj.
28 On the significance and history of minor coior, see Staniey Boorman, -Notationai Speiiing and
$cooal Habit", WolfenbUttJer Forschungen 22(1980).
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Modernizations along these same lines divide the readings of
the Missa La basse danze. The Trent copy prefers dotted patterns
over CS 51's minor color, and at least one octave-leap cadence in CS
51 is modified to a ·V-I· pattern in Trent.

And other variants, while

they form a iess explicit trend, could be construed as minor
improvements of the Trent version over the Neapolitan, eliminating
dissonance or ciarifying structural detail, as shown in Exampie 3.5.
Differences of this last type are at their most numerous and
least equivocal in the first two movements of the cycle.

And since

in those same movements a marked modernization of the tenor line
also takes place in Trent, it becomes possible to argue that the same
kinds of revision intervened between the Naples and the Trent
versions of the Missa La basse danze as between the Naples and the
Ferrara versions of the Missa L'homme arms - or, rather, that such
ievision was actively underway at the time that Scribe A made his
copy for Trent in the eariy 1470s, which reflects the process in its
first two movements.
ModO, the Mass collection from the chapel at Ferrara, contains
not only the Missa L'homme arms, but another, unique cycle by
Faugues, the Missa Je suis en fa mer (or Je suis en I'amer). Already,
on this basis, we can assert that Faugues occupied as prominent a
place in the Ferrarese repertory as in the Neapolitan.

Thus it seems

reasonable to suggest, further, that a Ferrarese concordance for the
Missa La basse danze could have been included either in the lost
final portion of ModO or in its fragmentarily preserved companion
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volume, ModE,

29

and that such a concordance would very likely have

included the same kinds of modernizations observable in the Missa

L'homme arms.

Insofa~

as Scribe A's copy, then, reflects the

beginnings of this very process, it stands in a close relation to ModO
at Ferrara.

4. Martini, Missa Cucu
One further concordance exists for Scribe A's collection in
Trent 91, providing, this time, a direct link to ModO and Ferrara.

The

present last leaf of ModO contains, on its verso side, the discantus
and tenor parts for the Kyrie of the Missa Cucu,

which opens Trent

91. The tabula of ModO ascribes the Mass - which, apart from its
first page, has vanished from the volume - to Johannes Martini.
This concordance relationship is of a nature entirely different
from those just discussed.

Even given the ModO reading's

fragmentary state, it is clear that the two manuscripts present
radically opposed versions of the work.
Examples 3.6a and 3.6b.

These are shown in

As is evident, both the surviving sections of

the ModO movement are much shorter than their Trent 91
counterparts.

While it is possible that ModO's is the original version

and Trent 91 's a later expansion, the relative ages of the
manuscripts argue otherwise:

since ModO is the younger source, it

more likely presents a heavily edited later version of the work,
whereas Trent 91 presel'Ves the more prolix original.

The patent

aesthetic superiority of ModO's reading, even in its fragmentary
29 On the probable size and scope of ModE and its status as a companion volume to ModO. see
Lockwood. Music in Ferrara. pp.222-224.
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state, confirms such an opinion.

Its Kyrie, particularly, dispenses

with the rather aimless writing after the original m.15, modifying
the final cadence to eliminate rhythmic fuss, and to set out more
effectively the long-range discantus descent c"-b'-a' by way of
conclusion.

In summary, then, the examination of the four concordances to
Trent 91's frontispiece collection has revealed two important
common themes.

First, Scribe A's readings for two of the works

there - Omnium bonorum plena and In hydraulis, in themselves rare
and specialized pieces - suggest strongly that he was a coileetor
specially familiar with the high-ranking musical circles where they
were created. In the case of Omnium bonorum plena, his copy
reproduces some features possibly drawn from a composer's own
annotated performing version, while in the case of In hydraulis,
both extant readmgs derive from the single exemplar upon which he
drew.

Faugues's Missa La basse danze (which also, of course,

originated in northern France) and Martini's Missa Cucu then
establish a second affiliation for Scribe A with the musical
establishment at Ferrara, as represented by the Mass collection

ModO.
This second, Ferrarese connection can be amplified somewhat
through a reconsideration of one of the secondary concordances just
tjiscu~~e'j

between the Trent collection and Munich 3154,

Magnificat found in Trent 89. (See item 2b above.)

the

In four parts,

with a contratenor bassus, the Magnificat l!ses thA paraphrased
psalm tone as a basis for imitative writing, with climactic passages
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of melodic and rhythmic sequence; it is, in short, recognizably close
kin to better-known Franco-Burgundian settings by such figures as
Busnois and Martini, composed in the late 1460s or early 1470s.
was added to the Trent

it

89 fascicle following three other

compositions (two Kyries and a Magnificat) in a less sophisticated
In binding, however, it seems to have brought about the

style.

placement of its fascicle next to the Missa Clemens et benigna by
the Burgundian master Caron, which now makes up fascicle 33 of the
manuscript. 30 (See Diagram 3.1.)
The Caron Mass, although it is in Wiser's hand, has a connection
to Scribe A's collection in Trent 91 through its use (for both text
and music) of grey ink identical in shade to Scribe A's; grey ink is
sufficiently rare, in both manuscripts, to occasion special notice)1
The Mass has one concordance, in ModO. While substantial
recomposition of some passages divides the two readings, the strong
visual similarity apparent on almost every opening (see the
examples in Illustrations 3.9 and 3.10), as well as the commonality,
for the most part, of musical content, suggests that here, too, some
extended sibling relationship may obtain between the two surviving
copies.
A Franco-Flemish Scribe A, in other words, could have carried
with him, as part of his special repertory from Cambrai and the
Burgundian Court, an exemplar of the Caron Mass. Wiser could have
30 see Montagna's arguments strengthening Caron's links to the Burgundian Court, in "Caron.
Hayne. Compere", pp.117-130. Montagna presents Caron as a member of the Burgundian
rTl.ISicaI circle somewhat older than Busnois. displacing an earlier picture of him as "an ttaraan
Kleinmeister" VOUM9f th(m PJartini.
31 Fascicle
also-shows the late (ca.1473) style of WISer'S hand described in Chapter One, with
large F-elef flourishes and mansural signs outside the staff.

33
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taken a copy of this piece as Scribe A worked simultaneously, in the
same ink, to set down the collection now bound into Trent 91.

Then,

just as the exemplar for Scribe A's copy of the Faugues Mass may
have gone on to Ferrara, the Caron exemplar may have been taken
there as well, to serve, ultimately, as the model for ModO's reading,
revised over several years' use.

In binding Trent 89, then, Wiser

might then have placed his Caren copy next to the fascicle
containing the concordant Magnificat not just because the latter
piece was, like the Mass, of Franco-Flemish origin, but because it
came into his hands by a s:milar route: just as Scribe A, who would
have owned the Caron cycle, shared at least one of his exemplars
with the makers of Munich 3154, the unknown proprietor of the
Trent 89 Magnificat also had links to both collections.3 2
One more feature of the Trent 89 Mass-Magnificat
configuration attracts notice.

Wiser added two further works to

link the two fascicles in question together, continuing to use the
grey ink found in the Mass and in Scribe A's coilection.
these is the anonymous Heya, heya,

The first of

sometimes attributed to

Johannes Martini; the other is La Martinella,

which is superscribed

with that same composer's full name.3 3
Johannes Martini was a native Fleming, educated in ali
probability in one of the great centers of r.orthern France or
32 The Trent 89 copy of the MagnifICat is in brown ink, and so most likely dates from a different
copying occasion than the caron Mass and Scribe A's collection.
33 Heya heya appears anonymously in the chansonnler Florence 226 (ca.1492), in cofll)any with
works by both Martini and Isaac. Strohm (-Native and Foreign Polyphony-, p.226) would like to
give it to Isaac, whom he places in Innsbruck as early as the 14705, but hesitates over the ca. 1466
terminus assigned by Saunders to Trent 89. (Strohm's theories concerning Isaac in Innsbruck
.
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southern Flanders, who spent most of his documented career in
Ferrara.

As such, he fits perfectly the identity just outlined above

for Scribe A, through the analysis of the four concordant works in
A's collection (extended, just now, by the Caron cycle in Trent 89),
as a music:an with both Franco-Flemish and Ferrarese connections.
And in this light, the placement of Martini's Missa Cucu at the very
start of Trent 91, as the head of the special frontispiece coi!ection
there, begins to look like a direct communication:

the frontispiece

collection, in short, may be through this gesture credited, in its
entirety, to Martini's agency.
In the section that follows, we will examine what is known of
Martini's life, in order to evaluate this proposal.

On the Identity of Scribe A
The argument in support of Martini's connection with Tn:mt 9 i
may be laid out in twe stages.

First, a reconstruction of Martini's

early career - of the period, that is, before his entry into the Chapel
of Duke Ercole I of Ferrara on January 27, 1473 - shows, with the
aid of some new documentary discoveries, that he may weli have
possessed the connections to Franco-Burgundian musical circles
necessaiY to secure the rare and specialized repertory now
preserved in the frontispiece collection of Trent 91.

Secondly, a

physical evaluation of Scribe A's work suggests that Martini may
have been in the right place, at the right time, either to have
functioned himself as Scribe A, or to have provided Scribe A with
the exemplars reflected in Trent 91.

-
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In his recent biographical sketches of Martini, Lewis Lockwood
has assembled the sparse information CUtremiy available about the
composer's life prior to his arrival in the Ferrarese Chapel. 34
Lockwood points out that the Ferrarese court pay records
consistently refer to Martini as d6 Brabantia or Barba/7te,
designating him as a native to the Flemish duchy of Brabant. 3S
Lockwood further cites another document, recently discovered by
Jeremy Noble among Vatican records pertaining to Martini's
benefices, which describes Martini as clericus Cameracensis,
meaning that he received his tonsure (or, in other words, entered
Holy Orders) within the diocese of Cambrai. 36

Finally, Lockwood

affirms that Duke Ercole hired Martini away from an earlier
appointment in the Imperial city of Constance. The evidence for this
is a letter dated December 10, 1471, in which Duke Ercole requests
from Bishop HQrmai1ri

o. Constdnce the services of one "Dom.

Martinus de Alemania", whom he describes as a priest of good
character and a musician of high repute, currently employed at
Constance's Cathedral; since Martini in fact appeared in Ercole's'
chapel, in a well-paid post, not long after, Lockwood concludes that
Ercole's letter surely refers to him)7
34The chief biographical studies of Martini are (in reverse chronological order) Lockwood. Music
in Ferrara. p.167-72; Lockwood. Ttlfl NfIw GrOlle Encyclopedia of Music and Musicians. (1980);
and Ludwig Anscher. Musil< in Geschichte und Gegenwart. (i960). see also John Gray Brawley.
"The Magnificats. Hymns. Motets. and Secular Co"lX)sitions of Johannes Martini". Ph.D.
dissertation. Yale University. 1968.
3SL.ockwood. Music in Ferrara. p.167. Anscher (MOO. co1.1724) identifIeS Martini with a rTlJSician
discussed in 1531 by the Flemish writer Jaques de Meyere; this Martini evidently came from the
city of Armentieres. in northern France.
36see the full citation given in Lockwood, Music in Ferrara, p.168. I thank Professor Noble for
giving me a copy of this doaJment. and I am also grateful to both Professor Alejandro Planchart
and Professor Pamela Starr for their insights into its significance.
37see Lockwood, Music in Ferrara. pp.131-32 and 168; Lockwood reproduces the letter as his

IlkJstration 1:;a.
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These three pieces of information suffice, already, to outline a
c~_reer

pattern common to many Flemish musicians of the later

fifteenth century.

As a boy, Martini would have gone from his native

town in Brabant for education in some nee!"by maitrise.

Proving

especially gifted, he would then have entered the stellar musical
circle in nearby Cambrai, where Dufay presided, and taken Holy
Orders in that diocese as his period of apprenticeship drew to a
close. 38

Positions abroad, first at Constance and finally in Italy,

would have followed, bringing him wordly as weil as artistic
prestige by the end of his life.3 9
To fill in this outline with specific places and dates is,
however, a trickier proposition.

Students of Martini's work have

long sensed a need to place him in Dufay's circle, prompted by his
many points of stylistic contact with the older master. 40
discovery now renders this a concrete possibility.

Noble's

Unfortunately,

the Cambrai documents will not cooperate: Martini's name does not
Agreement on the significance of the letter has not been universaJ. The Constance archivist
Manfred Schuler, who printed its most recent redaction (-Beziehungen zwischen der Konstanzer
Domkantorei und der Hofkapelle des Herzogs Ercole I von Ferrara-, AnM 15 [1975], pp.16-19),
doubted that the :':'1.:Sician in question was the same Martini who later tumed up in Ferrara;
compare also Brawley, -Martinr, p.l O. The objections raised by both these writers (and others)
give way, though, to Lockwood's detailed evidence from Ferrara archives, which establishes
Martinfs presence at Ferrara, in an appropriately high station, starting in January of 1473.
38 Canon law required that a man reach twenty-five years of age before entering the priesthood,
so we can feasonab/y assume that Martini received his tonsure (the start of the ordination process)
during his early twerties.
39 Atter a year at Ferrara. Martini le~ his post there. upon terms still uncertain, for about nine or ten
months' service in the chapel of Duke Galeazzo Maria Sforza at Milan. (see lockwood, Music in
Ferrara, pp.l68-69.) This move from one mJSicaI center to another r.earby can serve as the basis
for an analogy to be drawn shortfy concerning his service at Constance and its interruption by a
sojourn at the Imperial Court.
Lockwood (Music in Ferrara. pp.l69 and 181) showS that Martini enjoyed a reasonably high
income and standard of living during his tenure at Ferrara.
40 Compare, e.g. Lockwood, Music in Ferrara. p. 168; Brawley, "Martinr, pp.4O and 53, both
discussing Martinfs hymns; Wolfgang Nitschke. Studien zu den Cantus-Rrmus-Messen
Guillaume Dufays (Berlin: Merseburger, 1968), Chapter 6, contests Besseler's attribution of the
Missa La mort de Saint Gothardo to Dutay and assigns it instead to Martini.
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appear (at least not in unambiguous form) in such lists of Cambrai
Cathedrals's petits vicaires

as survive from the 1440s through the

1460s, when he was most likely there. 41

Yet since these lists are so

incomplete, they cannot rule out his presence there during that
period - which could, at any rate, have been in some unofficial, and
so unrecorded,
connections in

capacity.

It is even possible that some family

Cambrai were open to the young composer through

another Johannes Martini, who had, around 1440, achieved the status
of Canon at the Cathedral. This man came from Tournai, on the
southern edge of Brabant, and left, as Barbara Haggh has established,
a sizable endowment for the performance of polyphonic music at his
obituary commemorations. 42
Martini's work also calls for hiS biographical connection with
the composer Guillaume Faugues, who was probably, like Ockeghem,
about a decade younger than Dufay. Techniques of so-called ·parody·
writing (the borrowing of two or more voices from a modal
polyphonic composition) central to almost all of Martini's mature
Masses emerge in at least two of Faugues's four extant Mass cycles,
as some of the very earliest examples of their kind; that Martini
41 see the disaJssic·n of various rrusicians who mav have served as petits vicaires in Craig Wright,
"Outay at Cambrai: Discoveries and Re'!isic~.s". JAMS 28 P975). pp.175-22S. i thanK Prot
Alejandro Planchart for providing me with.a microfilm of the original Cambrai Cathedral documents.
42 The older Johannes Martinrs Obituary endowment can be found in Cambrai, 6ib1iotheque
municipale. MS b 39. f.2v: I thank Prof. Haggh for ~roviding me with a copy of this dOQJr.'lent, and
for her generous assistance in tracing the same cleric through the Cambrai records. (Other
mentions of him concam his endowments of Masses for, presumably. his two patron saints. Martin
HiemaJis and Jot".annes ChrysostorTIJS: these begin in 1435-36 and continJe through the
14705.) A notice conceming the exea.rtion of his will appears in Cambrai. Bibliotheque
rTkJnicipale. MS 1058. f. 15v. dated August 25. 1445. so he must have died shortly before this
time.
Prof. Haggh comments that the name Martini is sufficiently rare in archives from the Duchy of
Brabant (although. is common farther south in France) to make the oo.~~.ibiJitv t:JI ;:! fami~ M
between this individual and the composer feasible, at least. (Private communication, February 4.
1988.)
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knew at least one of these special parody works (the Missa Je suis

en fa mer) is certain, since he oversaw its inclusion in the
Ferrarese collection ModO, together with the Missa L'homme arme.
His music shows in other respects as well strong kinships with the
older composer's.43
Documentary substance for this perceived association has
proven still more elusive than for that concerning Cambrai and
DUfay.

Paula Higgins may have broken the stalemate, though,

with

her discovery that Faugues held a position, probably pedagogical in
nature, at the Sainte Chapelle in the French city of Bourges; her
document covers only the period 1461-62, but Higgins is surely on
firm ground in suggesting that Faugues's tenure there was longer. 44
While the composer Martini has not, as yet, turned up in any official
capacity at the Saints Chapelle,
student there

i""ltJ

could still have been Faugues's

sometime in the 1460s - present, perhaps, in an

unofficial caoacitv.
. ". as at CambreL
Higgins has further established that the composer Antoine
Busnois had ties to the church of St. Martin at Tours, a city not far
from Bourges, before his official entry into the Burgundian court
service in 147045 .

If Martini had contact with Faugues in Bourges, it

might also be possible to posit some some connection for him with
43 On parody writing in Faugues, see SChuetze, Introduction, Chapter 5. (The two most
important cycles in this respect are the Missa Le serviteur and the Missa Je suis en Ia mer.) On the
probable connection between Martini and Faugues, see J. Peter Burkholder, -Johannes Martini
and the Imitation Moss of the Late Fifteenth century-, JAMS 38 (1985),470-523; the stylistic
likeness involves not only an interest in parody techniques, but a frequent reliance on imitative
organization.
44 see note 27 above.
45 see -In Hydraulis Revisited", pp. 69-72. Ockeghem too. as Higgins points out; wa.s an
impo!t.artt figure at St Ma..ti..~ ~! Tours, .iitd prasumably the young Martini couid, under this theory.
have had some cortaet 'Nih him as well.
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this second great master in Tours. 46 (Such contact could, of course,
have just as easily occurred on Burgundian territory, if Martini
worked at or near Cambrai.

This, however, is still impossible to

trace or to reconstruct.)
An expanded versio!1 of Martini's early biography might, then,
be constructed along the following lines.
- He was born somewhere in Brabant (Tournai?), probably around
1435-1440 47
- Around 1440-1445, he entered a maitrise

somewhere in the

diocese of Cambrai; possibly, family connections brought him to the
Cathedral School itself. He studied with Dufay, or at least gained
familiarity with Dufay's music, during this period.

Around 1465, he

took Holy Orders in the diocese of Cambrai.
46 Prof. Higgins has also discovered references to a priest by the name of Johannes Martini
active in the city of Tours itself. This man, sometime in later 1472, resigned a benefice at the
parish church of St. SY"1>honien du Pont there. The date coincides temptingly with the
co~er Martini's probable remc'!a! tc Fe:raiG; coilcervably, he could have expected new
benefices through his residence in Italy, and so resigned those he already held in France. (On

Duke Ercole's use of benefices as incentives in the recruitment of roosicians, see Lockwood,
Music in Fenara, Chapter 18; Lockwood does stress, though, that in the early 14705 Ercole still
had little leverage in this repect, such that Martini's first documented benefice, a small one, was
assigned only in 1479.)
8everai factors corJ1)licate the identification of the COrTl'Oser with the S1. Symphorien Johannes
Martini. One is a 1452 notice concerning a cure at that institution with the same name. If the 1472
notice concerns this same individual, then he may have been too old to be the composer. But the
1452 Martini (probably also traceable in a third set of doaJments dated 1471) is described as
chanoine de Tours. while the 1472 Martini is chanoine d'Angou/~me (a town south of Tours), so
some room for doubt remains on this point. Admittedly the composer Martin: would have had to
venture fairly far from either Brabant or Cambrai to take up any position in Tours or its environs;
Busnois, though, is known to have followed much the same path, in reverse, at about the same
time. Also, Martini would have needed to make some fairly elaborate absentee arrangements
concerning any benefices in Tours during his presumably rather lengthy stay in Constance and at
the l"1>8riaJ Court. This situation too, though, hardly lacks for precedent.
I am deeply grateful to Prof. Higgins for her generosity in sharing these documents "Yith me. The
!merpretatioii of them offered here is my own, and does net necessarily reflect her ideas about
them.
47 Lockwood, Music in Ferrara, Appendix V shows that Martini remained an active member of the
court's rnJsical staff until his death in 1492, which seems to have mme about by illness.
(Lockwood. p. 172), A birth dat., ~s ~OOv~, p'..!!!!~ ~-'~"t!~1 h~ h2i mid-S:s ~~ ;: ..; ~;;;c ci ;,i;i doa~
(certainly a respectable age to have attained in those times) would fit in well with the outline given
here, and would also allow Martini his most proc:lJctive years in Constance and at Ferrara.
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- At some still youthful age, he had contact with Faugues,
presumably in Bourges, and perhaps with Busnois, in nearby Tours, as
well.

- Around 1470, he traveled eastward, taking up a position at the
Cathedral of Constance prior to 1471.
- In 1472-73, having received and accepted Duke Ercole's offer, he
traveled to Italy, to accept what would prove to be his permanent
post at Ferrara.

If Martini's early life did unfold approximately along these
lines, the collection he could have recorded, as Scribe A, in the first
four fascicles of Trent 91 would have formed nothing less than a
diary of his progress. Compere (active at Cambrai), Faugues, and
Busnois are present there - along with Caron, if Wiser's copy in
Trent 89 can count as an extension of the group - as witness to the
connections a student of Dufay's might be able to cultivate; Martini's
own Missa Cucu and (as will be shown shortly) the anonymous Missa
Regina caeli laerare

reveal the potent influence of Dufay himself. 48

48 Montagna's theory rCaron, Hayne, Compere-), equating Compere's Omnium bonorum plena
with the Cambrai dedication C6remony in July of 1472, provides at once a corJ1)lication and a
clinching argument in the sketch of Maninrs career just offered. Since the ceremony, in
Montagna's view, took place atter Martinrs proposed departure for Constance, questions arise as
to how a motet written for it could have entered his coilection in just a few months' time. However,
Martini might have returned to CaJTbrai for the ceremony as part of a delegation· from Constance or even, considering his probable early ties to Cambrai. on his own initiative; such a joumey could
account for his delay iii responding to Duke Ercole's summons, which presumably reached him a
good year before his arrival at Ferrara. The strong practical or.erttaticn of Trent 91's reading of the
motet would then have resulted naturally from Martinrs recent personal involvement with it, as a
listener or even as a perfonner.
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With these hypotheses about Martini's pre-Ferrara career in
mind, we can now consider the physical makeup of Trent 91's
frontispiece collection, and evaluate the likelihood that Martini was
directly involved in its creation.
Earlier portions of this study have argued that not all of the
material now in the Trent Codices was necessarily copied in Trento
itself.

Yet given the watermark dating of the frontispiece collection

between 1471 and 1473, the assignment of a Tridentine provenance
to these particular fascicles becomes very tempting, for such a
conjunction of place and date fits suggestively into thE') foregoing
outline of Martini's early life.

When the composer left Constance (or

some other point beyond the Alps) for his new post at Ferrara, he
would very probably have travelled through the Brenner Pass,
stopping at Trento on the way, during the winter of 1472-73 - in the
center, that is, of the timespan indicated by watermarks for Scribe
A's paper. As a courtesy to some acquaintance among the Trent
collectors, or possibly as a means Of obtaining necessary cash for
his journey, he could then have produced copies of some of the
pieces he carried with him.

The four gatherings he nearly filled

would then, after some period of existence as a separate collection,
have received a place of honor at the head of the finished volume
now called Trent 91.

Munich 3154's use, during the same watermark

timespan, of Trent 91 's exemplar for In hydraulis

could then reflect

Martini's loan of his own copy of the work, during the same journey,
to a collector in Innsbruck, another city on the Brenner Pass where
travelers often rested.
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For this surmise to go any farther, Scribe A's text must face
comparison with several letters thought to be from Martini's own
hand.

These were written to Isabella d'Este, the daughter of

Martini's employer, Duke Ercole (and, it may be, Martini's pupil
during her childhood); they date from the years 1490-93, just
following Isabella's departure for Mantua as tt'J8 bride of the young
Marquess Francesco Gonzaga.49
Illustration 3.11 shows parts of Martini's letters from
September 26, 1490, and April 18, 1491, beside a sample of Scribe
A's text hand from the Gloria of the Missa La bass8 danz8.

(The sizes

and configurations of the originals vary greatly, and the
reproductions here have been artificially equaiized to facilitate
comparison.)

As is immediately apparent, no easy match can be

made here - and indeed, given the lapse of twenty years between the
two samples, together with their wide differences of purpose and
format, a stiaightforward or obvious match might well be too much
to expect. so
Scribe A, as Chapter One remarked, uses a cursive humanistic
script; Martini's hand, at first glance, looks somewhat more like a
Flemish bastarda.

51

However, a number of letter forms are actually

49 The letters are in the Archivio di Stato di Mclntua, Archivio Gonzaga, Busta 1232. Their dates
are: Septermer 2, 1490; April 18. 1491; August 18. 1491; October 4, 1491; OCtober 16, 1491;
October 23,1491; August 7,1492. All the texts were publi.c;hed in S. Davari, -La musica a
Mantova", Rivista storica mantovana (1884), pp.53-71 (rpt. MarlJta. 1975). together with a
photographic facsimile of the first. Brawley translated them into English. ("Martini"', Appendix.); I
thank Professor Brawley for lending me his phoiographs of the letters.
50 The axiom that an individuars script may change ~ver time underlies, of course. musicology's
extensive use of handwriting as an aid for determining chronology, as with the autograph
manuscripts of J.S. Bach or Mozart.
51 My definitions of humanistic script and its charaderistics rely primarily on Otto MazaJ,
PaJaeographil? unci Palaeotypie: zur Geschichte der Schrift im Zeita1ter der Inkunabeln (Stuttgart:
Kohlhammer, 1984). Chapter 2.
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similar between the two, and also specifically humanist:

the 9 with

closed descending loop (less consistent for Martini), the x with
leftward extension, the descending form of z, the long sand
descending-round s in initial and medial or terminal positions
respectively, and the h with lower extension rounding to the left.
Both writers also favor the leftward-sloping uncial d, executed (like
the b) without a loop, for medial as wall as t6iminal positions.
The Trent copy further shares with Martini's letters several
idiosyncrasies of a type that might identify an individual scribe;
some of these are appear within Illustration 3.11.

The executions of

double s are similar; both the combination of straight and round r in
medial positions and the use of round r in initial position are
executed alike and are, in themselves, unusual forms.
true of the capital I and C favored by both writers.

The same is

And in general,

the two hands share marked tendencies toward polymorphism,
irreguiar ductus, and varied ligation patterns which, even while
complicating their individual analysis, increase their likeness to one
another.
In summary, a comparison of Scribe A's text hand to Martini's
letters fails to provide absolute certainty that Martini himself was
Scribe A. On the other hand, though, it by no means rules out the
possiblity of their identity.

And in either event, Martini's

connectior. with the frontispiece collection in Trent 91 might still
be very close even if he himself did not perform the actual labor of
copying it.

If the four fascicles were copied in Trento itself, for

If Martini had been educated in northern France or in the Low Countries, his chances of learning
to use a tlJmanistic salX might have been aknost as good as in in rTlJCh of Italy. since. as Mazaj
shows, the new style had been familiar in western Europe since the 1430s.
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instance, Martini's Ferrarese traveling companion (whose services
were promised in the letter sent by Duke Ercole to request Martini's
presence in Ferrara) might have been the actual scribe, working off
the composer's collection of exemplars; humanistic script was,
after all, in everyday use at Ferrara by the early 1470s.52
Alternatively, one of the Trent collectors could have obtained the
material through contact with Martini outside of Trento.

One likely

scene for such a transaction would have been the Imperial Court,

.

where humanistic script was actively displacing bastarda during
the same period;53 Scribe A might, on such a theory, prove traceable
among the Court's professional copyists.

Or again, the collection

might have been copied at Innsbruck, where, as we have seen, Scribe
A's exemplar of In hydraulis saw additional use.

!t remains

possible, too, that the collection reached Trento through the agency
of some unknown colleague of Martini's at one of the centers where
he had achieved piominence - at Constance, for instance, or (a little
later) at Ferrara itself. 54

52 Compare, for instance, the script in the archival copy of Duke Ercole's letter to Bishop Hermann
(reproduced by lockwood; see note 37 above).
53 See Mazal, Paleographie. Mazal specifically mentions the didadic collection prepared for
Prince Maximilian during the 1460s, the first half of which is in humanist script.
The self-consciously humanistic circle surrounding Friearich's famous chancellor, Aeneas
Silvius PiccololTlini (later Pope Pius VI) included at least one member described by court
chroniclers as a skilled musician; see Gruber, -Beginn der Neuzeit-, p.184.
54Three rn..tsicians are mentioned specifically in Ferrarese records as being from Cambrai. Two of
these men, Jachetto and Rainaldetto, are first listed as chapel members in 1474, and so could
conceivably have passed through Trento during t~ appropriate chronological windo; a third,
Antonio. arrived too late, in 1478. (See Lockwood, Music in Ferrara. p. 152 and Appendix V.)
Nothing indicates, though, that these men had any special status that would have entitled them to
a collection as prestigious as SCribe A's.
Two rtlJSicians from Constance were Ulrich Pelczer and Johannes Bon. See L.ocIaNood, Music
at Ferrara, p.153 and Appencfrx V. and also Schuler, -Beziehungen-. The same objection may be
raised to them, though, as to the Can1)rai rn..tsicians.
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In any event, tne ::ipecial status of Martini within the
frontispiece collection is ultimately confirmed by the additions
made there in the hand of the fascicles' new owner, Johannes Wiser,
after Scribe A's work with them was done.

Two of these are

identifiable through concordances, and beth,

although they are

songs, fit into the otherwise sacred frontispiece collection on the
strength of their Franco-Flemish origins:

Accueilly m'a fa belle, on

f.12v, is Caron's and Vous marchez au bout du pied, on ft. 42v-43r,
is Busnois's.

(Wiser's provision of a sacred contrafact text for the

fiist song and his omission of text for the second might indicate his
intention of easing the generic disjuction. 55 )

In both cases, there is

evidence to indicate that Wiser obtained his exemplar via Martini's
establishment at Ferrara.
The sources preserving Accueilly m'a fa belle may be divided
into two groups, distinguished by divergent contratenor parts. 56 One
version, common to the Dijon and Pixirecourt chansonniers, carries
over into two later sources, Florence 176 and 2356.

Wiser's copy,

however, uses the other version, found in the Mellon Chansonnier and also in the collection Paris 676, which originated in Ferrara. 57 A
later Trento copy of the same work, found in the fragment Trent

55 Accuei/Iy m'a Ia be/Ie appears with its original text in Leeman Perkins and Howard Garey, ads.,
The Me/Ion Chansonnier (New Haven: Yale University Press. 1979), no. 3; the DTO edition (see
note 1) gives the contrafaet text Da pacem domine, possibly of WISer'S own co"1)Osition. (The
absence of text for Vous marchez may ~ WISer'S intention to cof11)Ose another similar
contrafaet.)
56 see Perkins's ana!lsis of the two versions, which acco"l>anies his edition of the song.
57 Ferrarese provenance for Paris 676 is established in Nania Bndgman, 4Un rTlClroscrit itaiien du
debut du XVle siecle ala bi:>liotheque nationale-, AnnM 1 (1953). 167-267.
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1947-4, also belongs to this line of descent, suggesting that other
Trento collectors also relied on a Ferrarese transmission. 58
For Vous marchez,

the Ferrarese connection is less direct.

This work, again, is preserved in sources which fall into two main
groups: a reading in the Nivelle de la Chaussee and the Dijon
Chansonniers transmits it with Frencn text and with an attribution
to Busnois, while two early sixteenth-century sources from the
Imperial Court, Vienna 18810 and the partbooks Munich 328-331,
show it metamorphosed into a textless, presumably instrumental
work, carrying an attribution to Isaac. 59

In both these later

sources, Vous marchez is part of a group of older French songs
subjected to similar transformations:

ligatures are removed, long

tones become repeated short ones, and range extensions, ornaments,
and even extra parts work to effect idiomatic instrumental
arrangements.

Since the most important

s~rviving

prototype of such

technique from the later fifteenth century is the Ferrarese
col:ection Casanatense 2856, and since ties between the Ferrarese
and the Imperial musical establishments were relatively close,
during the final years of the fifteenth century, it seems possible
that a body of Ferrarese arrangements of French songs, like those in
Casanatense, could have served as models for the collection in the
Vienna and Munich sources.

Specifically, Vous marchez, as it

appears in Trent 91, would have fit perfectly into such a Ferrarese
58 Trent 1947-4, although perhaps later than the Trent collection, seems to have scribal
connections with it; see Chapter 1, note 84. This version of the song gives it a second contra line
unique there.
59The Munich partbooks are in large part copies of those in vienna. Reievant aspects of both
sources are explored in Don Smithers, -ATextuai-Musicai inventory and Concordanca of Munich
University MS 328-331", RMAC 8 (1970), pp.34-89. The attrhJtion to "Ysaac", or Isaac, appears
only in the Munich source.
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selection:

its state in Wiser's reading, incorporating many (though

not all) of the features of the Austrian sources, might thus be
explained by its membership in this hypothetical earlier group of
Ferrarese arrangements. 60
A third addition made by Wiser to the Trent 91 frontespiece
collection points not just to Ferrara, but to Martini himself:
motet Perfunde caeli rare,

on ff.40v-42r.

the

Some twenty-five years

ago, Benvenuto Disertori published this work as Martini's, and his
judgment has met with nearly universal acceptance, despite the
piece's anonymous and unique preservation. 61 In large part, this is
because Disertori rested his case on historical facts and
probabilities.

The work's text is an epithalamion for Duke Ercole

d'Este's wedding in the summer of 1473, and Martini, hired in
January of that same year as the court's resident composer, would
logically have been asked to produce the musical setting.

(The only

other known composer then resident at the d'Este court, Johannes
Brebis, wrote in a style notably dissimilar to that seen in Perfunde
caeli rare, as even brief consultation of his own nearly
contemporary motet for
will Show. 62 )

i:::: rcoIe,

Hercules omne memorandus aevo,

Given the likelihood that Martini wrote Perfunde casJi,

then, its placement by Wiser constitutes a communication, like the
choice of Martini's Missa Cucu to open the manusciipt, that the
60 Compare Lockw:>od's analysis of Casanatense's procedures in Music in Ferrara. pp.266-272.
l.ockwoocl stresses that archiuval entries attest to performance of songs in their original shapes

with French or Italian texts, although the sources containing these did not survive.
61 See Benvenuto Disertori, ed., Johannes Martini: Magnificat a Messa, ArchiviJm Musices
MetropOlitanum Mediolanense 12 (Milan: Veneranda fabbrica del Duomo, 1964), p. i (general
historical disaJssion), p. 88 (annotated translation of the text), and pp.89-97 (musical text;.
62 ~~ !he commel'1t!5 on this point by Wolfgang S;4)han, who first a.'ivanced the ~~.rticn, in
Die Burgundische-Nied#;{;diidisciJe Motetie;a;f ~8it oc;..eg'-,f1iii$ (i<.~i: ~-enreiter, 1937),
p.65, esp. note 28.
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Ferrarese master had some special significance with respect to
Scribe A's collection.
Using Perfunde caeli rare as an entering wedge, we can now
approach the body of anonymous works which make up the remainder
of the frontespiece collection - of both its core, copied by Scribe A,
and of the additions there by Trent writers - and see how these fit
into what is known of Martini's life and works during the early
1470s.

The Anonymous Pieces in the Frontespiece Collection
Two of the anonymous works in the frontespiece collection are
paraphrases of chants from the Ordinary of the Mass.

The Gloria

from Mass XI of the modem GraduaJe Romanum is the basis of Scribe
A's incomplete entry on ff.37v-39r 63, while the addition by Scribe C
on the last leaves of fascicle 4 (ff.46v-48r) is a paraphrase of the
famous melody known as Credo I. (See Transcriptions Nos. 2 and 5.)
Because of the generic link between them, the two pieces will be
considered together here.
Paraphrases of the Gloria and the Credo, the two longest
chants in the Mass Ordinary, are quite rare in English and FrancoNetherlandish sources after about 1450. 64

Post-1450 sources from

Germanic regions, on the other hand, evince a strong interest in both
items as paraphrase subjects.

As we have just seen, the Imperial

Court paraphrase repertory included several, which find later
63 The bassus part is missing from the Gloria's second opening.
64 Martinrs own plainchant Masses (to be discussed further below) provide almost the only
exart1>leS of the tj-pe. A s."ni!=: cycI6 acco.-npanying hil:: Missa Feria/is, in its appearance in CS 35,
may ultimately prove traceable to Martiri as well.
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counterparts in the work of Isaac; Munich 3154, Strahov, and
Specicilnik, as well as the Trent Codices apart from 91, contain a
fair number more.

On the grounds of their genre, then, our two

pieces, both of which must date from the early 1470s,65 appear more
likely to have originated in some Austro-German center than in the
Low Countries, France, or England.
The approach to paraphrase underlying both, however, argues
for an opposite conclusion.

Midcentury Austro-German Ordinary

paraphrases, as Chapter Two has just shown, tend towards some
form of cantus tracrus

technique:

the cantus firmus appears in high

relief against the surrounding polyphcnic texture, in long values and
with minima! ornamentation, engaging in motivic play with the other
voices to a limited extent, if at all.

The Gloria and Credo settings

from the Imperial Court paraphrase repertory exemplify this
approach very clearly.

But the frontespiece Gloria and Credo reflect,

instead, a Netherlandish approach to paraphrase, in the style defined
by Dufay: through numerous added notes and freely varied
rhythmicization, they effectively transform their underlying chants
into fifteenth-century melodies.

Both, further, exempllfy a

development just getting underway, in France and the Low Countries,
dl.!ring the later 1460s:

phrases of the chant appear in discantus and

tenor (or even, on occasion, in all of the parts) in imitation, so that
while the chant may be paraphrased completely in only one voice, its
motivic material influences the entirety of the setting.

As the

65 The Gloria. because it is in SCri>e A's own hand. may be consideree 3 wcl'k of ca.1470, copied
ca 1473. The Credo was apparently copied slightly later along with the Mass cycle in fascicle 5,
which (as Chapter i e.cpiained) supe~ a new ink coler on Scribe A's preparation base: that
cycle, as Chapter 4 will show, may date from ca 1474-75.
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century drew to a close, chant-based compositions in western
European sources were marked increasingly strongly by such
imitative technique. 66
Even on purely biogiaphical grounds, Martini seems an
excellent candidate for the authorship of these works.

Trained in

western Europe, and fully conV6isant with traditions there, he held a
position in a

Ge:'~afi-speaking

city, where Ordinary paraphrases

would have been in demand, at about the time these pieces were
written; a Gloria and a Credo in Franco-Flemish style might thus
very 10gica!ly find a place in his output.

But beyond this, the

paraphrase works already attributed to him - eleven hymns and two
plainsong Mass cycles, all in Ferrarose sources - place him among
the leading practitioners of specifically imitative paraphrase
technique, of the type seen in these two works, during the 1470s.67
The Trent 91 pieces also show some of the traits discernible in
Martini's other pieces, presumably of similar date, within Trent 91,
the Missa Cucu and Psrfunds casli rors: all reveal a preference for
nervous rhythms expressed in small note vaiues, for constantly
disjunct altus and bassus lines, and for low sonorities in the

66 See Sparks's extended discussion of Netherlandish paraphrase technique in Cantus Firroos,
Chapter 2, and particularly his account of imitative writing in paraphrase compositions (using as
examples both an anonymous example from Trent 89 and the Missa Domenicalis of Martini),
pp.174-1 n. Regarding the latter. Sparks makes the important point that since paraphrase
composition tended to be a conservative genre, it incorporated imitative writing only towards
1470, after this had become quite standard. over the preceding two decades. not only in secular
~Ie but in the Mass and the motet.
6 Imitative organization has already been used as the primary basis for attrbJting anonymous
....c~ t\:i Mii,li••i"iihin the more restricted field of the Ferrara marlJSCripts. See, especially,
Masukata Kanazawa. -Martini and Brebis at the Estense chaper, in Essays Presented to Myron
Gilmore. ed. S. Bertelli and G. Ramakus (Florence, 1978). pp. 421-436. On the dating and
contents of the Mode maooscript pair, which contains Martinfs hymns. see Lockwood. Music in
Ferrara. pp.219-222.
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bassus. 68

In summary, there is reason, on both stylistic and

historical grounds, to accept the Gloria and the Credo as Martini's
work; given, in addition, their manuscript context, they seem very
likely to be his.

Another paraphrase composition figures among Wiser's
additions to fascicle 4.
45r.

This is the three-voice Te deum on ff.43v-

(See Transcription No.4.)

One of the earliest polyphonic

redactions of the chant (only Binchois's setting and one other, in
Trent 88, are 0Ider6 9 ) it includes even-numbered verses only; the
discantus presents tho chant line simply, verse by verse, with few
ornamental gestures apart from cadences.

As in most settings of

similar date, that line is a mixture of the two ·versions· of the Te
deum, the tonus simplex and the tonus solemnis. 70

This piece too coUld have entered the Trent 91 collection as an
appendix to Martini's other works there.

Even within its extremely

simple stylistic confines, imitative presentation of chant material
plays a sUfficiently important role to suggest his hand.
Furthermore, the Te deum fits naturally into a repertory of
anonymous paraphrase compositions to which Martini almost surely
made some contributions.

This is the set of Psalms for Matins found

68 The anonymous Gloria, in order to hannonize its second-mode chant presented (unusually)
without transposition, has a bass Ii~ descending to 0 below
; the two attributed works, similarly
.
written with true basses below the ~enor line. descend to F below
69 irani 88's setting is on ff.245v-247r there. (It aJso appears on ff.71v-72r of the same codex.
incomplete and without text; otherwise it is unique.) Binchois's setting is widely cflStributed. "'ith
appearances in ModB. ff.21v-24r (its eariiest reading). Milan 2269. ff.118r-12Ov, SP B 80. ff.242v2461', 5egovia ff.101v-102r. and Verona 761 ff.222v-22Sr.
70 The mixed tones are disaJssed in WU'1fried Kirsch. Die Que/len de, mehrstimmi[;en MagniflCatund Te Deum-Vertonungen bis zur Mitte des 16. Jahrhunderts (Tutzing: SChneider, 1966), p.83.
Unfortunately, too little is as yet known about them to support any conclusions as to provenance
or date of their settings.
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in the Ferrarese manuscripts ModC-1 and ModC-2 (for odd- an:! evennumbered verses respectively).

Of the 33 settings there - meant to

cover the full round of Matins services for the week - 22 are in two
parts only, with a direction for performance in fauxbourdon.

Eleven

others, though, are in three written-out parts, and these, in cleffing,
ranges, and part-nomenclature, parallel the Te deum exactly; the
verse-by-verse formal approach is also similar.

As Example 3.7

shows, the r&semblariC9 is greatest when 'Jccasional points of
imitation enliven the Psalm settings.
Martini's preparation of a Te dfJum would have followed
logically upon his writing of Matins Psalms, since from a liturgical
standpoint such a setting was necessary as the conclusion to Matins
services every Sunday and feast day, as well as for special
celebrations.
pa~es

It might even be possible to suggest that some of the

now missing from ModC-2 - the "even-verse" Office

manuscript from the Ferrarese Chapel - could have included his
setting; given the overwhelming preference for even-verse settings
in the early history of the Te deum,

the absence of complementary

odd-verse sections in ModC-1 is no obstacle to this surmise)1

The Benedicamus domino
part of an ancient

settings in Scribe A's collection,

tradition that includes two works by Dufay, must

come into Martini's oeuvre on the coattails of their neighbors in
71 See Kirsch, Die Duel/en, pp.75-n.
The contents of most of the fourteen folios missing from the center of ModC-2 can be inferred
from those of the companion volume. ModC-1, which has the odd-numbered verses of hyrms,
MagniflCats, and Psalms, presumably once completed in ModC-2. The Tract Domine non
secundum is, however, complete in ModC-1, and could have been corTlllemented by a Te deum,
preceding the Matins Psalms, in ModC·2. Corf1)are Lockwood. Music in Ferrara. p.251.
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Trent 91, as they lack any obvious clues for dating and
10calization. 72

(See Transcription No.3.)

well, once agam through

But once there, they fit in

reliance on imitative presentation of

thematic material - which. as in the Te deum, is all the more
noticeable in so simple a context.

The first four, all duos for equal

or near-equal voices, can moreover find specific counterparts within
seme duo sections of the Missa Cucu.

Example 3.8 illustrates the

"voice-exchange" that results, in both contexts, as imitation occurs
in close rhythmic succession at the unison.

The melodic ideas

involved are also strikingly similar, displaying the densely
ornamented rhythms and concentric pitch designs characteristic of
Martini's attributed works in this collection.

Among the anonymous works in the frontespiece collection,
then, the Gloria, the Credo. the Te deum, and the Benedicamus domino
settings can perhaps be ascribed to Martini.

All exemplify the

genres which might have interested him most at around the time of
their composition; all match well with comparable examples of his
known work within those genres.

With the largest of Scribe A's

anonymous works. the Missa Regina caeli laerare . stylistic issues
become far more complex, and the prospects for precise attribution
diminish accordingly.

At the same time, though, this cycle fits best,

out of all of the frontespiece's anonymous works, into that picture
72 The pieces are not built on any of the better-known BenedicamJs domino chants. but may yet
be revealed as paraphrases once the repertory is better catalogued. Cc~re Michel HugJo, "Las
debuts del Ja polyphonie a Paris: las pi8miers organa parisiens,- in Aktuelle Fragen de'
Musikbezogenen Mittelalterforschung, Forum MusicoJogicum 3, ed. Wulf Artt and Hans oesch
(Wintertror: Amadeus, 1982), pp.134-154. and Anne Walters Robinson, -Benedicamus domino:
The Unwritten Tradition-, JAMS 41 (1988),1-52.
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of Martini's development outlined over the course of this chapter,
for it shows the concrete infiuence of the two compoS6iS most
import.ant in that picture:

Dufay and Faugues.

The Missa Regina caeli (see Transcription No.1) is, on the
whole, an imperfect work.

It is easy to see, ir: fact, as the effort of

a gifted apprentice, with striking ideas carried through in a still
unpolished manner; a tair frequency of small contrapuntal disasters
reveals its composer's still-unsteady technique)3

Because in some

respects the piece exaggerates Martini's characteristic style in the
Missa Cucu and Perfunde caeli rore

- particularly the rhythmic

language, with its continual reliance on very short values, is
reminiscent of those works - the temptation readily arises to
consider it as a youthful work by Martini himself.
must remain open, for now.

That question

It seems justifiable, though, to consider

the cycle's anonymous composer as a minor figure within whatever
circle he joined, if not as an apprentice therG - and, consequentiy, to
speak of certain apparently deliberate similarities between his
work and more accomplished specimens of Mass composition as
RemulationR, on his part, of established masters.

Such an assumption

will guide the following discussion.
The Missa Regina caeli laetare is based on the Metrian antiphon
now used at Compline in Paschal Time, presenting this melody, in
free paraphrase, as a tenor cantus firmus; Scribe A underlaid the
Antiphon text in the tenor with intent that it be sung, to jUdge by

73 For inst.ance, the prominent series of parallel fifths in m.8 (discantus, altus, and bassus) of the
Agnus dei stems from the composer's inability to integrate the rising sequential parallel of
discantus and tenor into a four-part texture.
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the care he took that its words should appear beneath the
ornamented chant phrases to which they belong.
this point below.)

(We will return to

Given such a basis for its structure, the cycle

immediately invites comparison with another, near-contemporary
Mass based on a Compline antiphon: Dufay's Missa Ave regina

cae/orum.

As will be shown presently, the anonymous composer of

Scribe A's cycle seems to have been well aware of the parallel.
However, he also sought a model in the cycle immediately preceding
his own in Trent 91, Faugues's Missa La basse danze.
The anonymous composer's reliance on Faugues is apparent,
initially, through a comparison of the unusual headmotive schemes
governing both works.

In Faugues's Mass, a near-identical opening

links the Kyrie and the Sanetus; another (not, in Faugues's case, all
that closely related to the first) links Gloria and Credo; the Agnus
stands alone. This same pattern appears in the Missa Regina caeli

/aetare, as shown in Ex. 3.9a and 3.9b. There, too, it works in a kind
of counterpoint with the straightforward cyclic connection of all
five movements through a common tenor.
A deeper level of similarity can be

~een

through Table 3.8's

comparison of the formal layouts of the anonymous Gloria, Credo and
Sanctus with the same movements in the Faugues Mass.

Parallels

between the two Gloria movements are especially close: the tripletime initial sections start in reduced texture (A 2 in Faugues,

a3

in

the anonymous work), with the tenor entering at Gratias agimus,
shift to C at Qui sedes, and then to 0 for the final Cum sancto

spiritu.

The Ctnaiogy between the two Credo

moveiiieli~5

;5 a little

less tlght; both begin with reduced textures and shift from 0 to C at
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Crucifixus,

but the anonymous work places its finai move to 0 (or 0)

a little later. The two Sanctus movements repeat their Osanna
sections, wnich results in a similar double exposuia of the second
halves of their cantus firmi; both drop the cantus firmus during

Pleni and Benedictus sections in reduced texture.
Clearly, the Missa
movements,

t~egina

caeli laetare is not, in any of these

patterned after the Faugues Mass in the sense of

reproducing its actual dimensions: even allowing for the expanded
wmeasure count required by Faugues's notation in 0, the anonymous
W

work is much smaller in scale.
articulation points, vis-a-vis

The analogy is rather one of
the Mass Ordinary text.

To understand

why the anonymous composer chose to make it, we must turn to a
comparison of the two cantus firmi involved, utterly different as
these are in character and provenance.
Faugues's tenor line is rhythmically different in each
movement of the cycle.

Only the pitch succession of the original

basse danze tune, then, can reliably be abstracted through intermovement comparison.

Yet the presence of rests at certain points in

Faugues's presentations of that succession, each time these occur in
each movement, suggests that the original tune made its phrase
divisions at those same points.

In other words, the basse danze

might defensibly be rhythmicized and reconstructed more or less

as

SClii.i6Lze has it in his study of Faugu6:'S cycle, so that it reads as in

Example 3.10. 74

74see SChuetze, Introduction, pp.24-28.
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Four large phrases are discernible here, not just through the
four-bar rhyti.rr.;cization suggested for them,

but through their

melodic construction as antecedent-and-consequent pairings of
higher and lower segments from the melody's overall range.
(Markings on the example define these segments precisely.)
phrases are then grouped overall into two pairs by a
emphasis on

The four

cadenti,:~

d (already defined, ihr"uugh insistent repetition, as the

tune's final) after the second of them.

Within each pair, the second

phrase is half again as long as the first.
Turning next to Example 3.11, we see the antiphon Regina casli

tastars , dS reconstructed from the tenors of all five movements in
the Mass. This reading turns out to match the standard Roman
version fairly closely, although it compresses the melismatic
passages there by cutting their internal repetitions.

Formai

analysis then reveals a surprisingly similar configuration, in terms
of phrase structure, to the basse danzs tune. Textual sense
demands a fourfold division, demarcated by the Alleluia refrain and
confirmed by emphasis on the f final.

The melismatic extension of

the Alleluia in the second and fourth phrases makes these half

ag~in

as long as the first and third, so that overall the melody displays the
same proportions as the reconstructed basse danze.
It seems, then, that the anonymous composer's perception of
structural similarity between his chosen antiphon and the basss

danze tune led him to adopt Faugues's Mass as a model. What he
borrowed, specifically, was Faugues's sense of how a cantus firmus
with the proportions just described could best support the texts of
the Gloria, the Credo, and the Sanctus. Returning to Table 3.8, we
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can see how this worked.

The analogy between the textual points

chosen for initial tenor entries in the Gloria and Credo movements
obtains with almost equa! clarity for the entries of the second
phrases of the two cantus firmi, although the two phrases in their
second halves are somewhat differently distributed.

The two

Sanctus movements shew a similar relationship, although here,
given the melismatic tendencies of beth the settings, the
coordination of cantus firmus phrases with Ordinary text is not
quite so neatly parallel.
The anonymous composer's emulation of Dufay takes a subtler
ferm than does his reliance on Faugues.

His chosen cantus firmus,

Regina caeH laetare, differs from Dufay's Ave regina caelarum on
all significant musical grounds, despite liturgical kinship:

in phrase

strueturp, in tonality, and in motivic content, the two melodies have
nothing in common.

Thus the most obvious means of emulation - the

replication or recomposition of large-scale structures, or the
quotation of substantial passages - were debarred to the anonymous
composer from the start.

The basic premises of his cycle, though,

are very much those of Dufay's.
Both cycles expose their cantus firmi once ovei the course of
each movement, with the same kinds of changes worked upon them.
Notes added over the course of each phrase permit the chant, in both
cases, to function as a freely composed tenor line, similar in style
to the other parts; such a departure from traditional long-note
cantus firmus presentation constitutes, in fact, something of an
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innovation within the tenor Mass genre. 7S

(Example 3.12 shows the

tenor lines of the two Kyrie movements by way of illustration.)
Dufay adds notes singly, or in small groups, as passing- or changingtones, playing up features inherent in the original line (as the added
a and g in mm.5-6 stress the opposition of band b ), or defining
smClller subdivisions within that line as cadential gestures within
the new polyphonic context (see the added g and b at m.7 in Kyrie 1)
In other words, he expands the chant into an adequate basis for a
large-scale movement by making explicit small structural points
already present there.
for this same effect.

Clearly, the anonymous composer is aiming
But he is less sensitive to his material; he

tends to let the chant melody run an undifferentiated

course, and

then, at the most obvious juncturas, adds whole extra phrases to
spin it out to adequate length, as in the five-measure codetta ending
Kyrie 1.
The anonymous composer also creates a framework for his
cantus firmus using essentially the same combination of clefs as
Dufay. (See Example 3.13.)

This is not an inevitable step, despite

both chants' assignment to Mode 6.

Dufay uses Ave regina cae/arum

in its standard transposition up a fifth, so that its range is g-g' and
its final c'. Regina caeli /aetare ,untransposed,

instead spans e-d',

with final on f; since it couid just as conveniently have been set in
tenor clef, the anonymous's use of alto clef instead might reflect his
desire to replicate, as far as possible, the relation of the three
upper lines in Dufay. (He took C4 as his bassus clef, rather than
75 See the cflscussions of this point in Howard Mayer Brown, Music in the Renaissance
(Englewood crlffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1976), p. 51, and in Fallows, Dufay, p.210.
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Dufay's F3, because the f finals of his tenor line call for a bassus
cross to c' above, with the option of a few pitches higher than that;
Dufay's final is c', and his bassus phrases finish on c below.)
The two outer movements of the anonymous cycle - which have
no particular parallels in the Faugues Mass - stand in the closest
relation to the Missa Ave regina cae/arum.
formal plans of the two Kyries.

Table 3.9 compares the

Dufay's, alternating free material

with sections based on the cantus firmus, compromises the chant's
original structure through a repetition of its first and last phrases,
forcing its natural fourfold structure into a threefold scheme.

In

the anonymous work, the provision of two Christe sections, together
with the extreme brevity of the two Kyries (both are underlaid with
just one invocation, and neither accepts three very readily),
suggests that the composer envisioned a similar plan of sectional
repetition.

But this is uncertain, since he provided neither material

for the free interstices, on Dufay's model, nor iubrics specifying an

alternatim

performance. 76

At any rate, as Table 3.10 indicates, the anonymous composer
opted on his own to alter the chant's strUCture
movement:

:n

his Agnus

Scribe A's rubric there makes plain that the Agnus 1,

76 The proportions of OCkeghem's Kyries, particular1y, are not much larger than these: see, for
example, that of his Missa Au travail suis, with twelve tempora in its opening section, or that of his
Missa De plus en plus, with fifteen. Both these sections are, in their modem edition, made to
accorrmodate three invocations. though with a certain ill grace.
Marianne Henze, Studien zur
Messenkomposition Johannes Ockeghems (Berlin: Merseburger, 1968), pp.42-43 and 70-71.
Similar two1)art cflVisions eX the Christa section OCQJr in OCkeghem's Missa Pro/atiofXJm, in
Isaac's Missa eatmifXJm (and in the Rener cfCle modeled upon it), in Isaac's Missa VitgO
prudentissima, and in Agricola's Missa Le seMteur(where, however, the second Christe, a
bicinium, is probably not part of the original cycle.) StaeheDn, (Die Messen Heinrich Isaacs, vol. 3,
pp.58-59) argues that in both the Isaac cycles, an aJternatim performara is inappropriate, and the
two Christes are meant as alternatives to one another. Given the disposition of the cantus firT11JS
in the Missa Regina caeli, though, such a solution seems ifr4)rObabIe there.

see
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embodying the first half of the chant, should be repeated as Agnus 3,
while Dufay instegd reserves his last two chant phrases for a
separate Agnus 3.

Still,

the anonymous piece does follow Oufay's

lead through one important stretch.

Both open their second

invocations as duos on free material, in two phrases of four longs
each, cadencing a fifth apart.

Then, just at the point where Dufay

brings in a third voice to begin an imitative presentation of cantus
firmus material, the anonymous piece begins a similar reference to
its owr. chant, also set in imitation.
the allusion, goes so far as to
Further on, where

s~~ply

(Scribe A, as if to underscore
the antiphon text here.)

Dufay's Agnus 2 ends with the famous sequential

progression on miserere nobis,

common to his motet on the same

antiphon,77 an extended sequential passage in the anonymous work,
beginning with the entrance of the bassus at m.14, suggests that
here too Dufay served as a paradigm.
Both the Kyrie and the Sanctus in the anonymous work also
emulate Dufay on a more detailed structural level, through
preimitation of the tenor entries, one of the more strikingly
innovative devices of the Missa Ave regina cae/arum.

The

anonymous work has a modest number of such passages: two, for
instance, appear in tns Christe 1, at the start and at m. 15ft.

The

first of these may, in fact, include a direct citation of Dufay:

as the

second phrase of Regina caeli /aetare opens the section in the tenor,
the discantus cites the second phrase of Ave regina cae/arum (Sa/ve
radix),

n

which opens the Christe 1 tenor in Dufay's Mass.

For olSaJSSion of this and also further citations. elsewhere in the cycle. of the motet Ave regina
ceJorum. see Fallows. Duray. pp.210-11.
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In summary, all of these features suggest that the anonymous
composer used Dufay's Kyrie and Agnus as direct models for his own
productions on those same texts in the Missa Regina caeli /aetare.
He could not take over, beyond brief allusion, the actual settings
Dufay had created for Ave regina cae/arum, but he could approximate
their general style, the structures of their component sections, and
the most striking aspects of their cantus firmus treatment.
Probably the resulting two movements are the best of his cycle.
The central three movements too, thcugh they take their
groundplans from elsewhere, present certain resemblances to Dufay.
Particularly the Gloria and the Credo strive for a constant textural
variety which has no counterpart in Faugues, but is one of the
leading characteristics of the Missa Ave regina cae/arum (and of
later Dufay in general).

For instance, in both Glorias, the passage

Domine deus, agnus dei, filius patris is a duo - with the
anonymous's lower voice making brief reference, possibly, to the
first point of imitation in Dufay.

Elsewhere, the resemblance is

between successions - rather than exact placements - of reduced
textures, as in the Et in spiritum

sections of the two Credos, where

phrases of the cantus firmus appear as the top voices in duos.
The Missa Regina caeli /aetare, then, seems in many respect to
be the conceptual offspring of the Missa Ave regina cae/arum, and as
such offers some insights into its parent work.

First, Scribe A's

careful and complete underlay of the antiphon text to its tenor line
confirms the evidence already assembled by Alejandro Planchart
from me survivlng copies of the Missa Ave regina cae/arum: both
Dufay and his anonymous apprentice were working within a bitextual
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tradition of Marian Masses, in which the cantus firmus retained its
own words against the Ordinary text in the other voices.

Works such

as the Ecce ancil/a Masses of Dufay, Ockeghem, and Regis may thus
be reconstituted

along the same lines, even where their later

sources do not specify the use of a second text. 7S And further, the

Missa Regina caeli implies a somewhat earlier dating for a
preliminary version, at least, of the Missa Ave regina cae/arum; if
the anonymous work was in fact copied into Trent 91 during the
early 1470s, its author would likely have consulted Dufay's work
well before the Cambrai dedication ceremony on July 5, 1472, now
widely accepted as the occasion for the premiere of the Missa Ave

regina cae/arum.

Portions, at least, of Dufay's last cycle might thus

have come into being along with the motet on Ave regina cae/arum,
which was copied at Cambrai in 1464-65.

But since Dufay evidently

kept the cycle private to some degree even after its probable use at
the dedication ceremony, allowing Simon Mellet to copy it only in
1473, we can assume that he continued to revise and polish it
practically

UP

to his last moments: any version of the work which

our anonymous apprentice might have consulted would probably have
differed substantially from the one we know. 79

78 See Alejandro Planchart, -Pa1S with Words and without Words: the Evidence for Multiple
Texts in FJfteenth-Century Masses-, Studies in the Performance of La.s-Mediaeval Music, ed.
Stanley Boonnan (Cambridge University Press, 1983), pp.227-51, which incorporates
observations about Oufay's Masses specifically, from Gareth R.K. Curtis, "Brussels, Bibliotheque
Royale, MS 5557 and the Texting of Oufay's Ecce ancilia donini and Ave regina celorum Masses-,
AcM51 (1979), pp.73-85.
79 Rob C. Wegman's recent study of the watermarks in the Brussels 5557 copy of the Missa Ave
regina caeJorum pJaces the work's appearance there anywhere between 1466 and 1476 (or even
somewhat later). See his "New Data concerning the Origins and Chronology of Brussels,
Koninklyke Bibliotheek, M~ipt 5557: TVNM 36 (1986), 5-25. Chapter Four wiii offer some
comment on the appearance of the Mass in its other two chief sources.
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Martini's collection at Ferrara, ModO, included the Missa Ave

regina cae/orum, in addition to the two Faugues cycles on L 'homme
arme and Je suis en /a mer, an

earl!~r

section of this chapter

presented evidence connecting him with the Missa La basse danze as
it appears in Trent 91.

To credit him with a work showing double

allegiance to Faugues and to Dufay would thus seem a logical step,
corroborating, for one thing, the assignment to him of the anonymous

Missa La man de San Gotardo in ModO, a work widely accepted as
Dufay's only a few decades ago. so As or through Scribe A, then,
Martini may have included in Trent 91 some specific evidence about
his own early development.

Summary:

On Franco-Flemish Music in the Trent Codices

The preceding chapter has sought to explain the contents and
configuration of Trent 91 's frontespiece collection with a single,
comprehensive themy:

Scribe A was either Johannes Martin:

himsAlf, or a member of Martini's immediate circle.
Some physical evidence argues this way.

The placement first

in the manuscript of the independent fascicle containing Martini's

Missa Cucu makes an initial suggestion; the best available
watermark date for the collection's paper includes a span of time
Martini very likely spent near Trento, at the Imperial Court or at
Innsbruck, or even in Trento itself; Scribe A's text hand bears some
80 Heinrich Besseler, acting on the suggestion of Laurence Feininger, published the Missa La
mort de San Gotatdo along with Dufay's complete works (GuilJelrri Dufay Opera Ormia. Corpus
Mensurabilis Musicae, Series 1 [Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1951-66] , vol. 2.)
Wolfgang Nitschke suggested that the cycle was instead a work by Martini (in StucJien zu den
Camus Fimvs Messen Guillaume Dufays, Berliner Studien zu Musikwissensch~ 13 [Bertin:
Merseburger, 1968], pp.292-374. See also Fallows, Dufay, p.193.
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resemblance to Martini's own, and his music hand shows a fluency
and efficiency worthy Of a professional.

The theory's strongest

claims, though, rest upon its ability to explain the rarified nature of
the repertory in the collection, the content of the readings there
versus their concordances in other manuscripts, and their several
links (augmented by the probably contemporaneous Caron copy now
bound into Trent 89) to Martini's Ferrarese repertory as reflected in
the volume ModO.

The additions made by the Trent collectors to

Scribe A's work confirm an idea of Martini as a central figure there.
The chapter's last section examined the anonymous
compositions in the frontespiece collection as possible works by
Martini, relating them to what is known of his career before his
establishment at Ferrara in 1473.

These attributions, if they are

valid, can provide a newly specific picture of the composer's early
development, and bring about a better undersfanljing of the
formation of his style on the basis of models from an earlier
generation, principally Oufay and Faugues.
But the theory of Martini's involvement with Trant 91 is
perhaps just as significant, in the long run, as a potential part of the
Trent Codices' history - as part of a newly specific historical
picture of of the avenues by which repertory from western Europe
came to enter this one collection.

If the preceding discussion is

Justified in its claims for the frontespiece fascicles in Trent 91,
those avenues may, sometimes, have been much more direct than
previously supposed.

Wiser's collection preserves, in this case, no

mere provincial reflection of Franco-Flemish musical Culture, but
rather a Franco-Flemish composer's autl)graph - or something very
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close to that - of his own work and that of his important
contemporaries.

This instance may prove to be far from unique. S1

Finally, Martini's apparent first-hand involvement in the Trent
coliection acts as confirmation of

his connection with the Imperial

Court, the probable source of much other repertory preserved in the
same manuscripts.

His presence there in turn constitutes strong

evidence that the Court Chapel, despite its geographic isolation,
maintained strong links with the musical culture of western Europe.
Its composers, through contacts like that with Martini, had
continued access to examples of current work by leading figures in
the circles where they themselves, most likely, had been trained.
With this observation, we can return to the problem of those
composers' own direct participation in fifteenth-century
developments.

We have already seen that they wrote paraphrases of

condsiderable artistry; how many among Trent 91's significant
large-scale compositions - particularly, among its examples of the
Mass Ordinary, the most important genre of the 1460s and 1470s can now be credited to the composers at Wiener Neustadt?
The two chapters that follow will attempt an answer to this
question.

81 Compare, for instance, ReinhafC1 Strohm's suggestion (cited in Bent, "WISer at Work-, p.89)
that the composer Pullois supplied the copyists of Trent 93 with the six Mass cycles prominently
featured in that manuscript, before presenting these to the Marquis Leonello d'Este for use in the
Ferrara Chapel (a transaction recorded in June of 1447).
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Chapter Four
Masses for Three Voices in Trent 91:
The Case for a Regional Tradition

The principal strength of the collection Trent 91 lies in its
compositions for the Mass Ordinary.

The preceding two chapters

have already presented a number of pieces in this category:

the

paraphrase repertory of the manuscript's central fascicles includes
several settings of Ordinary chants, while Scribe A's collection
groups two such settings with three large-scale cyclic Masses on
tenor cantus firmi.

This and the following chapter will now address

a further array of cyclic Ordinary compositions - nine in all - which
make up, among themselves, the remainder and greater part of Trent
91's contents.

The general aim of the inquiry will be, as with those

just conducted for other sections of the manuscript, to reach
preliminary conclusions, at least, as to the provenance of these
cycles, and as to their place within the overall development of Mass
music in the later fifteenth century.

Specifically, it will challenge

the prevailing view concerning the cycles: that they are
importations from the musical establishments of Flanders and
:' =~he~il France - as Scribe A's collection, by contrast, seems in
fact to be in large part.'

Instead, both chapters will argue, most of

the Masses in Trent 91 are, like the paraphrase repertory there, the
, See, for instance, Rob C. Wegman, ·An Anonymous Twin of Johannes OCkeghem's Missa
Quinti toni in san Pieri" 3 eo·, TVNM 37 (1987), 25-48. Wegman (on p.26) designates the
anonymous Mass in iil5Cicie 5 as a WOrk of Franco-Flemish provenance, wit!'xxJt adducing any
particular evidence to support this.
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work of composers active much closer to Trent itself:

those

employed in the Imperial Chapel, during the period from
approximately 1460 t01475, under the patronage of the Emperor
Friedrich III.
The basis for this contention IS, primarily, the stylistic
consistency of the repertory itself, in its expression of a few
clearly definable compositional techniques which, as we will see,
tend to draw the Masses of Trent 91 (together with several of those
in Trent 89) into two large subgroupings within the Mass Ordinary.
These repertorial categories, it will be argued, reflect the unfolding
of specific lines of compv5itional endeavor among a group of
composers working in close contact with one another, within a
limited geographical area.

To some extent, external evidence -

patterns of manuscript preservation, notatio::al traits, and
connections with repertories of more clearly demonstrable

.orovenance
contentions.

- will be marshalled to support
these stvlistic
..
"
Still, though, the strongest evidence of the existence

of this Austro-German school of the 1460s, and of its importance to
the Trent collection, is that drawn from the music itself.

For as

Chapter Two has already shown, little prospect currently exists for
tracing the probable members of the school - Touront as its leader,
and secondarily Barbingant and Vincenet, together with others
whose names have vanished altogether - in documents of the
relevant time and place; while we can hope that this situation will
improve, we must proceed for now as best we can.
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The nine cycles remaining to be studied in the Trent 91
assembly group themselves readily into two classes.2 One class, to
be evaluated in the following chapter, use as their compositional
bases German songs in polyphonic settings, akin to or even drawn
from the song repertory preserved in the Glogauer Liederbuch, the
Schedel Liederbuch, and the Buxheimer Orgelbuch. These cycles are
all scored for four voices, like those in Scribe A's Franco-Flemish
collection.

The other group, to which we will now tum, have by

contrast no apparent bases in preexisting songs, nor even (in all but
one case) in sacred cantus firmi.

Further, the Masses

Or

this group

are all scored for a somewhat unusual combination of three voices:
a discantus, a tenor, and a contratenor which functions as the
lowest sounding part.
Three-voice texture with low contra nas sometimes been
presented, in discussions of fifteenth-century compositional
technique, as a kind of simplification of four-voice scoring, which
by the time of Trent 91 's compilation had achieved a certain
preeminence with respect to the cyclic Mass.

Low contra texture is,

in this view, -normal four-part texture deprived of its inessential
harmonic filler, the contratenor primus -; its emergence,
consequently, is placed most logically in the 1460s, a decade or so
after the first emergence of four-part writing as a prevailing norm. 3
Most importantly, low-contra texture, in this same view, replaced,
2 The canonic Missa Ouatut;r ex una wiD not be discussed at length in this dissertation: as its title
implies, it consists of only one written-out part, marked to show the proper points for three
successive canonic entries, and so does not fit into either of the Mass groupings define1 above.
It will figure briefly in Chapter Five, in connection with the Mass following it in the manJscript. the
Missa Genti madonna mia.
3 The description is quoted from Wegman, -An Anonymous Twin·, pp.25-26.
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within the span of a few years, the older type of three-voice
scoring, seen in Mass C(hllpositions (and in polyphony generally) from
the first half of the fifteenth century, in which the contra is cleffed
higher than or equal to the tenor, and functions alternately as low
and middle part. 4
Table 4.1 lists the clef combinations of Masses and Mass pairs
in the three youngest Trent Codices (88, 89, and 91).

Its purpose is

to test the hypothetical evolution of scoring practice just outlined from three-voice texture with high contra to four-voice texture and
its supposed simplified counterpart, low-contra scoring in three
parts - against Trent's cross section of the Mass repertory from the
middle decades of the century.

Initially, the evoiutionary

generalization appears to hold good: three-voice writing with lowcleffed contra (as seen in pieces marked with asterisks) does
completely displace that with high-cleffed contra for the purposes
of Trent 91, last in the series, which contains mostly four-part
Masses.
situation.

Trent 89, however, reveals the actual complexity of the
Even with the incomplete dating information now

available, it seems plain,

Oil

this collection's evidence, that three-

voice textures with low and high contra were both in active use,

4 Wegman

rAn

Anonymous Twin-, pp.25-26) calls this higher contra style -chanson texture-,
asserting that it was "virtually abandoned after ca. 1460...(as] a new predildion for harmonic
direction began to assert itself". This view, of course, draws upon the ideas of Heinrich Besseler,
espcially as put forward in his extended study Bourdon 8t Fauxboutdon, 2nd rev. ed. (leipzig:
Breitkopt and Hartel, 1974). It takes, however, no account of severaJ irfl)Ortant cflSCUSSions
opposed to Besseler's such as Ernst Apfel -Der klatlgliche 5atz und der freie Diskantsatz im
fUnfzet"rnen Jahrhunde~, AfMw 1291955),297-313, which offers a colT1)letely different
historir..ai 2ssesc;meilt of the two opposed three-voice textures, using, in fact, the Missa Ouinti toni
(a focal point eX Wegman's study) as its leading ex3fTl)le. Marga."'St Bent's forthcoming study. will
explore this controversy in greater detail than can be undertaken here.
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side by side with four-part scoring, throughout the 1460s and
possibly into the 1470s as well. s
The use of low-contra texture in preference to the older highcontra type does not, then, appear to be tightly coupled with the
emergence of four-voice texture as a norm.

lts historical roots are

more complex, and this discussion will not undertake to unravel
them.

However it came into being, though, low-contra texture

evidently was, for those composers who contributed to the Trent
collection, one of several compositional options available; the
decision to use it, rather than the high-contra alternative, was
analogous to (for instance) the choice between traditional chant
cantus firmi and secular songs as bases for cyciic unification. s In
this light, it sems reasonable to investigate the Trent 91 Masses
with low contra not as the random results of a continent-wide
evolutionary trend, but as the possible products of a specific,
potentially even localized experiment, carried on by a limited
subgroup of contributors to the Trent collection.

To gain a broader

base for the evaluation of this experiment, the low-contra cycles of
Trent 91 will be considered together with some similarly scored and
nearly contemporaneous pieces in Trent 89.

5 Objections to Supanni saunclers's dating of Trent 89's completion in 1466 or earlier have
already been raised in Chapters One and Three. Even if her dates are accepted, though, the
above discussion is not much affected: the point is that T~nt 89 shows both types of three-voice
texture concurrently in use, in repertory composed sometime between ca.1460 and ca.1470.
6 Compare, too, Peter Burkholder's objections to the traditional evolutionist model of
developmerts in the early parody Mass (or, in his own tenrinology. the imitation Mass) in "Martini",
;::pA70-'f?'~. Bu~holde!' argues that Masses borrowing from more than one voice of a sea.;lar
model were composed, over several decades, side by side with others where borrowing was
limited to the tenor, so that here too composers were exercising a compositional option :ather
than follcwing an overall trend of development.
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Two of the cycles from Trent 89 (in fascicles 2 and 5 there)
are by Johannes Touront; both were copied on what is probably the
manuscripfs oldest paper, and so date, probably, to the early
1460s. 7

Trent 89 also contributes another cycle (in fascicle 27),

now generally attributed to Barbingant, in a copy likely a few years
younger than those of Touront's pieces. 8

Two further low-contra

masses in Trent 89 (in fascicles 14 and 35) need consideration in
the following chapter rather than with the present group, since
uniike their companions here or in Trent 91, they are based on
German song material. 9

The anonymous Missa Le serviteur in Trent

88 also needs consideration elsewhere; probably, though, it is
roughly contemporaneous with the Touront cycles. 10
7 Saunders ("The Dating 01 the Trent Codices-, p. 91) assigns this paper, on the basis of its
watermark, to the period 1460-1462. Since the same paper type is found in Trent 88, overan an
older collection than Trent 89, it probably preceded the other papers in Trent 89.

The following discussion (together with the Table) adopts Gottlieb's practice, which in tum is
based on that of TInctoris, GaffuriJs, and other theorists, of referring to a Mass cycle (one without
pre-existing materiaQ with the -modal- label suggested by the overall range and roost frllquent
finals within its tenor line; the resulting titles are not intended to convey a judgment as to the
overall -mode- of the cofT1)OSition. 'ThJs, following TlI1Ctoris, the Barbingant Mass becomes the
Missa Primi toni; the second of Touront's Masses is the Missa Terti toni, as in Gottlieb; the first
Touront Mass is the Missa Septirri toni. ancJ the anonymous cycle in Trert 91's fascicle 21
(discussed below in the text) the Missa 5ecundi toni, for its tenor's transposed second mode.
(Vincenet's cycle, as his only contnbution to the group, needs no special designation.)
The Missa Tertii toni, as Table 4.1 shows, uses a true Iow~ combination only i'I its Gloria. In
the other movements, the contra behaves as a lowest part most of the time; Touronrs preference
(everywhere but in the Gloria) for cadences on tenor e harmonized by contra !J makes it
expedient, though, to clef the contra higher.
8 Saunders, "The Dating of the Trent Codices-, p. 91 assigns a date of ca.1466 to this fascicle.
Charles Hamm attributed this cycle to Barbingant on the basis of its citation by Tnaoris: see his
-Another Barbingant Mass-, in Essays in Honor of Dragan Plamenac on his Seventieth Birthday,
ed. Gustav Reese and Robert Snow (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1969), pp.83-90.
Christopher Reynolds connected the cycle's reading in the Roman manuscript SP B 80 to an
exemplar present in Rome during early 1463; see ~ Manuscript SP B 80-, p.286.
9 The Masses in question are the Missa Deutschel Lieder, in fascicle 35. and the Missa
Wunsch1ich6n schi'n, on ff .162v-164r in fascicle 14 (Kyrie and Gloria only; the work is COf'11)lete in
the Strahov CodeX). The farst of these pieces probably dates from after 1470, since it was added
just after the Credo copied into Trent 89 from an exemplar in Munich 3154 datable to ca.1475.
(See the disaJssion in Chapter Three.) The second, also a later addition to its fascicle. is probably
about the same age. Both works are discussed further in the introduction to Chapter FIV8.
10 Although bound into a different codex, this cycle is on the same paper as the two Touront
works. Gerber (Iransmission and Repertory-, pp.1 09- 110) sugg&Sted that it was of French
origin. However, its extensive Credo deletions (also noted by Gerber). which paraDeI those of the
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Trent 91's own low-contra cycles appear in fascicles of
disparate types.

Two

(in fascicles 16 and 21) are on paper placed,

in Chapter 1, in the mid-1460s; these pieces, then, may be about the
same age as Touronfs and Barbinganfs.

Another cycle is on the

same paper as Scribe A's collection (in fascicle 5), and so probably
dates to the early 1470s, while the cycle in fasicle 20, as Chapter
One argued, was copied in that same period or even later. 11
Altogether, then, we have an array of seven Masses in threevoice, low-contra texture.
imperial Court

prov~r-ance,

To construct the hypothesis as to their
though, it will now be necessary to

divide them, through closer stylistic analysis, into several further
sUbgroups.

Discussion will begin with what is probably the last-

composed member of the set, the cycle in Trent 91's fascicle 20, for
it carries concrete internal evidence of its origins in or near the
heart of the Empire, in the form of plainchant cantus firmi.

The Anonymous Paraphrase Mass:
Notational

Chant Sources and

Practice

As the formal diagrams in Table 4.2 show, the anonymous
paraphrase Mass superimposes traditional cantus firmus techniques
on ty.·o lavels.

Each movement is, primarily, a complete paraphrase

of one preexisting Ordinary cham of the appropriate liturgical type.
All five movements, though, are bound together by a second cantus
firmus, which appears three times each in the Gloria and in the

German-song Masses in Trent 89 and 91, suggest that it also merits consideration as an Austrian
composition.
11 See the summary discussion of Trent 91's cofTl)Onents

in Chapter One.
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Credo, and once in each of the other movements. With each
recurrence, this second cantus firmus takes on a new shape: in the
Gloria, for instance, it first shows up a fourth below its original
pitch level, in rhythmic values half those of its original
presentation; in the Agnus it furnishes in its final appearance the
principal motives for a free imitative section; in i"termediate
presentations, it migrates from voice to voice, copiously
ornamented.

Probably its original shape is most easily deduced from

its first appearance, at the opening of the Christe section within the
Kyrie.

In Example 4.1, it can be seen to follow there a melodic

pattern common among second-mode Antiphons: an intonation c' d' f,
a medial pause on

r,

excerpt only) on c'.

and a close (marking, probably, the end of an
Once identified, this melody will very likely

furnish evidence as to the cycle's specific provenance.

If it is an

Antiphon, particularly, it may prove to bear text commemorating the
saint whose institution or feast day the Mass was composed to
celebrate. 12
In the meantime, four of the five main paraphrase subjects can
already be identified, and ail point clearly toward Imperial territory
as the general scene of the Mass's composition. 13 Both Kyrie and
Gloria use melodies known to the Post-Tridentine Roman rite, in
Mass IV (In festis apostolorum ) and Mass II (fur high feasts in
general) respectively.

Analysis of the paraphrases reveal versions

of these wisely distributed chants strikingly close to those given in
12 No matching Antiphon has as yet turned up in the Passau repertory. Similar ex3f11)les,
though. are easy enough to locate there: see, for instance, the Vespers Antiphons for the feast
of the Anrunciation.
13 The Credo of the cycle is surely a paraphrase composition like the other rncve:nents. but its
underlying chant has not as yet been located.
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the Passau Gradua/e

(151;): the Kyrie is, like Passau's, shorter than

in Western readings, particularly in its final invocation, while the
Gloria incorporates the short trope found in Passau's presentation of
the chant. 14 The Sanetus and the Agnus, further, share a single
melody (following Passau's norm with respect to these texts) which
turns up in only a small number of manuscript sources from eastern
Austria and Bohemia. These are listed in Table 4.3.
Because the Sanctus-Agnus chant is not inciuded in the Passau
Giadual of 1511, it is not possibie, at present, to tie the cycie
directly to the use of Passau and, thereby, to the Imperial Court
itself, by analogy with the paraphrase repertory discussed in
Chapter Two.

Table 4.3 shows, in fact, that of the several sources

containing the melody, the most nearly congruent to the cycle is the
~remonstratensian

Gradual from the Bohemian town of Schlagl.

This

manuscript not only contains all four of the chants used in the
Paraphrase Mass, but also specifies the pairing, on adjacent pages,
of the cycle's Sanctus and Agnus subjects.
least an indirect clue to the cycle's origins.

It may thus furnish at
The Schlagl

Premonstratensian establishment almost certainly reproduced the
liturgy of the nearby Strahov Monastery in Prague; Strahov, in turn,
probably followed Premonstratensian practice in absorbing elements
from the local secular liturgy, so that Schlagl may preserve, in its
presentation of these chants, a special-occasion Ordinary
14 These observations about the Kyrie contrast tna version deducible from the paraphrase with
that given in the GraduaJe Triplex (Solesmes, 1979).
The Gloria trope is domine fili unigenite salus nostra lesu Christe. These words were inserted
by SCribe III into the discantus part on f.228v. DetleY Bosse, UntersuchJng einstimmiger
Mittelalterfic!',11~ MekxJien zum Gloria in exceJsis dea, ForsctlJngsbeitrag zur
Musikwissenschaften 2 (Regensburg, , 955) includes only one refer6nce to such an insertion,
found in a fourteenth-century Missal from Capua. Italy.
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celebration from the Prague secular rite used by the anonymous
composer of the Paraphrase Mass. 15 This idea ties in intriguingly
with the physical evidence already cited in Chapter One:

the

Bohemian bastarda of the scribe '.vho copied the work, and the
probable similarity of fascicle 20's watermark design to one of
those in the Silesian Glogauer Uederbuch.
conclusions would be as yet premature.

However, any firm

Fascicle 20's paraphrases

can demonstrate, for now, only that this particular three-voice, low
contra Mass was most certainly written not in France or Flanders,
but somewhere within the political and cultural orbit of the
Imperial Court.
The Paraphrase Mass is a carefully structured and engaging
work, displaying a fine command of imitative writing in two and
three parts, and of

rhyt~!mic

and melodic sequence - traits that

argue, like its double cantus firm us scheme, for its composition
sometime in the 1470s.

The cycle's approach tc paraphrase is

similarly sophisticated, varying a simple, breve-oriented Germanic
style with florid, imitative embroidery shaded off into free
composition, and incorporating complex migrations of cantus firmi.
(Specific examples of these traits are enumerated in the diagrams
of Table 4.2.)
At the same time, thOligli, the Mass dispiays three notational
usages definitely removed from the mainstream of 1470s practice.
The first of these, found in the second Kyrie section (see Examples
4.3a and 4.3b) is the use of the signature

e,

in the tenor at m. 68, in

15 For d!scussion of Premonstratensian -absorption- of local seaJlar rites. see P.lefevre. La
Jiturgie de Premontre (Louvain.1957).
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combination with coloration which does not signal any
reorganization, in hemiola, of the imperfect time and major
prolation imposed by the signature;

the coloration unnecessarily

duplicates, in other words, the major prolation component of the
signature itself.
The € signature at m.68 does signal, as it should, the use of

integer valor against diminished values in another part:

the

discantus, having begun the Kyrie II in ~, switches at this point to
cP3 without coloration, so as to proceed thereafter in perfect breves.
The tenor, under its new signature, matches blackened semibreves
and minima to the discantus's breves and semibreves. 16 The
contratenor, in the same measure, makes a similar switch to integer

valor,

with notes likewise unneceesarily blackened.

scribal confusion sets in:

But here

despite the contra's obvious equivalence

to the tenor, Scribe H signed it

8 , which

should pioperiy call for a

change like that in the discantus, from imperfect to perfect breves.
rather than a change to semibreves and minima.

Trent's Scribe III,

aware that something was wrong here, provided an alternative
contra line on some vacant staves below, eliminating the
superfluous coloration, but surpassing even H's level of mensural
confusion with the signature

~ , in combination with the erroneous

semibreves and minima.
A second notational anomaly follows the first at m.71 in the
tenor line of the same Kyrie II section. Here, the signature

~

ends

16 Since the discantus is using, de facto, a diminished perfect time ( C3) this is actually, for the
moment, -pseudo-augmentation- along early fifteenth centJry lines. See Ursula Gunther, -Der
Gebrauch des Tempus Perfectum diminutum in der HS Chantilly 1047: AfMw 17 (1960), pp.2n-

97.
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the tenor's integer valor

passage, and institutes (through a slight

modification of its literal meaning) a double diminution, such that
the tenor's perfect long comes to match the discantus's perfect
breve.

(The contra continues with integer valor through to the end of

the movement.)

The tenor's coloration is now, of course, necessary

for its combination with the discantus.
A third peculiarity is to be found in
Kyrie II and, further, in that of the Credo.

th~

discantus line of the

(See Examples 4.2a and

4.2b, in original notation, and also Example 4.3b, mm.64-68, for the
transcription of the Kyrie passage.)

Here, coioration is made to

signal not hemiola or sesquialtera, but 2:1 diminution against a
prevailing

~. In both cases, a superscribed -2- warns of the

coloration's altered meaning; possibly other passages of void breves
with the -2- as the sole sign of diminutior. could have had coloration
as well, in an earlier exemplar.

(See Example 4.1, which shows the

Christe, m. 40 ft, in original notation.)
This last notational anomaly often points back, as Margaret
Be(ll has shown, to an exemplar in black notation - specifically, in

the context of her research, to an English one. The English
notational system used two types of coloration:

red-full, to

indicate hemiola or sesquialtera, and red-void (or black-void), to
indicate 2:1 clminution.

When Continental sc:oibes, with only black-

void and black-full signs at their disposal, encountered an English
exemplar, passages like those in fascicle 20 were often the result:
normal-Ioooking black-full coloration had to assume a new
significance of 2:1 diminution (clarified by the explanatory -2- or
not), since the Continental scribe had no other way of translating
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the red-void signs in front of him. 17 Given the chant content of the
Paraphrase Mass, its inclusion of such variant coloration cannot
mean that it is English.

It could, however, have been first conceived

in English-style black notation - which, after all, persisted in
Bohemia, where the cycle may well have been written. far longer
than in England itself. 18

Further features, such as the anomalous

minor color figure in m.104 of the Credo, and the traces, in the

Sanctus, of English manuscript layout, with the contra part on the
verso of the opening, also play into th6 same idea of

extraordinarily

long-lived English influence. 19 (See Examples 4.4a and 4.4b.)
But for present purposes, this is the wrong line of
investigation.

All three of fascicle 20's special usages turn up in a

work which no one, surely, would think to connect with black
notation: Compere's Omnium bonorum plena , as transmitted both by
Trent 91 and by the Roman manuscript SP B 80. As Example 4.5a
shows, Compere's altus (at m. 69ft. of Example 4.5b, in modern
notation) in the secunda pars

uses a major-prolation sign to match

17 See Margaret Bent, Introduction, Ftfteenth-Centurl Liturgical Music, I" Four Anonymous
Masses, Early English CtlJrch Music, vol. 22 (London: Stainer and Bell fortne British ACademy,

1979), p.x.
18 For instance, the -FratlJS Cantionale- (Hradec KraJove, Krajske Muzeum, Knihova II A 6.367)
includes a number of pieces In black mansural notation, as well as others in a modified p1ainchant
notation, despite its copy date of 1505.
Brian Trowell, "Heinrich VI-, In Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwan (1957) cites the English
Privy Council records of 1442, showing that the Holy Roman Ef1l)8ror Friedrich III sent an emissary
te England In search of singers. English influence on the early phases of Austro-Gennan
composition may have been considerable, although its specific reconstrudion has so far proven
difficult. see, in this connection, Gerber's comments on English-influe!V'~ Austrian lOOSic in the
Trent 88 collection (-rransmission and Repertory", pp.257-258). See also Martin Staehelin's
account of a fragmentary t:;:ack-notation manuscript, presumably English, which shows a
concordance with Trent 89 (-Neue OuelJen zur mahrstimmiVen Musil< des 15. und 16.
JahrtlJnderts in der Schweiz-, SChweizer 8eit~e 3 (1978), 57-83.
19 see Charles Hamm, -A Catalogue of Anonymous English Music in Fifteenth-Century
Continental Ma~-, MD 22 (11)&8),145-160. For a discussion of the specifIC notation of the
-English- minorcoJor flQUre, see Charles Hamm, -A Group of Anonymous Er.glish Pieces in Trent
8/, ML 41 (1960),211-215; Brian Trowelrs response to Hamm's articJe (ML 42 [1961], 96-97)
points out, however, that continental COn1X)S8rs used the figure as well.
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. a duple-to-triple change in the discantus. In this case, though, the
reversed tempus sign

(~

) is used correctly, since the notes in

question are breves and semibreves, and no superfluous coloration is
added. At the conclusion of this passage, in m.74, the altus uses, as
in fascicle 20, the combination

~

to signal (again, with a slight

abrogation of literal meaning) the start of diminution over other
parts in

f

or C2.

Finally, in

m.n,

the discantus takes on

full-black

coloration, signed -2- and meaning 2:1 diminution of the previous
void values, as in the Kyrie and the Credo of the Paraphrase Mass.
Two of the same notational peculiarities appear

!~ c~e

further

work which has, like Omnium bonorum plena, readings both in a
Trent Codex (89, in this case) and in SP B 80. This is the threevoice, low-contra Mass attributed by Charles Hamm to Barbingant. 20
In the Gloria, at m. 81, the discantus adopts the signature

, and

proceeds with the same type of superfluous coloration seen in the
Paraphrase Mass, although here the reversed tempus sig!"'!ature is
correctly applied in a ~ context of breves and semibreves.

(See

Example 4.6a, in the original notation, and Example 4.6b, its
transcription.)

Shortly thereafter in the same movement (m.114;

see the same Examples), the discantus uses coloration to signal a
2:1 diminution within

f

.21

As is evident, the Trent 89 scribe

20 The concordance for the Mass is in san Pietro B 80, ff.39r-48v.
21 Hamm used TInctoris's ~Ion of the practice as one basis for his attribution of the Mass to
Barbingarn. T:nc!ons states, -Multi vera per praedictum tampons imperfeci maiorisque prolationis
sigoom taliter reversum sesquialteram quod etiam deteriJs est per in1>Ietionem notarum
denotabilem, ut Barbingant in suo B in terra autenti prothi m~i... - see Johannes TInctons,
ProportionaJe 1TlJSic8s, Vol. lia in Johannes T"lfJCtoris Opera Th8or8tica, ed. Abert Seay
(Neuhausen-Stuttgart: American Institute of Musicology, 1978), p. 48. He does not, however,
give a musical ex~ for the practice, which he considers obviously ungrammatical and
incorrect; see note 23 below.
Barbingant's use of bI2ck notation to indicate dirniootion was first noted by Gottfl8b ("The Cyclic
Masses of Trent 89', p.1SO.)
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omitted to copy the relevant sign in both passages; in the first, he
was perhaps confused by the appearance of G (which rhythmically
reorganizes a prevailing

0) just preceding, in m.68.

Up to now, none of these usages have attracted notice as clues
to the

exist~mce

of any specific dialect in fifteenth-century

notational practice.

Their appearance in SP B 80, particularly in the

context of a work by Compere, has seemed sufficient assurance of
their normal and international - albeit somewhat unusual character.

There is reason to believe, though, that they are

Germanic in origin, for two of them, at least, are explained and
exemplified only in theoretical treatises by German or Austrian
authors. 22

And the discovery of all three, in close conjunction,

within the Paraphrase Mass, a work of manifestly eastern European
provenance, further encourages the attempt to make sense of them
from this angle:

possibly they are distinctive notational

expressions of that same eastern European tradition that pi'oduced
the Paraphrase Mass, whose chief center was the Imperial Court.

To

make this case, clearly, we will need some explanation of what
appears to be Compere's use of all three forms, reflected in both
rpt. Wiesbaden: Breitkopf and
Hartel, 1975), vol. I, pp. 393-94 cites an example of the use of coloration to indicate diminution
from a German treatise considerably younger than the Codices, Wilphlingsede(s Erotemata
Musices (Nuremberg, 1563). Interestingly, WilphJingsede(s exaf11)le is drawn from the Isaac
Introit Me expectave".Jnt (given by We!! as Me e~ectant), which belong to one of the portions of
the ChoraJis Constantinus connected by PAttig to the I~rial Court. Michael 8nJce Collins, "The
Performance of Coloration, Sesquialtera, and Hemiola (1450-1750t, Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford
University, 1963. Chapter 2 discusses coloration as an indicator of duple proportion for minims
and in other special"lZed contexts in writings of Tinctorls and GaffuriJs; his examples parallel to the
present case, how'JVer, consist of Omithoparcus's citation of another Isaac work, and of an
excerpt from Hermann Finck's Practica Musica (1556), in addition to the Wilphlingseder exa"1)le
22 Johannes Wolf, Handbuch dlJr Notationskunde (Leipzig, 1913;

discussed above.
Anna Maria Busse Berger cites a unique theoretical explanation of the sign~(as opposed to
Tinctoris's disapproving mention of it) in the German treatise Anonymous XI, co~eted ca. 146070; see her study, "The Origin and Early History of Proportion Signs-, JAMS 41 (1988), note 35.
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surviving copies of his motet.

This will be forthcoming shortly.

In

the meantime, we can turn to Barbingant's three-voice, low-contra
cycle, which shares two of the Paraphrase Mass's notational
peculiarities, and so provides the link between that work, from
ca.1475, and a larger group of Trenfs low-contra Masses, from the
early to mid-1460s.

Masses by Touront, Barbingant, and Others

Charles Hamm, in his anaiysis of Barbingant's cycle, has
described it as an essay in techniques familiar from Mass
composition of the early fifteenth century, before the advent of the
tenor cantus firmus as the favored means of cyclic unification. 23
Prior to about 1440, Hamm points out, composers made various
experiments in the direction of large-scale unity: they linked two,
three, or even all five Ordinary movements by means of common
cleffing and mensuration patterns, by similar pitch structures at

+"'0
".'v

beginnings and, especially, at the ends of movements and major
formal sections, and through overall musical content in general
homogeneous, though lacking in explicit cyclic repetitions.

Hamm

jightly points out that, because tenor cycles on potentially traceable

camus firmi tend to present a more appealing set of problems to
his~=:":an!:'.

they have arrogated an unfair share of musicological

attention, so that the striking continuity of older methods of cyclic

23 See Harrm, -Another Barbingant Mass-, pp.89-90. It should be emphasized that all of these
devices are to be found in the repertory of sine nomine Masses using high contra. famifaar from
the Trent Codices as wen as other sources.
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unification in Masses of the later fifteenth century has gone iargeiy
unrecognized.
Hamm's comments about the Barbingant Mass apply with equal
force to a group of four other Masses drawn from both Trent 91 and
Trent 89 scored, like Barbingant's, for three voices, with a low·
contratenor.

Two of these, from Trent 91, are Wiser's copies,

probably (as stated above) from the mid- or later1460s; one, in
fascicle 16, is ascribed by him to Vincenat,24 ...·"hila thQ otha:-, in
fascicle 21, is anonymous (see Transcription No. 12).

Two other

Masses in Trent 89, Wiser's work from a few years earlier, are by
Touront. 25
Example 4.7 shows how all of these

c~'cles

adopt, as a first

step towards unification, what might be called ·variable
headmotives·.

Vincenet's and Barbingant's come closest to

thoroughgoing uniformity for all parts. 26 Touront's Missa Septimi

toni (apart from its Kyrie 27) and the anonymous Mfssa Secundi toni
rely instead on similar discantus contours and opening sonorities;
Touront's Missa Tertii toni

makes the loosest connection of all,

with roughly similar sonorities and contours linking the Kyrie,
24 The Vincenet Mass is published in Bertran E. Davis, ed., The Collected Worlcs of Vincenet,
Recent Researches In Music oftha Middle Ages and Early Renaissance 9-10 (Madison, WI: A-R
Editions, 1978). pp.1-27.
25 Both of these cycles. togetl"'.er with Barbinganfs. are t~ !~ Gottlieb, "The Ci'c!ic
Masses of Trent 89-.
26 Robert Snow rStrahoV-. pp.85-86) claimed the di$cantus iina this haadmotive. with its fall
from g- to d. as an a1kJsion to the Pullois song De rna dame. which is. like the Sanctus of the
Mass. found in the Strahov Codex. His contention, however. takes no account of the delay.
versus the other parts. in the discantus entry, which is arguably stronger than its contour in
establishing the inter-movement links. Also. nothing further about the cycle supports any notion
that it parodies the song.
27The Kyrie of Touront's Missa 5eptirri toni is found only in the Strahov reading of the cycle (on
f.68 bis there) arod may be an accretion to the cycle. It does not use the Iow-contra clef
combination, and its thematic contents. incJuding its openir:g, have nothing to do with those of
the other movements: it resembles them only in that its sectional cadences are on tenor g.

0'
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Credo, and Agnus. The common aim in all five seems to be, though,
an audibly clear cross reference among movements - stopping short
of the literal repetition most often associated with headmotive
technique. (Clefting within each cycle is, of course, essentially
uniform.)
None of the cycles make explicit melodic links, in any voice,
among the starts of internal sections within movements.

But in the

cycles by Barbingant and Vincenet, as well as in the Missa Secundi
toni, internal sections for the most part begin with identical or

to a lesser extent, the same is true of

closely similar sonorities;
Touront's two Masses.

More importantly, final sonorities - those of

internal sections as well as those concluding whole movements display a quite strict uniformity, which goes far to hold the cycles
as wholes tightly together.

All ot these features are illustrated in

detail in Table 4.4.
Another common factor among the five cycles is the
imoortance accorded, in each of them, to imitative writing.

In the

absence of a borrowed common thread, in fact, points of imitation,
together with short passages of rhythmic and melodic sequence,
constitute for these pieces the most important single basis of
moment-to-moment continuity.

The striking uniformity of the

resulting large-scale structures emerges in Table 4.5, which
compares the formal plan of Touront's Missa Septimi toni with that
of the anonymous Missa Secundi toni. To a great extent, the
placements of mensural division, of duo sections, and of imitation
points run parallel in these two works; the three other cycles are
similar, though not identical, in their overall layouts.
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These five Masses i6semble one another, then, in several
important respects.

First, they all utilize three-voice scoring with

low-cleffed contra, which, whatever its historical derivation, is
certainly unusual within the surviving fifteenth-century Mass
repertory.

Further, they are all freely composed, and use the same

devices to bring about inter-movement unity:

the "variable

headmotive", in combination witil tonal uniformity imposed upon
sectional incipits and finals.

Finally, all place an emphasis still

quite rare, in Masses from the 1460s, on imitative writing, and
generate similar formal structures to display this device to best
advantage.

In short, it seems reasonable to suggest that some kind

of distinctive repertorial tradition, based on fairly specific
compositional parameters and shared, most likely, by a small group
of composers working within a limited geographical area, was
responsible for all five cycles.
nomine

We will call this the Trent sine

tradition.

Several factors work to connect the Trent sine nomine
tradition with an Austrian musical center such as that of the
Imperiai Court.

As a preliminary, the Paraphrase Mass establishes

(together with Trent 89's two cycles on German scngs, reserved for
discussion in the next chapter) that low-contra texture was familiar
to Austro-German composers by ca. 1470 at latest.

Turning to the

sine nomine Masses themselves (which are, as observed above, some
years older) we can see that they are, with the exception of
Barbingant'S, exclusively Germanic in their manuscript distribution:
Touront's Missa Tertii toni,

t,",r~,?

of Vincenet's four movements, and

the entire Missa Secundi toni are unique to the Trent collection,
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while Vincenet's Sanctus and Touront's Missa Septimi toni
concordances only in Strahov. 28

h~ve

Barbingant's cycle too, although it

has a concorcance in SP B 80, was copied for Trent 89 by a "visiting
scribe" whose other contribution to the manuscript was the
distinctively Germanic Missa Gross Sehnen.

29

(Its Roman

appearance presents, at any rate, no special obstacle to the idea of
its German provenance, since documented high-level contacts
between the Imperial establishment and Rome were so abundant
during the 1460s.30 )

The notational anomalies common to

Barbingant and to the eastern-European Paraphrase Mass begin to
form, in this view, the comprehensible outlines of a regional dialect.
The Trent sine nomine

repertory shows, moreover, striking

paralle!s with a somewhat later series of Masses in another
manuscript of Austro-German provenance, the Apel Codex (Leipzig,
Universitatsbibliothek 1494).31

Example 4.8 shows how a number of

these works, all scored for three voices with low contra.. and freely,
composed, parallel the "variable headmotive" patterns of the Trent
sine nomine
similar.

group; their uniform tonal schemes are also strongly

In Table 4.6, several can be seen, further, to replicate the

28 The Missa S8ptimi toni appears in Strahov. ft.68bis-75v and 7f4v (with, as remarked above, a
Kyrie not found in Trent 89). Vincenet's Sandus appears there on ft. 80r-81r. The close
manuscript conjuction suggests a repertorial tie.
29 The Missa Gross 5ehnen was placed between the two Touront sine nomine cycles. as
fascicles 3-4. My forthcoming study of Trent 89 will present more infonnation about the scribe
responsible for this and Barbingant's cycles.
30 For instance. the Mass. which rnJSt have been present in Rome by 1463 (see note 8 above)
could have been brought there and to Trent in connection with the Italian journeys of Johannes
Hinderbach. Provost of Trent cathedral from 1455 on, in 1459 and 1463. Gerber ("Transmission
and Repertory". Chapter 6) disaJsses at length t!".s possiblTIty that Friedrich nrs own visit to Rome
(for his coronation and marriage) in 1451-52 brought about transmissions from Roman
manuscripts to Trent 90 and Trent 88.
31 These cycles are published in the modem edition of the Apel Codex. Der Mensuralkodex des
Nikolaus Apel (1I.s.1494 der UniversitAtsbibiiothek Leipzig) Das Erbe Deutscher Musik vol. 32.
ed. Rudolf Gerber (Kassel: Barenreiter. 1956).
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specific formal pattern shared, within the Trent group, by the Missa
Secundi toni and Touronfs Missa Septimi toni.

Since all but one of

the Apel Masses are confined, in their source distribution, to
Austrian or German manuscripts (if not to the Apel Codex itself),32
they are readily acceptable as themselves Austrian or German
works. 33 As such, they suggest that the Tre::t sine nomine Masses,
with which they form such a highly continuous repertorial group,
should be assigned a
nomine

~imilar

provenance. 34 The three-voice sine

Mass of the Austrian composer Heinrich Finck, usually

judged to be at least the same age as the Apel Masses, seems to
argue in this same direction, as does an anonymous fragmentary
cycle in the Silesian source WarU 2016. 35

Any placement of the origins of the lew-contra sine nomine
tradition in Austro-German territory is complicated, however, by
32 Only the Mass by Auler; (No.11 0, -OffICium Aulenij has a non-Gennan concon:lance, in the

Segovia Chansonnier, 1.135 ft. (There, it is falseiy attributed to Agricola.) The transrnssion of the
cyde to this Neapolitan collection probabJy resembled the pattern set by Touront's works, as
descnbed in the foJlowir.g chapter.
33 Wegman, for instance, asserts on the strength of these cycles that the three-voice, Iow-eontra
Mass became -an exckJsively local German tracftJon atter ca. 1490-; see -An Anonymous Twin-,
pp.26-27. The WarU 2016 movements appear in Friedrich Feidmann, Der Codex Mf 2016 des
Musikalischen Instituts der Universitat Breslau (BresJau, 1932), vol. 2, pp. 1-10.
34 The codex bears a notation of payment by Magister Nikolaus Apel for its binding, dated
September 1. 1504. Its ~nent parts, presumably, could be five to ten years older. Since the
collection is so clearly retrospective, though, some of its contents could well date back into the
1480s, making them only ten or fifteen years later than the Trent pieces. (See Rudolf Gerber,
-Introduction-, p.vii.)
Some of the Apel Masses show a higher incidence than do the Trent Masses of extended
imitation involving all three parts, melodic sequence, and -drive-to-cadence- passages, which
tend to mark them as products of the Ime 1470s and the 14805. For others, though, the stylistic
gCiP is not nearly SO great.
35 Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrechl, the editor of Finck's complete works, judges the three-voice low
contra Mass to be an early work, on account of -der rhythmischen Verastelung und oft harten
kontrapunktischen Unienfuhrung in der textarmen Satzen (Kyrie I, 5anctus, und Agnus dei 1)'The Mass's unique source (RegensiJurg, Bischofliche Zentralbi)liothek MS B. 216-219 [three
partbooksJ) is usually dated to the rnid-sixteenth century but may, Ike the Apel Codex, be
somewhat retrospective in its contents; it contains several further Iow-eontra movements similar to
Rnck's. See Heinrich Staehefll1, Die M8SS8n Heinrich isaacs, voi. 1, pp.50-51 , 56-61, and 76-78.
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the existence of an apparent prototype for the genre from the
prestigious hand of Johannes Ockeghem. This is the Missa Quinti
toni,

preserved in both Brussels 5557 and in the Chigi Codex. 36 The

Missa Quinti toni

displays all of the features just discussed within

the Trent sine nomine group.

It too is freely composed, in low-

centra texture; Example 4.9a shows its ·variable headmotive·, and
Table 4.7a summarizes its uniform tonal structure.

Because this

work has long been considered as dating from Ockeghem's youth,
even from before his entry into the French royal Chapel in the 1450s,
his Trent colleagues - Vincenet, Touront, Barbingant, and the
anonymous composer of the Missa Secundi toni - have always
appeared to follow him, at some chronological distance, into the
low-contra experiment. 37

Since so little is known about any of

these composers, the further assumption that they worked in
geographical proximity to him as well, in France or in the
Netherlands, has always been quick to folle'..., .38
But certain characteristics of the Missa Quinti toni itself are
troubling to this historical picture.

In the absence of a cantus

firmus or a model, the cycle effects unification through frequent and
36 In Br...ssels 5557, the work appears without the Agnus and the first part of the Gloria on ff.77r83r. In Chigi, it is on ff.115v-125r.
37 Sylvia Kenney explained ttte appearance of Ockeghem's music in Brussels 5557 by
connecting it with his service under the Duke of Bourbon, father of Isabelle de Bourbon, Charles
the Bold's first wife. Her suggestion that Isabelle herself brought the Missa Quinti toni to the
Burgundian chapel has acted, in most discussions of Ockeghem's style, to push its date back into
the early 14505, since vu..~hem had entered the service of the French King , then Charles VII,
by 1452. (See, for instance, Brown, Music in the Renaissance, which cflSCUSS8S the work as
-among [OCkeghem's] earliest compositions.j
Rob C. Wegman, il a new watermark study of the source, has now shown that the Mass's
exemplar in Brussels 5557 is actually considerably younger than the rest of the codex; see his
-New Data Concerning [Brussels] 5557. The implications of this discovery will be discussed
below.
38 see the assembly of biographical information for possble Trent contriJutors in Chapter Two.
where the matter of their connections with Ockeghem is discussed.
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extended imitative writing for two and for three voices, through
rhythmic and melodic sequence, and through rslated forms of smallscale formal repetition and patterning.

All of these devices are, as

shown above, fundamental to the makeup of the Trent sine nomine
Masses.

By contrast, though, they are strikingly unusual - at least in

such concentrataG form - within the context of Ockeghem's other
known sacred wor',(s:

his Missa Quarti toni or Mi-mi, a freely

composed work for four voices, furnishes an especially strong
counterexample. 39

In ether words, the Missa Quinti toni fits far

better into the supposedly epigonizing Trent tradition than into
Ockeghem's own oeuvre.
As it turns out, OCkeghem's documentary claim to the Missa
Quinti toni

is not completely flawless. 4o

It rests solely upon an

attribution of the work to him in the Chigi Codex - certainly a major
source of his Masses, but also onfj much beset, with respect to other
composers, by conflicting attiibutions fiom other manuscripts. 41

in

39 In the final. imperfect-time section of the Gloria of Ockeghem's Alissa Ali-mi, for example, there
is one point of imitation for ttvee voices. and two for two voices; none are at all prorrinent in the
actual sound of the piece, since they fall In the middle Of text phrases. (see mm.1 05-1 09, 123127, 130-132.) The equivalent section of the Missa Quinti toni has. by contrast. six points of
imitation for two voices, almost aU of them placed at the starts of clearly defaned new phrases. (see
mm.85-88, 97-100, 102-104. 110-113. 135-137, and 147-150.) This correlates strikingly with the
incidence and placement of imitation among the Trent Jow-contra Masses: see, for instance, the
five passages in the equivalent section of Vincenet's Gloria (mm.79-82, 94-99, 127-133, 143148, 163-166.)
Ockeghem's other attributed three-voice Mass, the Missa Sine nomine (No.2 in the Collected
Works) uses the traditional high contra placement. It makes a more systematic use of imitation,
with five points (one of them ~ 3) in the same textual section discussed above. The work's only
intact and attnbuted source. howe'~er, is Verona 759. where it immediately precedes Barbinganfs
Missa Terriblement and Martinrs A.f;ssa In Feuers Hitz. Such COf11'aI'1Y might warrart for this cycle
the same kind of reappraisal conduded here with the Alissa Quinti toni.
40 I would like to thank Professor Joshua Rifkin for suggesting this line of inquiry to me.
41 For instance, the motet 5ancta trinitas unus deus, attriJuted by Chigi to Antoine de Fevin, is
assigned elsewhere to Nicolas Craen. Constanzo Festa, Josquin. and Morales. In this case,
Chigls word is usually taken above that of contradictory sources, on account of its chronological
and geographical closeness to Fevin's activity at the French court While these same
circumstances tend to bolster its authority with respect to Ockeghem. it was probably compiled
after his involver.18nt with the French Chapel had largely ceased, so that possibilities for error or
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the older of its sources, Brussels 5557, the Missa Quinti toni
appears anonymously.42
there are suspicious:

And further, its manuscript circumstances

the paper used for it was not only added to the

Codex's original corpus, but is the youngest now present in the
source by a considerable margin, dating to the period 1476-1480,
while other components were finished by about 1468. 43
An intriguing coincidence is immediately apparent here.

If any

music composed at the Imperial Court ever made its way into the
Burgundian Chapel, to be recorded in Brussels 5557, this is precisely
the span of time in which it would most likely have appeared concurrently, that is, with the arrival in Burgundy of the young
prince Maximilian, heir to Friedrich III, and his marriage to Mary,
daughter of Duke Charles the Bold, on August 18, 14n.

Given this

chronological correspondence, it seems possible to resolve the Missa

Quinti toni's anomalous status among Ockeghem's works by
suggesting that it belongs, instead, to one of the group of composers
responsible for the similar cycles in the Trent Codices - a group
most likely based, as we have just seen, in an Austro-German
musical center such as the Imperial Court, rather than in Ockeghem's
own Franco-Flemish environs.

Their work, through Maximilian's

agency, might even have been promoted in the Burgundian Chapel in
preference to that ot Ockeghem, since relations between Burgundy
and France were at a low point around 1480.
confusion about his works are considerably rtlJltiplied. See Herbert Kellman. ed.• Vatican City.
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana. MS Chifj VIII 234. Renaissance Music in Facsimile. vol. 22 (New
York-London: Garland. 1987). Introdl;:tion. pp.v-xi.
42 The Kyrie appears last. while the Agoos and the first half of the Gloria are missing • this last gap
possibly following from the loss of the last and first leaves from fascicles 6 and 7 respectively.
which might have borne any attribution provided.
43 See Wegman. "Bn:ssels 5557". p.14.
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Rob C. Wegman's recent study of one further low-eontra cycle,
found in the manuscript SP B 80, provides occasion for some further
arguments along these same lines.44 Wegman's essay claims the
fragmentary cycle in SP B 80 (only the Sanctus and the Agnus
survive) as a Wtwin Wto tha Missa Quinti toni, which he accepts as
Ockeghem's work, on the strength of several important resemblances
between the two, which we will consider in a moment.

On this

basis, he assigns the anonymous SP B 80 movements to OCkeghem as
well, thus reaffirming Ockeghem's priority in the low-contra
tradition.

However, Wegman's stylistic observations can readily be

utilized, instead, to align the anonymous piece - and with it, the
Missa Quinti toni,

to which it does undoubtedly bear a speciai

resemblance - with the Trent low-contra tradition, and, further, to
Ciffirm that tradition's placement within the Imperial Chapel.
Wegman's analogy between the SP B 80 Mass and the Missa
Q "inti
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works represent the only two instances, in all the fifteenth-century
Mass literature, of low-contra texture in combination with a
mensural scheme in exclusively imperfect time. 45 (See Table 4.7b.)
The conjunction of these features is indeed very rare.

Their

appearance in a parallel case, overlooked by Wegman, is thus all the
more suggestive:

Trent 91 's Paraphrase Mass presents exactly the

same com::>ination (as shown back in Table 4.2), and this work is, as
surely as any in the Trent Codices, of e~stern European provenance.46
44 Wegman. -An Anonymous Twin-, cited in full above.
45 Wegman. -An Anonymous Twin-, p.25.
46 Wegman also overlooked Gaffurius's Mass for three voices in the Milan Lbone 3 (2267),
ff.78v-86v, which will be discussed later in this chapter. Vincenet's low ~ntra Mass too
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Wegman also points out the use, in both pieces, of unusual
ranges, shown here in Example 4.10. The contratenor parts in both
are decidedly low, reaching down to F below

r.

What renders the

texture of both works truly unusual, though, is the interlocking of
discantus and tenor:

the discantus extends downward to within a

third of the tenor's lower limit, while keeping to itself only a
relatively small segment of its
range.

u~iJal

tessitura above the tenor's

But this configuration, on a higher overall level, is largely

replicated in one of the Trent Masses, Tourant's Missa Septimi toni
(also shown in Example 4.10).

Several other pieces among the small

surviving corpus attached to Touront suggest, in fact, that he may
have favored this layout, unusual as it is in fifteenth-century
iiteratu re generally. 47
Wegman also observes that the anonymous work is, like the
Missa Quinti toni,

highly organized on the motivic level through

imitation and sequence; he even remarks that such traits, in both
works, are -quite foreign to OCkeghem's sacred musical style, as it
is nowadays usually understood- .48

But motivic organization, as we

have just seen, is a leading feature of the Trent sine nomine
repertory.

W~man's

work displays both

additional demonstration that the anonymous

tonal unification and a -variable headmotive-

demonstrates a nearly exclusive preference for imperfect time, limiting perfect time to short
internal sections of the Kyrie and the Sanctus.
47 Touront's motet Congaudent omnes (discussed further in Chapter FIVe) uses a discantus clef
c-3 against a tenor in c-4, so that the discantus reaches to within a fourth of the tenor's lower limit.
Both 0 florens IOSa and Nova instat cantica show similar interlocking of ranges.
48 Wegman, -An Anonymous Twin-, p. 30.
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scheme

argues further that it, like the Missa Quinti toni,

in fact

belongs there. 49 (See Example 4.9b.)
The anonymous cycla's unique appearance in the Roman
manuscript SP B 80 seems, at first, to be art obstacle to its
inclusion in any Trent tradition, much less one which actually
originated in Imperial territory.

Its context in SP B 80 -

specifically, its inclusion near Dufay's Missa Ave regina cae/orummuch more readily confirms Wegman's view of its origins in France
(where, of course, he places its "twin", the Missa Quinti toni). A
closer look at the subsection of SP B 80 where the fragmentary
cycle appears suggests, though, an alternative theory as to its
transmission into the Vatican manuscript.
Christopher Reynolds has demonstrated that the Mass fragment
is part of a "supplement" of three fascicles added to the front of SP
B 80 shortly after the manuscript's main corpus was finished, but
before the whole was bound, in late 1474 or early 1475.50 (The
section's contents are listed in Table 4.8.)

This estimate, as it

happens, falls into line suggestively with a specific occasion on
which music from the Imperial Court might have passed through
Rome - together with,

in the same collection, a number of works

from composers active in or near Cambrai.
In May of 1473, a large and eminent delegation from Ferrara
journeyed down to Naples to help solemnize the proxy marriage there
between the Duke of Ferrara, Ercole I d'Este. and Eleonora, sister of

49 The start of the 5anctus's d~=.-:tus is missing, but a line roughly like that beginning the Agnus
is dictated by the configuration of the other two parts.
50 Reynolds, -San Pietro B 80-, pp.281 and 294.
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the Aragonese king of Naples.

Ferrarese Chapel members were

probably included in the delegation, though ChrOniCles of the journey
do not specify their presence; among them was,

very likely,

Johannes Martini, composer of the grand ceremonial motet marking
the occasion, Perfunde caeli rore.

51

On the return trip to Ferrara,

the bridal party passed several days in Rome, where Eleonora and her
retainers attended Pentecost Masses in the Vatican, had a private
audience with the Pope, and attended a splendid feast given in their
honor by the Pope's nephew, Cardinal Riario, at which musical
entertainment evidently played an important role;52

Ferrarese and

Vatican musicians could well have made contact, or even joined
forces, during these celebrations.

It seems possible, then, that

Nicolas AU5quier's addition of relatively new music to SP B 80
(which was, as Reynolds has shown, otherwise based on older
Vatican manuscripts) reflected some acquisition, a year earlier, of
pieces brought by the Ferrarese delegation - brought, specifically,
by Johannes Martini, who, as we have seen, was probably involved,
during the preceding months, in musical life both at Cambrai and at
the Imperial Court.
Some initial testimony in this direction comes from Dufay's
Missa Ave regina cae/arum.

As has several times been observed, SP

51 Disertori, in his discussion of Martinrs probable authorship of this work, connected it specifICally
with the Neapolitan proxy ceremony, since it mentions the bridegromm, Duke Ercole, as though
he were absent, while referring to the bride in the second person (as in the phrase ·Sponsa quae
es constans da gratiam Herculij. see Disertori, Mattini, p. i.
52 see the description of this banquet (held on June 8,1473), wooted by Luciano Chiacpini
(B80nora d"Aragona, Prima Duchessa di Ferrara [Rovigo, 1956], p. 15), taken from Pigna's
Historia de' Principi d"Este [Ferrara, 1570] p. 628): -diversissime e c:opiosissime fossero Ie
vivande, che vi vennero: Ie quali cominciQ"ano a suono di rn:sica, t.."tta svariata secondo che
essse variavano: Another sixteenttH:entury chronicle, Corio's Historia d; Milano (Venezia,1554)
lists these various acco"1W1ied dishes (p.418).
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B 80's reading of this piece is closely united with that in the Mass
collection ModO, copied during Martini's tenure at Ferrara, against
the only other surviving complete redaction in Brussels 5557. 53 One
explanation for this correspondence could be that both copies were
derivea, at some remove, from an exemplar in Martini's personal
possession. 54 The other complete Mass cycle in the supplement, the
Missa Au chant de raiouete.
along related lines.

adds some complementary evidence

As Tables 4.9a and 4.9b demonstrate, this work

bears a surprisingly clear likeness to one included in ModD together
with the Miss::! Ave regina cae/orum:

Faugues's Missa L'homme arme,

which in its earlier version (that of CS 14, rather than that of ModO)
makes similarly massive literal repetitions between movements,
involving the same textual subsections.
I'a/ouete

The Missa Au chant de

also invites comparison to the other Faugues cycle in

ModO, the Missa Je suis en ramer,

in that the non-repeating

sections seem similarly to hint at the presence of a common model

53 Father Laurence Feininger publIShed ModO's and SP B 80's readings as a single version
against that given by Brussels 5557. See his Missa Ave regina caelorum...Synoptice secundum
fontes praecipuos, Monumentae Polyphoniae sanctae EccIesiae Romanae, Series II (Ordinarium
Missae), v. 3 (Rome: Societas Universalis Sanctae Ceciliae, 1963).
Planchart rOufay Manuscript Traditions-, pp.44-46) shows that the SP B 80 scribe made some
inconsistent revisions in the mensural signatures of both Mass and motet. These recall the
rnensural mixture seen in Trent 91's version of the Missa La basse danza, in contrast to its reading
in CS 51. (In both cases, a move from integer valor to diminished signatures :s in question.)
Similarly, the mixture of Antiphon text with liturgical text noted by Planchart in SP B 80's tenor
might retied copying from a source which tried to give both, as does the Missa Regina caeti !aetam
in Trent 91. (In ModO, the ~n text is gone, apart from irregularly supplied phrase incipits.)
54 Further support for this contention might be drawn from the recently cflSCOvered fragmentary
concordance for the Mass from lvov, in Poland. lvo. avidently follows the ltaflClf1 reading of the
Mass in preference to that of Brussels 5557. If it was drawn (even at some remove) from an
exe~ owned by the Imperial Court, as one could on historical and cultural grounds expect,
this three-way correspondence would reflect the court's reraance on a source prc-iided by Martini
either during his stay there ca. 1470 or a few years later, and in due time taken by him to Ferrara
and to Rome. See the disClisslon of Martini's career in Chapter Three, and also Miroslaw Perz,
~e lvov Fragments-, TVNM 36 91986),26-51.
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for all five movements, which influences the course of both tenor
and discantus. 55 Given Martini's near-monopoly on Faugues's Mass
cycles, now extended by the arguments of Chapter Three, this may
amount to further evider;ce of his influence upon the SP B 80
supplement, for if the Missa Au chant de I'alouete is not Faugues's
own, it is at the very least a close and deliberate emulation of his
methods. 56
Finally, the close correspondence between SP B 80's reading of
Omnium bonorum plena and Scribe A's in Trent 91 would, in light of

this hypothesis, make perfect sense.

These two copies are

especially linked, as was shown in the first section of this chapter,
by their identical use of three unusual notational devices: ~ in a
context, the combination

~

f

as a 2:1 proportional sign, and the use

of coloration to signal 2:1 diminution.

If the two surviving copies of

Omnium bonorum plClna both descend from Scribe A's exemplar - an

exemplar closely reiated, as Chapter Three argued, with the work of
Johannes Martini - it becomes possible to align them with the
Masses just discussed, which use the same notational forms, into a
single practice identified, further, with the composers of the
Imperial Court.

Martini, in this view, could have experimented with

these notations during his period of contact with the Imperial
composers, around 1470, and then incorporated them into some of
his copies of works from outside that tradition, such as Compere's.S?

see

arme

55
Schuetze's analysis of both versions of the Missa L'homme
and of the Missa Je suis
en la mer, in Introduction, pp. 15,23-28. and 47-51.
56 The anonymous Mass's title. which means'o the song of the turtledove-, parallels that of
Martinrs MiSsa Cucu. (I thank Prof. Alejandro Planchart for pointing this out to me.)
57 The SP B 80 cycle also contains a setting of the Marian antiphon Regina cael; laetare, which
matches the anonymous Mass on that same tune within SCribe A's oolledion - particularly sir.ce
Dufay's motet on Ave regina caelorum is present, within the supplement, along with his Mass, the
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In this context, the low-contra sine nomine

Mass included in

the supplement to SP B 80 takes on a new significance.

If Martini

indeed had contact with the Imperial Chapel around 1470, he could
very

ea~ily

have come into possession there of one of the three-

voice Masses produced during the 1460s, by Touront and others. One
of Wegman's tables (given as Figure 2 in his study) even raises the
possibility that Martini himself could have been responsible for such
a work:

listing all of the cycles known to him (for three and for four

voices) which use only imperfect time, he gives six by Martini - a
majority, that is, of Martini's known cycles - against only one by
Ockeghem, apart from the Missa Quinti toni. 58

Certainly, too, the

pronounced motivic patterning of both the anonymous fragment and
its slightly younger twin in Brussels 5557 are just as germane to
Martini's known oeuvre as they are antithetical to Ockeghem's.
The proposed contact between Ausquier and Martini, then,
makes it possible to unite almost the entire repertory of preserved
low-contra sine nomine

Masses into one continuous tradition, based

at the Chapel of Friedrich III in Lower Austria. 59

The line begins in

model for the Tre~ 91 cycle, this ciraJmstance too may be worthy of note. In fact the two Regina
caeli works clearly use the same version of the Antiphon, and hanc:le it, from a structural
standpoi~, in similar ways, partCJlarty as regards imitation. Since the motet uses the Antiphon (in
transposition) as a discarnus part, though, no outright parallels can exist between it and the tenor
Mass - or at least none of the eXieiit 6A:eiil>lifled by Dufay's Mass-motet pairiOQ.
58 Wegman's account overlooks, of course, a nurrber of cycles by GaffurkJs in the Milan Codices,
which also use all-ifTl)8rfect mansural schemes, as well as the Paraphrase Mass in Trent 51,
disaJssed above. OCkeghem's aJl-ifTl)8rfect Mass is tt.e Missa Au travail suis; Martinrs are those
on Ma bouche rit, Cela sans plus, Dio ti salvi Gatterella, Orsus orsus, La Coda di Pavon. and La
martineUa .
59 Two three-voice, Iow-eontra Masses not covered directly by this hypothesis are those of
Tinctoris, preserved respectively in Verona 755 and 759. but usually linked with the early period
of his Neapolitan service, ca. t475. (See William Melin, ed., Johanni TlfJCIoris Opera Omnia,
Corpus Mensurabilis Musicae, Series 18 {Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1976], vol. 1,
pp. 1-32 ancl33-54, also Introduction, p.vii.} The following chapter will show, though, how
Vincenet, Tir.ctoris's COfTl)anil)n in service at Naples, may have provided a diied iink between that
center and the Imperial Court. The "-'w-eontra practice could have been introduced at Naples
through his agency, such that not only Tll"lCloris's cycJes but similar Iow-eontra works preserved
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Trent 89 with Touront's two cycles and that of Barbingant, in the
early 1460s; it continues with Vincenefs Mass and with the Missa
Secundi toni,

copied into early fascicles of Trent 91 during the mid-

1460s; it culminates in the early 1470s with -twin- cycles, the
Missa Quinti toni and the anonymous Mass in SP B 80, carried .
respectively by Prince Maximilian to Burgundy and by Johannes
Martini to Rome; it then extends into the 1480s and 1490s with
Masses preserved in the Apel Codex and other Germafl sources. The
Paraphrase Mass, together with the two German song Masses in
Trent 89, then show how the Imperial composers went on, during the
1470s, to utilize low-contra
composition.

~exture

fer other types of Mass

One further low-contra Mass preserved in fascicle 5 of

Trent 91, demonstrates very much the same point.

An Early Missa

Brevis in Trent 91

Our last example of the three-voice, low-contra genre
appears in fascicle 5 of Trent 91.

(See Transcription No.6.)

Fascicle 5 was, like the first four (Scribe A's collection), made up
from -oxhead--watermarked paper and ruled in grey ink.

As shown in

Chapter 1, though, it was acquired by SCribe C, who used a greybrown ink - meaning, probably, that he worked some time after
Scribe A, who worked in the plain grey ink used for rUling, had ieft
the scene.

The cycle thus belongs toward the later extreme of the

paper's proposed dating span in the early 1470s.

anonymously in the Verona maroscripts could have stemmed, through him, indirectly from the
Trent tracfrtion.
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The Trent editors' placement of Scribe C's Mass immediately
following Scribe A's "Martini collection" in fascicles 1 through 4
may, of course, amount to a communication about its authorship,
particularly since, as will shortly be evident, it shares key stylistic
features with the similarly scored Masses just linked, in the·
preceding discussion, to Martini's probable activities around 1470.
We will put this issue aside at present, though, for the fascicle 5
Mass initialiy arouses curiosity on quite other grounds: of all the
complete Ordinaries in the Trent Codices, it is by far the shortest.
The Gloria and the Credo are most striking in this respect. (See
Table 4.10.)

Both are based on declamation so intensively syllabic,

in fact, that only "short" settings could reasonably result.

Repeated

notes form the chief basis of brief, cleanly defined phrases, which
make frequent cadences on a sharply limited spectrum of degrees.
No signs of cantus firmus or model are evident in either movement.
Rather, imitation is of centra! importance in both, usually at the
octave, and frequently involving all three parts.

The tenor, thus ail

equal partner with the discantus, carries text throughout, often
"telescoping" it briefly with that in the upper line; both parts cut
some text entirely.

And as if to emphasize their efficient

construction, both Gloria and Credo remain in perfect time
throughout. 60

Altogether, the economy of scale in this cycle,

together with its emphasis on clear declamation almost to the

60 Gloria and Credo settings in perfect time throughout are tiven rarer than all-imperfect examplll:S
in fifteenth~ntury literature generally. The closest parallel example in the Trent Codices is the
Missa Deutscher Lieder in Trent 89 (ff.408v-413r), where the Gloria is in 0 throughout, and the
Credo has one section in,.0' .
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exclusion of musical appeal, puts it in a class by itself within the
Trent repertory.
In the sixteenth century, following the Council of Trent, there
appeared in Italy a special type of Ordinary cycle where these same
considerations - brevity, melodic simplicity, and efficient textual
declamation - were paramount.

To a great extent, the composers

writing such cycles, such as Vicenzo Ruffo and Andrea Gabrieli,
among others, in the north, and Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina in
the south, were motivated by doctrines of the Counter-Reformation
concerning sacred music, which centered upon the need for chaste
and lucid projection of the ritual text.

At the same time, these

composers were also responding to a growing popular demand for
short, technically simple Mass settings.

As the monophonic chant

declined in prestige and in purity of practice over the course of the
sixteenth century, small churches formerly without polyphony
sought to adopt it: similarly,

larger establishments which had

formerly used polyphony on special occasions now wanted it on an
everyday basis.

Both groups, as a result, called for Masses shorter

and t&Chnical!y easier than the great festal settings produced over
the past century and a half.

The brief, simple, syllabically

declaimed settings designed to meet these new needs received the
special designation Missa brevis.

61

The Trent 91 cycle is, of course, fully a century too old to have
played any direct part in all of this.

It merits consideration, though,

61 Earlier writings on the Missa brevis are summarized in Reese, Music of the Renaissance,
pp.450 and 491. lewis Lockwood traced the tradition as far back as Josquin's Missa D'ung aultre
amer, a work cflSCUssed below, and analyzed Vicenzo Ruffo's contrb.rtions to it from 1557
onward. See The Counter-Reformation and the Masses of V'jCenzo Ruffo, Studii di Musica
Ve~eta 2 (Venice: Fondazione Giorgio Cini, 1967), pp.176-181.
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as part of a possible -prehistory- to the Missa brevis

of the 1560s -

not an outlandish prospect, since that trend, like so many others of
its time, had firm roots in aesthetic doctrines already voiced by
fifteenth-century

thinkers.

In fact, the first use of the term Missa brevis
Trent 91 cycle by a much smaller margin.

postdates the

This occurs in the so-

called Gaffurius Codices, three large volumes compiled in Milan
under the supervision of the theorist and composer Gaffurius, or
Gafori, during the late 1480s.62 In the tabula

prefacing the

manuscript Milan 2268, three Masses are listed as Missae breves,
and one as a Missa brevis et expedita. These are enumerated in
Table 4.11, together with one further Mass for three voices from the
volume 2267, which is short enough to qualify for the same
designation. 63

(Two further Masses listed in the Table will be

discussed shortly.)
The Milanese Missae breves - two of them at least composed
by Gaffurius himself - exhibit some clear generic characteristics,
which remained essential to the type in its sixtesnth-century
incarnation.

They are technically simple, and efficient in their

handling of text; they are also, like most later Missae breves, freely
composed, without reference to cantus firmus or model.

And they

really are -brier: as Table 4.13 shows, their Gloria movements
average around 50 tactus-units, while the Credos work out to 100 or
62 The basic histories of the Milan collection, giving the1ates generally accepted for its
completion, are Kood Jeppeser.. -Die 3 Gafurius Kodiz6'~~ der Fabbrica del Doomo, Milan,- AcM 3
(1931)pp.14-28, and Claudio Sartori, La cappella tnJSicaht Utti duomo di Milano: CataJogo delle
musiche delfarchivio (Milan. 1957).
63 Since th~ cycle is the only three-voice Mass in the entire Milan corpus. its scoring. rather than
any Missa brev;s status. was probab~i considered the most appropriate basis for its designation in
the index.
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fewer, both types contrasting markedly with the vast majority of
fifteenth-century settings, which are two to three times longer.
ihese earlier cycles, though, were specially shaped (at least in
their final preservation) by the unique properties of Milanese
liturgy, in the late fifteenth century an uneasy blend of the native
Ambrosian traditon with recently imported Roman elements. 64
Because two of the five standard Ordinary texts, the Kyrie and the
Agnus dei, had
Missae breves,

iiO

place in Ambrosian liturgy, their inclusion in the

as in the Gaffurius Codices generally, is irregular:

only the Missa brevis Primi toni includes a Kyrie, and no cycle has
an Agnus deL The Benedictus section within the Sanctus has a
similarly ambiguous status, such that only the three-part Mass and
the Missa brevis et expedita use it.
Within this three-movement Milanese core of Gloria, Credo,
and Sanctus-minus-Benedictus, some further conventions are
evident.

In normal settings of these texts, change of tempus -

usually from 0 to C or ~ - is a standard basis of form frum the Missa
Caput on. But the designated Missae breves , together with the
three-part Mass, depart from this pattern by using single
mensurations throughout, whether perfect or imperfect.
formal subdivisions are then further stereotyped.

Internal

The Gloria

movements are punctuated by a pause in all parts, marked with a
fermata, either at filius patris or at lesu Christe; in all but one
case, the pause is made on a -triad- with its -third- in the discantus.
64 see the summary discussion of Ambrosian liturgy and its effect on polyphonic practice in Milan
in Thomas Noblitt. "The Motetti Missaies of the Late Fifteenth Century-, Ph.D. cflssertation.
University of Texas. 1963, C~e .. 6. This is a short accourt drawn mainly from secondary
sources. but it has yet to be replaced by a more profound study of these issues.
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The Credo settings divide, without exception, at Crucifixus , so that
their first sections conclude with emphatic renditions - even, in
two cases, with cantus coronatus

factus sst.

settings - of the words Et homo

The Sanetus movements, finally, have Plsni sections in

reduced texture, which lead without pause into single Osanna
invocations.
Text omissions in the Missae brs\lss figure not only in the
second halves of the Credos - where, in fifteenth-century settings
generally, omissions are fairly frequent - but, unusually, in the first
halves as well;65

Gloria movements are cut toO. 66 With both texts,

telescoping of the two or three parts that carry them is frequent, so
that scribal carelessness, in several instances, led to further
unintentional (and nonsensical) text cutS. 67
The Milan Missae breves also have ·variable headmotive·
schemes, similar to those already discussed in the three-part
Masses of Trent 91.

As in those cases, sim!!arities of contour are

just pronounced enough, at the start of each movement, to make the
connection among them plainly audible, but stop short of literal
repetition.

All, further, impose tonal uniformity on the conclusions

of movements and of subsections.

These cycles differ greatly from

the Trent sine nomine Masses, though, in that their unity is assured

65For instance, the Missa brevis et expedita cuts Qenitum non factum...faeta sunt; the Missa Primi
toni cuts Deum de dea, lumen de lumine. Ruth Hannas, -Concerning Deletions in the
Polyphonic Mass CrE-OO-, JAMS 5 (1952), 155-86, lists very few such omissions, which certainly
do nothing to support her theory of doctrinally motivated Credo arts.
66For instance, the Missa Prirri toni cuts Qui tollis... nostratTt, the Missa brevis et expedita cuts Qui
tollis...nobis. For both Gloria and Credo movements, the published edition lists all cuts in full in
the introductory notes.
67The Credo of the Missa Primi toni, for exafll)le, reads ... non erit finis. Et vWifcantem. Qui cum
patte... at mrn.45-50; probably the brief duo on Et viviflCantem was meant to carry the words Et in
spiritum sanctum domioom on the upper pail.
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mainly by their spare, syllabically conceived vocal lines, which
place the Ordinary text in the foreground throughout: even in the
absence of plainchant cantus firmi, these settings preserve many
qualities of strict paraphrase composition, being likewise intended
as direct, undisguised polyphonic presentations of successive
phrases from the liturgy.

Their value to their own

age as

replacements for monophonic chant - already in decline at this
point, before the sixteenth century's "reforITi';" had even been
contemplated - is readily understandable.
Turning back to Table 4.11, we can now see how an apparent
exception to these generic principles is actually,

instead, a proof of

their solidity. Amerigo Bortone, who edited works by Gaffurius for
the Archivium Musicae Metropolitanis Mediolanensis,

68

was able to

identify with certainty two Masses from Milan 2268 both as
Gaffurius's own work and as Missae breves : for both the Primi toni
and t he
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number on the manuscripfs tabula, and the composer's name was
written over the copy itself. 69 The tabula

then alludes to two

further Missae breves by Gaffurius in the codex - a Missa brevis et
expedita

of unspecified mode, by Gaffurius, and, as the next item

listed, an Alia Missa brevis eiusdem toni,

presumably his as well.

Sut the foiio numbers for these were lost, as the edges of the tabula
page crumbled away w:th time.

68Amerigo Bortone, ad. Franchino Gaffurio: Messe, Archivio Musices Metropolitanum
Madiolanensis vels. 1-3 (Milan: Veneranda Fabrica del Duomo di Milano, 1960).
69 See the facsimile of the tabula in Howard Mayer Brown, ad., Milan. Atchivio della veneranda
Fabbrica del Duomo. Sezione fTlJSicale, Librone 2 (olim 2258). Renaissance Music in Facsimile.
Vol. 12b (New York-london: Garland. 1987).
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Bortone thus resorted to guesswork. Having found one Mass on
ff.110v-114r, with an ascription to Gaffurius over the Gloria, which
he adjudged sufficiently ·short and easy" to quality for the brevis st
expedita

title, he concluded that the Gloria-Credo pair following,

apparently in the same mode, was the Alia Missa brevis eiusdem
toni.

In so doing, of course, he reHed upon the tabula to reflect

actual manuscript order - although in his Introduction he himself
had warned that it does not. 70

He further assumed, on equally

questionable grounds, that any piece in Gaffurius's own hand, as both
the "short and easy" Mass and the movement pair following appear to
be, was necessarily the composer's own work. 7 '

Beyond this, though,

he tacitly adopted an alternative definition of the Missa brevis,
turning to a much later use of the term to describe a Protestant
sevice where only Kyria and Gloria were set polyphonically, later
extended to cover all manner of incomplete Mass cycles. 72 On this
basis he concluded that a Missa brevis could be not only a "short"
cycle, in the sense of being formally compact,
et expedita

li~e

his Missa brevis

candidate, but also a pairing of two normal-sized

movements, which made up a Mass "short" in the sense of being
incomplete, as a cycle, even for purposes of the Ambrosian rite.
Not surprisingly, the Gloria-Credo pair thus published as a
Missa brevis shares none of the features of other Milan Missae
breves

- as indeed Bartone himself remarks. 73 Whether or not it is

Gaffurius's wo:1< can remain, for

:"lOW,

an open question.

70AMMM vol. 2. p.v.
71AMMM vo12. p.vi.
72see Lewis Lockwood's discussion of this shift in meaning in -Missa Brevis~.
73AMMMvo. 2. p.vii.

Either way.
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it is almost certainly usurping the title of the anonymous mass on
ft. 69v-72r of the same codex, which is listed in the Appendix to

Table 4.11. 74 This second cycle is also "in the same mode" (a
transposed protus) as Bortone's Missa brevis et expedita, but it is
formally compact, and shares ail of the generic features just
discussed.

In fact, if we can assume that the tabula

reflects the

overall succession of the manuscript, though not the specific
sequence of pieces folic to folio, this new "short" Mass should itself
be the Missa brevis et expedita,
the codex by severa! dozen folios.

since it precedes its counterpart in
The cycle published under that

title then becomes the companion Alia Missa brevis. This reidentification establishes the term Missa brevis, as it was used in
Milan around 1490, as one with precise connotations, reflecting a
genre well established in the repertory there.

How does the Trent 91 Mass, a work of the 1470s, fit into this
context of Milanese Missae breves? On first inspection, it does not:
it is a complete five-movement Ordinary cycle - including moreover
an extra Kyrie, as if to emphasize its lack of connection with any
Ambrcsian rite,

However, it is this inclusion which engenders an

initial suspicion.

Both the Kyries, as it turns out, are

chant

paraphrases: the first, on the Cunctipotens genitor melody, equips
the cycle for a numb6r of Temporale

feasts, while the second

setting, the Kyrie Cum iubilo, is Marian. Such a preface of entirely

74This work is published in Fabio Fani, ed., Anonimi Messe , AMMM 6 (1966), pp.25-37, with
notes pp.vi -vii. The Sanctus is separated by a few folia from the main body of the cycle.
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chant-based Kyries for a freely composed Gloria and Credo is rare, if
not unique.
Still more suggestive, though, is the sudden reappearance of
chant paraphrase at exactly the point where, in a piece composed for
Ambrosian use, the poiyphonic setting would have concluded: both
the Benedictus and the second Osanna sections of the Sanctus use
the appropriate portions of the Sanctus melody in the Graduale
Romanum's Mass V, although the first part of the movement, like the
Gloria and the Credo, is entirely free composition.

The Agnus dei,

too, is almost certainly a chant paraphra::;a, a!though its cantus
firmus is as yet unidentified: not only does it display, in its second
section, a discantus line in breves, of the type that highlights the
chant entry in the Benedictus , but its formal disposition, with
pronounced repetition between the conclusions of the first two
invocations, reproduces that of the great majority of Agnus dei
chants. 75
In fascicle 5 of Trent 91, then,
composite in an unusual sense.

we have a cycle which is

A freely composed core, comprising

Gloria, Credo, and Sanctus without Benedictus,

coincides with

Ambrosian use strongly enough to suggest composition for Milan
itself.

Movements based on chant paraphrase surround this core;

these would have adapted the cycle to standard Roman use in some
center other than Milan, and, while they could have been part of it
from the start, might also reflect a second, post-Milan stage in its

75see, for instance. the Agros charts of Masses II, IV, VII, VIII, and others in the

Romanum.

Graduale
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history.

(Scribe C left no indications one way or the other on this

point, having perhaps received none himself.)
Comparison of the core cycle to the slightly later Missae
breves

preserved in Milan confirms this hypothesis with some

unmistakable parallels.

The overaii compositional approach,in both

Gloria and Credo, is identical to that of Gaffur;us: syllabic text
setting, on short motifs with many repeated notes, generates
thos~

phrases reflecting textual sense-units almost identical to
his

in

productions - so that cadences, in other words, come in all of

the same places.

The key formal features of the Milan cycles are

also exactly reproduced. (See,

~gain,

Tables 4.10 and 4.11.)

Both

Gloria and Credo retain a single mensuration; the Gloria subdivides
at lesu Criste,

fe~mata

with a

over a -triad- putting its -third-

uppermost, while the Credo's second section begins at Crucifixus;
both movements cut and telescope their texts along the lines
observed in Gaffurius.

The Sanctus movement, too,

resembles the

Gaffurius settings in its fusion of Pleni and Osanna subsections. A
-variable headmotive- links all three of the core movements, as
shown in Ex. 4.11 - and is conspicuous by its absence in both Kyrie
and Agnus.
Gaffurius arrived at Milan only in 1484, after helding posts at
Genoa, LOdi, arld Bergamo during the 1470s. Assuming that his
Missae breves were specifically Ambrosian compositions, rather
than truncated Roman ones, they must date from the mid- to late
1480s.

The Trent 91 cycle from the 1470s must be, then, an

exemplar of an earlier Missa brevis
inherited and developed,

tradition which Gaffurius

rather than creating it himself.

(Its
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absence from the codices compiled under his supervision does not
interfere materially with this claim: by the late 1480s, when they
were compiled,

Masses for three voices were very rare in non-

Germanic sources, such that the single three-voice cycle inciuded in
the entire Milan corpus - itself a Missa brevis
own work.)

-

was Gaffurius's

Some further examples of the Missa brevis from Milan

of the 1470s would help, though, to clarify the Trent 91 piece's
historical position.
In fact, a likely candidate has already been proposed, though on
only quite different grounds from those examined here:

this is the

Missa D'ung aultre d'amer of Josquin des Pres. 76 Helmut Osthoff
began his analysis of this cycle with the observation that, in
comparison with Josquin's other Masses, it is strikingly short, and
while he did not actually cal! it a Missa brevis,
done

SO.77

other writers have

Two Sanctus movements have been connected with this

cycle, one of them missing a Benedictus section, and both including
what are apparently motets Pro elevatione.

78

This apparent

reflection of Ambrosian use, together with the adoption of what he
termed -Italian motet style-, led Osthoff to propose this Mass as the
product of Josquin's tenure in the Sforza chapel during the mid1470s. 79

And although it includes both Kyrie and Agnus, and makes

76The piece is published in Alfred Smijers. ed., Werlcen van Josquin des Pres. Missen XI
(Vereeniging voor Nederlandsche Musiekgeschiednis, 1950).
?7See. for instance. lockwood' "Missa brevis", and Ruffo. pp.179-180. Osthoff's analysis of the
cycle is in Josquin Desprez (Tatzing: SChneider. 1962-65). vol. 1. pp.126-129.
79 see Jeremy Noble, '"The Function of Josquin's Motets", TVNM 35 (1985),9-22; Noble takes
particular issue with the usual ~ of Tu salus qui fads mirabilia. which is associated with
the incomplete sanctus, as a "Benedictus substitute" (p.12).
79Agreement on this poirt is far from universal. Edward lowinsky, particular1y, a~ed that the
motet (and consequently the cycle associated with it) lTlJst date from Josquin's years in Rome
(1485-95. ca.) since it shows the influence of Italian traditions which. in lewinsky's view. achieved
real coherence only in the 14905. shortly before Petrucci's first publications of laude and frottole.
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use of a model song rather than of free composition, the Josquin
Mass still fits many of the criteria for the proposed Trent-throughGaffurius tradition: one mensuration serves throughout both Gloria
and Credo; division points there, while elided somewhat, align with
those in the Missae breves; the texts are "telescoped", though not
cut, and the work's overall dimensions are "ery sma!1. 80
Most importantly, syllabic text setting, with a high proportion
of repeated notes,

characterizes the Missa D'ung aultre arner. 1:1

this case, such a stylistic cast is at least partially determined by
the cycle's model, an OCkeghem song with these same
characteristics; surely, though, Josquin's wish to write a textually
compact Mass could have partially determined his choice of that
model in the first place.

At any rate, his results illustrate nicely,

as several writers have pointed out, the interplay of the changing
French secular style with the markedly "Milanese" approach to
sacred polyphony which began to develop during the mid-1470s, and
featured the tendencies toward homophony and clarity of
declamation incorporated, ultimately, into the Gafori Missae breves.
Johannes Martini was, briefly, Josquin's colleague in the
Sforza chapel of the mid-1470s,81 and he too produced a work that
fits with remarkable ease into the Missa brevis type. This is his
three-voice Mass on the German song In Feuers Hitz, uniquely
(see "Scholarship in the Renaissance: Music-, Renaissance News 16 (1963), 255.) Most writers
who follow Lewinsky place the cycle ca. 1490; see, for instance, Brown, Music in the
Renaissance, p.127.
80 The 5anctus and Agros of the Mass also incorporate brief references to the appropriate
plainsongs as used in Lent, tying it further to the composite Trent 91 work. see Jeremy Noble
and Gustave Reese, -Josquin Desprez", P:s New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians,
(1980).

see Lockwood, Music in Ferrara, pp.168-169. Lockwood places Martini at Milan between
February and OCtober of 1474.

S1
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preserved in the manuscript Verona 759. 82
the Missa In Feuers Hitz

Like the Josquin Mass,

is a fivE'-movement cycle reflecting Roman

use; to date, it has never been connected to Martini's known service
in Milan.

But, as in the Josquin case, all five mC'Ierr.ents are very

short; the Gloria and Credo, further,

exhibit the key combination of

characteristics proposed for the -Milan tradition-, including single
mensurations (imperfect, in this case), typical division points,

~nd

syllabic text treatment, with extensive omissions and overlapping
of text phrases.

In general stylistic terms, the whole cycle fits

very comfortably beside Gaffurius's work - and Josquin's as well.

A

special status for the Missa In Feuers Hitz as a Missa brevis might
also explain Martini's subsequent failure to include it in his Ferrara
repertory.
The greatest attraction of attributing this work to Martini's
Milan years lies, though, in the possibilities it offers for a direct
comparison of his compositional techniques to those of Josquin.

The

two miniature cycles even figure, in this view, as something like
companion works: both use secular songs as bases for parody
composition in strikingly similar ways, and could well symbolize a
period of mutual influence between the two composers,
chronologically brief but significant for the later development of
both. 83

82 The undertying model for this Mass was discovered thanks to the combined efforts of Peter
Burkholder and Howard Mayer Brown. See Burithclder, -Martini,· pp.485-86. The Mass appears
on ff.15v-20r of the Verona manuscript.
I am grateful to Andrew Kirkman for providing me with a copy of his transcription of the cycle.
83 The borrowing procedures used by Josquin and Martini are similar, in this pair of works, in that
both rely primarily on tenor statements, made once in each movemeni (except the Credo, which
has two in Josquin, and one extended by internal repetition in Martini). The discantus lines of
both model songs appear more sporadically, either on their own or in combination with the
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One fL;rther candidate for the early Missa brevis tradition
presents itself within the surviving Milan manuscripts: the
incomplete, freely composed cycle

by Loyset Compere, published as

a Missa sine nomine in the edition of his works. The textual
tradition of this work is compiicated.

Its earliest source, Milan

2267, has the Gloria and Credo side by side, while the sixteenthcentury choirbook Modena 4 presents these together with a Kyrie,
which has

San~us

original words. 84

and Agnus texts, added by a later hand, below its
This second source configuration led LUdwig

Finscher, Compere's editor, to evaluate the piece as a specimen of
the rare -recapitulation Mass- genre, known in a few sixteenthcentury sources.

(It also preempted any search for a suitable

Sanctus within the Milan corpus, to extend the Gloria and Credo
there into a three-movement -Ambrosian core-.)

Yet the overall

style of both movements calls strongly for their inclusion within
the Milanese Missa brevis

tradition: they are compressed. syllabic

settings, inclined to telescoping, and confined to single
mensurations, with division points in the Gloria, at least, matching
the Gaffurius pieces exactly.

Their openings, too,

suggest between

them a typical -variable headmotive- scheme; the Kyrie's exact
resemblance to the Gloria might, in this context, be :nterpreted as
proof of its later addition - an idea which its systematic four-voice
imitation points and -drive-to-cadence- sectional endings seem to
substantiate.

Ever: the Gloria and Credo, with their insistence on

corresponding tenor segments, in harmonic alignments slightly varied from those of the or.ginal
songs.
84 See Ludwig Rnscher, ed., Loyset Compere: Opera Omnia. Corpus Mensurabilis Musicae
series 15 (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1958), pt. 1, pp. 51-60, where the cycle is
published as the Missa brevis sine nomine; see also Rnscher's analysis in Compere, pp.79-84.
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homophony and antiphonal exchange, may reflect a slightly later
development of Milanese sacred style than do the Josquin and Martini
Masses. 8s

Still, they could fit reasonably well into the latter part

of Compere's known tenure at Milan between 1474 arid December of
1476,86

extending the nascent Missa brevis

tradition farther

toward Gaffurius's time.
The Trent 91 cycle, then, may belong to an early phase, still
generically mixed in terms of compositirmal approach, of the
Milanese tradition that was to produce, during the following decade,
Gaffurius's freely composed and specially designated Missae breves.
At the same time, though, it is an exemplar of the three-voice, lowcontra genre, at home beside the others of the same type in Trent 69
and 91: like them, it is (in its "core", at least) freely composed, with
strong reliance on imitative structures, connected overall by a
"variable headmotive" scheme.

Thus, in summary, it may be evidence

of a cross-fertilization between a Germanic tradition; based at the
Imperial Court, and the chapel of the Sforzas at Milan. 87 This might
have come about as a reflection of increased interest, at both
establishments, in a simplified, general-purpose repertory of
Ordinary music, linked perhaps to an increasingly frequent use of

85 see Finscher'S disaJssion of !talian stylistic influence in Compere's rnotetti missa/es, whic.., he
dates to the same period. in Compere, pp.113-114. This view. of course, has been subjected to
the same challenges faced by Osthoff's placement of the Missa D'ung suJtre arner.
86 On Compere in Milan, see Finscher, Corrpere, ~.~7.
87 Political relations between Milan and the ErTl>ire were rocky in me 146Os, principally because of
Friedrich's rtri".Jsal to recognize the Sforza family as ru~rs of Milan. (The c(y was nominally an
Imperial dependency.) Diplomatic contacts, however, were contiooed, largely in an effort on
Milan's part to smooth over this diffiaJlty: Milanese ambassadors, for instance, appeared before
Friedrich during the latter's visit to Rome ir. 1469. see Franco Catalano, "II dueato del Milano nella
politlCa delr equilibria", in La storia di Milano, ed. Giuseppe Martini at al. [Milan: Fondazione
Treccami degli Alfieri per Ia storia di Milano, 1956], pp.227-414, esp. p. 258.) Cultural contacts
probably proceeded quite normally between the two centers.
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polyphony even for ferial services.

Three-voice scoring, versus the

usual four, and free composition, without ties to occasion-bound
cantus firmi or models, would have been the first steps in such
simplification, taken by Imperial composers in the mid-1460s.

In

Milan, during the early 1470s, further experiments could have
followed in the direction of brevity and technical ease. The a.pparent
exchange of ·short and simple· Masses by Marti.l1i and Josquin, on
,

German and French songs respectively, would have played into this
overall development.
Martini is, of course, one' pcssible agent of any crossfertilization between the Empire and Milan.

Documentary evidence

places him in Milan in 1474-75: as we have just seen, he may also, a
few years earlier,

have been involved with the production of low-

contra Masses in Imperial circles. In such a light, the placement of
Trent 91 's Missa brevis

immediately following the gatherings there

which most likely contain his music, or music copied from his
holdings,

implies that the composite cycle too is his work.

Particularly the chant paraphrase movements show a melodic grace
and structural sense, in addition to a fluid imitative technique,
which bind them to the paraphrases possibly by Martini in fascicle 4.
And further, the anonymous Magnificat added by Wiser immediately
following the cycle bears a distinct if general resemblance to
Martini's known works in that genre, combining a conservative
realization of the Second Canticle Tone (in transposition) with
confident use of imitation and sequence.
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Summary:

The Significance of the Low-Contra Tradition

The aims of this chapter, then, have been, first, to define the
special tradition of Mass composition which gave rise to Trent 91 's
three-voice Masses; second, to show why this tradition is most
likely of Austro-German provenance, stemming from the works of
composers active at the Imperial chapel in Wiener Neustadt during
the 1460s; and, third, to sketch something of its later influence
- -outside Austro-German regions.
The common denominator of the Trent 91 Masses, as for those
considered with them from the repertory of Trent 88 and Trent 89,
is their use of three-voice texture with contratenor cleffed as the
lowest part.

Such three-voice texture, as the chapter's initial table

showed, appears side-by-side with an older type, in which the
contratenor is cleffed equal to or higher than the tenor, across the
span of Mass repertory from the 1460s assembled in Trent 89.

The

pieces which use it thus invited comparison as a more or less
unified group, representative of a well-defined compositional trend
in a specific musical center.
To identify that center as one in Austro-German territory,
discussion first turned to the anonymous Paraphrase Mass, in
fascicle 20 of Trent 91.

The chant content of this piece

demonstrates its origins at or somewhere near the Imperial Chapel;
it gives evidence. then r that low-contra texture was known and
practiced in Austro-German territory by the 1470s at latest.

(The

two Masses on German songs in Trent 89, though set aside at the
start of the discussion, were briefly reintroduced to confirm this
point.)

The Paraphrase Mass then proved to contain several unusual
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notational forms in common with a considerably earlier cycle by
Barbingant, which thereby came under consideration as a work of
similar east-European provenance.
In the second section of the chapter, the Barbingant piece was
shown to be part of a highly uniform repertory of freely composed
low-contra Masses by Touront, Vincenet, and at least one further
anonymo:Js composer. These sine nomine Masses, drawn from both
Trent 89 and Trent 91, were proposed as works of similarly AustroGerman provenance: they are known (with the exception of
Barbingant's) only from manuscripts of that region, and moreover tie
in closely with a somewhat later repertory of three-voice, lowcontra sine nomine Masses in the Apel Codex and related sources,
whose Austro-German origins have never been questioned.

This

section of the chapter then went on to examine the two Masses
which appear to be the Franco-Flemish prototypes for the Trent sine

nomine cycles, both of them currently accepted as works by
OCkeghem; it presented hypotheses Whereby both could have been,
instead, themselves modelled on the earlier Trent repertory.

The

chapter's final section then turned to the low-contra mass preserved
in Trent 91's fascicle 5, and showed how this work may have fused
the Austro-German sine nomine tradition with an emerging Milanese
genre, the Missa brevis, at sorr.e point in the mid-1470s.
The fascicle 5 cycle may, then, be in the end the most
significant of the Trent collection's three-voice, low-contra Masses.
for it demonstrates that compositional traditions developed in
Austro-German territory may well have influenced musicians
working in Italy, and possibly even in the Franco-Flemish heartland
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itself - a claim which, finally, brings into full focus the
fundamental challenge posed by the Trent collection to the
traditional picture of fifteenth-century musical developments.

This

view makes of the Imperial Chapel, and of nearby centers such as
Innsbruck, a cultural backwater, dependent upon the importation of
polyphony from western Europe, and lacking any creative impulse of
its own until well into the following century.
nomine

The low-contra, sine

tradition just delineated calls such conclusions sharply into

question.
In the following chapter, we will examine a further group of
Mass Ordinary cycles preserved in the Trent Codices, which bear,
even more strongly than do the low-contra cycles just presented,
the marks of their origins in eastern Europe.

These works will

complete the proposed new picture cf musical life in the Empire of
the 1460s.

On their evidence, the composers who worked in this

long-neglected region were very far from provincial in stature:
rather, they anticipated some of the most important advances of the
coming generation of composers across Europe.
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Chapter Five
Parody Masses in Trent 91:
Tradition and Influence
With the four Masses now remaining to be studied in Trent 91,
we return from the somewhat retrospective tradition of the threevoice, freely composed Masses covered in the last chapter, with its
reliance on unification devices - common clefs, headmotives, and
finals among the five movements - which reach back to the century's
first decades, to the tenor Mass scored for four voices, already
encountered in Scribe A's collection, and arguably, in the 1460s and
1470s, the most rapidly developing and diversifying genre within
sacred music. The cycles in question are: the anonymous Missa

Zersundert is das junge Herze main , located in fascicle 6 and for the
first time identified with its source, an anonymous Tenorlied, by
this study;

Vincenet's Missa 0 gloriosa regina mundi , in fascicle 7,

based on Touronfs Latin-texted song; the Missa Sig saId und heil in
fascicle 19, again anonymous and based on an anonymous Tenorlied;
and, finally, the Missa Gentil madonna mia in fascicle 22, also
anonymolJs. and based on a song by Bedingham. As their titles and
summary descriptions make clear at the outset, all four of these
works participate in the primary progressive trend affecting the
tenor Mass during the period just defined:

all use preexisting

secular material, rather than plainchant cantus firmi, as the basis
for their cyclic organization.
The use of secular cantus firmi probably postdates by only a
decade or so the beginnings of the cyclic tenor Mass itself. which
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are usually placed in the 1440s. 1 Dufay's Mass on his own ballade,

Se la face ay pale , is often cited as a pioneering example from the
mid-1450s. 2

Ockeghem's cycles similarly based on his own songs

(Au travail suis, Ma maistresse, and Fors seulement ) are difficult
to date precisely, but are probably not much later;3 the muchdebated complex of cycles on the L'homme arms tune, in which both
these composers participated, probably broke some ground as wel1. 4
Englishmen such as Frya and Bedingham, working on the continent,
played an essential early role, together with others, such as Faugues
and Le Rouge, now remembered only as minor figures. s Through the
combined efforts of all these composers, at any rate, secular cantus
firmi had, by the mid-1460s, assumed an importance equal or even
superior to that of the chant repertory as the bases for cyclic
Masses.
The earliest Mases on secular cantus firmi effected
unification through their use, within each movement, of the
song - or, where the model song was polyphonic, of its tenor line as the tenor for the new composition.

Song melodies, in other

1 The first English tenor Masses - Caput, Fuit horrrO missus. Veterem hominem. Alma redemptoris
mater, and others - are generally dated between 1420 and 1440; see, for example, Bent, Four
Anonymous Masses, Introduction, p.ix.
2 Fallows, modifying a suggestion originally made by Planchart rOufay Manuscript Traditions-,
p.38f.), claims the Missa Se fa face ay pale as a possible product of the composer's second stay at
Savoy in the 1450s. See Fallows, Dufay, p. 196.
3 OCkeghem's Masses are known on the whole only from late fifteenth- and early sixteenthcentury sources; for a surrmary of a~ments as to their priority in the secular song Mass
development, see Leeman Perkins, Communication in JAMS 40 91987),130-134.
4 The origins of the L 'homme arrn8 complex can be put ca. 1462, the year when Regis's
contribution to it (arguably among the earfierones) was copied at cambrai. see Richard Taruskin,
-Antoine Busnoys and the L'homme arme Tradition-, JAMS 39 (1986), 255-293.
5 Bedingham's Missa Deuil angouisseux is in Trent 90, in a copy dated by saunders to the late
14505; Frye's and Le Rouge's Masses on the Frye song So ys emprentid are respectively in
Lucca 238 and in Tre-nt 90; Faugues's four surviving Masses (discussed in Chapter Three and
also below) are all on seaJlar subjects. Another very early cycle is the anonymous Missa La belle
se siet in Trent 90, ff.447v-457r.
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words, functioned exactly as did traditional chant cantus firmi. and
they were subjected to much the same kinds of manipUlation:
statements in audibly elongated note values or in free paraphrase
blending with the added parts. within a strictly rationalized formal
plan or through free and sporadically placed allusions. 6

Almost from

the genre's very beginnings, though, a new element was also present:
where the model song was polyphonic, borrowing was, in many
cases, not limited to its tenor, but extended to its other parts as
well - and particularly to its discantus, the second component of its
two-voice structural core.

Such multiple borrowings are evident, at

least in brief passages. in even the very earliest Masses on secular
songs.7
This appropriation of a preexisting polyphonic complex. with
the aim of using it as the seed of a new and larger one. was to
develop. of course, into the chief basis of Mass composition:
1• c;~ne
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voice-parts of the model composition in a clearly audible plan of
inter-movement repetition, was the rule rather than the exception. 8

These two subtypes among Masses on sacred camus firmi can be identified among the very first
examples of the genre: the Missa Caput. for instance. isolates its cantus finnus. while the equally
earty Missa Rex saea;lorum presents an ornamented tenor line. Among Masses on secular
songs, Dufay's Missa 56 Ja face ay pale and Faugues's Missa Le serviteur can be adduced as
earty examples of the strict and elaborated types, respectively.
7 Even the Missa 58 fa face ay pale alludes, in its section with integer valor tenor. to the imitative
interplay of the original baliade's refrain; see Fallows. Dufay, p.197.
Masses on monophonic secular eantus firmi tend to approAimate nascent parody practice, after a
fashion, by introdUQ,'19 the cai1tus tirrros in voices other than the tenor. The forthcoming
discl!ssion of the Masses on German songs in Trent 88 win inc!ude two examples of this practice.
S The following discussion wUI adopt the HI-founded but presently standard term -p.uody- in
connection with Masses showil"lQ rnultipMl-voice borrowings. Although the pieces in question fall
into the category reeently designated by Peter Burkholder as -imitation Masses- - cycles
displaying. that is, approximations of full-fledged sixteenth-century parody technique - there
seems no colTl>9l1ing reason, in the present context, to use this somewhat awkward term. see
Burkholder, -Martinr. p. 475, and also Perkins's Convnunication (1987), p. 133.

6
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Certainly all of this lay far in tne future when the Trent Codices
assumed their final form towards the end of the 1470s.

Yet even in

the cycles collected there - and especially, as will become evident,
in the four to be discussed in this chapter - composers may be saen
actively laying the groundwork for mature parody practice, in that
their approach to multiple borrowing, in Masses based on secular
songs, becomes increasingly bold and systematic.

One of the chief

purposes of the present discussion will be to describe their
advances in this r3Qard.

To the modern mind, any inquiry into the musical significance
of early parody practice, in the Trent Codices or anywhere else, is at
first overshadowed by the peculiar cultural phenomer.!'n such
practice represents.

The unabashed and wholesale incorporation,

within a sacred context, of material clearly secular - or even
sometimes, through association with its originai text, mildly
risque 9 - jars Post-Tridentine sensibilities.

Traditionally, scholars

have compared the writing of such Masses to the depiction, by
painters of the same period, of Biblical characters wearing
fashionable garb within palatial contemporary interiors:

such

customs appear expressions of a naively comprehensive religiosity,
which made little difference, in a world permeated with Christian
symbolism, between areas we would distinguish as sacred and
secular. 10

This view most often focuses on the images or symbols

9 See, for instance, the Masses by Clemens on love songs by Gombert (En espoir) and 5ermisy
(Languir my tais). Janequin's famous La ~errs also provided material for a number of sixteenthcentury Mass cycles, in another unlikely juxtaposition of genres.
10 Martin Staehelin, for instance, comes close to apologizing for his division of Isaac's Masses into
categories based on -sacred" and -seaJlar" cantus firmi; -Da... ein scharf ausgesprochener
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in common between the original, vernacular texts of the model songs
and the liturgical texts proper to whatever celebrations occasioned
their transformation into Masses, or with Christian celebrations in
general. II

But on the other hand, a few writers have suggested that

composers instead took delight in smuggling thoroughly unsuitable
musical references into the sacred service, there to be detected by
the cognoscenti only; the stern admonitions against secular parody
by the Council of Trent (which are by no means the first of their
kind) do seem to be addressing the practice as a species of
misbehavior.l 2
Recent work by Howard Mayer Brown and Leeman Perkins has
begun to show, however, that the reworking of secular songs as the
bases for cyclic Masses did not necessarily express either naively
devotional or covertly blasphemous impulses on the part of the
composers who practiced it.

In the view they have outlined, such

essays were, instead, more like elaborate intramural games among
players of superlative skill:

cadres of composers who, in an age

when polyphonic art was still relatively rarified, apparently often
knew

c~e

another, or one another's work.l 3 Their games may well

Gegensatz von 'geistlich' und 'weltlich' einen Denkweise entspricht, die erst fUr die Zeit nach Isaac
charakteristisch ist....; see Die Messen Heinrich Isaacs, vol. 3, p. 23.
11 See, for instance, Geoffrey Chew's suggestion that Mass groups on Le serviteur and Esclave
puist (both represented in the Trent collection) were composed for use in the Papal chapel, using
Jove-song texts to symbolize the Pope as ·servant· or ·slave· to divine service, especially to that
of the Blessed Virgin. (~e Early Cyclic Masses as an Expression of Royal and Papal
Supremacy", Ml53 [1972], pp.254-269.)
12 see the excerpts from the Councirs directives given in Reese, Music in the Renaissance,
p.449.
13 Josquin, for exa."TlpJe, wrote several Masses on songs by OCkeghern, who was probably his
teacher; Johannes Martini wrote ~ne cycle on a song by Colinet de Lannoys, his colleague in
Ferrarese service. Many other such instances could be adduced. The career patterns of sacred
musicians in the fifteenth century seem in general to have favored broad networ1<s of
acquaintance: most were trained within the same small geographical area of northern Europe, and
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i lave centered, at times, upon the intertwining sacred and secular

textual symbolisms traced by modern exegesis. 14 But at least as
often, as Brown particuiarly has demonstrated, these composers
must have been motivated by a craftsman like, abstract interest in
the potential of given musical ideas - whether their own or those of
their associates - for large-scale expansion.

They might, in other

words, most profitably be compared to the writers, in a later age, of
instrumental variations, who often played out in their own day the
dramas of "homage" and ·competition· traced by Brown and Perkins
in the high Renaissance.l s
In this context, the Trent Codices' collection of Masses on
secular songs begins to take on clearer definition.

Table 5.1 lists

the Masses found in Codices 90, 88, and 89 which are, at present,
known to derive from secular models.

(Given the almost unexplored

state of Trent 89, particularly, this roster is bound to grow.) As is
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overaii a:-ray of such literature, beginning with Dufay's Missa 5e fa

face ay paie,

and other examples from the early history of the genre

by Bedingham, Faugues and Ockeghem.l 6 Within that group of Masses
subsequently lived peripatetic lives among the relatively small number of court and cathedral
establishments which could support them.
14 One partiaJlarly virtuosic recent example of sU"..h exegesis is Michael Long, -Symbol and Ritual
in Josquin's Missa Di Dadi-, paper read at the National Convention of the AMS, Baltimore, MD,
November 4, 1988. Long shows how -Josquin's use of dice. traditioMl1y associated with vice and
illegality, as :"f'OportionaJ canons in the Mass...[is] part of an ingenious metaphorical 'program' in
which the choice and treatment of the cantus firrrus [Robert Morton's N'auray je jamais mieulx]
f~ure prominently'1 See Howard Mayer Brown, -ErnJlation, CorJl)etition, and Homage: Imitation and Theories of
Imitation in the Renaissance-, JAMS 35 (1982),pp.1-48, and Leeman L. Perkins, "The L'homme
arme Masses of Busnoys and OCkeghem: a Comparison-, JM 3 (1984), pp.363-96.
16 Faugues's Missa Le serviteur in Trent 88 (ff.411v-422v) is there misattributed to OCkeghem.
Gottlieb has argued engagingly that the anonymous Missa La serviteur in Trent 89 (ff.153v-160r)
is actually OCkeghem's instead. See "The CycJic Masses of Trent 89-, Chapter 11, and also
Gerber, "Transmission and Repertory-, pp.111-112.
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bound as the final segment of Trent 88, however, one particular
emphasis begins to emerge.

From here on, into the later reaches of

the collection, an increasingly high proportion of the songs used as
the bases for cycles are German Lieder - songs, that is, found
otherwise only with German texts, in secular sources from rmperial
territory.

We wiil nOn turn to an examination of these Masses,

covering only those positively identified as German, while leaving
aside a number of others which have, by various authors, been
proposed as SUCh)7

Mjssa HUf und gjb rath:

The cycle itself, unique to the Strahov

Codex, is not found in the Trent collection, but is represented there
by a motet based on the same tenor and presumably meant to be used
with the Mass, 0 gloriosa mater Christi,
88,18

on ff.354v-356r of Trent

The tenor line is the Mass's only recurrent element, appearing

twice over the course of ec:ch movement with free modifications;
most likely the song itself was monophonic. As in many such cases,
though, borrowed material reaches into more than one of the new

' 7 Gerber, in her study of Trent 88, argued that the anonymous Mass on ff.nv-84r there is based

on a German song; since she was unable to identify its specific model, though, the work rrost
remain arrbiguous in status. She also a~ed that the Mass on Dunstable's Puisque m'arnour (its
incipit rendered in T:-ai1t 88 as Puiskemor) might be German as well. See "Transmission and
Repertory", pp.80-94. Similariy, Snow and Gerber both suspect that the cycle labelled (in its
Stral'lov appearance only) Officium Rozel im gorten andersch franczosch might be German, but
were unable to pin down a definite antecedent. See "Strahov·, p.104, and "Transmission and
Repertory", pp.94-97. See also the comments on this Mass in Robert SChmalz, ~Iected
Potyphonic Mass Ordinaries Based on Pre-Existent German Materia!", Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Pittsburgh, 1971, pp.64-66. Other Masses widely accepted as German are the Missa
Christus SU"exit (on a Gerrr...:-: leise, unique in Trent 89) and the Missa 0 rosa beBa "III· (known
from Trent 89, Strahov, and ModO) on a song attributed to both Dunstable and Bedyngham.
'8 See Robert Snow, "The Mass-Motet Cycle: a mid-Fifteenth Century Experiment," in Essays in
Honoraf Dragan Plarnenac, pp.301-320, in connection with the transcription of the work in the
Appendix to his dissertation; see also SChmalz, "Masses on German Materiar, pp.43-63
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work's voices:

a motto opening in each movement, for instance, is

drawn from the tenor tune.
The composer of the work is "Philipus·, who contributed
several items to Strahov, and possibly to Specialnik as well.

Since

attempts to identify him with the Flemish composer Basironhave
now proven unfounded, he could perhaps be counted among composers
active specifically

In

Austria. 19

Missa GrOne Linden (Trent 88): Oswald Koller first identified the
cantus firmus of this Mass as a German melody known in several
polyphonic settings, that by Praetorius testifying particularly to its
longevity.20 Again, only the song melody itself is used in the Mass,
in a standard role as tenor cantus firmus.

But to an even greater

extent than in the Missa Hilt und gib rath,

that same melody appears

(considerably ornamented) in the Mass's discantus. 21

Mjssa Gross Sehnen (Trent 89): This cycle was copied, as was
observed in the previous chapter, by the same scribe who
contributed Barbingant's low-contra cycle to the collection.

It is a

tenor Mass, governed by a ssries of verbal canons which impose
changing mensural realizations, in successive movements, on the
19 Paula Higgins has provided a near-continuous archival account of Philippe Basiron (alias

Philippon or Philippan de Bourge) as an employee of the Sainte-chapelle of the Royal Palace at
Bourges between 1459 and his death in 1491. This makes it more difficult to connect him with
unique works in east-European manuscripts. See Paula Higgins, -Philippe Basiron. Philippen.
Phillppan de Bourges; An Enigma Resoived-, paper read at the National Convention of the
American Musicological Socie!Y. Cleveland. Ohio. November 8,1986. See also Snow, Strahov,
p.46.
20 The Mass appears in Oswald Koller, ed.• Trienter Codices...Dritter Aus:;.'3hl. DTO Jahrgang
XIX!1, vol. 38. pp.xxx-xxxviii (analysis) and 159-173 (rn.JslcaI text).
21 See Gerber, "Transmssion and Repertory,- pp.97-100 and SChmalz. "Masses on German
Material: pp.73-78.
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original song melody.

This line, by virtue of its unchanging

appearance, may be called an -isomorphic tenor-.

(The Trent

collector Wiser elucidated the canonic scheme by writing out
a;:propriate realizations in blank spaces remaining on the tenor
staves.)
The Miss!!!.
headmotive.

'3!!)SS ~~,~,-;.;;-;

;~

iUlii .6'i uniiied by a recurring

Neither this nor any other part of the Mass makes

apparent reference, however, to a preexistent discantus or contra
part - or, at any rate, not to those of the song's only surviving
polyphonic arrangement in the Schedel Liederbuch. 22

Missa Wynschlichen schOn (Trent 89): The Strahov reading of this
cycle is complete; only its Kyrie and Gloria are found in Trent 89.
With three parts, it figures in the Germanic continuation, around
1470, of the low-contra tradition outlined in the preceding chapter.
The model for this cycle has twice been misidentified - once by
Robert Snow, who linked it tentatively to the song Ich fahr dahin, 23
and once by Reinhard Strohm, who published an extended account of
the work as the lost Missa Nos amis of Tinctoris. 24

The correct

model, however, is itself published in the complete edition of its
source, the Buxheimer Orgelbuch. 25 The song's unique appearance
22 See Gottlieb, "The Cydic Mastes ~f Trent 89: Chapter 8, and Schmalz, -Masses on German
Material: pp.73-78.
23See Snow, -Strahov-, pp.95-97, and Schmalz, -Masses on German Material-, pp.139-45 with
accompanying transcription.
2488e Reinhard Strohm, -Die Missa super 'Nos Amis- von Johannes Tinctoris-, Mf 32 (1979),
pp.34-51. Strohm's recent Communication (JAMS 1987) cites the work as the Missa Nos
amisIWunschlichen schon.
25 See Bertha Wallner, ad., Das Buxheimer Orgelbuch, Das Erbe Deutscher Musil< vols. 37-39
(Kassel: Barenreiter, 1959). vol. 39, p.398 (No.237).
Strohm's initial basis for idertitying this work as Tnctoris's Missa Nos amiswas Tnctoris's own
citation of his Mass in the Prologue to his Tractatus aiteratiooom. (see Albert 88ay, ad., Johannis
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there, together with its small scale, its foursquare configuration,
and its general style, leaves litt!e doubt that it is an authentic
German Tenorlied, so that the Mass upon it - which is perfectly
congruent in style with

~he

other Masses listed here, particularly

the Missa Deutscher Lieder, described below - can have little to do
with Tinetoris, or with any ,'--1os amis

tradition.

Example 5.1 a shows the model, and Example 5.1 bits
realizations in several sections of the Mass.

Here, as is

immediately evident, overt multiple borrowing has assumed great
importance.

Mjssa peutscher Lieder: Like the preceding work, this is a Germanic
specimen of low-contra writing probably from the early 1470s.

It is

also a forerunner of Isaac's Missa carminum, similarly involving
cross-references among several songs. 26

louis Gottlieb first

Tinetoris Opera ThBor8tica. Corpus SCriptorum de Musica vol. 22, pt. 1 [American Institute of
Musicology, 1976J, p.173.) There, TlI'1Ctoris complains of a Milanese singer who acaJSed him of
careless_practice in the tenor of this Mass, where he wrote the following figure, to be perfonned
without an alteration of the second semibreve:
r;:""';--=--=TT---=- _"__

.1:_

------ ------"
a

--O~- ~-l-

- " --

~=---=~

n

n

==-=-

_n
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<>.

The singer did not realize, Tinctoris states, that alteration need not occur ·where there is no
defect of ~mber" (that is, if the first breve is not imperfected by the minim pair following it).
Strohm (-Nos Amis -, p.41) connects TInctoris's citation with a similar melodic contour at the start
of the Mass's Credo:

i

'f
I
0- D
~
t

()

~l>

In this context, however, the Milanese singer's question would obviously never have corne up,
since the replacement of the breve d by two semibreves removes any occasion for alteration. (No
other tenor entry in the Mass matches Tinctoris's citation even this closely.) An argument that the
Mass's preserved reading sil'll'lifl8d Tinctcris's diffie.llt original overlooks the ifT4X)rtant place of
the c:kf' octave leap in the overall content of the Mass's model song - v.i1ich is, moreoever, in no
way suited to carry a rondeau text. Any resemblance between TInctoris's citation and the tenor
inca.:,;i "f song and Mass rrost therefore be dismissed as mere coincidence.
26 Isaac's use of Gennan secular songs in his Missa Garmioom places it chronologicaiiy within his
years at the Imperial Court (Le., after 1497). Staehelin, not knowing the Trent cycle, related the
wor1< to a series of Masses on rnJltipie secular songs, beginning with Oufay's Gloria-Credo pair Tu
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identified one untitled, textless piece from the Schedel Liederbuch
as its main model; this links all of its movements in a standard
fashion. 27 Robert Schmalz then further detected, in the Gloria, a
short citation from the song Sig saId und heil. 28

Most likely other

songs are involved as well, in similar multiple-voice citations.
Example 5.2 shows two possible song quotations from the Credo and
the Sanctus, together with sample references to the models already
identified.

As is again evident, borrowing here, as in the Missa

Wunschlichen schon,

clearly involves both structural voices of the

quoted composition.

To this roster, Trent 91 can now add two further examples,
both of which this chapter will examine in detail.

M;ssa Sig said und hejl: This cycle, with its attached Introit Salve

sancta parens. occupies fascicle 19 of Trent 91. As Chapter 1
explains, the paper there may date from the early 14605; though the
work itself seems to constitute a second layer upon th is paper, it
may nonetheless be among the earlier German-song Masses in the
Codices.

It is clearly identified by a textual incipit in the tenor part

of every movement, from the hand of the original scribe - who went
so far, even, as to add a second round of incipits marking the
m'as montelLa vi/ane/Ia. and continued by Obrecht. Pipelare. and Rener; Isaac. in this view. took
his example directfy from Obrecht, and was the first to write a Uedermesse on German material.
(See Die Messen Heinrich Isaacs. pp.54-56.) The Trent 89 cycle makes it possible, though to
a~ that Isaac instead took up an already established lJ'11)erial Court tradition.
2 See Gottlieb. "The Cyclic Masses of Trent 89-, Chapter 9 and accor::pan,lng transcription.
2SSee Schmalz, "Masses on German Materiar. pp.120-137. Schmalz datec the cyde, on stylistic
grounds, as late as 1475; he pointed out that it founds a -German- tradition including not only the
Isaac cycle. but sixteenttH:entury works such as those by Jacob Vast (d.1567) and Charles
Luyton (d.1620).
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2.:Jpoarance of the song's second half in each movement. The song
arrangement clearly used as the model for the cycle appears (with
minor variants) in both the Glogauer and Schedel collections. 29

Mjssa Zersundert ist das junge herze mein:

This work occupies·

fascicle 6 of Trent 91, which uses one of the two papers preserving
the extended paraphrase repertory there. It must thus must date,
like the paraphrases, to the early or mid-1470s.

The model is

nowhere identified in the cycle's unique appearance here, but can be
reconstructed through inter-movement comparisons:

these yield, in

composite, an anonymous polyphonic song preserved uniquely in the
Glogauer Liederbuch.30 Example 5.3 shows the song, to be compared
to its rendition in the final Agnus dei section of the Mass
(Transcription No.7).

Again, multiple borrowing - involving, now,

the contra as well as the discantus and tenor lines of the model - is
plainly evident.

As Reinhard Strohm and others have long since pointed out,
such a confluence of Masses on German secular models - models
preserved, moreover, only in a handful of closely related sources of
"Imperial" provenance - can hardly be a coincidence)1

The principle

29 See Schmalz, -Masses on German Materiar, pp.83-119 and accompanying transcription.
Schmalz places this piece too as late as ca.1475.
30 Co~re Burkholder's reconstruction of the model song for Martinrs Missa In Feuers Hitz
(-Martini and the Imitation Mass-, pp.485-486.)
31 For a concise summary of his views, see Reinhard Strohm's Communication (JAMS 1987).
Strohm has pointed out, along with Gottlieb, Snow, and Schmalz, that citations from the tenors of
a nunt>er of these Masses appear in the pair of quodlibets from the GIogauer UedertxJch
cofTlX)sed to the discantus line of the song 0 rosa bella, itself (as noted above) the subject of a
parody Mass in the same repertory. The incipits they cited were Gross Sehnen, HiH unci gib rath,
and Sig sAid unci heil; to these can now be added In Feuers Hitz, identified by Buri<holder and
Brown as the subject of a Mass by Martini. The possbility of some deliberate reference by the
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of song parody, while it may have been invented back on FrancoFlemish territory, must have put down roots both quickly and
vigorously in some specific center further east - which, in line with
the arguments already set forward in this dissertation, would most
likely have been the chapel of Friedrich III, based in the 1460s and
1470s at Wiener Neustadt.
The purpose of this chapter, then, will be to analyze what
might thus be called the Austro-German parody Mass tradition.

To

this end, we will look, in the next four sections of the chapter, at
the four Ordin.:iry cycles on secular material in Trent 91, comparing
them to others in the Trent collection and elsewhere, in order to
build up a picture of their stylistic context.

In a further section, we

will then turn to the Missa Der Pfober: Schwanz of Johannes Martini,
which, while it is only partially preserved in Trent 91, reflects very
closely Martini's involvement with - and, ultimately, his
indebtedness to - the parody practice recorded thera.

Finally, the

chapter's sixth section will close the dissertation as a whole,
linking the conclusions about parody Masses in Trent 91 with those
already developed concerning the manuscript's other repertory, and
suggesting some further steps in Trent research.

quodlibets to the Mass cofTllOSitions of a single circle (the Co.Jrt's) seems, on this basis, quite
strong. See Strohm, Die Missa super "Nos amis-, pp.47-48, Snow, "The Mass-Motet Cycle-,
p.306, note 8a, and Schmalz, -Masses on German Material-, p.90. The quodlibets are published
as EDM 4, Nos. 11-66, 67, and 58.
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The Missa Gentil madonna mia
This cycle, possibly the oldest of Trent 91's secular-song
Masses is to be found at the very end of the manuscript, on the
"mountain" paper likely datable, as Chapter One showed, to the mid1460s.

(See Transcription No. 14.)

Its model,

indicated by the

copyist Wiser's textual incipits below the tenor lines of all the
movements, is the ballade Gentil madonna mia , attributed to
Bedingham in the Schadel Liederbuch, and anonymous in a wide
variety of other sources. 32

Wiser's labelling of the tenor attracts

interest in view of the alternative, fragmentary title, consisting in
the single word "Fortune", given in the two sources

geographically

closest, at least, to Trent 91, Schedel and the Buxheimer
Orgelbuch. 33 According to Perkins and Garey, who edited the song
from its appearance in the Mellon Chansonnier, this is the remnant
of an original English text.3 4

Wiser's exemplar must have cited

intead the Italian text supplied in Mellon and other French and
Italian sources - all of which, further, give a version of the tenor
line considerably closer to that used in the Mass than that in either
of the two German redactions.3 S This does not mean, though, that the
cycle itself was necessarily French or Italian: a text similar, at
32 The song appears in the Berlin, Pixirecourt, Cordifonne, and Pavia Chansonniers, in Escorial
IV.a.24, Monte Cassino 871, and Paris 4379, in addition to its appearance on ff.48v-49r of the
Schedel Liederbuch: a keyboard intabulation is in the Buxheimer Orgelbuch, and is quoted by an
otherwise free COf11)OSition in the Strahov Codex. For exact citations and commentary (on which
the following discussion is based) see Leeman L. Perkins and Howard Garey, ads., The Mellon
Chansonnier (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), vol. 2, pp.375-384.
33 The Schedel and Buxheim readings are entitled -Fortune-; Montecassino gives an incipit
-Fortuna Ias-, and Bertin only a capital F.
34 See Perkins and Garey, The Mellon Chansonn;er, vol. 2, p.3n.
35The most substantial difference occurs in the song mm.23-25, where both Bux. and Schedel
give a reading quite different from Mellon's, which is that of the Mass tenor. Arguments put
forward later in this chapter will address the special connection of -I~riar repertory with
Neapolitan sources.
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least, to Gentil madonna mia must have been known in German
circles as well, since these words show up as an incipit in the
Glogauer Liederbuch - albeit in association with an entirely
different piece of music.3 6
Table 5.1 suggests, in fact, that the Missa Gentil madonna mia
could fit into an early phase of the Austro-German parody tradition
dependent not upon German songs, but on songs imported, as
Bedingham's probably was, from Franco-Flemish circles.

Anonymous

Masses on sllch works stand side by side, in Trent 90 and in the
earlier portions of Trent 88 and 89, with Masses on secular songs by
Dufay, Ockeghem, and other Franco-Flemish progenitors of the genre;
composers resident in Austro-German territory might first have
experimented with the new, imported genre using subjects which
had been imported as well.

We will return to this question, and to

its consequences for the Missa Gentil madonna mia, in a moment.
The Missa Gentil madonna mia display,;», over its first four
movements, a classically ·isomorphic· tenor line - one preserving,
that is, the original visual and notational shape given it in the song,
such that its performance in each movement depends upon
reinterpretation of its mensuration, which brings about the
augmentation or diminution necessary to fit it to the accompanying
parts.

(Such lines might also be subjected to repetitions.)

Table 5.2

shows the verbal canons that govern this process in the Missa Gentil
madonna mia,

together with the symmetrical formal plan that

results.

36The piece in question is published in EDM 4 as No. 11-69.
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Each movement presents the tenor once, interjecting a freely
composed

s~ion

without tenor at the midpoint cadence.

in the

Kyrie, the tenor sounds in its written values, unaffected by the shift
from 0 to C in the accompaniment for its second half3 7 • For the
Gloria, all values are doubled, incorporating the same shift; in the
first half of the C!'edc, th 91 are tripled.

The Et ascendit section of

the Credo then returns to doubled values, and the Sanctus sounds,
like the Kyrie, as written, closing off an overall arch-like pattern of
tenor deployment.
But the cycle has an Agnus dei as weil, and here an unexpected
development occurs.

The second section of the movement, following

the pattern of those preceding, is freely composed for three parts
only.

The borrowed material of the final section then consists of

the discantus line from the song's second half, sounding as top part
with some rhythmic modification; the song's tenor is no longer
present, apart from a few brief allusions.

But Wiser - cr, possibly,

his exemplar - did not grasp this new twist in the formal plan in
time to copy the first section of the movement correctly; his copy
provides, instead, the tenor's first half just as it appears for all the
other movements.

Most certainly the tenor does not belong here:

contrapuntally it makes nonsense with the other parts, and moreover
falls two tempora

short of the length they require.

What belongs in

its place, to fulfill the piece's symmetry, is the discantus line from
the first half of the song; this must, though, have been freely

37This same shit is made part of the song itself (or at least of its two lower parts) in the readings of
the Bertin and Pavia sources.
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adapted, as it cannot, in its oi"iginal shape, fit the three additional
parts Wiser has given any better than can the tenor.
The cycle is further unified by a heaamotive scheme - or,
rather, by a triple one, as illustrated in Example 5.4.

Each movement

begins with a reference by the discantus and the altus to the
discantus-tenor opening of the song; after the Kyrie, this is
accompanied by a newly composed bassus line.

The central sections

of the Kyrie and the Gloria, as weI! as the BE-nedictus (all of them
scored for three voices) then begin with imitation on a common
subject unrelated to the modal song.

(The three-voice

sec';~ns

the Credo and the Agnus do not share this material, though.)

of

Finally,

the entrance of the song tenor's second half, in the final section of
the central three movements, is accompanied by a reference to the
song's discantus from that same point.
All of this represents, already, a high level of involvement for
the borrowed discantus.
sounds ut iacet,

But in those four sections where the tsnor

its presence is still more strongly felt, fOi there

the tenor's main cadential points are

accompanied by a return, in

the discantus, to the configurations it used for those same cadences
in the song.

Table 5.3 gives exact loci for comparison.

In summary, two main points emerge about this Mass.

First,

no better illustration could be offered of the way in which secular
models occasioned, even early on, the process of complete
absorption and recomposition later called imitatio,

or parody.

Although the Missa Gentil madonna mia, if it was copied in the mid1460s, is only about a decade younger than the very first FrancoFlemish secular Masses, this process is already well advanced,
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merging comfortably with the canonic tenor layout, which at the
same time binds the cycle to the early phase of the tradition
exemplified by the Missa 5e la face ay pale.
Secondly, much of the model quotation has begun, in this cycle,
to assume a specific form of great importance, as we will see,· in
the Imperial parody tradition.

Both its tenor layout and its use of

the discantus in headmotives are familiar from a variety of French
and Flemish secular-song Masses.3 8 Still quite uncommon in that
literature, though, is its citation of substantial stretches of the
borrowed discantus - as opposed to short phrases, usually in
"headmotive" positions borrowed tenor.

in

their original alignment with the

For instance, Ockeghem, whose song-based Masses

were perhaps most influential of any written in western Europe,
cites the borrowed

d!s~antus

often enough, but likes to detach it

from its old context, sometimes even presenting it as a substitute
for a tenor quotatic:i; if he presents Doth voices together, he aiters
their familiar aiignment, playing upon their former roles in the
contrapuntal fabric)9 Similarly, the Missa Le serviteur of Faugues
and the Missa terriblement suis fortune

of Barbingant also use the

borrowed discantus at some length, but ornament it heavily,
disguising its original relation to the tenor. 40

By contrast, the

38See, for instance, the tenor treatrr,ent in either of Dufay's secular Masses, Busnois's and
Ockeghem's L'homme anne Masses, and the model-discantus headrnotives in Caron's Missa
AcaJeilly m'a fa belle, or OCkeghem's Masses on N travail suis and Ma maitresse.
39 The five-voice Missa Fors saulernent makes th6 most virtuosic use of this technique. For an
analysis, see Reese, Music in the Renaissance, pp.126-128.
40 For analyses of Faugues's MiSSa Le serviteur, see Reese, Music in the Renaissance, pp.112113, and SChuetze, Introduction, pp.16-23 and 32-37.
Barbingant, in both Chapters Two and Four, was identifaed as a poss~ member (for at least part
of his career) of the Imperial Court citde. If he was, it is probable that some irte~ on his part in
multiple-voice borrowing, as reflected in the Missa Terriblement, contrbrted to the early growth
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particular type of parody process seen in the Missa Genti! madonna
mia

- in its opening headmotive series, and in the Sanctus and Kyrie

sections with tenor ut iacet

-

instead highlights the model's

original discantus-tenor pairing, in its original rhythmic
configuration.

Such passages approach, in fact, the effect of that

almost uniquely German genre, the secular song in sacred
contrafact. 41

This same contrafact-like approach to parody

technique has already been cited, in the introduction to this chapter,
within the Missa Wunschlichen schon and the Missa Deutscher Lieder,
both works of presumably Austro-German origin in Trent 89.

As we

will shortly see, it also marks Trent 91's other three secular-song
Masses in an increasingly distinctive fashion.

Co ntrafact-Iike

parody is, in other words, a key distinguishing feature of the
Austro-German parody tradition.
Is the Missa Genti! madonna mia

itself Austro-German? A

certain answer is as yet impossible: like its two companions in
fascicles 21 and 22, the Missa Secundi toni and the canonic Missa
Quatuor ex una, 42 it is anonymous. But where the ether two are
unique, the Missa Quatuor ex una has a partial concordance in Trent
89, and this may shed at least some indirect light on the origins of
all three works.
The Kyrie of the Missa Quatuor ex una - given, like the other
four movements, as a single line, with sigla indicating three
of a parody tradition there. But as the one cycle identified as his in the Trent Codices has nothing
to do with this development, he will not figure in the present discussion.
41 ~ Fallows'S comments on the Gennan predilection for contrafaet in "The Songs of Robert
Morton-, pp.388-89.
42The Missa Ouatuor ex una (so named by WISer himself) is published as No. 3 in Richard Loyan,
ad. Canons in the Trent Codices (American Institute of Musicology, 1967).
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subsequent canonic entries at the unison • appears as a rather
tentative-looking addition on the last verso of Trent 89's fourth
fascicle, as shown in Diagram 5.1. This seems to be in the hand of
Scribe E, who also added the two songs on the final blank fol1a of
Trent 91, following the Mass in its complete version. 43

The Kyrie's

context in Trent 89 makes a certain sense: it follows upon two
Magnificats whose use of precise imitation at the unison, is so
intensive that some individual verses, at least,

might almost have

been notated, like the Kyrie, as a single line.44 And these two
Canticles, in turn, follow upon the Missa Gross Sehnen , a cycle
which, it turns out, resembles the Missa Gentil madonna mia in
several important ways.

Its tenor is presented isomorphically, in

its original notational shape as a song, within each movement;

as in

the Missa Gentil madonna mia, verbal canons modify this tenor in a
symmetrical plan, shown in Table 5.4.

It further uses a clef
\'c2 ,

c4 ,

c4, 14 versus c 1 , cS, cS,

f3), and deploys about the salTJe degree

of imitative technique.
43 Je me sans is given as an incipit for an otherwise textless version of Busnois's Joye me fuit,
found In the Mellon. Dljon. Plxericourt, Laborde, Florence 176, and Paris 1719 chansonniers, as
well as in the Ferrarese collection Casanatense 2856. Per'ldns (The Melb" Chansonnier, vol. 2,
pp.307-311) states that the Trent 91 version is cIosests of any to the reading given in the
Neapolitan Mellon Chansonnier· an observation which ties in with the theory linking the Trent
collection specially with Naples, advanced later in this chapter.
The extraordir.arily wide distribution of La martineila renders stemmatic conclusions difficult. the
work is especially well represented. though. both in sources of Neapolitan provenance (Bologna
a 16, Verona 757, and the seville ChansoMier) and in Gennanic rnaroscripts (both Trent 89 and
91, the Glogauer Uederbuch. and waru 2016, among others) and ttlJs may fit into the same
Trent-Naples pattern. See the edition, comments and list of sources in Howard Mayer Brown, ed.,
A Fiorentine Chansonn;er from the Time of Lorenzo the Magnificent, Moroments of Renaissance
Music 7 (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1983), vol. 1, p. 212 (critical notes)
and vol. 2, pp.26-29 (edition and variants).
44eoth the Magnificats were copied by the scribe of the MtSSa Gross 5ehnen, though in a slightly
different ink color. suggesting a different phase in his activity. The canonic effect is especially
striking in the fourth {Fecit potentian1} VM'S8 of each.
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In Trent 91, then, the Missa Ouatuor ex una appears as a
companion to the Missa Gentil madonna mia. In Trent 89, the same
cycle becomes the companion to the Missa Gross Sehnen, with the
two quasi-eanonic Magnificats as intermediaries.

Thus, when the

two song-Masses prove to bear a considerable resemblance to one
another, it seems reasonable at least to consider them, along with
the Missa Ouatuor ex una and the Magnificats, as works of the same
proficient hand.
Exactly whose hand that was is difficult to say, but on the
evidence of the

Missa Gross Sehnen it must be Austro-German, or

that of a western composer active on Austro-German territory.
Circumstantial evidence indicates, in fact, that all five works could
be Touront's.
Sehnen

The two-fascicle unit containing the Missa Gross

in Trent 89 is linked, by its scribe's own additions, to

Touront's Missa Septimi toni,

copied by Wiser in the previous

fascicle, and Touront's Missa Tertii toni was bound as the fascicle
following.

Since, too, one of louront's few surviving attributed

works (Virgo restauratrix,

in the Schedel Liederbuch, ff.46v-48r) is

a mirror canon, in which the second contra inverts the pitch
intervals of the tenor in retrograde, he may well have had
respectable proficiency in the contrapuntal gamesmanship reflected
in the Missa Ouatuor ex una. 4S

45 Compare also Chapter Fou(s connection of the anonymous Iow-contra Missa Secundi toni
with the Touront Missa Septirri toni.
On the other hand, the Trem 89 scribe headed fascicle 3 with an attrbJted song, Amours,
amours, by the Bruges composer Cornelius Heyns, which raises a possibility that the following
works are his: his Missa Pourquelque pain is, like the Trent 91 cycle, based on canonic
transformation of the tenor, and ~!t~~ ~~e :;or.g d1scantus in its Agnus dei. As a third possiblity, the
juxtaposition of Heyns and Toumnt could reflect some special connection between the two
composers before Touront's removal to eastern Europe.
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The Missa Gross Sehnen, in this view, could be the earlier of
the two song-masses, by a few years; while innovative in its choice
of German material, it does not reflect the parody approach
increasingly common in the Trent collection's later Masses.

Missa Gentil madonna mia

The

requires similar placement relatively

early in the tradition because of its reliance on an imported song
model.

At the same time, though, this second cycle places Touront -

if indeed he is its author - among the leaders i" the development of
the new multiple-borrowing technique within the

Austro-German

circle.

The

Missa $ig slId und heil
Even more certainly than the two cycles just described, the

Missa Sig saId und heil is the work of Johannes Touront. Evidence in
support of this assertion can be drawn, first, from the two
manuscripts preserving it, Trent 91 and the Strahov Codex, and,
second, from the design and style of the work itself.
As Chapter 1 explained, the Trent 91 copy of the Missa Sig

saId und heil is on paper dating probably fro. n the 1460s.

The

incomplete sexternion we now see may have beAn made up in part
from another, partially filled and differently folded gathering.

When

the Mass itself was copied, probably some time after the entry of
the first items into this older gathering, the partially bianl< bifoHos
were rearranged in order to utilize them better.
fascicls's

Some of the

original contents were destroyed in the process -

principally, the discantus and most of the tenor from the three-
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voice piece still partly legible on f.215r.

Diagram 5.2 shows both

the present state of the gathering and its possible earlier
appearance.
David Fallows has now identified the fragmentary three-voice
work as Touront's, through the attribution that appears with its
complete presentation in the Codex Specialnik. 46 Its several
concordances are summarized in Table 5.5.

These show the piece in

association with a confusing array of texts; the French incipit J e

suis seu/et found with its second half in Bologna
to classify it as a bergerette.

a

16 led Fallows

Arguably, though, it is instead a

bipartite motet, originally written for one of the two Latin texts
listed in the Table.

Its construction around a central metric change

makes just as much sense in this context; tWiner, its ample length,
its explicit tenor link between the incipits of the two partes,

and

its fermata-mari\eci introductory passages, all features exceptional
among bergerettes, fall easily into line with other short Latintexted motets in Trent and Strahov, such as the Ave Maria placed
two fascicles back in Trent 91. 47
Whether the work is a motet or a song, it suffices to link the
original layer of fascicle 19, entered prior to the copying of the
Mass, to Touront.

The other representative of that layer, the

46 Fallows makes this idemif:eation in his -Songs in the Trem Codices·, p.179.
47 Fallows (Dufay, pp. 154-155) discusses the bergerette as -a rondeau in which the second
'paner is made to contrast instead of adding to the internal co~xity of the repeating form:- little
explicit contrast ma."".<s the Touront worX, and its dimensions - 39 bars in 0 for the first part, and 31
C bars for the second - seem a little generous for a bergerette. (Compare Oufay's Malheureux
cueur, with 27 and 17 bars, or OCkeghem's Ma maistresse, with 34 and 17.) Also, the fermatamarked cadences in both parts occur ten bars from the opening, rather than near sectional
mipoints, as :n most bergerettes. (Compare Malheureux cueur, where the first section's cadence
comes atter 16 bars; for the second half, though, Touront's work acquires almost a rondeau
quatrain conflQUration.)
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anonymous Vms beata Jerusalem on f. 225v, bears no compelling
resemblance to Touront's oniy attributed hymn, a Pange lingua. But
does appear almost adjacent to that work in the Strahov Codex, and
so carries Touront's connection with fascicle 19 a bit farther. 48
The appearance of the Sanctus movement of the Mass in its
concordant reading in the Strahov Codex supports an idea that the
newer layer of fascicle 19 is connected with Touront as well.

The

Sanetus, on ff.81 v-82r there, follows all":'1ost directly upon Touront's
Missa Septimi toni

(ff.68bis r-79v); it has been reduceo to a low

contra texture matching that of TCluront's Mass. (The one piece
intervening between them, on ff.80r-81 r, is the Sanetus from
Vincenet's low-eontra Mass in Trent 91.) 49
Suspicion is finally confirmed, though, by Wiser's casual
annotation to the last folio (f.425r) of Trent 89.

This gives a short

but appropriately labelled incipit from the ·tenor bassus· of the
Mass's Agnus dei, minus the initial rests,50 and beside it a further,
unidentified snippet - clearly the end of something, rather than the
start - inscribad Ad Magnificat tenor.

These may have been ·cues· to

a bifolium, or a set of bifolia: each would have served to identify the
sheet, or the side of a sheet, where it appeared, as Diagram 5.3

48 Touroi1t's hym:- appears on ff.275v-76r in Strahov, and Urbs beata lerusalem is on f.281 r. Both
are in the hand of Snow's SCribe 1, and belong to the Temporale cycle he copied there. see
Snow. ·Strahov,; p.31.
49 The Introit of tt.8 Alissa Sig ~ und he;1 also appears in three-voice ·reduction- (with low
contra) on f.36v OJ the Strahov Codex (with a second text) and again there on f.4Ov, with all its
parts. Both readings are part of the great Strahov Introit series, but were added there later, by two
different scrbes. (see Snow, "StrahoV-, p.16.) The Introit also appears in a r,ew mensuration ( ) in
Tren! 89, on ff.242v-43r there: it cani&s its own text, but the items surroune;ng it are secular-tosacred contrafaets.
50 WISer'S excerpt gives mm.12-14 of the second contratenor, which carrie3 the tenor cantus
firmus in the opening section of this movement.
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suggests, such that Wiser would have jotted them down as an aid for
himself in some task of retrieval or reordering.
The Magnificat thus placed in intimate manuscript association
with the Mass is preserved in the Strahov Codex, and also in the
Perugia Chansonnier (ff.129v-i 30r and 133v-134r).

Wiser's excerpt

came from the end of its eighth verse, as shown in Example 5.5. 51 In
Perugia, it bears the inscription "Cecus

ll
-

one which also appears, in

that collection, over seve:-::! 01 Touront's works, including his bestknow., composition, the song-motet 0 gloriosa regina. The
Magnificat, then, was very likely Touront's; chances are that the
Missa Sig saId und heil, which evidently appeared adjacent to the
Magnificat in some source owned or used by Wiser, was his as well.
Even without this network of external evidence, though, the
Mass could easily go to Touront on the basis of a stylistic study.
The proper basis for comparison, here, is Touronrs Missa Monyel, a
cycle uniQue to fascicles 23-24

of Trent 89. 52

The Missa Monyel is based, as inter-movement comparisons
reveal, on the

polyphonic ballade reconstructed in Example 5.6.

Gottlieb, who first transcribed and analyZed the Mass, searched in
vain for this model in surviving song collections, and ended by
describing

Wiser's textual tag -Monyel", which appears fairly

consistently with the tenor of each movement, as "a road sign in the
middle of nowhere" .53

David Fallows, however, has identified a

probable text for the model song among the ballades of the Rohan
51

see Snow, -Strahov: pp.129-131. and the accompanying transcription.

52 See Gottlieb's analysis of this piece in "The Cyclic Masses of Trent 89-, Chapter 6, and also his

transcription.
53 Gottlieb, "The Cyclic Masses of Trent 89-, p.66.
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Manuscript: the anonymous Mon oeul est de tendre temprure ;54 the
Germanic distortion of the French incipit is typical of Trent. 55
Tourcnfs mass thus belongs with t:'e Missa Gentil madonna mia
among those cycles which, although themselves probably of
Germanic origin, use scng models from the Franco-Flemish song
repertory .56
Touronfs Missa Monyel is an impressive achievement.
Composed in the mid- or late 1460s or later, to judge from its place
in Trent 89 57, it shows a range of parody devices already expanded
well beyond that of the Missa Gentil madonna mia. And most of
these are also to be found, albeit on a more modest scale, in the

Missa Sig saId und heil.
Tables 5.6a and 5.6b show formal diagrams of the two cycles,
focusing on their use of their respactive models.

Both, as is at once

evident, have as their chief basis that special type of model
presentation already adumbrated in the Missa Gentil madonna mia
the combination of discantus and tenor appears intact, in its original
alignment, and more or less in its original rhythmic values - with,

54 I am deeply grateful to Prof. Fallows for proposing this identification (in a letter of October 1,
1988) of my reconstruction of the song. The poem is the sixth given in the Rohan poetry
rranuscript ~6erlir...Dahlem Kupferstichkabinett 78 B 17); it also occurs in the Jardin de Pfaisance
(Paris: Antoine Verard, 1501), f.80. Its opening line, further, is quoted in Molinet's Debatdu viel
gendarme et dJ viel amoreux (ca. 1470). This last work cites a song title in the first line of each of
its 41 stanzas. Mon oeul est de tendre ternprure is one of only six such lines which have not, to
date, been identified with a &,jj'Y:ving polyphonic song; chances are, though, that the Mass's
model song can now be matched with this citation.
55 The tenor incipit in the Missa 58 Ja face ay pale (Trent 88, ff.97v-10Sv) for instance, is rendered
by Gerber's SCribe /II (or WISer) as 58 Ja fac jay paJay, that for the Mass on the Dunstable song Puis
que m'amour becomes, in WISer's hand, Puiskemor.
56 Prof. Fallows (in a letter of December 24,1988) suggests that the song Man oaul dates from
the late 1430s. This could place it among works Touront knew (or perhaps wrote) in FrancoFlemish circles before his proposed departure for eastern Europe towards 1439.
57 The cycle appears on paper dated by saunders to the period 1462-64. see "The Dating of the
Trent Codices-, p. 91, and also the objections raised above.
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here, what

apr~~!'~

good measure.

to be the model contra part often thrown in for

The final and climactic Agnus dei invocations of both

works dramatize this contrafact-Iike principle most fully,
amounting almost to uninterrupted presentations of their models, in

integer valor.
Both cycles, further, exploit transpositions of the model
framework to degrees having intervallic affinity with its original
starting point - replicating, that is, the configuration of half- and
wholesteps found there. S8 The Missa Sig said does this at the fourth
and the octave below, and at the fifth above; the Missa MonYol uses
the fifth below and the fourth above.

In both cases, the most

striking result of the procedure is the permutation of voice-roles
within the four-part Mass texture.

In the Missa Monyel, the tenor

becomes, after the Kyrie, a labelled tenor bassus, assuming the
lowest position, where it presents the model tenor in low
.
't'Ion.
transposl

T'"ne one excepdon
.'
t.0 th'
.,~.
'f
•• IS .is ....
Llle G'.Oria
s lirst hat,

where the same line at the same pitch turns up, instead, in the
second contra part.

The Missa Sig said und heil follows a similar

pattern: in the Sanctus the tenor becomes an appropriately cleffed
and labelled tenor bassus, sounding the transposed model line as
lowest part; in both sections of the Credo, the second contra takes
the same line in

charg~,

as in the Gloria of the Missa Monyel.

The two Masses also make related plays on voice-roles
within their model songs:

the Missa Monyel transforms the entire

58 In the case of the Missa Monyel, where no model survives apart from the Mass itself. some
difficulty of course arises in detennining an original tonal level for the song. In this discussion. it is
assumed that the song's first presentation, in the Kyrie. occurs at the original pitch, by analogy
with the Missa Sig sAid and other cofT1)arable wor1<s.
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borrowed discantus into a tenor for its Cum sancto spiritu; while
the Missa Sig said und heil uses the two halves of the tenor line as
the discantus parts for its Qui tollis and Et incarnatus est
sections.
A look at the freely composed sections within both Masses
confirms an impression that the two works could have come from
the same hand.

Imitation at the fith and at the octave is central to

the style, but is often veiled by the use of small temporal intervals,
and tends to be of short duration.

Melodic and rhythmic sequence

are, similarly, frequent but short in duration, usually affecting only
a few tempora within one part.

Phrases generally, though, tend to be

well-defined and symmetrical in their pitch contours, so that
overall both pieces have a well-organized character pleasing to
modern ears.

Example 5.7 gives samples of these traits in model-

free sections from both pieces.
If, then, the Missa Sig saId und heil does belong to Tcurcnt,
the time has come to give that composer far more credit for the
development of the parody Mass than has hitherto come his way.
Between them, the Missa Sig said und hail and the Missa Monyal
reveal a bold grasp of concepts increasingly central in the works of
parody composers of the next generation:
after him Isaac, Obrecht, and Josquin.

Martini, first of all, and

And still more certainly, both

works belong, as probable compositions of the 1460s, among the
very earliest examples of identifiable parody technique in either
eastern or western circles.
The one documentary hint concerning Touront, since it places
him in the Imperial Chapel as early as 1439, suggests that he was
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about the same age as Ockeghem. It also sets an early date for his
departure from Ockeghem's part of the world - if, as the name
"Touront" implies, his birth and early training took place there.
German subject of the Missa Sig saId und heil,

The

newly proposed here

as his, now confirms the impression of creative independence that
such a biography would lead us to expect. Together with the Missa
Gross Sehnen,

it localizes his mature achievements firmly within

Imperial territory, and within the context of those achievements the chant paraphrase and low contra Mass traditions - already
credited, in the course of this study, to the composers at the court
of Friedrich Ill.

His stature as the leader of a distinctive and

independent AListro-German tradition of parody Mass composition,
essentially coeval with the first development of similar techniques
by Ockeghem and his colleagues in the west, begins. as a
consequence, to emerge with new force.

The Missa 0 gloriosa regina mundi
Another of Trent 91 's composers may have figured in the
Austro-German parody development as well.

This is Vincenet,

already discussed, in the previous chapter, as the author of a iow··
contra sine nomine Mass in Trent 91. Apart from Busnois, Vincenet
is the only composer whose name actually appears in the
manuscript; he rated, in fact, two ascriptions, one over the sine
nomine Mass and one over the cycle about to be discussed here.S9

59rhe sine nomine cycle's ascription is from Wiser, who copied the cycle itself, but may be in a
slightly lighter ink shade, irJ1)lying its later addition.
0 provided his own asoiption over the
fascicle 7 Mass.

scroe
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The only presently known documents concerning Vincenet
relate to his service under the Aragonese king of Naples, Ferrante I.
Evidently he died in Naples in 1479 or shortly before, still a member
of the chapel there;60 this permits a

tentativ~

conclusion that he

belonged to the same generation as Touront and OCkeghem, born ca.
Unfortunately, though, the very earliest document certainly

1420.

placing him in Ferrante's service dates from August 19, 1469; prior
to that, nothing whatever is known of his career - apart from his
place of birth, Hainault, which is mentioned in that same document. 61
Only a handful of works survive under Vincenet's name: these
are listed, with their sources, in Tabie 5. 7 .

His songs, as is evident,

enjoyed fairly wide distribution, with the Neapolitan Mellon
Chansonnier as a principal source against concordances in both
eastern and western collections.

The comparatively limited

transmission of his four Masses, though forms a more distinctive
pattern.

The three-voice Missa sine nomine is unique to Trent 9;,

60An archival notice of 1479 mentions "Vanella, moglie del quondam Vll'lC8net, Cantorfo del
Senyor Rey,- thus placing Vincenafs death no 'Caler ~!'\an that year. See Allan Atlas, Music at the
Aragonese Court of Napl8s (London: Cambr:dge Unn,'9rsity Press, 1985), pp.69-70; Atlas quotes
the notice from Edmond van dar Straeten, La lTIJS;que au Pays-Bas avant Ie XIXe sikle (Brussels.
1878), vol. 4, p.31.
61 See Atlas, Music at Naples, p. 70. Atlas argues. like Davis (in The Collected Worlcs of Vincenet,
pp.ix-x) that Vincenet must have been at Naples eariier, by 1466 at latest, adducing as evidence
his mention in a letter from the singer Jachetto de Marvilla. who was in Neapolitan employ from
1458 to 1466. (The letter is published in translation by Frank D'Accone in "The Singers of San
Giovanni in Acr9nc8 during the Fifteenth Century. - JAMS 14 (1961), p.324.) In this letter.
however, de Marvilla refers to events and actions following his move from Naples to Siena. It is by
no means so clear as Atlas and Davis would assume that Vincenet and De Marvilla knew one
another exclusively from a rrotual Neapolitan service. De Marvilla's reference to Vincenet - -I had
advised Vincenet, before he came to Florence, that he ought to consider the commissioii [finding
singers] I had had from your generous father..: - follows. in the chronological sense of the letter,
upon De Marvilla's account of his own visit to Florence. which c1ea.1y took place during or after the
summer of 1468, when he was all'Aady based at Siena. It could be, then, that Vincenet made
some brief stop there. though he has not yet been traced in Sienese records. (Any reference
there using only his Christian name. which does not appear in Neapolitan records. would, of
course. go unrecognized: Prof. Pamela Starr has suggested to me that "Vince net- might be, at
any ~a:e, a pseudonym or nickname of some kind.)
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apart from the one movement also in the Strahov Codex; the Missa

Entrepris suis, based on a song by Bartolomeo de Bruolo, is unique to
Martini's Ferrara collection, ModO; the Missa 0 gloriosa regina
appears in Trent 91 and also in the Neapolitan source CS 51; finally,
the Missa Aeteme rex altissime is uniquely Neapolitan, in CS 14.
Traditionally, Vincenet has been placed in Naples essentially
for the duration of his creative career.

The source distribution just

described for his Masses must postulate,. in this view, a kind of
pipeline for his work between Naples and interested parties farther
north, one extraordinarily specific for a composer whose
contemporaneous standing seems to have been otherwise quite
modest. 62 The same configuration becomes easy to explain, though,
if Vincenet himself can be placed north of the Alps for a decade or
so prior to his move to Naples, which, on the evidence of the
document just cited, must have taken place in the later 1460s.
While no archival evidence as yet supports this hypothesis, none en
the other hand stands in the way.
If Vincenet did spend time in the north, chances are that he had
some kind of association or contact with the group of musicians in
the chapel of Friedrich III.

This speculation receives compelling

support from Vincenet's music itself: of the four Masses just listed,
three fit perfectly into the categories this study has delineated,
Y!!thin the Trent repertory, as possible specialties of the Imperial
Chapel. The Missa sine nomine belongs to the same genre as
62 Atlas (Music in Naples, pp.69-71) makes clear that Vincenefs stature in the Neapolitan Chapel
.....as en.L; mooing cof11)ared to that of acknowledged luminaries such as Comago and Tinctoris. it
is possible. for instance. that he supplemented his income by working as a xribe, copying the
Mellon Chansonnier. He is nowhere mentioned specifically by his colleague TIndoris.
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Touront's three-voice, low-eontra cycles. and in fact appears in
close manuscript association with one of them in the Strahov Codex,
while both the Missa Entrepris suis and the Missa 0 g/oriosa regina
are, as will be seen, similar to the examples of Germanic parody
composition just discussed; both their models, further, are known in
east-European sources. 63 The one Mass preserved uniquely in Naples,
the Missa Aeterne rex altissime, is on the other hand, a highly
traditionai treatment of a monophonic chant subject. 64
The Missa Entrepris suis,

schematized in Table 5.8, parallels

the Missa Gentil madonna mia in several

strik!~g

respects.

Like

that piece and its possible sibling, the Missa Gross Sehnen, the

Missa Entrepris suis
tenor presentaticn,

is primarily concerned with an isomorphic

manipulated through verbal canons to fCim the

basis of successive movem6ilts in a symmetrical mensural

sus

63 The model for the Missa Entrepris
appears (in COl1rafaet, as Congr.itUlamini mih~ in the
Strahov Codex. and also I" the Buxheimer Orgelbuich, the Glo"wauer Uada:buch. the Scliedei
Liederbuch, Bologna 16.

a

and Oxtord 213.

its cantus firroos. a hyrm. in the same successbn of four segments
(corresponding to the four phrases within the hyrm verse) in all fIVe movements. The-parody
~assages- cited by Davis (The ColleCled Works of Vincenet. p. xQ are merely passing similarities
generated. in the added voices. by the identical cadence points for these four tenor segments.
The movements are further linked by a headmotive. also ok:l-fashioned in that it is unrelated to
the tenor.

64 The cycle presents
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progression.

It makes, too, a comparable use of its model's

discantus line, similarly retaining this as the preexistent
framework for the final movement; its headmotive scheme, though
idiosyncratic, also seems to be of Gentil madonna's general type.
Martini's inclusion of this w'ork in ModO coulo, obviously, have
come about through any number of indirect contacts.

But the

apparent influence, in some of his own Masses, of Vincenefs style
and procedures - a notion reinforced by Vincenefs close association
with him in manuscripts even apart from ModO - has already
attracted comment,6S and invites more substantial explanation.
Vincenet, if he did spend time in the Imperial circle, had surely left
it before 1469; thus Martini, if he adhered to something like the
timetable suggested for him in Chapter Three, might not have
encountered the older composer in person, during his own contacts
with Friedrich's chapel.

But music by Vincenet would, even in this

case. have remained in the Imperia! Chape!'s repertory after
Vincenet himself had gone.

This Martini could have studied, copied,

and eventually carried to Ferrara - where, in the end, the Missa
Entrepris suis

was uniquely preserved.

Vincenet's Missa 0 gloriosa regina mundi can, in turn, stand
beside both the Missa Monyel and the Missa Sig said und heil in the
advancement of its parody technique, as Table 5.9 makes clear.

Like

those two works, it most often features the model's entire
discantus-tenor axis, along with segments of the contra, preserving
most of their original rhythmic configuration.

Vincenet, though,

65See especially Buridlolder, "'Martini and the Imitation Mass-, pp.506-508 and note 30.
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shows a pronounced tendency to shade into and out of borrowed
material in sometimes very subtle fashion, as shown in Examples
5.8a and 5.8b, rather than presenting, in Touront's manner, clearly
defined and symmetrically arrayed segments of the model.
from the model also affect nominally free sections to

g

Motives

greater

extent than in Touront's work, as seen in the same excerpt.

This

kind of expansion admirably suits the prolix, somewhat rambling
character of the "song-motet" that Vincenet chose as his model.
As a piece by Tauront himself, the song-motet 0 gloriosa
regina mundi makes its own argument for a direct association
between the two men - which, since Touront is nowhere to be found
in the relatively copious records surviving from the Naples
establishment, would have had to take place during Vincenet's
hypothetical tenure at the Imperial Court.

Such a relationship

would. in fact, go far to explain the peculiar distribution of
Tcurcnt's known wor'r(s; as Tabie 5.10 shows, aii but one of these
appear exclusively in sources from either Naples or Imperial
territory.66

Because the one exception to the pattern is 0 gloriosa

regina mundi itself, which appears in a variety of French and Italian
sources, it might of course be possible to argue that Vincenet came
across that piece in some other way - that however Touront's works
happened to arrive en masse in Naples, Vincenet personally had
nothing to do with the matter; Strohm, for instance, has pointed to
cultural ties between Naples and Hungary generated by the marriage,
66The provenances of the manuscripts in question· Montecassino 871, Perugia 431, seville 5-143, Paris 4379, and Bologna a 16 - are explored, and relevant literature for each listed and
summarized, in Atlas, Music at Naples, p.12o-25. AJI1our, Atlas states, are products entirely or
mainly of the 14805.
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in 1476, of Beatrice of Aragon with the Hungarian king Matthias
Corvinus. 67 But judging by what we can presently understand about
what might be called the social aspect of the parody Mass, this
seems too thin an explanation.

In those cases that can be

reconstructed, composers seem to have chosen as models works
known in their own general circles, if not those by their friends and
mentors: they did not pick out models at random from traditions
otherwise unknown to them, as a Vincenet confined to Naples would
have had to pick out 0 gloriosa regina . 68 Vincenet's more extensive
involvement with the Touront work might be deducible, too, from a
comparison of its distribution with that of the one song of his own
known in Germanic territory, Fortune par ta crualte:

the two figure

almost as travelling companions.
The Trent 91 version of the Missa 0 gloriosa regina carries
within itself, however, still stronger evidence of northern origins
for the work..
Scribe 0, who copied the cycle, was (as was observed in
Chapter One) also active as an editor in what is now fascicle 10,
working there with Wiser's copy of the four-part Genealogy
according to Matthew.

While the musical setting of the Genealogy

67See -Nos amis -, p.49. The ties Strohm discusses were established. in any case. only during
the later 14705 and early 14805. by which time Touront and Vincenet were dead. or at least
removed from the creative scene.
68 Imported models for other Masses in the Trent repertory WOUld. in this line of argument. have
been familiar to their Franco-Flemish co:1l)OSers at the l"l)eriaJ court from the rTlJSical culture they
had left -at home" By the same token it remains possible. of course, that Vmcenet and Touront
had cortacl in some early phase of their careers. back in France or in the Low Courtries, and the
Vincenet consequently came to know 0 gJoriosa regina during some period before Touront's
putative move to eastern Europe. The work itself. though,belongs to the songlike. Latin-texted
but nonliturgical type called the cantio. endemic to Strahov. SpeciAlnlk, and Trent 89 (together
with. to some extent, Trent 88), but essentially unknown in westem sources; it was far more likely
a product of Touront's adopted milieu. and reseni>les a I'kIrmer of other pieces by him which are
known only there.
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posed par sa

no particular problems for Wiser, he evidently

hesitated even to attempt the underlay, in the chant-bearing tenor,
of its lengthy and complex text. 69

Scribe D did practically the whole

task for him on the first two openings; he touched up Wiser's
discantus text as well, using all the while the same light-brown ink
visible in the copy of Vincenet's Mass. (See Illustration 5.1.)
The finished Genealogy appears in the midst of Trent 91 's
paraphrases of chants from the Passau rite; from the liturgical
standpoint, it has an important place among them in the Christmas
Eve service. (See Table 2.1.) Jeremy Noble has now confirmed the
work's east-European provenance through a demonstration that it
uses the Reading Tone most typical for Garman-speaking regions. 70
He has, further, found a concordance for it (in black notationl) in a
manuscript from Zwickau,71 so that here, too, a central point of
origin may be postulated to unite survivals comparatively far east
ar.d south; picbably, in other words, ihe piece was part ot the
Imperial Court paraphrase repertory preserved in Trent 91.

Scribe

D's obviously detailed familiarity with it works, then, to connect
him with the Imperia! Court as well - which means. in turn.

that

Vincenet's Mass, copied by him for inclusion in Trent 91, was very
likely part of the repertory there;

like the Missa Entrapris suis, it

69 Given the tenor line's proximity to the Reading ione it sets, the setting was, conceivably, not
texted at all in the exefl1)lar WISer saw: its perfonners might have filled in text from incipits in the
polyphonic parts, using as their source a chant book resembling the printed Salzburg Missal of
1515, which gives (ff.11v-12v) both tha fun text and the written-out tone.
70 Jeremy Noble, "The Genealogies of Christ and their Musical Settings; a paper derlVerec! at the
National Convention of the American Musicological Society, Vancouver, B.C., Saturday,
November 9, 1985. I thank Professor Noble for sending me a copy of this unpublished paper.
71 The manu~ ~ a Lectionary, Zwickau RatsctlJlbi:lIiothek MS XCIV,S. For a transcription,
see GOllner, Die rnehrstimmigen liturgischen Lesungen.
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could have remained in the Chapel's

chol~books

after Vincenet

himself had departed in 1468 or 1469.
Scribe D's copy of the Mass is on the same paper used by Scribe
A in the early 1470s.

Given that 0 worked somewhat later th;m A,

this makes his exemplar physically just a little older than its
Neapolitan concordance, which probably dates from around 1477.7 2
From close comparison of the two readings themselves, though,
Trent's emerges as an actual earlier version of the Mass. Numerous
variants between them are most often understandable as small but
telling refinements of the CS 51 version over Scribe D's: added cr
changed notes work to smooth rough contours, to eliminate overly
harsh dissonances, to modernize cadences. and to extend motivic
consistency.

None of these differences stem from errors en Scribe

D's part; in terms of sheer accuracy, in fact, the Trent copy is
clearly superior. 73

Rather some change of taste - presumably on the

part of Vincenet himself, who might easily have revised his Mass
down in Naples - brought about these persistent alterations of
detail.
The single really substantial difference between the readings
argues for Trenfs priority as well.
Crucifixus

In the Credo there, the entire

section, through the words et sepultus est

I

is cut. In CS

51, this text is present - but its music is shortly to be heard again
as the Pleni

section of the Sar.ctus.

Such literal repetition takes

place nowhere else in the cycle, and the single instance of it here

72 see Atlas, Music at Naples, p.127, note 2.
73 See, for instance, the ccnfusion affecting all parts in CS 51, in Kyrie 2 rnm.86-89. Smaller
errors are frequent in all movements.
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violates, arguably, the subtly varied recapitulations of mod*:'!
material that characterize the work as a whole.

Trent 91 's cut

version is probably the original, which the Neapolitan scribe then
adapted to suit the stricter requirements of the Papal
establishment; given that so many of the probably German Masses in
the Trent collection cut their Credo texts, this circumstance
becomes one more indication of the Mass's northern origin. 74

The Miss' Zersundert ist d,s JUDge Herze mein
Vincenefs involvement with the Austro-German parody
tradition may not be iimited to the two Masses just

disc~ssed,

Missa Entrepris suis and the Missa 0 gloriosa regina.

the

In Trent 91,

Wiser chose as companion to the Missa 0 gloriosa regina a cycle on
the German song Zarsundart ist das junge Herzs main, placing its
fascicle as sixth in the manuscript, just before the attributed
Vincenet work.

{See Transcription No.7.}

Special emphasis en

Wiser's editiorial discretion is warranted here because fascicle 6
uses a paper different from that of either 5 or 7, and possibly
several years older, as Chapter One showed. On purely physical
grounds, that is, the Missa Zarsundert ist belongs with the chant
paraphrase repertory of fascicles 8 through 15; Wiser's placement of
it as we find it must, then, have been quite deliberate.

We can

consider it, in fact, as anot;-'8r piece in the puzzle of Vincenet's preNeapolitan career.

74 Compare, for instance, the Missa Sig said und heil, and the Missa Deutscher Lieder, which omit
all text following et sepultus est.
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Tab:e 5.11 shows the formal layout of the Missa Zersundert

ist.

In terms of orderly presentation of model material, this cycle,

as is evident, stands midway between the strict symmetry of the

Missa Monyel or the Missa Sig said und heil and the freely
fluctuating allusions of the Missa 0 gloriosa regina.
the latter work, however, in two crucial respects.

It resembles
First, the

underlying concept for all of the movements is a slightly stricter
realization of that governing the Gloria and the Credo (and to some
extent the Agnus) in the Vincenet cycle: a kind of double exposition
of the model, consisting of a free, leisurely presentation,

in values

longer than those of the original, followed by a second, stricter one,
at a mensurally enforced faster pace.

And secondly, the borrowed

tenor-discantus axis is manipulated, in both these expositions,

in

much the same way as seen in the Missa 0 gloriosa regina.
Basically, Touront's method of contrafact-Iike presentation obtains,
particuiariy in the second presentation of the model, and at major
cadence points in the first; in much of the first, free exposition,
though, discantus ornamentation, together with elongated note
values, brings about alignments subtly varied from - although
always recognizable as - those of the original.

Vincenet, in other

words, seems to present a fusion between the characteristically
Austro-German parody technique and that of composers such as
Faugues, who were active at the same time (the mid- or later
1460s) in western Europe.
In the face of these similarities, Wiser's placement of the
fascicle 6 Mass bggins to look more and more like a message as to
its authorship.

And while the Missa Zersundert ist is hardly a
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"twin" of any known Vincenet cycle, it displays enough features of
his style to support such a conclusion.7 S

Most striking among these

is an interest in clearly articulated rhythmic and melodic sequence,
carried out by the two structural voices, at least, over fairly
extended passages. In both Masses these passages are of course
concentrated where the model is temporarily absent.

Example 5.9,

from the Missa 0 gloriosa , may be compared with the Credo,
mm.113-124, in Transcription NO.7.
Writing like this under Vincenet's name, explicitly or
implicitly, raises questions concerning another cycle in Trent 89,
now tentatively attributed to Busnois by Richard Taruskin and
others, on the Busnois song Quand ce viendra.i6

This song, as it

happens, appears with a Latin ";ontrafact text immediately following
the fascicle 6 cycle.

Its presence there prompts a comparison to the

situation of Touront's 0 gloriosa regina , model for the Vincenet
work in fascicle 7.

The TOUiont warp( was a iate (even post-binding)

addition to Trent 91, and was inserted there next to Vincenet's other
attributed Mass, the· Missa sine nomine in fascicle 16, since
presumably no room remained for it in or near fascicle 7.

The

insertion of the contrafacted Quand ce viendra in fascicle 6 could
imply a similar link between that cycle and the one in Trent 89. 77

75 One of these features is a frequent crossing of the altus line above the discantus. which is
employed to especially great effect in the conclusion of the Missa Zersundert ist. ar.ct sporadically
throughout the cycle; it is also reasonably frequent in both the Missa Entrepris suis ar.d the Missa
Aeterne rex altissime. though less so in the Missa 0 gloriosa regina.
76 Taruskin will publish the cyde in the Appendix of his forthcoming edition of Busnois's Latintexted works. It occupies ff.318v-330r of Trent 89 (fascicles 28-29).
n The same song-eontrafaet pairing also appears (in a different scribal hand) on f.411 r in Trent 88.
where it precedes the Faugues cyde on Le serviteur. The Trent 89-91 link is more interesting.
thOugh, because both copies involved are by WISer.
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Two major stylistic observations, presumably, underlie
Taruskin's attribution of the Missa Quand ce viendra to Busnois. One
is the Mass's highly rationalized formal layout: a canonically
modified tenor presentation creates an elegantly executed overall
form reminiscent of such workS as In hydraulis.

The other is a high

incidence of rhythmic and melodic sequence, a technique so strongly
associated with Busnois's personal style as to be characterized
sometimes almost as his own invention.7 8

But Vincenet, perhaps,

can make an equal claim to both these traits: he was capable, as we
have just seen, of proficient sequential writing, and certainly he
was no stranger to canonic tenor manipulation, having experimented
with it in his cycle on the Bruolo model.
Even more importantly, though, the Missa Quand

C9

viendra

handles its model in the same fashion just established, with the two
Trent 91 Masses, as distinctively Vincenet's:

co ntrafact-Iike

presentation of the discantus-tencr framework in some passages is
varied, in others, with slight shifts in the original alignment. 79 As
the start of this discussion commented, parody Masses known to
emanate directly from Busnois's immediate circle - most
importantly, those of OCkeghem - are not, as a rule, written in this
way.

It seems questionable, then, that Busnois himself, in entering

the parody field, would have departed !o such an extent from their

78 Higgins (-Busnois and Musical Culture-, pp.33-36) argues persuasively for BusnolS'S
importance in the development of sequence as a normal feature of later frfteenth-century
language.
79 See the analysis of the Missa Ouand ce viendra in Gottlieb, '"The Cyclic Masses of Trent 89-,
Cho 7. The model is presented in contrafaet (with fIVe interpolated measures) in the Et in spiritum
section of the Credo; other sections (e.g., the Kyrie 1 and the Et resurrexit section of the Credo)
include transitory references to the discantus in combination with the tenor, and the headmotlve
for all moe movements is an excerpt from the discantus-tenor pair.
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very different practice.

In short, there should be no great rush to

attribute this Mass to Busnois himself before the claims of
candidates more familiar in the Trent collection - and above all,
those of Vincenet - have been more thoroughly examined. 80
Meanwhile, the Missa Zersundert ist can help, provisionally, in
u:....
_ .. ~:.._. ·n' :~
... ..;r ClU"IIVI~ It;.,

",f
v'

the cycle ,

initially suggested by Wiser's placement of it within the collection,
finds ready support on stylistic grounds.

And once

~ccepted,

it

provides the strongest possible evidence, short of actual documents,
that Vincenet's Mass-writing career unfolded largely north of the
Alps, for it is difficult to imagine the

circumstances under which a

Naples-based composer would choose a little-known German song as
his model.

Johannes Martini and the Austro-German Parody Mass
Re!nhard Strohm has argued eioquentiy, for some years now,
that the early history of the parody Mass may have depended far
more than has generally been supposed on the creative initiatives of
composers working in Germanic cultural centers. S1

The preceding

study of Trent 91's parody Masses has attempted to fill in the
picture he has sketched with some specific names, places, and
musical works, and at least some approximate dates.

The other

German Masses from the Trent Codices presented in the first section
SOProf. Paula Higgins has pointed out to me (in a letter of July 15, 1988) that Vincenet's rrosic
turns up in a oomber of the most ilT1)Ortant Busnois sources from the Loire Valley, such as the
Pixericourt and the Cordiforme Chansonniers; they are also associated in the Mellon
Chansonnier. This rna)" incflCate some association between them early in Vinceners career, which
may have pro~ed his adoptions of Busnois's song as a model, as wen as his em,dation of
Busnois's stylistic traits.
S1 See, again, Strohm's JAMS comroonication, c.~ed above in note 31.
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of this chapter - and, further, other Masses in the collection yet to
be identified as German - could find a place in this picture too, were
there space here for an extended study of the subject.

At present,

though, some preliminary conclusions must suffice, drawing for the
most part on Trent 91 alone.
The first important identifiable figure in the creation of the
specifically Austro-German parody Mass was Johannes Touront, a
composer probably about the same age as OCkeghem and, like him, of
Franco-Flemish extraction. If the arguments set forth in this
chapter are accepted, four Masses on secular songs in the Trent
collection are traceable to Touront. The Missa Gross Sehnen and the
Missa Sig saId und heil draw on material native to the proposed
scene of Touronrs activity at the Imperial Court; the Missa Monyel
and the Missa Gentil madonna mia use, by contrast, songs from the
Franco-Flemish circles where Touront probably spent his earliest
years.

The last three of these cycles display what has been defined

here as a characteristically Germanic approach to parody:

one

preserving the model's discantus tenor axis in its original
alignment, so as to approximate, in certain climactic passages, the
Germanic secular-to-sacred contrafact.
A second identifiable contributor to the genre was Vincenet, a
man of about the same age as Touront. Vincenet may have come into
contact with Touront at the Imperial Court during the mid-1460s,
before his move to Naples, where he spent the balance of his career.
He developed his own variant of contrafact-Iike parody practice in
the Missa 0 gloriosa regina,

and may have followed Touronrs lead
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still more directly by writing a Mass on the German song Zersundert

ist das junge Herze mein.

It was this still-flourishing practice of parody writing that
Martini would have encountered around 1470, if he indeed departed
for a time from his post at Constance to investigate the musical
chapel of the Imperial Court.

His knOWledge of Faugues's work,

possibly gained by actual study with that master, would have
familiarized him with the idea of multi-voice borrowings from a
polyphonic secular model, and further, impressed hir.'l with the
potential of audible repetitions in general as a striking means of
cyclic unification.

The parody practice of Touront and Vincenet,

with its particularly deliberate and exuberant display of secular
models, must, however, have made a considerable impact upon him.
This impact is best memorialized by his Missa Coda di Pavon,
er, properly, his Missa Der Pfoben Schwanz.

its model is the small,

apparently instrumental work by that name attributed to Barbingant,
already discussed in this study as a possible contributor to the
Imperial Court repertoryJi2

Like the models used by Vincenet and

Touront, this work is familiar from the Court's secular repertory, as
preserved in the Glogauer Liederbuch and related sources. 83
Moreover, contrafacted excerpts from Martini's Mass itself appear
alongside the Imperial paraphrase repertory in fascicle 15 of Trent
91; 84

the whole Mass is in Milan 2268, suggesting that it already

82 See the discussion in Chapter Two.
83 Barbingant's piece is found with an attrbrtion in the Schedel Liederbuch, and anonymously in
~atnfk, Strahov, Trent 89, and the Glogauer Uederbuch.
See the discussion in Chapter One.
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existed during Martini's short stay in Milan during 1475. 85

On all of

these grounds, the Mass may be considered as a possible product of
Martini's involvement with Friedrich Ill's musicians at Wiener
Neustadt.
On closer inspection, it in fact proves to reflect the
contrafact-like approach to parody seen in the works of Touront and
of Vincenet. 86

Examples 5.11 a and 5.11 b show the model's first

phrase together with its realization at the start of the Gloria.

The

resembiance here to Vincenet's parody style, particularly, is quite
clear; the formal plan of the work, based on one model presentation
per movement with interruptions by free material, also recalls that
of the Missa 0 gloriosa regina.

(See Table 5.12.)

Among Martini's other attributed Masses, no other uses this
Germanic approach to parody quite so strikingl) as the Missa Der
Pfoben Schwanz. His cycle on Ockeghem's Ma bouche rit, for
~se

example, makes extensive

of both the discantus and the tenor

from its model, but tends to follow Ockeghem's own lead in the
Missa Fors seulement,

in that it most often isolates or realigns the

borrowed parts, rather than presenting them in something close to
their original formation. 87

But the two further cycles that preserve

the most of Vincenet's and TouiOnrS example use models Martini
may have encountered, like Der Pfoben Schwanz, within the Courfs
secular repertory. The song In Feuers Hitz could have been acquired
85 The Mass appears in Milan 2268 on ff.2Ov-26r, and in ModO as no.11.
86 see Burkholder's comments to similar effect in -Martini", pp.482-487.
87 The Gloria in the Missa Ma bouche rit, fQ!' e~afll)le, begins with references first to the model
discantus (mm.1-7) and then to the roodel tenor (mm.S-19( before combining model tenor and
contra (mm.19-20) and finally the model discantus and tenor (mm.21-31: the cfJSCantus is freely
handled).
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there, although the cycle buili upon it may date from Martini's
slightly later stay at Milan;88 similarly, La martinslia

aimost surely

belongs to a Germanic tradition of instrumental fantasias,89 so that
the Mass upon it, even if composed later in his career, may recall
something of Martini's experience in Germanic circles. 90
It seems appropriate, then, to look upon Martini's encounter
with the Austro-German parody tradition as a potential watershed in
his own involvement with the parody Mass.

Whereas the works in

Scribe A's collection within Trent 91 - the Missa Cucu and,
possibly, the Missa Regina casli laetars - reflect Martini's
preference in the late 1460s for traditionai monophonic subjects,
sacred or secular, the Missa Der Pfoben Schwanz could mark his
turn toward full engagement with the nascent possibilities of
parody composition, an engagement carried further in such works as
the Missa La martinella and the Missa In Feuers Hitz.

Doubtless the

examples set him by Franco-Flemish composers, particularly
Faugues and OCkeghem, were essential to this development. But the
influence of the composers he would nave met at Friedrich's court
should, nonetheless, be accorded its full importance.
In the hands of Josquin, Obrecht, Isaac, and others among the
generation following Martini's, parody composition gradually took on
a form coinciding, in certain respects, with the Austro-German
tradition embodied in the works of Vincenet and Touront

As the

century drew to a close, the technique came to be defined

88 See the discussion in Chapter Four.
89 Strohm has commented on this in his paper, -Polyphonic Music in Fifteenth Century Austria-.
90 See Burkholder's comments in '"Martini". pp.486-487.
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jnc"~asingly

as an assimilation of the entire model composition, in

its contrapuntal integrity, into the new work.

in the decades that

followed, this concept helped to make possible musical
constructions which attained, at their best, an architectural
grandeur and an expressive power of which Touront and Vincenet, in
their day, could hardly have dreamed.
To sort out the byways of example and influence in the
evolution of this mature parody technique would require a much
weightier study than the present one, if inde9d such a project is
feasible at all.

One explicit, albeit preliminary attempt at such a

history, however, has already accorded great prominence to Johannes
Martini:

during his residence at Ferrara, he probably had contacts

with all three of the younger composers - Obrecht, Isaac, and
Josquin - whose essays in parody technique were to prove most
influential during the next :aw oacades.

This chapter can close,

then, with the observation that much of what Martini miaht
... have had
to teach to these younger composers he might have learned,

himself,

from Touront, Vincenet, and other musicians of Friedrich's court men whose names and personal histories are now forgotten and
vanished, but whose contribution to the future of western music was
nonetheless significant and lasting.'

Conclusions:

The Next Steps in Trent Research

This study has put forward an analysis of the collection Trent
91 built around a single unifying thesis:

that the manuscript is a

comprehensive assembly of sacred music composed at the court of
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the Holy Roman Emperor Friedrich III, during the period between
approximately 1465 and 1475.
As the historical account of Trent studies given in Chapter One
made clear, the idea that the Trent collection's repertory reflects,
in some degree, compositional activity within the Austro-German
cultural sphere is not a new one. Up to now, however, a stronger
tendency has existed to view the collection as one of thoroughly
mixed origins, more dependent upon importations of music directly
from Franco-Flemish circles than on any centers of production, or
even of collection, closer to Trento itself.

And to the extent that

Austro-German input into the Codices has been acknowledged, no
real consensus has existed as to exactly what center was
responsible:

while some archival evidence attests to musical

establishments at Innsbruck, at the Imperial Court, and at a few
other Germanic cities, the surviving documents do not permit a
confident choice among these centers as to a primary source for the
Trent repertory - nor indeed, do the documents fully support an idea
of flourishing

polyphonic practice in anyone of them.

The basis for the more sharply defined viewpoint offered by
this study has been the discovery, set forNard in Chapte:- Two, of
close links between the anonymous chant paraphrase repertory
preserved in Trent 91 and the chant dialect of Passau, the Diocese
which, in the 1460s and 14705, included the Imperial capital at
Wiener Neustadt. The paraphrases, by serving as evidence of a
sophisticated practice of polyphonic composition at the Court, made
possible the assignment of other parts of Trent 91's repertory to the
Court's resident circle of composers, native and foreign-born.

As a
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result, the study as a whole has challenged the traditional view of
Austro-German musical culture as one essentially dependent upon
western input until well into the sixteenth century, by raising the
possibiiity that some of the outstanding creative talents of
Ockeghem's generation - specifically, Johannes Touront, with
Vincenet and Barbingant as secondary possibilities - may have, after
training in the west, spent significant portions of their careers in
the east of Europe, where the accidents of archival loss and
anonymous source preservation

subsequently disguised much of

their achievement.
A much more extensive study of the Trent Codices, and of
related sources, is now needed to raise this proposed new picture
from the realm of the speculative - where, at the conclusion of this
dissertation, it must largely remain - onto a surer footing of
historical fact.

Such study will need to focus on the following

areas.

1) Further investigation of secondary scribes in the Codices.
As the first chapter of this study showed, paleographical stUdy of
the Codices has to date focused exclusively on two major
contributors, the priests Johannes Wiser and Johannes LupL

The

careers of both of these men have been partially reconstructed,
mostly from documents concerning them in the Trento archives.
Until recently, though, the equally important role of further
contributors to the collection has been insufficiently recognized,
and consequently little attempt has been made to identify them,
much less to document their careers.

A fresh seaich of Trento's
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archives, oriented specifically towards such identification, may
help to reveal more about any further contributors to the collection
who lived in Trento itself.

However, as the present study has

argued, many of the contributors to Trent 91, particularly, may not
have lived there.

A better understanding of their work will proceed

from

2) Further investin~tinn

of

t6e Imperjal Court's cultural history

grior to the accession of Maximilian I.
Little effort has been made to reconstruct Friedrich Ill's patronage
patterns, or the biographies of those composers he employed, mostly
because so few results have been expected:

musicological literature

has always taken as a starting pc!nt the assertion that serious
cultivation of music in the Empire began only with the reign of
Maximilian I, his son.

But new, systematic investigation into areas

which recant scholarship has shown to be essentiai

in

reconstructing the hi$tory of court musical establishments - such
as, for instance, the conferral of benefices - might help to augment
the modest and outdated studies now available.

With regard to the

Trent collection specifically, future investigation might well focus
on details of the interaction:; between the Trento Government and
its oVbrlord, the Emperor, during the latter part of the reign of
Prince-Bishop Hinderbach,

in the 1470s.
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3) Further analysis of chant-based compositions in the Trent
Codices.
All of the later Trent Codices contain large numbers of anonymous
chant paraphrase compositions.
principal reasons.

These invite further study for two

First, the identification of the particular chant

dialects upon which they draw will help to refine the present
geographic picture of musical developments in Austro-German
territory.

For it is by no means a foregon9 conclusion that

polyphonic composition, at least on the relatively modest ievel of
chant paraphrase, was confined to a single center there, such as the
Imperial Court; identification, for instance, of chants specifically
from the Diocese of Brixen, neighbor to Passau, might permit a
demonstration that the considerable musical establishment
documented from the 1460s on at Innsbruck, within that Diocese,
produced some independent compositional efforts as well.
A second goa! in analyzing Trent's paraphrases

wo~id

be to sort

out the various subtypes of paraphrase composition, as a basis for
further insights into the musical history of the region.

Even within

Trent 91 alone, a surprising array of procedures can be traced: the
elegant contrapunctus tractus

of the Imperial Court works stands,

as Chapter Two showed, beside an array of pieces favoring different
forms of plainchant notation, and utilizing substantially different
approaches to dissonance treatment and to contrapuntal texture.
Increased understanding of such paraphrase dialects would, like an
understanding of the chant dialects on which they draw, clarify the
history of early

Germanic polyphony, and its relation, ultimately, to
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the mus;c composers such as Isaac were to write, a few decades
later, within deliberately assumed Germanic traditions and styles.

4) further definition of the interplay of native and imported
polyphony in the Trent Codices,
This dissertation has proposed some definitive characteristics for
two different genres of Austro-German Mass Ordinary compositions
represented in Trent 91.

Many of these characteristics could

potentially prove traceable in a much wider array of music drawn
from Trent 89, 88, and even 90 - all collections which probably
share, to some degree, Trent 91's antecedents.

The group of low-

contra, sine nomine Masses discussed here may represent, for
instance, an offshoot from larger repertory of freely composed
Masses for three voices with normal (high) contra preserved in Trent
89.

Further investigation of song-based Masses (which will sureiy

involve the identification of severai new examples within the
unexplored repertory of tne Codices) may, similarly, reveal new
links between cycles composed on German material and those
drawing on western repertory:

not all of the examples of this latter

class, as has been suggested here, ....ere necessarily "imported". On
the other hand, some pieces may, on closer ana!ysis, reveal - like
the Missa Regina caefi laetare

- specific links with western

compositions, for the Imperial Court surely imported and collected
music as well as producing it.

Now that some preliminary bases for

the identification of a native Austro-German repertory have been put
forward, the possibilities for the tracing of specific model-
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emulation relationships between this and imported Franco-Flemish
music have been greatly increased.
The Trent Codices, then, have only just begun, a century after
their rediscovery, to reveal their full potential as a record of
musical developments all over Europe during the course of the later
fifteenth century.
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List of Manuscripts Discussed
Aosta

Aosta, Seminari.

Apel

Leipzig, Universitatsbibliothek. MS 1494

Bologna
a 16

a 15,

Ms. without signature

Bologna, Civico Museo Bibliografico Musicale.
Mss. 15 and 16

a

a

Brussels 5557

Brussels, Bibliotheque Royale. Ms. 5557

Breslau 2016

Breslau, Musikalisches Institut Cud. Mf. 2016
(Now at Warsaw, Llnivcr~!!y U~~a!'Y.)

Berlin

Berlin-Dahlem, Kupferstichkabinett.
Ms. 78 C 28

Buxheimer
Orgelbuch

Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Handschriften-Abteilung. Cim. 352b (formerly Mus. Ms. 3725)

CS 14, 51

Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana.
MSS Cappella Slstina 14 and 51

Casanatense

Rome, Biblioteca Casanatense. MS 2856

Chigi

Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana.
MS Chigi C VIII 234

Cordiforme

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale. Ms. Rothschild 2973

Dijon

Dijon, Bibliotheque Pubiique. Ms. 517

Escorial

Ei Escorial, Bibliotheca del Monasterio.
Ms. IV.a.24
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Florence 176

Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale.
Maaliabechini XIX, 176

Glogauer
Liederbuch

Krak6w, Biblioteka Jagiell6nska. s.n.
(Formerly Berlin, Deutsche Staatsbibliothek.
Mus. Ms. 40.098)

Mellon

New Haven, Yale University, Beinecke Library for
Rare Books and Manuscripts. MS 91

Milan 2269,
2268, 2267

Milan, Archivio della Veneranda Fabbrica del
Duomo, Sezione musicale. Libroni 1, 2, 3

ModC1-2,

Modena, Biblioteca Estense e Universitaria.
MS a.M.1.11-12, a.M.1.13

ModO

Munich 3154

Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek,
Musiksammlung. Mus. Ms. 3154

Munich 328-331 Munich, Universitatsbibliothek der LudwigMaximilians-Universitat. MSS 80 328-331
Perugia

Perugia, Biblioteca Comunale Augusta.
MS 431 (G.20)

Pixerecourt

Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, fonds franc;ais 15123

SP B 80

Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana.
MS San Pietro B 80

Schedel

Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek. Handschriften-Abteilung. Cgm 810 (olim M~s. 3232)

Segovia

Segovia, Catedral.

Ms. without shelf-mark
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Specialnfk

Hradec Kraiove (Koniggratz), City Museum. Cod.
/I A 7

Strahov

Prague, Strahov Monastery. Ms. D.G.IV.47

Trent 8792

Trento, Castello de/ Buonconsig/io.
(1374-1379)

Trent 93*

Trento, Biblioteca Capito/are.

Trent 1947

Trento, Biblioteca Communale.

Verona 755,
759, 761

Verona, Bibliote6a Capitolare. Cod. DCClV,
DCCLlX, DCCLX/

Mss.87-92

Ms. 93*
Ms. 1947 (1-6)
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